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Abstract 

This thesis reassesses the role played by monasticism in the social, economic and political 

changes of Late Antiquity in the eastern Mediterranean. In particular, it takes the Roman 

province of Syria as its primary arena, and argues that monasteries were more active in 

effecting social change in this region from the fourth to the seventh centuries thin has been 

previously supposed. In arguing for such a role, a theoretical deconstruction of the nature of 

archaeological research in Syria is carried out, and the reasons why the material culture of 

that region has been consistently left out of wider intellectual debates are demonstrated. 

Instead of monastic institutions being regarded as essentially separate firom broader changes 

affecting the way rural society was organised, a more varied, dynamic model is proposed. 

Running contrary to many general commentaries on the late empire, which assert that the 

eastern Mediterranean maintained a consistent and successful taxation base, it is argued 
instead that more complex, localised methods of socio-economic: control can be recognised 

archaeologically. Instead of there being a lack of social transformation until the seventh or 

eighth centuries in the eastern Mediterranean, it can be suggested that some areas in fact 

witnessed a shift from a predominantly tax-based economy to one where tribute was given 

to rural institutions as early as the fifth century. 

By examining both the internal morphology of monastic sites as well as their broader 

relationship with topography and surrounding settlement patterns, a case can be made that 

monasteries were at the forefront of this shift. A landscape approach is adopted in order to 

scrutine this model, using an archaeological data set from the limestone massif of north-west 
Syria. Three specific case studies are then used to contextualise these broad conclusions. 
This thesis brings together information from a number of previous surveys in the region 

throughout the twentieth century, with results obtained through my own fieldwork 

undertaken in 2003 and 2004. 
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Transliteration Scheme 

The Arabic place names in this thesis have been transliterated into the Roman script using 
the scheme set out below. In many cases, however, if a particular spelling or rendering of a 
name is in common English usage, then this version has been used instead (such as 
Damascus rather than Dimashq). What follows is essentially the same diacritical scheme as 
that used in the journal I. -vant, although for the purposes of simplicity many of the diacritical 
marks commonly used in such schemes have been ornitted (except in the glossary, or where 
a term is used for the first time). I have tried to standardise most place names into the 
following scheme so that there is some consistency between the thesis text and the database. 
However, this means that the spellings used here are often different from those used by 
other authors. 

Consonants 
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Introduction 

'niis thesis is an attempt to examine and explain the social, economic and ultimately political 

role played by Christian monasticism in Syria during Late Antiquity. It draws, in part, on 
fieldwork conducted in the Syrian Arab Republic in 2003 and 2004, but is in fact largely a 
theoretical work. The reason for this approach is that as I embarked on an examination of 

the social and political role of monasticism, I soon realised that a fairly lengthy programme 

of groundwork, in the form of deconstruction, was necessary before any fresh explanation 

could be introduced. The reasons for this deconstruction are essentially threefold. 

Firstly, monasticism has rarely been allowed any kind of political role in archaeological 

accounts. The reasons why it has been so omitted are not necessarily to do with a genuine 
lack of monastic involvement in such affairs. The real reasons for this view are rather 
different. Firstly, monasticism has largely been regarded as a form of behaviour separate 
from society. It would appear to have been, by definition, an 'other', secluded and isolated 

for contemplative reasons, and therefore it could not be written into mainstream histories of 
humankind in the last two millennia. This is partly, of course, because monastic 

organisations have themselves sought to appear isolated. As a major producer of texts, they 
have informed readers of their noble distance from the world because their ideological 

constructs have relied heavily on this impression of separation. This view of monasticism 
has therefore in large part been self-perpetuated, as some of the most enthusiastic 

commentators on monastic life have themselves been monastics. Saints' lives, letters, rules 

and custornaries have influenced one another in a cumulative fashion, each part of a chain of 

monastic discourse stretching back to the very gospels themselves. Consequently, 'any 

approach to the subject (of monasticism) is encumbered with a long baggage train, most of 

which must be left behind if there is to be any hope of understanding the role monastic life 

played' (Bagnal 1993,294). Moreover, this 'baggage train', carried largely by western scholars 

since it is they who have produced most texts on the subject, is dominated by the western 

coenobitic tradition of the Benedictines and the Cistercians. It would be dangerous for us to 

unthinkingly carry such preconceptions into different contexts, and different timeframes. 

But this impression of monastic separation has also been a function of academic 
convenience. Since monasteries often appear so isolated in physical and literary terms, it is 

often easier to conform to this impression by writing them into the margins, rather than the 

ccntre, of human history. Confronting the notion that monastic communities may ever have 

played an active, influential or causative role in human development would mean 
confronting the notion that by definition, they are never supposed to have done so. Pestell 
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comments on the fact that monasteries have often been approached with a sense of 

romanticism, whereby as nodes of secluded cultural activity they offer the viewer a sense of 

escape from the business of mainstream society (2004,3-4). For the researcher too, they 

offer a subject of study which does not obviously involve a need to come to grips with the 

compleidties of broader social, economic and political life. Consequently, most scholars have 

been happy enough to regard monasteries as remote from such affairs. 

A second and nonetheless important factor which has contributed to the marginalisation of 

monasticism in discussions of Late Antiquity in the eastern Mediterranean, is the nature of 
Orientalist traditions in academic study of that region. It is argued later in the thesis that 

academic texts created over the past two centuries, have been inextricably entwined 
(whether consciously or otherwise) with political processes which have sought to juxtapose 

an 'Ease and a 'Wese, and in so doing render the former as cexotic' in contrast to the 
democratic dynamism of the latter (Said 1978). Within such a tradition, eastern subject 

matter has therefore been regarded as requiring 'special' methods of study in order to 

decode its mysteries. Consequently, Syria, cthe Orieneand indeed the eastern Mediterranean 

and western Asia in general, have often been viewed as presenting evidence of such quality 

and diversity that it is somehow unique, and deserving of 'speciar techniques of analysis. 
The marginalisation of monastic studies has therefore been even more of a problem in the 

eastern Mediterranean, since accounts here have very often been needlessly isolated from 

discussions taking place elsewhere. Indeed, it has been pointed out that, until recently, 

studies of Byzantium in general have tended to occur in isolation, and often without any 

sense of theoretical self-reflection (Cameron 1980). 

A third problem is period-specific. Late Antiquity is a period studied by scholars from two 

contrasting backgrounds which, until quite recently, have found it difficult to collaborate. 
Lavan describes these as the 'Continental' and the 'Atlantic' traditions (2003). The former, 

largely carried by scholars in Paris but which also 'has supporters in Oxford and in Classics 

and Religion departments around Europe', dominates with approaches that focus on 

extensive textual research, architecture for its own sake, with use of material remains heavily 

dependent on large quantities of data (2003, x-xi). Clearance is the norm in terms of 

excavation methodology and archaeological or anthropological theory rarely applied. 
Emphasis is on matters of cultural history and religion, and thus high status architecture 
forms the greater part of discussions. 
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The 'Atlantic' school by contrast uses techniques of stratigraphic recording and 
interpretation developed during the 'rescue' culture of the 1970s, and is very strong on 

artefactual. and ecofactual analysis. It tends to focus therefore on questions of close 

chronology, with issues like technology and the economy to the fore. Ile archaeology of the 
lower classes, whether of the countryside or the town, is often focused on. This school uses 

textual sources more infrequently, and is prone to ignoring typologies developed by the 
Taris' school. It often seems Eke these two traditions exist 'without any substantial dialogue' 

OLavan 2003, xiv). However, this thesis tries to form a theoretical framework within which 

elements of both approaches can be used profitably. 

These three factors have combined to write monasticism out of major changes in the 
historical trajectories of Late Antiquity. Yet this thesis argues that monasticism &d play a 

crucial role in the social changes that occurred from the late fourth century to the early 

seventh. During this period, the region of Greater Syria witnessed two significant 
developments. In contrast to recent syntheses (Ward-Perkins 2005a, Wickham 2005), it is 

arguable that it was a period when economic control of the countryside by the city decreased 

markedly in some areas. An urban-based tax was being collected less and less throughout the 
late fourth century, and locally-collected 'tribute' and then rent became the likely successors. 
Following this, architectural chronologies in the northern Syrian countryside suggest that 

there was an expansion of buildings of high quality construction throughout the fifth and 

early sixth centuries. This has usually been interpreted as a period of economic boom for a 
free peasantry. 

Comtemporary changes were also occurring in the way Christianity was organised and 

expressed, though such issues are rarely drawn into discussions of economic and social 

change. Throughout Late Antiquity, it would seem to have been the case that rural 

communities believed differently from the population of the towns. By the mid-fifth 

century, the villages of north-west Syria appear to have been largely Monophysite in belief, 

in marked opposition to the Orthodox view asserted by the Council of Chalcedon in 451. 

The role of monasticism in these socio-economic, political and theological changes has not 
been explained. Yet at the same time as these changes were occurring, ascetic monasticism, 

made up of a network of holy men with hard line views on poverty, self-denial and the 

rejection of Roman society, began to emerge. Within a century, large, monastic institutions 

were built throughout the Syrian countryside in ways which are not suggestive of isolation or 
independence, but suggest instead, deep and complex interaction with the secular villages on 
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whose margins they were set. How did tbis emergence, and then transformation, of 

monastic behaviour intersect with broader societal changes? The two developments, of 

apparent economic boom on the one hand and the establishment of large monastic 

communities on the other, have rarely been discussed alongside the fact of monastic 

expansion, besides occasional paragraphs and footnotes in publications which discuss the 

settlement patterns and architecture of this period in general. 

In order for this lacuna to be properly investigated, this thesis adopts two approaches. 
Because of the aforementioned factors which have combined to marginalise studies of 

monasticism in the eastern Mediterranean, this is by necessity a largely theoretical work The 

process of deconstructing eidsting commentaries on monasticism is no simple one, but it is 

necessary if the often valid evidence contained within such commentaries is to be properly 

undcrstoocL Furthermore, in order to reconsider the role of monasticism and construct a 

new and stimulating model for future research, such a model must account carefully for 

broader social and economic processes also. This is no straightforward task given the often 

variable ways in which archaeological evidence has been collected and synthesised in the 

region. 

As well as the process of theoretical deconstruction and then reconstruction, this research 
has also involved a fresh examination of the material record, and the insertion of new data 

through fieldwork. For this purpose, a total of five months were spent in the eastern 
Mediterranean, largely in the Syrian Arab Republic, throughout the period of the PhD. 

Archaeological research in this country is enormously rewarding. The quality of the 

archaeological preservation in north-west Syria in particular offers rich opportunities for 

investigating the status and role of emergent monasticism in great detail. Although both 

excavation and studies of surface artefact material have been rare due to the shallow 

stratification of the area, the standing architectural remains are, in most cases, so well 

evidenced as to be highly informative about the layout of individual structures, villages and 

even whole regions. It is certainly true that in landscapes such as the limestone massif, 'there 

is immeasurably more evidence for continuity of Roman-style settlement ... than there is in 

the Wese(Ward-Perkins 2005,960). And indeed it is with evidence of such quality that we 

stand the best chance of examining what kinds of economic and social organisation really lay 
behind this apparent 'continuity'. 

However, rewarding and abundant though such evidence undoubtedly is, fieldwork in Syria 

also presents significant challenges. The Directorate General for Antiquities and Museums in 
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Damascus faces a continuing problem of having an enormous heritage resource to manage 

and limited funds to carry out that task. Iley seek to control access to that heritage very 

carefiffly, but are at the same time faced with an abundance of requests to study those sites. 
Consequently, gaining permission and engaging the interest and collaboration of local 

colleagues takes time, and necessitates the careful planning of logistics and funding to ensure 

a reasonable return on the effort spent. The lengths of time involved in planning and 

carrying out fieldwork has therefore meant that a relatively small and wen-defined data set 
has been employed in this thesis. 

At the same time, the fieldwork carried out here was never intended to produce the kinds of 
lengthy field gazetteers so often produced by archaeologists studying the late antique 

remains of Syria. Such previous studies have proved useful in their day, and are indeed used 
in abundance by this thesis. Instead, the fieldwork carried out here instead sought to check, 

validate and scrutinise previous research in a targeted manner, so that it could be used more 

profitably within the research programme pursued here. My fieldwork also sought to 

physically locate the information provided by previous gazetteets more accurately, so that it 

could be used in conjunction with modem satellite images and mapping to produce 

meaningful spatial analyses. 

In order to confront directly the intellectual and physical isolation usually assumed of 

monasticism, I decided to examine the physical relationship between monastic complexes 

and the world around them. How did monasteries relate to areas of secular settlement, 

resources and topography in their vicinity? In order to answer such questions, material 

evidence was examined in particular, though some use was made of literary sources. The 

approach adopted consists essentially of a landscape analysis. However, this is not intended 

as a purely descriptive enterprise, viewing landscape as something of a 'backdrop' to lives 

more properly evidence by pottery and hagiographies. Instead, I have sought to understand 

the spaces which monastic sites occupied, influenced and overlooked as an active and 
integral part of the broader social interaction between their own communities and the rural 

population as a whole. 1bus, through in examination of the material evidence, my aim has 

been to examine not just how monastic landscapes were constructed physically, but also 

mentally by those who inhabited them. 

11-iis research has therefore tried to apply both methodological techniques and theoretical 

perspectives which have been experimented with at greater length in studies of late Roman 

to early Medieval transition elsewhere in the world, and bring them (though not without 
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careful consideration of the specifics of local context) to the landscapes of north-west Syria. 

These approaches ask a number of questions. For example, did monasteries play a role in 

social transformation in Late Antiquity? If so, what precisely was that role? To what extent 
did monasteries play an active part in economic transformation? How did the economic 
basis for monastic life link with the ideological statements made through their buildings, 

their position in the landscape, and their connections with areas of secular settlement? It will 
be argued that archaeology is well-equipped to answer these questions, though not without 

careful consideration of how material evidence can be used alongside the sometimes 

contradictory perspectives provided by documents. Ile ways in which previous scholars 
have combined their theoretical outlook and the 'data' on the ground has arguably impeded 

the conclusions that could be drawn of late antique monasticism. The political and social 

context of their work on the one hand, but the fact that such a context is rarely made 

explicit on the other, could be seen as having held the subject back somewhat. However, it is 

hoped that the work which this thesis represents goes some way towards developing a new 
'moder for understanding changes in rural settlement in Late Antiquity not just in Syria, but 

wherever early Christian monasticism emerged and established itself 

The temporal scope of this thesis, though generally described throughout as 'Late Antiquity, 

can be described more specifically as follows. In order to understand how monasteries 
developed and assumed a role within society as a whole, its earliest tangible origins in the 
fourth century will be discussed. Since archaeological evidence is of primary consideration, 

the fifth and sixth centuries in fact make up the majority of the discussion here since it is 

these centuries which appear to present the majority of the evidence in the north-west of 
Syria. Furthermore, it is during this period that monasticism undergoes a series of important 

changes. It would be all too easy to then draw the thesis to a close at the moment Islam 

arrives, as so many previous scholars have done, on the grounds that the Arab invasions 

somehow had a decisive and widespread impact (a view which originates with Pirenne 1937, 

but is prevalent in Tchalenko 1953 also). Later in the thesis, it is argued that this view is not 

sustainable. However, the main focus of the present study does indeed end in the seventh 

century, for it is by this time that settlement abatement and at least some degree of 

economic stagnation had been reached, and the role of monasticism begins to change again. 

Chapter 1 begins this study by examining the political and intellectual circumstances of 
archaeological work in Syria and indeed the 'Orient' as a whole. Chapter 2 then develops the 

argument from deconstruction to a consideration of how archaeological theory has dealt 

with monastic settlement in the past. Having outlined the theoretical approach to be 
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adopted by this thesis, Chapter 3 then begins to develop a working 'moder based on the 

socio-economic context of late antique Syria. This model having been proposed, specific 
data is then approached in order to investigate this model further. Before a data set can be 

defined with any certainty, Chapter 4 carries out the necessary but often overlooked issue 

how we may actually define a monastery. How as both historians and archaeologists can we 

understand when we have or have not found one? It is concluded that monastic sites are in 

fact more varied, and of greater longevity, than previously supposed. 

Data sets from across the limestone massif of north-west Syria are then defined and 

examined, and issues of chronological and spatial breadth produced by the model are 

addressed in Chapter 5. 'ne ways in which monastic sites across the region were positioned 

and laid out is analysed, and distinct groups and types identified which may betray different 

kinds of interaction with secular settlement patterns. Chapter 6 then intensifies the research, 
by looking at three case studies in order to examine the specific chronological and 

morphological evidence from different forms of monastic complex. It is concluded that as 

well. as there being three broadly different forms monasticism in operation, these may be 

seen as different stages in a chronological development during which monastic communities 

gradually took conrol of the production, storage and redistribution of agricultural surplus. 
Having looked at the issue of what role monastic sites played in fourth to seventh century 

socio-economic change, Chapter 7 concludes by expanding the discussion. The social and 

economic questions asked by this thesis are extrapolated to link with discussion of the 

political changes brought about by an increasing urban-rural divide, by the Monophysite 

controversy and ultimately the creation of a separate Church, and by the rise of Syriac as a 
literary and liturgical language. Broader comparisons are then drawn with areas outside Syria, 

and a refined model is presented which, it is hoped, will stimulate further debate. 

T'his conclusion is intended to 'stretch' the evidence currently available to its limit, but it is 

hoped that with carefully targeted work in the future it can provide a productive framework 

for debate. Without such debate, monasticism will remain a static emblem, both for 

academic study seeking to understand the widespread changes of Late Antiquity, and for the 

modem Christian communities of Syria who look to monasticism as the origins of their 
faith. This research seeks to highlight instead that monasteries were neither static nor 
isolated, but pragmatic, powerful and ultimately profoundly influential in their dealings with 

society at large. Because of the strength of that role, monasticism must be explained if the 

wider question, of what happened to society in Late Antiquity in the eastern empire, can 

ever be understood. 
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Chapter 1 
Previous Work: Archaeology, Empire & the Orient 

a 

This chapter seeks to define the xgs in which the arrhaeologv of monasticism in Syria has been appmacbed 
ýy prrtious scholars of the subject. It bý 

, gins aitb the veg first survgs of The region by French explorers 
duriiýT the nineteenth centug, bS/orr describing the work of The American Princeton Expe&tionfrom 18.99, 
The Sjrian Antiquities Senice of the Mandate period, and in particular the survy of Geoges Tcbalenko. It 
is aqued here That a full deconstruction of the political qgenda of such survgs is necessag if the nuanced 
conclujions of such work are to be understood After rrtieuiýg the mqiority of The stuýv of Ibisfieldfor the 
twentieth cenfug, the tiews of Edward Said are defined and used as a tool by which to appreciate tbefull 
impfications of The arrhaeolog of Cbristianio fhrv; ýghout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Morr recent 
work is then examined and deriting ftvm this, the theoretical outlook to he adopted in this theiis is 
intmduced 

1.1 The monastery in Syria 

'... the past as play, the Orient as theme park' 
(Hodder 1998,138) 

Syriac monasticism today plays an important role in the definition of Syrian Orthodox 

identity, both within the bounds of Greater Syria, but ever more so within its now scattered 
diaspora through the continents of the world (published references on this topic remain 

scant, but some indication is given by, for example, Syrian Orthodox Resources 2000, Sato 

2003, Schemm 2005). Ilie role of the early monasteries, and especially their enigmatic 
founders, the ascetics of Late Antiquity, are portrayed as crucial to an understanding of the 

church as a whole. The symbolism which centres on their origins and early religious 

activities increasingly features, for instance, in a discourse of modern travel and political 
journalism decrying the rapid diminution of Christian communities in the region (Dalrymple 

1998; Kimball 1992; Sennott 2002). T'hough the importance of these early institutions and 
figures in establishing a Syrian Orthodox church and as symbols for its conduct today is 

undeniable, there is arguably a need for an updated analysis of how monasticism was 

actually constructed in the late Roman and Byzantine worlds in which it emerged. Similarly, 

the tendency by scholars of the subject to use predominantly textual sources, often liturgical 

and hagiographical in nature, has led to a focus on the religious aspects of early 
monasticism. While such aspects are important, the social and political role of monasteries is 

likely to have been varied and significant too. There therefore exists potential for a broad, 

multidisciplinary synthesis of the subject, which would bring modem archaeological analysis, 
more familiarly applied to subject matter outside the Middle East, to the monasteries of the 
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Syrian countryside. In this way, it is hoped that their origins and early development can be 

given a more convincing social and economic context and as a result, the political 

implications of their foundation understood. 

As was argued in the introduction, this thesis is therefore an attempt to draw together, 

assess and broaden the interpretation of the evidence produced by around a century and a 
half of scholarship on monasticism in Syria. This scholarship has produced some degree of 
interpretation of monasticism, but has largely been carried out on the basis of documentary 

evidence alone, with only occasional and rather intuitive reference made to the large bodies 

of material evidence produced by archaeological survey in the late nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries. The surveyors who have produced such evidence have, by contrast, tended to 

pursue rather simplistic, uni-causal explanations as to why monasteries were so numerous 

and prominent within the landscape by the fifth and sixth centuries, and what the 

implications of this may have been for rural society as a whole. In order to introduce how 

this study hopes to make more thorough and interesting use of this material evidence, this 

chapter will first assess the nature of these early surveys through a deconstruction of their 

research agenda and political context. Some consideration of the archaeology of Christianity 

throughout western Asia as a whole will be made. More specific regional, historiographical 

information will be presented regarding documentary evidence in Chapters 2 and 4, the 

economy in Chapter 3, and in relation to specific case studies in Chapter 6. 

1.2 Derrida & Deconstruction 

In order to understand the conclusions produced by scholarship on the subject of early 
Christian monasticism in Syria produced over the last century and a half, we must seek to 

define the social, political and historical context in which that work was carried out. The 

origin, composition and methodology of each archaeological project carried out in western 
Asia from the early nineteenth century onwards arguably had a profound impact on the 

published outcome of those projects which are left for us to read today. 'It is an too easy, 

and at least to some extent incorrect, to say that archaeologists have excavated in the Near 

East in order to elucidate the prehistory and history of that region' (Hodder 1998,125). 

Indeed it has been increasingly recognised in the last twenty years or so 'that politics can 

never be entirely excluded from archaeological practice or theory' (Carman 1993,39). This 

is because, as Johnson describes it: 

I our statements about the past are never cool objective judgements detached 

from the real world. They are always made here, in the present, with all its heady 
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and complicated, jumbled mixture of political and moral judgements! Gohnson 

1999,107) 

In fact, as long ago as 1939 Collingwood pointed out that our theoretical position 'ultimately 

arises out of 'rear life ... we study history in order to see more clearly into the situation in 

which we are called upon to ace (1939,114). The sixty years which separate these two 

superficially similar statements have produced an important distinction, however. There has 

been a growing realisation that archaeological conclusion 'must be understood as constitwed, 

not just shaped or influenced or interfered with, by its social, political contexe (Wylie 1989, 

94). This means that not only can we recognise the presence of explicit bias, but we must go 
beyond this to investigate how all archaeology, not just the obvious, extreme examples of its 

'misuse', has been conceived, pursued and concluded. 

In archaeology, such a view forms a part of the 'post-processuar framework of thought, 

which derives from a broader recognition that knowledge ingeneral can no longer be viewed as 

an entity separate from those that created it, and indeed the very milieu of that creation. Aqy 

knowledge is therefore a construct, so that the methods of that construction must be taken 

apart and scrutinised. According to Jacques Derrida, this scrutiny, or 'deconstruction', is 

essential because knowledge does not exist as an independent text, 'there are just other texts' 
Gohnson 1999,163; Derrida 1988; Quine 1960; for archaeology, this notion was developed 

by Hodder 1986; for a critique, see Olsen 1989). Derrida was not entirely new in recognising 

this, as he takes something of Plato's quest for definitions, then continues the and- 

metaphysical line of thought running from Nietzsche and through Heidegger (Nietzsche 

1967). However, Derrida is more radical than his forebears and his emphasis goes further 

than a mere clarification of the hidden texts surrounding any written, published account. In 

reacting against structuralist thinking, indeed the broader Western metaphysical tradition in 

general, Derrida attempts to escape altogether from traditional binary oppositions like true- 
false, original-derivative, unified-diverse, objective-subjective, and so on. With relevance to 

this thesis, he views, for example, the contrast between the style and situation of a scholarly 

text on the one hand and its factual content on the other, with scepticism (Howells 1999, 

73). In fact, for Derrida, there is no such distinction. 

For this reason, the course of the historiography below follows the theoretical imperative set 
by Derrida, that we must deconstruct every aspect of an archaeological publication from the 

point of origin in order to assess the nature of the conclusion it seeks to make. It is 

unportant to state, however, that it is not necessarily the case that if a text is deconstructed it 
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is automatically therefore regarded as a flawed piece of work. As Alison Wylie has pointed 

out, if we are to treat the topic of deconstruction seriously, we must accept that'not just bad 

science must be deconstructed, but alr (1989,94). If we can therefore make the distinction 

that dissolution is not disillusionment, then, as Ilewelyn has summarised of Derrida, 'to 

deconstruct is not to destroy' (1986, xiii). Otherwise, if any exposition of the origins of an 

argument is equated with irredeemable criticism, then the sands of scholarly conclusion 

would be forever shifting according to the standards of the present. It is instead, that 
deconstruction allows 'a detailed reconnaissance of the frontier, so that the frontier may be 

thoroughly reassessed (Derrida 1981, in Ilewelyn 1986, x). 

Deconstruction, by its very definition, must consider every aspect of the context of a text. 
As Hodder points out, there are many such texts 'caught in a maelstrom of perspectives and 

special interests' (1998,138). However, it is argued here, that the most important aspect to 

consider in the context of a historiography of archaeology for Syria is the role of the nation 

state in constructing archaeological agenda. Archaeological parties from a wide variety of 

nations have carried out, and indeed continue to work in Syria. These parties have 

predominantly, especially until the Second World War, been from France, the United States, 

Germany and Britain, with significant contributions also from Belgium, Italy, the 

Netherlands and Syria itself. The broader political agenda of each of these nations had an 

undeniable impact on the way in which survey and excavation work was carded out, and 
indeed the conclusions which this work produced. 

Hodder has remarked that '(a)ny historical review of the development of archaeology in 

Europe cannot avoid the links to nationalism and ethnicity' (1991,4). Indeed it has been 

argued that the appearance of nationalism itself stimulated the very creation of archaeology 

as a science (Rowlands 1998,35). But beyond this, Hodder's comment should be extended 

also to the development of European archaeology outside Europe, especially within the 

context of the colonial agenda pursued by Western European nations and the United States 

from the n-ýid-nineteenth century. Hinsley asserts that 'archaeology is best understood as a 

narrative, a particular form of origin myth that began in nineteenth century Euro-American 

societies to take on increasing importance as a vehicle of validation for social groups 

engaged (and enmeshed) in industrial growth, capital accumulation, and colonial expansion! 
(1989,79-80). That is not to say that such narratives hold no interest, and are not in part 

convincing, for us today. However, it is important to recognise that archaeological teams 

working outside their country of origin always bring with them, explicitly and implicitly, a 
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range of external perspectives, thereby producing conclusions which are a relationship 
between those pre-conceived perspectives and the archaeological material they encounter. 

Trigger has confronted this subject by summarising the range of different ways in which the 

political agenda of the state impacts upon the construction of archaeological agenda. He 

defines colonial and imperial archaeology as distinct theoretical types, describing the former 

as 'the archaeology of countries where European powers have subjected native populations 

to various forms of institutionalised domination' and the latter as 'associated with a small 

number of states ... which have exerted political domination over large areas of the world' 
Gones 1997,9, citing Trigger 1984). It is argued here, as indeed Trigger himself expressed, 

that defining a precise distinction between the two is problematic, as the various European 

and American political agenda of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (and indeed 

continuing into the twenty-first) have often fluctuated between the two (1984,368). 

Nevertheless, recognising that both colonial and imperial archaeology are distinct from 

archaeology as practised 'at home' is important, and perhaps nowhere more so than the 

Middle East. 

Until recently, discussion of the link between a contemporary political milieu and its 

archaeological study has been slight for the IýIiddle East. A lone voice for many years has 

been Neil Silberman, who has discussed the role of archaeology in state formation in Israel 

(1982,1988,1990,1999). Ile 1998 volume, Arrbaeolo Under Firr. Nationausm, Polificr and 

ge in the Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East, has gone some way towards redressing Heii/a 

this balance, with a variety of case studies drawn from the region as a whole (Aleskell 1998). 

Bahrani, for example, (in quoting Stolper) has recognised of archaeology in Iraq that '(t)he 

European and intellectuall history that shaped the study of the ancient Near East is not to 
be separated from political history' (Stolper 1992,20; cited in Bahrani 1998,167). There 

could be no clearer example of this than the 2003 war in that country, the effects of which 

profoundly diminished the quality of the archaeological record within Iraq. Arrbaeolog Under 

Firr also presents case studies from Turkey, Cyprus, the Gulf states and elsewhere. There is 

a notable lacuna, however, with regard to Syria. Recent conference papers have attempted to 

address issues within that country (Hull 2004a, 2004b, 2005). Although it is not the primary 

purpose of this thesis to discuss the socio-politics of archaeology in Syria, a summary is 

included here in order to set its own conclusions in context. This summary cannot be 

complete for reasons of space, but nor is it intended simply as a detached precursor to the 

main body of the research, 'as something apart, something special, something that can be 

adequately dealt with on its own so that the real business of doing archaeology can be 
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proceeded unhindered' (Carman 1993,39). One of the major objectives of this thesis 

therefore will be to define the political role of early Christian monasticism in Syria. But first, 

in order to bring together the conclusions made previously of monasticism, the conditions, 

pressures and agenda of the practitioners who produced such conclusions are now 

presented. 

The review which follows is divided chronologically according to the significant changes in 

the socio-political milieu of Syria from the late nineteenth century until the present day. The 

next three sections will review the origins of archaeological investigation of early Christian 

monasticism, until the work of its most significant contributor, Georges Tchalenko. Section 

1.6 will review Tchalenko's work in some detail, before 1.7 and 1.8 assess the legacy of this 

work in more recent decades. Finally, section 1.9 brings the discussion up to the present 
day, and hopes to summarise the current state of understanding of this subject. In so doing, 

the problematic aspects of this understanding will be presented, by way of an introduction 

to the modms o peran& described in Chapters 2 and 3. 

1.3 First contact: archaeology and the colonial agenda 
In contrast to studies of early periods in western Asia, late antique and medieval evidence 
has been produced rather less by major, long-running excavations of single sites than by 

wide-ranging surveys of surface material. This is in part due to the nature of the material of 

this period: it is rarely to be found in the same form as the tell-based archaeology so 

common to Chalcolithic, Bronze and Iron Age studies. Furthermore, in a rural context at 
least, the preservation in certain areas has been excellent, permitting the coverage of large 

areas in a comparatively short period. A further reason may be, as will be seen, that previous 

surveys have tended to feed the agenda and enthusiasm of those that follow, a factor 

represented as much in the methodology adopted as the conclusions produced. 

The majority of this early data collection in the Middle East was conducted in common with 

more general attempts to administer the population and landscape during the late Ottoman 

and Mandate periods. The circumstances and presentation of this data often reflects more 

general political and cultural agenda. For example, early archaeological survey and 

excavation of ecclesiastical structures in Palestine was carried out by the British scholar 
J. W. Crowfoot in the 1930s, during which time he also happened to be in the Egyptian civil 

service (1941). For what is now south-east Turkey, the British traveller Gertrude Bell carried 
out a survey of the Christian monasteries and churches in the region of Bin Bir Kilisse, and 
later became an aide in the British High Commission in Baghdad (Bell 1982). Similarly, 
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whilst in Iraq and northern Arabia, the writings and photographs of Gertrude Bell contain 

rich archaeological observation, at times inextricable from her observation of contemporary 

populations and behaviour (Bell 1987, Anon 2001). This link, between 'political power 
interests' and the nature of archaeological survey is important to deconstruct because of its 

influence over both the practical agenda of where to look and how, as well as the 

conclusions which those surveys have handed down to us. 

It should be pointed out that there is some ambiguity as to what has been meant by 'Syria', 

since the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have seen some significant shifts in the 
boundaries of the region. To further complicate this situation, the term 'Syria' has, since at 
least the early Islamic period, referred to 'both a country and a concepe (Hopwood 1988,1). 

A more thorough discussion of this issue will take place in section 3.2. For now, it is 

sufficient to clarify that the 185,000 square kilometres of the modern Syrian Arab Republic 

has borders which are largely a creation of the Sykes-Picot agreement between the British 

and French governments in 1916, and that historically the term 'Syria' has referred to a 

much larger area (Grey & Carnbon 1916). Since the beginning of Roman administration 

over the region in 64 BC, a coherent province of Syria has been generally defined as 

extending in the north from the Taurus mountains of modem Turkey, as far as the 
Euphrates river in the East. The southernmost extent runs from Dura Europos, before 

turning to the south-west across the stretch of desert which covers the northern fan of the 
Wadi Sirhan. Around the town of Bostra (modem Bosra), the border then runs south, along 

a line approximately parallel with the River Jordan and around 60 kilometres to its east. The 

southernmost extent of the province at its creation was around the southern httoral of the 
Dead Sea. Much of the discussion of 'Syria' in this thesis will refer to this area, which in 

Arabic is termed Bilad al-Sham, rather than simply the modem boundaries. Later, when more 

specific evidence is examined, the province of Syria as devised under Constandus 11 in the 

mid-fourth century and equating to the north-westerm-nost area around Antioch and 
Apamea, will be considered more closely. Ibis province is dominated by the geographical 

region often referred to as the limestone massif in English, 'massif calcaire' in French, or 
93elus Nfassif' in antiquity. 
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It is important to examine the nature of French administrative control in the region in order 

to understand the context in which early archaeolo ical survey work was conducted. French 91 

colonial interest in western Asia has been a lengthy one, with the first tangible evidence 
deriving from Napolean's invasion of Egypt in 1798. Although on this occasion, the French 

did not reach Syria as their expansion was checked in Palestine, in the 'confused aftermath' 

which followed, a new dynasty took power (Hopwood 1988 16). Muhammed Ali, and his 

son Ibrahim, gained control of much of the Levant, and occupied Syria from 1831-40. A 

strong element Within the refori-nist agenda of Ibrahim Pasha was his establishment of 

economic and cultural links with Furopean nations. European missionaries and consuls 
began to establish projects throughout Syria. Particularly prominent among these were 
French Catholic missions like those established in 1855 by Lavigene and De Vogi! 6 under 

the ae is of the tcoles d'Onent (discussed further, below). 'ne influence of this body in 91 

western Asia was furthered by the 1856 Peace of Pans which followed the Crimean War. 

Under this agreement, the Ottoman government was obliged to grant 'religious toleration' to 

all of its subjects, a move which gave the tcoles d'Onent greater diplomatic leverage 

throughout the region (Frend 1996,67). As an example of the socio-political impact of such 
leverage, the Christian populations of southern Syria were granted 3,000,000 francs by the 
French government in 1860 for the purpose of fighting the Druze majority among whom 
they lived. '11-iis situation must be seen as part of a broader picture, whereby French colonial 
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ambitions throughout western Asia and North Africa were aligned directly with the Catholic 

Church. Moreovcr, the church played a role in legitimising colonisation, as 'France had 

historically tried to establish and strengthen her position in the Levant by posing as the 

protector of Christians' (P. Khoury 1987,5). Throughout the 1860s, a Church hierarchy was 

established in Algeria, for example. Algiers was made an archbishopric in 1867, and 

equipped with a considerable staff and a system of parishes to administer the large number 

of French settlements. A further catalyst for such developments was rivalry with the 

ambitions of the Church of England. 

The association of these ambitions with scholarship, and in particular archaeology, are clear. 
The French Catholic hierarchy who were spreading rapidly throughout the region 'regarded 

the archaeology of the early Church as a powerful means of restoring Christianity to North 

Aftica under the aegis of France' (Frend 1996,67). The most influential clergy were often 

also historians and archaeologists, such as Chatles-Martial Allemand lAvigerie, Professor of 
Church I-Estory in the Faculty of Ibeology at the Sorbonne, who was appointed an 

ambassador to Syria for the Itcole d'Orient in 1860, then Archbishop of Algiers in 1867. 

Lavigerie played a direct tole in archaeological fieldwork in Algeria by instructing the 
diocesan clergy throughout Algeria to investigate evidence for the early church. 
Furthermore, funding for such projects was organised and distributed directly from French 

central government ministries, such as the Minist6re de la Culture. This provided French 

archaeologists with three advantages: they were well funded, centrally organised and driven 

by a religious imperative. When similar fieldwork was being carried out by British scholars 
in, for example, Egypt, Palestine and Asia Minor, this was usually funded by individual 

university departments (such as the Universities of Aberdeen and Oxford, for example) or 
by wealthy individuals. 

It is within the context of this more general establishment of the French Catholic Church 

that the first concerted survey work in Syria was carried out by Melchior de Vogd6 in 

1861/2. De Vog56 was not only, in common with Levigerie, a member of the tcole 

&Orient, he also held various diplomatic positions in the French civil service. His early 

survey work took him in 1852 first on a general tour, visiting sites of early Christian interest 

all over the region. In 1854 he returned, this time to conduct more intensive work primarily 
in two discrete areas within the region of north-west Syria, often referred to as the 
'limestone massif' (de VogU 1865), but also in the Hauran region of the south. Fieldwork 

within these zones was as much exploration as it was archaeology, focussing generally on 
the population, landscape and languages present. An important factor in this exploration 
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was the early use of photography, first used in e., aenso in the Middle East at this time. In fact, 

such journeys would continue to be conducted in north-west Syria, but also throughout 

western Asia and Anatolia, until after the Second World War. The Reisen of the German and 
Austro-Hungarian teams, the voyqrges of the French, and the expeditions of the English and 
later the Americans, combined observation of the physical remains with ethnography, 

philology and a broader religious and political assessment of the populations there. Implicit 

within most of these studies is the notion that on the one hand the living communities that 

these explorers encountered had not changed their way of life in centuries, but also that they 

tom1d not be the same communities who had created the architectural wonders of the late 

Roman and Byzantine periods. During Butlees survey of the Ledja' area of southern Syria, 

for example, he stated the following of the village of Harran: 

'Unfortunately it was chosen as a place for settlement by the early Moslems and 

was almost completely rebuilt by them. It is occupied today by a small group of 
Druse families, who in the construction of their own crude dwellings have 

accomplished the complete destruction of the ancient buildings ... Altogether, 

Harran is now a disappointing ruin. ' (Butler 1907,423-4) 

113is notion of a 'disappointine, almost violent, discontinuity underlies much of the survey 

work which will be described below, and will be discussed in greater detail in section 1.6. 

De VogiWs archaeological interest was specifically architectural, and in particular the 'civile 

et religieuse' buildings of the Roman and Byzantine periods up to the arrival of Islam. In 

common with most subsequent surveys, his concern was with visible, surface architectural 

elements, and the identification and translation of inscriptions. What makes de VogiWs 

work particularly significant is that he was the first to draw to scholarly attention the 

remarkable preservation of archaeological evidence in north-west Syria, its extent, and the 

fact that it offered an insight into a hitherto little studied period in the history of the region: 

the late Roman and Byzantine periods. However, the study lacks the systematic presentation 

of later works, and was somewhat opportunistic in its data gathering strategy. As a result, 

there is little overall sense of how early Christianity impacted upon the economic and social 

terrain of the late Roman world. Instead, it was sufficient for de Vogfi6 to comment only on 
the early Christian evidence itselE For him, magnificent structures such as the great apsed 

church of Qalb Lozeh, or the cathedral at Bostra, was evidence not only of 'Syrian 

Christianity at the height of its prosperity in the fifth and sixth centuries' but more 

significandy'of the faith of the inhabitants' (Frend 1996,74-5). 
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Ile early concern which French scholars had shown for epigraphic evidence, particularly 

where it showed the extent and spread of late Roman Christianity, is reflected in the 

establishment of the Acad6mie des Inscriptions et des Belles Lettres as early as 1663. In 

Syria during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, this work was consolidated by a 

number of subsequent scholars such as von Oppenheim and Hartmann (von Oppenheirn & 

Lucas 1905; Hartmann 1913). A more extensive survey was presented by jalabert and 
Mouterde, whose extensive translations in the volumes, Insai ptions Grrcqmes et Latines de la 

S pie helped form the chronological framework upon which later scholars have relied (there 

are various, but the volume used most frequently here is jalalbert and Mouterde 1939). 

Indeed, such a focus was widespread at this time almost wherever the archaeology of 
historical periods took place in western Asia or North Africa. It was certainly true of 
Rarnsay's work in Asia Minor, for example, whose discoveries established the study of 

material remains within the history of Christianity, hitherto dominated by textual research 
(Frend 1996,95; Ramsay 1893,1896). The same can be said of Audollenes work in Algeria 

(Audollent & Letaille 1890). The richness of the epigraphic resource in Syria means that it 

continues to constitute a research focus today. 

1.4 The origins of American involvement: H. C. Butler 

A marked shift in methodology came with the Princeton University Archaeological 

Expeditions to Syria, which were the first to introduce the concept of an inventory to 

surveys of late Roman and Byzantine material- These were headed by H. C. Butler, who took 

a large team of epigraphers, architectural surveyors, draftsmen and photographers on three 
journeys through Syria in 1899-1900,1904-5 and 1909 (Butler 1907,1909 & 1913). The 

geographical objective of these surveys was discrete and coherent, focussing on two distinct 

areas of the north-west and the south of Syria, and the intellectual agenda mote explicitly 

argued than in previous cases. Butler's primary emphasis, accompanied as he was by a team 

of epigraphers, architectural draftsmen and photographers, was the production of accurate 

plans and building elevations. Once again, the development of photographic technology (in 

this case executed by George Cavalcanty) contributed an important factor to Butler's work. 

It is a more complex task to place in context the involvement of the Princeton University 

Archaeological Expeditions to Syria, since there was no link with missionary activity. 
However, it is important to contetxualise the American work, since it represents a major 
contribution to our knowledge of two regions in particular, the limestone massif of the 
north-west, and the Hauran of the south. Such expeditions were certainly well in advance of 
the expansive foreign policy and overseas investment which formed the backdrop to 
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American archaeology abroad from 1918 onwards, during which long-term American 

projects were established at Dura Europos and Antioch, for example (Patterson 1986,11; 

Frend 1996,180). There is none of the same degree of explicit colonial interest which 

governed French, and to a lesser extent British, archaeological work. Yet however 

remarkable programmes such as the Princeton Expedition were in pioneering terms, they 

can and should be seen as part of a long-standing American acadetrdc interest in the 

'Oriene, based in area-specific university departments established through private 

endowment. Ile Princeton Expedition began in 1899, at exactly the time when many such 
departments and expeditions were beginning to form. The Harvard Semitic Museum, for 

example, was founded in 1889, and embarked on a major excavation at Samaria in 1907 

(Anon[a] 2003). Similarly the University of Chicago established the Haskell Oriental 

Museum in 1896, and through the Oriental Exploration Fund began a major field 

programme at Bismaya in 1904. Two years later, an epigraphic and photographic survey 

resembling Butler's in Syria, was begun in Upper Egypt (Breasted 1908). 

Ilds trend was a concerted one therefore, but was clearly different from the government 

sponsored, religiously-driven missions of the French. Instead, Patterson comments that 

such programmes derived from what he terms the 'Eastern Establishment' in the United 

States, which developed following the American Civil War and especially in the 1890s. This 

consisted of the input of funds from major investment banks into a variety of 
"philanthropic' causes. ConsequentlT. 

'... the leaders of large corporations and eastern investment banks came to exert 

a preponderant influence on the decision-making processes of the government. 
They promoted domestic and overseas expansion to ensure the prosperity of 

their firms; they oversaw the formation of specialists and technical agencies in 

the government; they shaped educational policy, creating a national science 

policy 'responsive to the needs of society' through the activities of 

philanthropies like the Camegie Institute of Washington' (Patterson 1986,8). 

This form of funding resulted in fieldwork the agenda of which was often focused on the 

collection of 'ancient near eastern' artefacts and photographs. Indeed, Willey described the 

whole of the period from 1840 to the First World War as the 'Classificatory-Descriptive 

Period' in American archaeology, during which the foundation of museums like the 
Smithsonian (1846), the Peabody (1866), the Bureau of Ethnology (1879) and the National 
Museum (1879) all demanded stocks of material in order to provide an empirical basis for 
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the teaching of, and a growing public interest in, archaeology (Willey & Sabloff 1974,48-9). 

Furthermore, research fuelled undergraduate programmes at the major private universities, 

whose general funding and social basis were again part of the Eastern Establishment. 

Butler's was clearly not fieldwork with an emphasis on the landscape and its people, driven 

by governmental support as part of a broader colonial process, as was de Vogd6's and later 

French surveys. However, it was arguably geared towards forms of cultural colonialism, 

whose agenda was the collection of material for the 'needs of society' at home. Although the 

ways in which this process was funded, and the results dissipated, could be seen as specific 

to the Eastern Establishment, this situation was in many ways part of a broader picture. Ile 

industrial power which enabled European and American colonialism was also beginning to 

result, from the later nineteenth century, in a rise in living standards and economic 

prosperity 'at home'. This rise 'in turn created an increased interest in the arts including 

scientific and archaeological discoveries', an interest which in part resulted in, but in turn 

also fuelled, the creation of public museums, civic universities and amateur interest groups 
(Frend 1996,108). The demands of this situation, not only in America but also in Britain, 

France, Germany, Austria-Hungary and elsewhere, were insatiable. The archaeological 

consequence of this was that large areas of Syria were covered rapidly through the targeting 

of discrete sub-regions as representative of that region as a whole. For example, in his first 

expedition in the north-west of Syria, Butler visited two areas which covered much the same 

ground as de VogU in the limestone massif (see section 1.3, above). He then examined an 

elongated stretch of territory in the Jabal al-Hass region south-west of Aleppo from Hazana 

to Siyala, and a further area south of Mu'alaq. For the south of Syria, he covered large parts 

of the Basalt landscape of the Hauran. The second Princeton Expedition investigated the 

area immediately north-east of Hama, from Sabba', 60 kilometres north-east to Andarin, 

then a further 60 kilometres west-north-west to Karratin. By Butler's own admission, these 

surveys involved an element of 'somewhat arbitrary geographical division' (1920, iii-v). 

Nevertheless, they were enough to secure for him a broad impression of the range of 
building types, approximate date, and 'the observation of the influences of the East upon 
the Hellenistic styles of construction and decoration. Within this, his agenda remained the 

rapid recording across as great an area as possible of the minutiae of building form and 
decoration. These buildings could not be taken home to furnish a museum collection, but 

they could be recorded almost as thoroughly. Once again, however, little attempt was made 
to account for the social and economic context for such buildings. b W_y were they built, and 
what the effects of their creation? 
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1.5 After the Great War: Western power and its archaeological implications 

Although some areas of western Asia and North Affica remained relatively unaffected by 

the fighting of the First World War, other areas, Syria included, were heavily involved. All 

archaeological fieldwork there ceased for its duration. Conversely, the aftermath of that 

conflict profoundly affected both the methods and circumstances of archaeology. These 

effects manifested themselves in a longer-term French strategy of survey work in north-west 
Syria beginning in the 1920s, which coincided with a more formal assumption of political 

control of the region by the French and British governments following the collapse of 
Ottoman rule. It is important to recognise this link, since much of the archaeological work 
in the subsequent two decades was carried out in conjunction with military objectives. 
Morcover, it was apparent both at the time, as well as in retrospect, that French military and 

political control resulted in a monopoly of the archaeological fieldwork. Sir Hercules Read, 

for example, in his address to the Society of Antiquaries in 1923 commented that the 
French 'exercise a jealous control over what France considers her legitimate spheres of 
influence' (Read 1923,205, cited in Frend 1996,214). This arguably had a significant impact 

on both the lop-istical nrocess of that archaeological work, and also the conclusions 

produced. Subsequent paragraphs will attempt to explain this link in greater detail. 

The events which led to formal French control of most of Syria began with the Arab Revolt 

of 1916, the subsequent Sykes-Picot agreement, and the San Remo conference which 
followed in 1920 (Grey & Cambon 1916). Through this, an area approximately 

corresponding to modem Syria, Lebanon and parts of western Iraq and southern Turkey 

was ceded to a French 'mandate', and the states of Jordan and most of Iraq to a British 

mandate. The area corresponding to modem Israel, the West Bank and Gaza was to be 

'internationalized'. A close examination of an extract of the exact wording of the Sykes- 

Picot agreement is revealing: 

'Mat in area (a) France, and in area (b) Great Britain, shall have priority of right 

of enterprise and local loans. That in area (a) France, and in area (b) Great 

Britain, shall alone supply advisers or foreign functionaries at the request of the 
Arab state or confederation of Arab states. 

That in the blue area France, and in the red area Great Britain, shaH be allowed 
to establish such direct or indirect administration or control as they desire and 

as they may think fit to arrange with the Arab state or confederation of Arab 

states! (Grey & Cambon 1916) 
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As can be seen, under this agreement, each nation, Britain and France, had two different 

forms of control over their respective mandates. There were areas where 'direct control' was 

exerted, and areas where 'Influence' was to be exerted. The latter areas would be gradually 

prepared for Arab control, while the former would be retained under the control of France 

or Britain for a longer period. If the relative location of these areas is examined more 

closelv, an interesting pattern emerges. 
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It is interesting to reflect on the fact that most of the early surveys of surface archaeological 

material occurred precisely on the borders of each of the zones agreed in the Sykes-Picot 

agreement. If the areas of early survey work are overlaid onto the Sykes-Picot map of 1916, 

this trend is apparent (see figure 1). This situation meant, along with the fact that French 

archaeological work tended to be entirely state-sponsored, that the surveys conducted in this 

re ion were in direct collaboration with the French army, who provided thorough 91 

geographical data, aerial photographs and lo istical support (Tchalenko 1953 1, x1i). This 91 

army was particularly well ftinded and equipped, as illustrated by the fact that military 
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expenditure was approximately ten times that spent on civilian projects in Syria (Hopwood 

1988,24). 

It is also instructive to bear in mind that the new Syrian Antiquities Service, which replaced 
the Ottoman General Directorate for Imperial Museums in 1920 under the direction of 
Joseph Chamonard, was undoubtedly a creation of the French government (Gelin 2002). It 

contained, to begin with, no Syrian scholars or practitioners. And interestingly, it was 

commissioned, run and funded directly from Paris, by a combination of the Ministry for 

Public Instruction, the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and the Service of Works. 

Archaeological work can be seen to have actively informed and contributed to the ideology 

of the Mandate administration. Not only did archaeological research often go hand-in-hand 

with research into the linguistic, religious and tribal make-up of remote rural regions within 
France's new possession, informing those who sought to legislate accordingly from 

Damascus. Archaeological research demonstrated both that Syria had been host to glorious 

civilisations within the past and therefore was deserving of effort and expenditure by the 
French public, and that the success of that past had been broken. The perceived collapse 

and subsequent maltreatment of archaeological treasures at the hands of an unpredictable 

and nomadic people, who were assumed to have little knowledge of those who had created 

the awe-inspiring ruins of the limestone massif and elsewhere, appeared to prove that Syria 

was now in desperate need of legislative and moral guidance from outside. 

On the ground in Syria, an examination of the process by which the French government 

consolidated its position there illustrates that large areas of the rural landscape were 

surveyed and patrolled in order to combat the rise in Arab nationalism which increasingly 

manifested itself in the form of guerrilla movements. A stark illustration of this is the Druze 

uprising in the Hauran region of southern Syria from 1925 to 1927. This drew the French 

military into a protracted military operation there, during which its large, well-cquipped army 

suffered heavy losses at the hands of the local fighters, whose superior knowledge of the 

terrain counted for a great deal. The detail apparent in the resulting aerial photographs taken 
by the French military aviation squadron of the 39th Regiment and the 1: 50,000 maps made 
by the Bureau Topographique du Levant under Lieutenant Colonel Perrier (Nfugnier 2001, 

1000) is testament to their recognition that in order to suppress such movements, 
knowledge of the landscape was essential. The inclusion of archaeological sites on these 

photographs and maps, as well as the ways in which these resources helped place 
archaeology within a broader landscape context, were an important development, and one 
which many archaeologists in western Asia and North Affica were quick to make use of 
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(see, for example, Woolley 1923; also, as described below, Lassus 1935, Tchalenko 1953). 

For the first time, sites of importance to the archaeology of Christianity were considered as 

part of their landscape. Instead of individual sites being regarded almost as singular 
'artefacts', such factors as distribution patterns, geographical situation and communication 

routes were being taken into account, albeit in an as yet limited fashion. This issue of the 
landscape context of monastic sites, and especially the ways in which the French army 

enabled such a context to be examined, will be returned to with the work of Georges 

Tchalenko in section 1.6. First, however, the work of the archaeologist who paved the way 
for Tchalenko will be described. 

Jcan Lassus, an archaeologist formally of the tcole Franqais dc Rome and then based at the 

Louvre, established a project in the 1930s which was to be the first systematic survey by the 
French since de Vogi! 6. He had trained originally as an excavator on a site which was a great 

symbol of French Christian archaeology in North Africa, Tipasa. His emphasis was now 

central and north-west Syria, and the careffilly conceived inventory which followed resulted 
in his Inventairr Arrbiologýque de la Rigion au Nord-Est de Hama (1935). As with the earlier 

survey of de Vogi! 6, there was an element of exploring the unknown about Lassus' work, 

with an emphasis on the virgin nature of the ground he was breaking. Access to sites is 

described in detail, with the landscape, communication routes and picturesque or otherwise 

aesthetic viewpoints described at length. For Lassus, however, the important difference was 

that aerial photography and adequate mapping had been made available by military activity 
in the area. This enabled him to present a series of innovative, transparent settlement plans 

overlying photographs, which illustrated the relative position of sites in the landscape. For 

the first time also, there was an attempt to relate rural sites to an urban sphere of influence, 

depending on the architectural styles, motifs and epigraphy present. However, such attempts 

remained limited, and the priority was still, as it had been with the de VogU and Butler 

surveys, the minutiae of spandrels, lintels and capitals. For Lassus, it was the museum- 

worthy object, or the motif which could be drawn and photographed, which continued to 

catch his eye, rather than the juxtaposition of buildings, the space they created or their 

position in the landscape. 

An attempt at greater synthesis was presented in his 1947 work Sanctuairrs Cbrifiens de Sjrie, 

which drew not only on his own evidence, but that of de Vogii6 and Buder, as well as 

numerous travel accounts (largely by French travellers, but also Swiss, German and British), 
from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This was really the first time that such a broad 

sweep had been tackled in one volume, and formed the origins of the typology of the 
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church ground plan for the region, a technique of analysis, dating and comparison which 

has formed a major element of the archaeology of Christianity in western Asia. 
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-%s well as his survey work, Lassus was simultaneously involved in a ma'or excavation 

programme within the city of Antioch (modem Antakiya). This project began in 1932, at 

precisely the time when other French excavations in Syria were beginning. Subsurface 

archaeology had hitherto been rare for archaeologists of the late Roman and Byzantine 

periods, and their work tended to be totally disconnected from the intensive, teLl-based 

excavation archaeology conducted by figures such as Mallowan at Tell Brak and Chagar 

Bazaar, or Schaeffer at Ugant. 'Me establishment of excavation projects is therefore 

significant, as it can be read as a sign of political confidence. For the first time, resources, 

logistical arrangements and security could be commanded firmly enough for excavation to 

take place. All of the archaeology thus far had taken the form of brief, transitorv surveys, 

which intervened little in the material record, apart from the selective removal of 

inscriptions and architectural features which could be removed and transported easily. The 

French vie-, -%- of their broader purpose in North Africa and western Asia, that thev were the 
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protectors of Christianity, now began to have lasting implications for heritage management. 
The first to receive the attentions of the conservators was Qal'at Sirn'an during the 1930s, 

followed quickly by similar work at Brad and at the church of Qalb Loza. 

These 'excavation' projects were, in truth, little more than clearance operations, carried out 
in order to present the buildings around which they were centred. Very few records survive 

of these operations, beyond photographs and drawings of the architecture itself, and the 

archaeological conclusions are limited (see, for example, tcochard 1936; Nasrallah 1970). 

Stratigraphic study was non-existent. In contrast to this, jean Lassus' excavation of Antioch 

Cin collaboration with Stillwell of Princeton University) from 1932 to 1938 was more 

carefully conducted (and indeed more thoroughly published: Elderkin 1934; Stillwell 1938, 

1941; Waagý 1948,1952; Lassus 1972). Although still not of the same stratigraphic 

standards as the contemporary British excavations in Constantinople, Lassus and Stillwell 

were, for the first time in the north-west of Syria, bringing the subtleties of fine chronology 

to the late Roman and Byzantine periods. Thus far, standing remains had been dated by 

inscriptional evidence, with little analysis of changes and additions to those buildings. Sites 

were thus static in time. The Antioch excavations brought a sense of the gradual subversion 

of the street pattern, of public thoroughfares and of municipal buildings, which could be 

extrapolated to indicate more general social and economic change in the course of the sixth 

and seventh centuries OLassus 1972, cited in Kennedy & Leibeschuetz 1988,65). In spite of 

the achievements of this excavation, clearance operations have continued on the limestone 

massif, primarily in order to clarify the ground plans of churches and as part of 'restoration' 

projects (see, for example, some of the results of this in Baccache & Tchalenko, 1980; 

although recent French-Syrian work at Qal'at Sim'an has been of a much higher standard of 

recording). 

1.6 Consolidation: the work of Georges Tchalcnko 

Perhaps the best known, most thorough and certainly the most often cited survey was that 

conducted by Georges Tchalenko of the entire limestone massif (Fchalcnko 1953). 

Tchalcnko, initially alongside the aforementioned jean Lassus, commenced what was to be 

the first comprehensive study of that region in 1939, with a grant from the French 

Acad6mie des Inscriptions ct BcUes-Lettres. Although the survey emerged from well- 

established restoration projects at the major monastic sites of Qal'at Sim'an and Qa1bloza, 

its most admirable aspect was a recognition from the outset that 'les grands monuments ne 

peuvent s'cxpliquer sans une 6tude pr6alable des formes ant6rieutes de I'architecture locale' 

(1953 1, xii). Moreover, he recogniscd the need to examine not only the church architecture, 
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which had hitherto received most of the attention of early surveys (in part due to their rich 
inscriptional evidence), but also the secular architecture, the broader rural settlement 

patterns, and the broader countryside within which settlement took place. Tchalenko's work 
has, with very few exceptions, been well received by the academic community since its 

publication during the 1950s. Maxime Rodinson, himself a pioneering sociologist and 
historian, remarked that, 

'De temps a autre surgit dans la hterature scientifique un ouvrage d'une classe 

supirieure, un de ces ouvrage dont on dit q&ils font 6poque ... je crois que, sans 

hyperbole, on peut qualifier ainsi rouvrage de Georges Tchalenko sur le massif 

calcaire de la Syrie du Nord ý Npoque romaine et byzantine. ' (Rodinson 1961, 

171) 

An important difference between the work of previous scholars and that of Tchalenko was 

that although he was primarily an architect, having worked on the major restoration projects 
in Aleppo and at Palmyra for the Syrian Archaeological Service for over twenty years, he 

also saw the need for the first time for a 'comprehensive synthesis' of the region in Late 

Antiquity (Foss 1996,151). He reached forThistoire totale', by asking questions not only of 

the architectural forms represented in the structures of the region, but also their social 

context, as well as their change through time (Rodinson 1961,175). 

Tchalenko had been working on the reconstruction of the complexes at Qalb Loze and at 
Qarat Sim'an. His subsequent survey work began around the town of Brad, but was quickly 

postponed due to the outbreak of war. He returned, this time directing the project alone, in 

1946.11iis was an interesting time for French archaeology in the region. The political 
legitimacy of the French Mandate in Syria had been shattered by fighting between the Free 

French and the Vichy government in 1940 and 1941, and though they maintained an 

administrative and military presence until the formal assumption of Syrian independence in 

1946, their influence in the country had been significantly weakened. In 1945, in a final 

attempt by Charles de Gaulle to save the French position, extra troops were brought into 

Syria. Anti-French disturbances resulted, and the French reacted by bombarding Damascus. 

The British army intervened, and forced the French to withdraw, finally, in April 1946, 

following a United Nations resolution, and under pressure from the United States and the 
Soviet Union who had both recognised Syrian independence in 1944 (Hopwood 1988,30). 
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Furthermore, the political terrain of the immediate post-independence era in Syria, though 

ostensibly one of nationalist rule by old upper class elites who had maintained influence 

from the late Ottoman period, was in fact increasingly of a pan-Arab, middle class mood. 

The establishment of the pan-Arab Ba'ath Party in 1947, an increasing divide between 

military and civilian power structures, and the decline of the old Sunný urban elites meant 

that French presence and influence within the country was out-of-place, and indeed in some 

quarters openly resented (P. Khoury 1987,626-630). 

As a part of this independence process, the old Syrian Antiquities Service was now divided 

between the Antiquities Service of Lebanon, and the Directorate General for Antiquities 

and Museums of Syria (or the DGAM; Gelin 2002). It was run first by an American 

archaeologist from Yale, Frank Brown, and then by Syrians, beginning with Jafar al-Hassam, 

thereafter. Nevertheless, in spite of this change in the political climate, it is significant that 

practically the only archaeological work to have been carried out in Syria over the previous 

century (wid-iin certain notable exceptions, such as Butler), had been of French conception 

and management. The Syrian DGANI, and indeed the main mapping agencies, were still 

essentially of a French model, and indeed it could be argued that still at this stage, formal 

archaeology was essentially a European (and North American) pursuit. Moreover, a number 

of sizable projects, implemented by the Institut Frangais Arch6ologique du Proche Orient 

prior to the Second World War, were still in operation. A certain momentum to this historic 

link between French academic agenda and Syrian subject matter was in place therefore, but 

within the context of a changing infrastructure and mood. 

Tchalenko's wide-ranging and in-depth publication of his survey results, presented in his 

1953 three-volume Villages Antiques de la Syrie du Nord, in many ways reflects this continued 

yet changing context. It was a direct continuation of the same project established in 1939, 

and indeed of the long-held French predilection for survey on the limestone massif, yet 
broke a long-held mould in archaeological survey in western Asia, in that his concern was 
for knowledge of social and economic trajectory, rather than primarily the study of high- 

status architecture for its own sake. In this sense, Tchalenko was part of a broader trend 

within survey archaeology represented also by figures like Willey in Peru (Willey 1953). 

With relevance to this thesis, although Tchalenko attempted to describe all of the remains 

there, whether secular or religious, dispersed or congregated, pre or post-Christian, his 

primary emphasis is undoubtedly the impact of monastic institutionalisation from, as he saw 
it, the early sixth century. Through use of inscriptional evidence as a dating tool, he 
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concluded that although the area was initially settled by Roman army veterans during the 

second century AD, it was in the early sixth century that the large-scale reorganisation of the 

agricultural basis of the region took place. Significantly, Tchalenko saw this reorganisation as 

concurrent with the construction of major monastic institutions, and that the economic 

success which these changes produced were responsible for a flowering of architectural 

achievement, apparent in both form and motif (about which more will be said, below; 1953 

1,177). Of further significance is the fact that although the sixth century saw massive 

upheavals resulting from a series of earthquakes, plague and the Persian invasions of 527- 

532 and 540-562, which in turn resulted in a general economic downturn and a cessation of 

new building projects in limestone massif, monastic buildings and churches continued to be 

constructed into the seventh century. 

Tchalenko's methodology involved a 'total' approach to survey as far as he saw it, with 

mapping and photography of every visible structure, the drawing of two-dimensional 

ground plans, and a summary of agricultural organisation through the survey of field 

boundaries using aerial photographs. This approach was in part prompted by the 

extraordinary preservation of archaeological evidence in the limestone massif. Ihe local, 

hard limestone has meant that architectural degradation and colluvial coverage of sites has 

been slight. Furthermore, later settlement in the region was seemingly rare from the ninth 

until the nineteenth centuries. 

A particularly interesting aspect to Tchalenko's research design is that the relative lack of 
disturbance of the region during this lengthy period until the nineteenth century led him to 

assume that the resources of the region had changed little, and that an assessment of them 
in the 1930s would reveal important information about the availability of such factors as 

water, soil and stone in Late Antiquity. Yet it is apparent that such a survey of the modern 

situation may also have derived from a more general colonial agenda in existence at the 

time, whereby administration of the French mandate of Syria relied on thorough resource 

assessment. For example, there are detailed maps of topography, geology and the 
forogenetic' system (1953 11,3,24,25-28). These could be viewed as essential to any analysis 

of the landscape context of the archaeology. However, Tchalenko, also plots soil 
distribution, rainfall and areas of cultivable land (1953 11,29-30). Ibcse are then used to 

assess which areas of north-west Syria would be suitable for agriculture, and in particular 
through the use of which crops (31-32). Areas of late antique settlement are plotted, but also 
areas of modem settlement (33-35). Likewise, ancient communication routes are usefully 
displayed, but also routes of modem 'acc6s et p6n6tration' (37-38). These are extrapolated to 
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link with routes Nvithin Syria as a whole. Of course, these observations may simply reflect an 

attempt to account for areas of ancient settlement, within the belief that little has 

significantly changed in the region for 1,300 vears. In this regard he was surely inspired bi 

C Traph' Hislon'que de la ýyn'e, -Infique ef, 'WdWrale (1927). Indeed, Dussaud Ren6 Dussaud's Top, ý, le 

was at the time secretary of the Acad6tme des Inscriptions et Belics-Lettres xvIuch was the 

priman- financier of Tchalenko's work, and mav even have had a direct influence over his 

agenda. 

A, VrIOCIEI-j 

'CA 
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1-igure 4: Tchalenko ý map, o0he areas qf the limesione masfýfsutlableftr agicullure, according lo information obtained durinT 
the 1940s and 50. f 

It seems clear, aný-hoxv, that (as chscussed in section 1.3) Tchalenko's sun-ey, and to an 

extent the other French surveys of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, -werc 

part of a more general inilicu -which , x-qs associated Nvith a combination of Catholic 

missionary activity and colonial adn-imistration, and that that rnilieu had a recognisable affect 

on the agenda of the field SUI-VCý'S. There vvere projects xvhose agenda was, though certainly 
dcriving from a broader colonial outlook, less overtlv Christian in character, such as Gsell's 

vvork at Kharnissa, Mdaourouch and Announa in Algeria (Gsell 1914-1922). Indeed since 

the -\\-()rk of Voltairc in the mid-eighteenth century, there had existed a complex relationship 
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in French scholarship between agnostic and even atheist humanists and the French Catholic 

establishment. Indeed, by the mid-twentieth century, this complexity had led to a scepticism 

which arguably lessened the power of the Church in state affairs. However, as Chadwick has 

recently pointed out (ed, 2000), for most of the twentieth century, Catholicism continued to 

play a role in French nation building. Even today, she argues, it still functions as a complex 

component of French identity. So in spite of the changing nature of their foreign policy 
following the Second World War, and the reduced role of the Catholic church within this, 

the fact remains that the dominant, driving force behind the archaeology of Roman and 
Byzantine period sites in western Asia and North Africa was, for the French, an integral part 

of a broader missionary project. 

Since archaeological survey of this era was so often inextricably entwined with a more 

general colonial interest, we must ask what the intellemial manifestations of this were. If the 

abundant results of survey work described above demonstrate evidence for incisive study 

not only of the remains of the past but also of the modem landscape and populations, to 

what extent is this dual agenda reflected in academic conclusion? An answer to this question 
begins with the following quotation: 

'Cette organisation mat8rielle semble ivoluer paralklement ý la r6glementation 
de la discipline spirituelle! (Fchalenko 1953 1,149) 

In short, the French scholars of archaeology of this era sought a flowering of early Christian 

civilisation which in some way related to their own sense of civilisation in the west. 
Administration of the 'Oriene, and the military superiority which this administration sought 

to enforce, was necessary because it was no longer the spiritually enlightened and 

economically successful society it clearly once was. It was precisely from this era of 

scholarship that the notion of complete, decisive change with the arrival of Islam derived: 

that flowering was cut short by a very different social force arriving from the south in AD 

636. We may ponder, for example, on Tchalenko's admiration for the clear and orderly 

architectural style of the limestone massif, which he regards as unique to this region, and to 

this period: 

Ta perfection frappe d'abord: perfection des proportions, du dessin, de la 

facture. Ce n'est past I'art romain de Syrie, avcc son exuberance de composition 

et de model6; ce n'est pas I'art byzantin, avec son opposition sch6madque des 

blancs et des noirs; ce n'est pas non plus I'art de la, region basaltique voisine, oýt 
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la matiýre impose aux motifs un caractýre purement graphique. La composition 

est marquee par une volont6 d'ordre et de logique; le dessin est clair, sobte, 
imm6diatement saisissable. ' (1953 1,49) 

The implication may be that this architectural quality, which placed it 'parmi les plus 
harmonieux de rarchitecture syrienne', as well as the 'discipline spirituelle' mentioned above, 
left the region in the seventh and eighth centuries, never to return (Tchalcnko 1953,155). 

As long ago as 1907, Butler had commented of this architecture that it 'had its roots in the 
HeUenisdc architecture of Greece and Rome' and that it 'knew no rival until 500 years after 
its death, when the Gothic architecture of Northern Europe came into being' (Butler 1907, 

vi). It is as if the thoroughness of Tchalenko's survey, and to a lesser extent previous studies 

of the region, sought to unlock the prosperity and success of the early Christian period, for 

use in the present. 

Lewis has pointed out that French colonial interests, more so than the British, continued to 

comprise not only concern with 'the military potentialities and dangers of the area', but also 
ta more general cultural and religious mission' (1995,353). Such a mission would have found 

more easily a connection with an apparently highly successful flowering of architectural 

achievement and agricultural prosperity paralleled by a Christian religious imperative than 
for later periods. Indeed Hodder, in paraphrasing Said, has commented more broadly that a 
'democratic dynamism of Europe' contrasted with constructions of a 'stagnant and despotic' 

Orient (1998,125; Said 1978). Such despotism is perhaps especially emphasised by scholars 

of this era for the period following the arrival of Islam. 'Me use of historical and 

archaeological study in driving such polar constructions will be described more fully in the 
following section. For the purposes of this section, it is important to recognisc that although 
during the time of Tchalenko's work in the 1930s (then subsequently from 1946) a Syrian 

government was in the process of becoming established under Jamil Mardarn and Faris al- 
Khuri of the so-called 'National Bloc, there were continued attempts at Christian missionary 

work there. As well as missionary work deriving directly from French central government, 
there was also a continuation of a more general Catholic thrust towards expansion through 

the medium of archaeology. Ile Pontifical Institute for Christian Archaeology, for example, 
established in 1926, continued to encourage projects which elucidated the early church. This 

connection then, between Catholic Christianity and archaeology, guided in part by French 

colonial policy but also by other parties, which began in Syria in the 1860s, continued into 

the next major catalyst for change in the region, the Second World War. 
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1.7 Syria regained: Orientalism and the modem debate 

The Second World War marked a significant break in the political history of western Asia, 

since it was, for most regions, the first moment of independence since the sixteenth century. 
For Syria, the area marked out by the borders of the French Mandate was granted 
independence in April 1946. The French goverrunenes hold over Syria, significantly 

weakened by the internal struggle there between the Vichy and the Free French, was finally - 
officially at least - over. Although French scholarship continued (and indeed continues to 

this day) to have a profound influence over the course of Syrian subject matter and people, 

their near-monopoly of the archaeological terrain was over. This had a far-reaching impact 

not only over the personnel operating within the country, but also over the agenda pursued 

and thus the conclusions reached. This is therefore an appropriate point in the chapter to 

pause and reflect upon the nature of the work described so far. 

So far in this chapter, there has been an attempt to convey three aspects of the study of 

early Christian archaeology in Syria. The first is the political context of those studies, in order 

to convey the intentions of the parties involved. The second is the nature of the work itself, 

so that the methodolog of each project could be compared. The third is the owcome, in 

primarily intellectual terms, in order to elucidate the theoretical framework of the day. 

Summarising such a quantity of both work and data in just a few sentences is challenging. 
However, if a major theme can be picked out of this work, it is that contrasting agenda were 

sought and achieved by the French and the American work. In essence, the American work 
derived not so much from the immediate political context of Syria, nor indeed of colonial 

administration, though the broader political intentions of the United States were, by this 

point, paternalistic at least. Instead, it derived from (and in turn contributed to) the 

pressures of university endowment, and more specifically what Patterson terms the 'Eastern 

Establishment (Patterson 1986,8). The French agenda, though of course differing in detail 

between the 1860s and the 1940s, had a common theme running through the political 

context, the methodology and the outcome, which was the pursuit of the 'discipline 

spirituelle' of early Christianity, as well as 'les plus harmonieux: de rarchitecture syrienne' 

which resulted (Tchalenko 1953 1,149,155). In spite of the fact that the French government 

recognised the presence of native Christian communities within the territories of their 
Mandate, especially in Lebanon, the Hauran and the Qalamoun, there was a profound sense 

of discontinuity presented between the archaeological remains and the modem population. 
Through the funding and support of organisations such as the tcoles d'Orient, the Ecole 
Frangais de Rome, the tcole Biblique, and the overarching Nfinistire de la Culture, a body 

of literature, a reconstructed architectural legacy and more significantly a broader cultural 
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view was held by certain academics and disseminated to the French public through school 

and university courses, that there existed a glorious early Christian past in Syria, which had 

been jeopardised and then finally (almost) eradicated by the arrival of Islam. Moreover, since 
it appears to have been the view that that past was the responsibility of France (Hopwood 

1988,23), Catholic missions from the 1840s and continuing until well after the Second 

World War, sought to restore it. This view was further emphasiscd by the aforementioned 

sense of discontinuity between past and modem populations. The considerable trouble the 

colonial powers had had during the 1920s to enforce their respective Mandates in the region 

could not sit comfortably with any notion of a native 'discipline spirituelle. At the risk of 
describing this situation too bluntly, the political implications were that the Orient never 

'grew up', and that therefore European colonial powers musthelp' them do that. 

In this sense, the scholarship described so far can be seen as part of what Edward Said has 

termed Orientalism, whereby representations of an 'Ease are juxtaposed as separate from a 
Wese, and where 'the Orient came to be seen as stagnant and despotic in order to define 

the democratic dynamism of Europe' (Hodder 1998,125; Said 1978). Said asserts that this 
juxtaposition is actually a process. This process has been in motion since the Orient was 
first studied in a concerted manner by European intellectuals at the beginning of the 

eighteenth century. The motivations behind this study, the methods through which it has 

been conducted, and the ways and the location in which it has been presented, are 'a way of 

coming to terms with the Orient that is based on the Orient's special place in European 

Western experience' (Said 1978,1). 'ne product of this process has been, for its creators, 

not only an Orient which is 'a place of romance, exotic beings, haunting memories and 
landscapes, remarkable experiences', but also 'the source of its civilizations and languages, 

its cultural contestant ... its contrasting image, idea, personality, experience' (1978,1-2). In 

short, Said argues that an Orient has been created which is an exotic 'other', set in 

opposition to a more dynamic, functionally superior Occident. But crucially, such 

representations are not the sole factor of interest in discussing Orientalist literature. 

Scholarly enquiry and the cultural media which derived from such work were products of a 

colonial process and, furthermore, were bound up within its machinery. Archaeological 

survey of the kind that created the works of de Vogfi6, Butler, Lassus, Tchalenko and others 

were not simply products of the domination of certain western nations over the Middle East 

then. Such surveys were actively involved in the business of domination. 

For Said, who proclaims himself 'an Oriental' (1978,26), the studies which have resulted 
from this polatised approach are 'shot through with doctrines of European superiority, 
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various kinds of racism, imperialism, and the Eke' (1978,8). These views have been the 

subject of considerable debate since their initial publication, and indeed some reform by his 

own hand (for example, Said 1988 & 2003, Thomas 1991, Halliday 1993, Nfilner & Gersde 

1994, Ansell-Pearson et al 1997, Bayourni & Rubin 2001). Not least among these criticisms 

are that Said tends to overstate his case, that his views derive from a personal grudge against 

western academia and that he is dangerously subjective. Furthermore, he has been accused 

of perpetrating the very juxtaposition of representation which he himself complains of. He 

does not engage with archaeology directly, and only touches on anthropology briefly. 

Furthermore, it has been commented that he never offered clear solutions to the problem of 
Orientalist representation. Nevertheless, the theoretical framework which he provided is 

regarded here as useful in accounting for the nature of Orientalist studies in the past, and 

arguably to some extent still today. 

Archaeological study of 'Eastern' subject matter has been regarded as 'speciar, unique to the 

'Ease. We may reflect, for example, on Butler's description of the surface remains of the 
Hauran that 'it represents a distinct racial, if not national life, and which is Oriental in 

sentiment and in expression! (Butler 1907, vý. This opinion has produced an attitude that 

such remains require a special outlook in order to deal with them. In common with the 

emergence of Islamic archaeology at this time, the study of early Christianity tended to be 

associated with 'academic pigeonholing with... 'exotic' archaeological studies placed away 
from the received mainstream and thus made to appear remote, inaccessible and differene 

(Insoll 1999a, 3). This is reflected in the fact that studies of the Orient often derive from 

University departments whose primary emphasis is on the Orient as a region. This has 

certainly led to a rich cross-fertilisation of ideas from different disciplines, such as 

anthropology, linguistics, literature and history. However, it may be argued that this method 

of study has partially isolated the Orient from broader, inter-regional intellectual processes 

pursued in departments whose emphasis is subject, rather than area, related. Although 

western Asia, like any other region, has particular socio-political specifics of its own, it 'is 

not unique, except possibly in the content of the myths that are propagated about it, from 

within and withoue (Halliday 1993,162). For archaeology, although this situation has led to 

some inter-disciplinary research, especially relating to documentary and archaeological 

evidence, it has also had the consequence of limiting the application of broad theoretical 
frameworks and field methodologies more familiar to practices elsewhere. 

Until recently, and certainly for the period up to the Second World War, there have been 

very few attempts to rclate early Christian subject matter to material from Europe, nor 
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indeed to apply techniques more familiar to European topics. The situation described above, 

whereby early Christianity was seen as a successful flowering of Syrian culture which was 
later subsumed by Islam, has not been helped by the fact that scholars of the subject have 

arguably been reluctant to relate their work to the broader dynamics of late Roman and 
Byzantine socio-politics. Of course, there has been the work of Pirenne (1937) and 

subsequent scholars (for example, Hodges and Whitehouse 1983, Christie & Loseby 1996, 

Ward-Perkins 2005a, Wickham 2005) who have made comparisons which span east and 

west, and have sought also an origin to the early medieval west. But the comparison of 

specific settlement forms which may have been similar in the northern and the eastern 
Mediterranean, their role within society in transforming systems of power and control in the 

fourth to seventh centuries, and ultimately the legacy of this in creating a Medieval world, 
has not been a strong theme of archaeological study in the twentieth century. Early monastic 

settlement has, by extension, tended to be regarded as a 'cultural phenomenon' therefore, 

rather than as a vehicle for, or expression of, greater processes at work. T'his current 

understanding has not come about because monasteries of that region U'err essentially 

cultural phenomena, but because we have made them so. That they are culturally embedded, 

and have a culture of their own may be true, both of today and through time, but this 

approach lacks the kinds of analysis more familiar to monastic studies elsewhere, which have 

related the monastery more convincingly to its social and political context. More broadly, it 

has often not related the monasteries of Syria, and the movements which created and 

surrounded them, to Christian monasteries elsewhere in the world. 

It must be said that this intellectual distance has certainly closed over the years. There have 

also emerged some important syntheses which view the archaeology of early Christianity, as 

well as of specific topics (like monasticism) within this subject, as a whole, thus spanning 

geographical divides where necessary (for monasticism, Dunn 2000, Lawrence 2001, 

McNally 2001). Significant among works of broader synthesis has been the work of Peter 

Brown (2002) and William Frend (1984,1988,1996). It may be the case, in fact, that the 

ramifications of Orientalist studies are no longer explicitly an extension of the colonialist 

agenda from which they originated. However, so much of the archaeological study 
described so far bas been, and modem studies often remain very much a part of the same 

process. The entrenched descriptions of early Christian monasticism in western Asia as a 
topic where studies have to be specially tailored to cope with its unique, exotic complexity 
have created barriers to the transfer of techniques of analysis from elsewhere. 
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'In brief, because of Orientalism the Orient was not (and is not) a free subject of 

thought and action! (Said 1979,3) 

Within the study of monasticism in the Middle East (which I will here call. western Asia), 

and one might argue especially within Syria, Orientalist sentiments have produced a body of 

work which has been content to focus on theological origins, great ascetic figures and major 

monastic institutions (among many others, Jargy 1952, V66bus 1960, Leroy 1963, Brock 

1987a, Drijvers 1994, Fowden 1999, Hatlie 1999). Where material evidence has been 

consulted, 'whole categories of archaeological evidence have been neglected owing to dated 

research designs and methods tied to the dictates of art history' gnsoll. 1999a, 5). This has 

left considerations of the socio-political impact of monasticism largely unaddressed. 

1.8 Recent woric the Orient reconsidered 

This situation has prompted some reassessment over the last twenty years or so. With 

relevance to the field of monasticism, one of the aspects of this theoretical reconsideration 

has been an acknowledgement of the complexity of the socio-economy of north-west Syria 

in the fourth to seventh centuries. In part, this has been influenced by the more general 

theoretical terrain of the late 1960s and 1970s, which saw the gradual inception of 

processualist ideas into a wide range of research agenda emanating ftorn American and 

European university archaeology departments (the key texts in this movement are usually 

cited as Binford & Binford 1968 & Clarke 1972). In terms of archaeological fieldwork 

within Syria, this change has occurred largely within a continuation of the framework 

established during the French Mandate of the 1920s and 30s. In spite of tumultuous 

changes within the domestic politics of Syria during the 1950s and 60s until the 

establishment of Hafez al-Assad in 1971, and fluctuating relations with neighbouring Arab 

countries as well as the US and the UK since that time, French foreign policy has continued 

to support archaeological endeavours as a means of diplomatic entr6e throughout. The 

Directorate General for Antiquities and Museums continues to be run along lines 

established by the French during the 1930s, and many of its staff receive Cin the absence of 

any dedicated university archaeology courses within Syria until 2000) their acaden-ýdc training 

in France or Belgium. A large proportion of the 128 archaeological projects conducted in 

Syria in 2002 were of French conception, and France continues to play a strong role in the 
direction of archaeological research in the country (Ghiyath al-Zahripers Comm July 2002; 

IFAP0 2005). Important contributors to this policy in the last three decades have been 

Jean-Pierre Sodini and Georges Tate. 
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Sodini and Tate's excavation of the viflage of Dehes during the 1970s represented both a 

prominent re-establishment of French research in the limestone massif, but also a break 

with the past in methodological terms (Sodini et al 1980). It has at last provided some 
intensive detail within the more extensive survey work of the last century and a half. It had 

always been Tchalenko's argument (discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3) that the 

limestone massif had depended largely on the olive harvest, and that the profits resulting 
from this trade were invested in the buildings. The scale of the churches of the region can 
be accounted for by the success of the olive oil trade, and by the fact that extra labour was 
drafted in during the olive harvest. However, the aforementioned excavation contradicted a 

number of these assumptions. From 1976 to 1978, a total of six buildings in Dehes were 

excavated using, for the first time in the limestone massif region, a stratigraphic 

methodology. 

The results of this work appeared to directly contradict some of the results of surface 

survey. They suggested, for example, that a more mixed economy was evidenced by animal 
bones, troughs and grain storage areas. Each house was not a %-iUa' in the sense of a high 

status estate centre, but acted as a dedicated animal byre, with human accommodation 

above. This highly mixed nature of the economy is perhaps not surprising, but it certainly 
differs from Tchalenko's assumption that the olive represented something of a monoculture 
for the region. 

Another important modification to Tchalenko's thesis, and indeed to all of the previous 

conclusions made of the limestone massif and its 'Dead Cities', is the point at which the 

settlements there were abandoned. For dc Vogi! 6, abandonment was clear, rapid and 
decisive, occurring in 636, at the moment of the invasion of the Muslim annies from the 

south. For Butler, climatic change and especially soil impoverishment after deforestation 

were decisive in this (Butler 1920). Mattern modified this idea by claiming that nomadic 

elements of both the Sasanian and then the Arab invasions tore up the olive trees, and that 

this destruction was irreversible. He added, rather acerbically, that '(c)es nomads ont 

toujours &6 les ennemis des arbres et leurs descendants sont rest6s les dignes h6ritiers de 

cette haine' (NIattern 1944,139). 

For Tchalenko, the chronology of this decline was essentially correct, though he presented a 
more qualified perspective, suggesting that the effects of the earthquakes, Sasanian invasions 

and drought of the sixth century disrupted the socio-economy. The Muslim invasion 

continued this process, by further isolating the olive producers from their Mediterranean 
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ma kets, thus sealing the fate of an already impoverished region. This is evidenced by the 

fact that building inscriptions cease for domestic architecture around 550, and for 

ecclesiastical structures by 610. Although Arabic inscriptions do occur throughout the 

medieval period, these are sporadic and rare, and mark a different kind of settlement which 

was reintroduced after a period of total abandonment. However, Sodini and Tate present a 

very different chronology, based on pottery and coin evidence from their excavation at 
Dehes. For them, although the upheavals of the sixth century did indeed cause some 
depopulation, widespread settlement in the region continued until as late as the ninth 

century. 

Some of the conclusions drawn by the Dehes project have been given greater weight by 

Georges Tate's subsequent work, I-es CaVqgnes de la Syrie dm Nord (1992). The emphasis of 

this publication is the domestic architecture of the limestone massif Analysis continues the 

swing towards processualism taken by the Dehes excavation. Tate produces a picture of an 
internally coherent system, consisting of 700 villages, with 100 rooms per village and 
300,000 people in all. Rather than the control of the economic prosperity of the region 
being held by absentee landlords, as argued by Tchalenko, for Tate this system 'which some 
historians have considered parasites living off the surplus of villages like these, were really 

part of a broad economic system whose parts reinforced each other' (Foss 1996,53). Clive 

Foss summarises Tate's view of the collapse of this system resulting from a 'Malthusian 

crisis' after 636, whereby the population became too great to sustain, then gradually declined 

as its methods of operation ceased to function effectively (1996,52-3). 

In order to deconstruct Tate's views, it is necessary to highlight not only their more general 

theoretical context, but also their specific political circumstances within French academia. 
Tchalcnko and Tate had, for many years throughout the n-lid-twendeth century, been locked 

in an acrimonious legal dispute over intellectual rights to the information produced by the 

studies of the Institut Frangais Arch6ologique du Proche Orient of the limestone massif. 
Both men had a great deal of status and information at stake, as Tchalenko was for many 

years the director of IFAPO's mission in northern Syria, a position subsequently taken by 

Tate. Indeed, the Tchalenko archivc held at the University of Oxford contains some 
documentation deriving from this long-term struggle for dominance (Lukas Schachner pers 

comm July 2003). Of course, it cannot be implied that Tate's contradiction of Tchalenko's 

conclusions solely derive firorn this dispute. However, this situation does illustrate the 

potential impact of personal and broader academic circumstances on French archaeology in 

Syria. 
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In spite of this dominance of the archaeology of the limestone massif by IFAPO, and 
indeed largely by two men alone, the Dehes excavation can now be seen as part of a 

growing body of socio-economic evidence from the region. Throughout the late 1980s and 

early 1990s, more specific investigations of monastic architecture took place. The so-called 
'Apamean' monasteries of the southern limestone massif were investigated by Fourdrin, and 
the 'Andochene' by Biscop (Biscop 1997; Fourdrin 1991). Biscop's excavation of Dayr 

Dehes in particular did much to clarify the gradual development of a monastic site through 

analysis of the standing stratigraphy (Biscop 1997). The site appeared to display evidence for 

an earlier period of monastic development in the region in the fourth century, previously 

thought to have been eradicated by subsequent rebuilding. This work also demonstrated the 
fundamental importance of agricultural production to the Dayt Dehcs complex, with a 

careful delineation of the complex's environs, as well as a quantification of the capacity of 
the site's two presses. However, besides a brief consideration of the use of local labour for 

the olive harvest, little consideration was given, to the ways in which the monastery 
interacted in the life of the surrounding villages, the landscape setting of the monastery, or 
how it connected with settlements in the surrounding area. 

Although the Dehes and Dayr Dehes excavations have yet to be followed by other 

published major excavations within the mountains of the limestone massif (though the 

excavation and structural survey at Qal'at Sirn'an are expected shortly), other intensive work 
nearby has yielded potentially useful data, such as at the nearby Mediterranean port of 
Seleucia (Dagron 1985), and in the villages within what is now Turkish territory close to 
Antioch (Wc6rian 1969; Djobadze 1964,1965; Lafontaine-Dosogne 1967). Similarly, recent 

work by Paul Reynolds on constructing amphora typologies for the north-east 
Mediterranean has begun to draw away from the long-held assumption that the 'Late 
Roman Amphora' g. RA) 1 type was made in north-west Syria (Reynolds 2000,2003 and 
foifhcomiýrg 

, 
). This issue is discussed further in Chapter 3. 

A recently completed programme of PhD research by Lukas Schachner at the University of 
Oxford, examining the evidence for production within monastic complexes throughout 

western Asia as a whole, is awaited with interest. This ambitious project takes in various 
subregions, including the two regions within the bounds of modem Syria which have been 

subjected to the most analysis in terms of ecclesiastical architecture in the past: the 
limestone massif and the Hauran. 
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Although current fieldwork projects in Syria are numerous, with 128 individual projects 

taking place in 2002, very few include investigations of monastic complexes, or indeed of 
late Roman and Byzantine material in generaL French-initiated fieldwork still accounts for 

the only interventionist work carried out in the limestone massif (although a joint German- 

British-Syrian project at al-Anderin has been conducted since 1997), and indeed it seems to 
be the case that only French projects are permitted by the Directorate General for 

Antiquities and Museums of the Syrian Arab Republic within this particular region. Georges 

Tate continues to work at the village of Serjilla, on the eastern slope of Jebel Riha, towards 

the south of the limestone massif. This project is based largely on survey work, but has 

included some excavation at Serjilla. Deriving from this project is Charpender's study of 'Les 

bains des Sergilla! (1994). Other publications have yet to appear. 

Indeed, the primarily high status, architectural emphasis of the Serjilla project continues to 

represent the norm rather than the exception in terms of the archaeological agenda for Late 

Antiquity in Syria. Although the Dehes excavation, and the subsequent studies by Tate, 

Schachner and others, take in a range of social and economic perspectives, it often seems 
that the agenda and methodology now established by such a long tradition of survey 

continues to ked those that follow. Ibc publication by Baccachc of " '* d Villa r- ghses e ge de la 

S)7ie dm Nord, for example, followed on very much from the Tchalenko survey forty years 

earlier (1980). Ile detailed review by Biscop and Sodini of the relationship between the 

columns and the apses present at Qarat Sim'an returns to subject matter originally covered 
by tcochard in the 1930s (Biscop & Sodini 1984; tcochard 1936). 

A break in tradition was initiated, to a certain extent, by the three Spanish scholars Ignace 
Pefia, Pascal Fernandez and Romauld Fernandez through a series of publications from 1975 

onwards, which have focused especially on evidence for early monasteries (Pefia et al 1975, 

1980,1983). The uniqueness of these studies is that they have sought evidence for the very 

earliest phases of monasticism, which has led them to investigate, much more thoroughly 

than any of their forebears in the limestone massif, the extensive standing remains there. 
But rather than concerning themselves primarily with the most obvious, best preserved and 
high status evidence, they have recorded and discussed a large amount of material of an 
ephemeral and often inconclusive nature. Their extensive travels around, in particular, the 

southern and western mountains of the limestone massif have drawn in hitherto unrecorded 
incised graffiti, local traditions about the use or place-name origin of sites and roughly-built 
structures of rubble construction whose date and purpose are ambiguous (especially in Pefia 

ct al 1987,1990 and 1999). The ambiguity of much of this evidence has left questions 
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regarding the reliability of their conclusions. Since their particular focus of study was 

monastic sites, they perhaps have had a tendency to speculate that any evidence for a 

relatively isolated complex should be regarded as a monastery. Not least in the reasons for 

this speculation is their own background, as Catholic monks of a Franciscan order based in 

Syria. Indeed, their deep and clearly emotive regard for monasticism in the past is evident in 

their view that 'the monastery was an institution so integrated into the rural world that a 

settlement of amy kind without its nearby monastery was unima ginaby (pefia et al 1997,113; 

my italics). 

A further problem exists in that their explanations of which sites are, or are not, 'monastic' 

is inconsistent. At the site of Wadi 'Ubayd (or 'Obeid), for example, an isolated, stand-alone 

cistern exists 100m south of the village itself, and is concluded as having belonged 'without 

doubt to a hermitage, which has now completely disappeared' (Pefia et al 1987,201). The 

site of Heir Saleh on the other hand possesses a group of rectangular structures, 3 cisterns 

and a press, but is concluded simply as being 'quelques villas' (112). Some isolated sites may 
have been purely agricultural, some pertaining to the burial of a local saint and which never 
hosted monastic practice, others simply domestic and secular in use. Others may have been 

genuinely monastic in character. The problem here is that Jvbicb spreads of surface 

archaeological material represent monasteries and which do not, and the reasoning behind 

such a conclusion, is not defined. And in some ways, this assumption, both that monasteries 

mmst have been present, that they were powerful and successful and thus that their role in 

society is self-evident, is part of the long-held methods of research into the Christianity of 

the Orient begun by such bodies as the tcole Biblique and the tcole d'Orient. And in this 

sense, Pciia, Castellana and Fernandez are part of a tradition begun by scholars of the 
Catholic Church like Lavigerie in Algeria and Syria in the 1860s. Moreover, in common with 
Tchalenk-o's notion of a 'discipline spirituelle' driving monasteries to success, Pefia et al 

conclude that monasteries within Syria were a particular creation of the 'Syrian soul' and of 

the 'creative spirit of their race' (1975,26-27). We are reminded here of Said's observation 
that, %ithin the Orientalist tradition of Western academia, the 'Orient' has been depicted as 
having a special 'mind' of its own, unique to the 'East' and similar throughout the 'Ease, and 

which is in part responsible for its predicament (whatever that is depicted as being, Said 

1978,3). 

Other recent studies of ecclesiastical architecture have been more cautious in their attempts 
at defining their subject matter. An examination of the layout of the churches of the region 
by Loosley continues very much along the lines set by Tchalenko, in that it investigates the 
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purpose and chronology of the bema platform (the semi-circular apse aligned west-cast 

within the nave of certain churches in Syria and Mesopotamia), and especially its 

relationship with the liturgy. She argues from a micro-architectural perspective, then 

extrapolates the results throughout the limestone massif as a whole (Loosley 1999,2001). 

Loosley differs significantly from Tchalenko, however, in that as a non-French scholar, her 

research breaks with the IFAPO tradition of archaeological suzerainty over the region. It 

may be this, combined with the in-depth use of Syriac liturgical texts, which introduces a 

social dimension into her discussion of the bema. She concludes that this platform in the 

nave originally housed the clergy, enabling them to sit among the broader congregation and 

thus create a sense of inclusiveness in the liturgy. This changed in the seventh century, when 

the control exercised by monastic institutions led to a growing divide between clergy and 

congregation, and thus an abandonment of the use of the bema as a vehicle for integration. 

This study is the most recent to include material from north-west Syria, and indeed to draw 

monasteries into a discussion of late antique Syria as a whole. 

L9 What next? Defining the nature of the problem 

Although the results of this industry have been abundant, with a range of both in-depth and 

broad syntheses of the earliest Christian monasteries produced, it is arguably the case that 

the approaches taken so far have failed to address the full soda/ implications of the creation 

and development of monasticism. It remains unclear, for example, to what extent the 

physical rernains of the earliest monasteries can be used to help our understanding of how 

they were regarded and used by the populations both within and around them, why they 

were built where they were, and what role such institutions played, if any, in the complex, 

changing relations between state and society. How can we use what remains of their 

buildings, the space which those buildings create, the position they occupy within the 

landscape, to go beyond regarding the monastery largely as a cultural phenomenon? In 

short, how can we discuss their link with society, and do so without falling into the trap of 

Oricntalism which Said has defined? 

'Mcsc issues will be explored in more detail in the next chapter, and a 'model' proposed in 

Chapter 3. So, having dcfined some of the specific, archaeological questions which remain 

unanswered for now, let us now return to the broader discussion of deconstruction with 

which this chapter began. How far is it possible to dcfinc the intellectual context of an 
investigation carried out on early Syrian monasticism todayý Western Asia has been the 

subject of an unprecedented and increasing degree of both academic and popular scrutiny 
due to political events, and especially since the inception of the latest intifada in Palestine in 
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2000, the events of September 11th 2001, and the US-led military action in Afghanistan in 

2001, and in Iraq in 2003. Syria has been far from immune from such scrutiny, as there has 

been an enormous amount of political pressure placed on that country recently by the 

United States of America's 'Syria Accountability Act', by difficulties over the EU-Syrian 

'Association Agreemene, and most recently by UN resolution 1559 which called for Syrian 

troops to withdraw completely from Lebanon (Noueihed 2004,9-10). This scrutiny has been 

partnered by an increasing ethos of political orthodoxy, deriving from the contrasting 

sources of American neo-conservatism, a complex milieu comprising Sunni and Shi! a 
Islamist parties and the secular dictatorships of the Baath Party in Iraq and Syria. Against 

this may be set an inherent belief in heterogeneous politics, the right of communities to self- 
determination within the constraints of a global environment. There have already been some 
discussions of the relationship between archaeological study and such forms of self- 
determination within religious groups in various locations in western Asia. This is clear, for 

example, in the role played by museum displays in the re-assertion of Islam in the now 
highly multi-cultural countries of the Arabian Gulf (Hun 2000). Loosley mentions that the 
Syrian Orthodox church 'is looking to the past for clarity in liturgical matters' within a 

climate of change (1999,24). Conversely, the destruction of Syrian Orthodox and Armenian 

ecclesiastical sites in south-east Anatolia by the Turkish government throughout the 1980s 

and 1990s played a role in Turkish nation building (Dalrymple 1998), as does the Israel 

Antiquities Authority treatment of non-Jewish religious sites (Dalrymple 1999). 

In terms of a more general world view, Brown and Carver have applied their admiration for 

diversity by seeing it in the late antique and early medieval worlds (Brown 2002, Carver 

2003). A recent discussion by Greenwood raised the spectre of ethnic and linguistic diversity 

within the Armenian Orthodox Church of the fifth to tenth centuries (Greenwood 2003). 

Terms such as 'micro-Christendoms' (Brown 2002,216) and 'intellectual patchworks' are 

appropriate in that they describe 'a period of political experimene in which 'communities 

negotiated their future' (Carver 2003a, 3-4,12). Nor have such notions been restricted to 

studies of Christianity. As long ago as the 1970s, el-Zein defined an anthropology of islams, 

to account for 'the diversity in the actual content of religious experience as lived in the 

everyday world7 (el-Zein 1977,227,231). This has been recognised archaeologically by 

Insoll, who examines 'the degree to which regional traditions, schools, sects and different 

nationalities within Islam and the Muslim world destroy, or at least encroach upon, the idea 

of the cohesive whole ... diversity which might be reflected in the archaeological record' 
(Insoll 1999a, 9-10). 
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As Frend has surnmarised of recent studies of Christianity, the dominant theme could now 
be of the 'vivid kaleidoscopic character of the lives and beliefs of its different adherents' 

(Frend 1996,385). 11iis; mood has 'enabled the non-orthodox traditions to speak for 

themselves' so that a 'whole new world of divergent beliefs and teaching has been opened 

up'. This thesis therefore applies ideas of economic control and communal identity to 

examine the evolution of political agenda in the late fourth to seventh centuries in terms of 

reactions to Byzantine Orthodoxy. This will be carried out through an examination of 

monasteries, largely Monophysite in their doctrinal allegiance, whose theological outlook 
broke from Chalcedonian orthodoxy in 451. The extent to which such monasteries acted as 

centres of power which re-directed surplus within the countryside and combined this 

movement with a sense of Syriac identity will be examined by observing how these 

monasteries stood in relation to both the rural settlements around them, as well as the 

communication routes, production facilities, field systems and natural topography. Having 

identified the nature of these relationships, the ways in which spatial juxtaposition translates 

into social control will be explained using ideas partially derived from a combination of the 

xiews of Wickham (1984) and Brown (1971), and partially from work which has viewed the 

creation of landscapes as an essential but complex component of social identity (Schimmel 

1991, Bender ed. 1993, Tilley 1994). Ibus, both the economic and the symbolic role of 

monasteries within the broader community is the subject of this thesis. Iliese contrasting 

yet complementary roles will be examined at two different scales, the long-term and wide- 

ranging versus the immediate, singular and 'day-to-day'. Ilese two perspectives win be 

examined with the aid of Braudel, whose Ion gue durie and histoirr ivinementielle is used to 

structure the evidence presented in Chapters 5 and 6. However, it will be borne in mind that 

once this investigation is complete, there may well be no single, convincing model of the 

role of monasteries in Late Antiquity evident in their position, layout and facilities, but more 

considerable variations both in period and region, in the degree to which such self- 
determination was exercised or intended in the Syrian countryside. 

1.10 Conclusion 

And so it is within the context of such heterogeneity that the following chapter seeks to 
introduce the theoretical basis for this current study. Chapter 2 will argue that in order to 

embrace the diversity of religious expression which is essential to political stability within 
the growing numbcr of post-war vacuums in modern western Asia, greater consideration of 
the range of socio-political roles played by monasteries through time must be taken into 

account. A range of theoretical viewpoints current in archaeology throughout the last thirty 

years are then explored in order to see how this might be carried out. The approach to be 
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adopted here examines the evidence for a general change within rural communities from 

social relations which initially involved taxation paid to urban collectors, but then changed 

to a system of tribute and perhaps rent paid to local authorities. Ilese authorities may have 

been monastic, but it will be argued that a landscape approach must be used in order to 

properly consider this possibility. The material evidence used to examine the usefulness of 

such a theory is, in the next chapter, drawn from monasticism wherever it has occurred 
(whether in the west of Ireland, Upper Egypt or in Italy). From Chapter 3 onwards, more 

specific analysis is carded out using material drawn from Syria, and from the north-west of 
Syria in particular, since it is this region which presents the best-preserved and most readily 

available informad n. However, the final section will consider the appropriateness of data 

firorn the north-west by considering two further regions by way of comparison: the 
Qalamun of central Syria, where very little archaeological work on this period has been 

carried ou4 and the Hauran of the south, where surveys have been conducted but with 
limited synthesis or conclusion. 

It is hoped then that theoretical views and techniques more familiar to studies of rural 

settlement elsewhere can be brought together to study the monastic sites of north-west 
Syria. In this way, the previous pitfalls of Orientalist scholars, with their tendency to over- 

emphasise the uniqueness of early Christianity in the 'East', can be avoided. 
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Chapter 2 
Theoretical Engagement: Approaching the Monastery 

12 

yria have been pier outahed the wqys in which the late Roman and Byzantine periods in S Tbeprrvious cba 
g al, 

, 
pproarbed It was condmded that monastidsm, and to an extent the archaeology of Chrisfianio in ener a 
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prvacbes develo has been rýgarded in wa)s that have divorced itfmm the breadth of archaeological a 

pg the raqe of archaeological recent decades. This cba ter will cany This theme forward by examinin 
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which arrbaeologistr have sought to accountfor the rvIe of monasteries in late antique sode! ýy are explored 
Wlerr monasteries, first andforrmost, s piritual centres, not 'bloodying their hands'with the dqy-to-daypolitics 
of statepoko interaction? Wm Ihg economic ýoxer houses' or mere subsistence sunivors? To what dý, grre 
aid the estab&hment of a metzvork of monastic insfitutionsplay a Mle in the transformation of Jown1countg 
relations in Late Antiquqy? In what wqys can arrhaeoýgkal study contribute to the answering of these 
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de s p 
the wys in which arrbaeologists e, &ewberr have sought to ap prvacb these issuesprvvide fbougbtprovoking 
modelsfor The situation in fourib to seventh centug Sjria ? It is aqued here that monasteries could have 
p, (aj, ed a siýnificant role in a bmad thangefrom an andent'mode ofpmduction to afeudal one, which was 

gbt about ýy sodal confta in the countgside. Monasteries could then have become rural landlords, brou 
parfidpafiýg in The oganisation of economic prvdmclion, but also ideologicalproduction as thy created and 
mana ged landrcapes which enabled and fadAtated The communication of their own particular form of 
Christian belief tbrvugbout the comntgjide. Such landscapes can be read today as com plex, mmIti-layerrd 
spaces meant dekberateyl to over4 the concerns of the sacred and the pmfane, and thus the monasteg and 
the iillqge. 

2.1 The debate so far 

The previous chapter left us with the problem that the approaches taken so far to the 

archaeology of monasticism in Syria have failed to address the full social and economic 
implications of the creation and development of monastic sites. How, for example, did the 

creation of a large number of monumental monastic complexes all over north-west Syria, on 

the edges of prosperous villages, alter what people thought about who controlled the 

landscape around them and who guided the political affairs which affected them? The 

previous section also sought to point out that part of the reason for the failure to address 

such issues has been the broader intellectual paradigm in which such studies have been 

carried out. This paradigm, as described by Said, juxtaposes an 'Ease which is 'stagnant and 
despotic' against a Wese which is, by sharp contrast, democratic and dynamic. Ile process 

which has resulted in these portrayals has been a way for Western academia 'to come to 

terms with the Orient that is based on the Orienes special place in European Western 

experience' (Said 1978,1). This special place allocated to Oriental subject matter has been 

defined through the weses regard of the East as 'the source of its civilizations and 
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languages'. It is where phenomena, such as Christianity and collective monasticism, which 

we see ourselves as having continued and refined, were begun. Such ase al p ce has 
.pd 

la 

therefore been afforded s pecialtreatment, unique forms of description and analysis which do 

not have to relate to the theoretical shifts in archaeology which have been a feature of the 
discipline elsewhere in the world since the 1960s. In summary, the previous chapter posed 

the following three questions: 

How can we use what remains of monastic buildings, the space which those 
buildings create and the position they occupy within the landscape, to go beyond 

regarding the monastery as a largely cultural phenomenon? 

How do we explain why monasteries took the form of large, architecturally complex 
institutions by the late fifth century. How did they go from a position of marginal 

obscurity to one of monumental proportions within less than a century, and what 

was the impact of this upon society? 

How can we discuss their link with society, and do so without Ming into the trap of 
Orientalism which Said has defined? 

I have argued thus far that the contemporary political milieu always profoundly affects the 
formation of archaeological agenda. Therefore, if heterogeneous politics are to be set against 

the climate of neo-orthodoxy and religious polarisation discussed in section 1.9, our 

archaeological outlook must be one which seeks to highlight the political diversity of late 

antique to early Medieval transitions. Yet how can such an agenda sit comfortably alongside 
discussion of religious control? During a period in which Christian orthodoxy was being 

hotly debated, is it appropriate to seek to examine evidence for diversity of practice and 
belief? InsoU has confronted the awkwardness with which archaeologists often approach 

material evidence for religious practice, especially with regard to world religions still very 

much believed and followed, concluding that 'the relationship between archaeology and 

religion is predominantly one of neglece (InsoU 2004,1). In order to be clear about the role 

of the archaeologist in debating the emergence and consolidation of Christian monasticism, 

a topic often discussed largely in terms of its theological underpinnings (such as, for 

example, by Dunn 2000), the following section examines the broader topic of archaeology 
and religion. And since the intention here is to explain the social impact of early Christian 

monasticism in Syria, it is important to define the relationship between the sacred and the 

social in more general terms first. 
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2.2 Durkheim, and the sociology of religion 
Insoll notes that archaeologists have all too often tended to separate evidence for religious 

worship from 'other spheres of life', preferring instead to concentrate on 'our usual 

preoccupations, such as economic and political structures' (Insoll 1999b, 2). Instead, Lane 

advocates 'more nuanced, contextual and landscape oriented approaches which link the 

overtly religious material elements of these societies with the quotidian, and an 

abandonment of the 'checklise type of approach that has characterised so many previous 

attempts at the archaeological investigation of religion' (1-ane 2001,149). The usefiilness of 
this so-called 'checklist approach', where the elements usually expected of a particular belief 

system are sought and found, is doubted also by Finneran, who in his synthesis of 
Christianity in Africa casts doubt on the grounds that 'there are too many variables' in place 
in each specific locality, preferring instead to seek 'broader themes' (2002,35,186). This 

notion takes us well beyond Hawkes' 'ladder of inference' which long ago placed 'religious 

institutions and spiritual life' furthest from our reach, and encourages concentration on the 
lower rungs of technology and 'subsistence-economics' (1954,161-2). Although written half 

a century ago now, the idea of incremental inference still seems to represent a kind of modms 
o peran& for archaeological interpretation. Of course, when dealing with literate faiths, 

especially so-called 'religions of the boole, we have the advantage of documentary support. 
But however useful such documentary support may be, it often takes the form of liturgical, 

hagiographical or eulogistic accounts and therefore, in general terms, expresses an ideal. The 
idea that faiths must be understood as an intrinsic part of everyday life and 'not necessarily a 

stand-alone category' is a fruitful one (Insoll 2004,3). 1he origins of specifically sodal views 

of religion can be traced to the end of the nineteenth century, and particularly to the French 

sociologist Emile Durkheim. FEs ideas have been so fundamental in shaping the ways in 

which the social sciences view religious organisation that it is worth spending some time 

now reviewing Durkheirn's work on this subject. 

Durkheim was influenced by the ideas of the religious scholar Robertson Smith, whose 

study of bedm tribes in North Africa had led him to conclude that 'religion pertains to the 

common good, not private interest; it expresses a community's public hopes and goals, 
thereby strengthening the social bonds between its members' (Cladis 2001, xiv). Robertson 
Smith wrote in 1894, 

'Every act of worship expressed the idea that man does not live for himself only 
but for his fellows, and that this partnership of social interests is the sphere over 
which the gods preside! (Robertson Smith 1927,164-5) 
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, 
kious life published in Following directly on from this, Durkheim's Ekmentag Foms of Reli 

1915, sought to argue that the relationship between belief systems and what he terms 

'mechanical solidarity (that is, the ways in which people group themselves) gradually change 

through time. By the time Durkheirn was writing, in early twentieth century France, he saw 

society as one whose moral and religious systems were essentially removed from scientific, 

economic and political functions. However, at an unspecified point in the past, religious 

thought was entirely bound up with the ways in which societies collectively represent 

themselves. He writes that: 

'Originally it pervades everything; everything social is religious; the two worlds 

are synonymous. ' (Durkheim 1964,169) 

At the time of writing, Durkheim was deliberately opposing the views of Fustel de 

Coulanges, who held that religious ideas are the primary factor in social phenomena, and 

thus the cause of social change (de Coulanges 1964,179; Morris 1987,112). For Durkheim, 

the reverse is the case, with religious ideas and their organisation essentially deritingfrom 

social experience. He argued that'religion is a form of authority and custom that powerfully 

links the individual to society' (Cladis 2001, xii). 

I will return to Durkheim's sociology in more detail later. However, for now, it is worth 

noting that his views have been criticised for various reasons. Most notably, he was 

essentially an evolutionist, implying a primitive, somehow 'originar past, which has been 

refined through history to the 'advanced' point of French, secular republicanism. His use of 
Australian Aboriginal ethnographic material seems to us today rather crude. Some critics 
have doubted the suitability of this case study in the formation of conclusions which are 

supposed to be applicable to a global theory of religion. More recent critics have drawn 

attention to Durkheirn's fundamental conservatism, in that in order to prevent social change 

in the 'modern! world, he sought to diminish the role of the individual in favour of the 

broader social order. Nevertheless, it is important to address his views since they were the 

first to really analyse the social workings of collective religious organisation. Moreover, the 

fact that he relates the structures of religion directly to the structures of collective 

representation is regarded here as a ustful concept with which to analyse the social effects of 

monasticism. It is through such a notion that we can now move away from an emphasis on 

the archaeology of religion simply 'dictating the nature of places of prayer, or a 'check-lise 

approach whereby the specifics of religious practice are identified through texts, and then 

the material culture is 'ticked off against this (Insoll 1999b, 1; Lane 2001,149). 'Religion is 
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more than the idea of gods and spirits', wrote Durkheim, 'and consequently cannot be 

defined in relation to these' (1964,35). Indeed, the recognition that religion and religious 

organisation is inextricably entwined with other spheres means that specifically 'sacred' 

space, as opposed to the 'profaneis no longer applicable. Here we must again be cautious 

about using Durkheim! s sociology too much, since he placed stark emphasis on a divide 

between what is sacred and what is not: 

'All known religious beliefs, whether simple or complex, present one common 

characteristic; they presuppose a classification of all the things, real or ideal, of 

which men think into two classes ... generally designated by two distinct terms 

which are translated well enough by the words profane and sacred! (Durkheim 

1964,37) 

Such a dualistic, binary opposition was later to be taken up by structuralist thought. Ibc 

influence of Uvi-Strauss, Chomsky and others led some archaeologists to argue that 
humans are guided in their behaviour by underlying structures of thought, some of which 

take the form of sets of directly opposing instincts, like dirty/clean, cookcd/raw, 

niale/fenialc (Levi-Strauss 1966, Leach 1970, Dcetz 1996). However, the opposition of 

sacred and profane within the context of early Christian monasticism has been 

demonstrated by Binns to be an invalid concept (1999). His study of Byzantine monastic 

sites in Palestine led him to conclude that monasteries were in fact integral parts of their 

environment and were rooted uilbin society, rather than being clearly divided from them. 
Ile complexity of this relationship implies that although Durkheim's ideas are useful in 

highlighting the essentially sodalderivation of religious practice, they are, in specific terms, to 
be usedwith caution. 

Ile social context of religious practice has, in recent years, received a certain amount of 

attention through both publications (especially by Insoll 1999a, 2001,2004,2004a) and also 

conferences and symposia (such as Insoll 1999b, Carver 2003). 'Mese have led to more open 
discussions of subjects such as landscape continuation at religious sites (Shaw 2000), politics 

and the ethics of religious control of archaeological sites (Friedland & Hecht 1991, Shaw 

2000), processes of inter-regional conversion (Carver 2003), the role of religious 
iconography (Hachlili 1999), social structure (Coningharn & Young 1999) and inter- 

disciplinary comparisons Unsoll 1999b). All of this has brought us closer to an 

understanding of both how religion and religious authority interact with society on an 

everyday basis, but also the crucial role which archaeology can play in this analysis. As a 
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result, explicit discussion of theoretical perspectives about how religion relates to society 

and how we might investigate this through archaeology no longer seem out of place. 
Attempts to relate theoretical discussions directly to western Asian material have so far been 

slight, partly because of notions of the uniqueness of the 'East' as discussed in section 2.1, but 

partly also because of anxieties about the role of archaeology in a region so rich in 

documentary material. This latter point is discussed now: when archaeological analysis is 

made of religious subject matter, how should that analysis treat and regard documentary 

material? Indeed, how does this thesis, which examines primarily archaeological evidence, 

make use of documents? 

23 Documents and the role of material culture 
Nowhere in archaeological scholarship is the subject of documentary support more hotly 

contested than within the context of world belief systems. This is especially the case where 

that world belief system is still active - albeit perhaps in different forms - today, such as the 
'religions of the book!. Approaches to this subject have changed markedly over the past 

century and a half, as Chapter 1 described. We may ponder, for example, on the following 

statement, made in the 1870s: 

'Me work proposed by the Palestine Exploration Society appeals to the 

religious sentiments of the Christian and the Jew- It is of interest to the scholat 

of every brand of linguistic, historical, or physical investigation; but its supreme 
importance is for the illustration and defence of the Bible' (from the 

constitution of the American Palestine Exploration Society; cited in Miting 

2002,2). 

This quotation may seem to us today to be deeply limiting in its remit. Nevertheless, for at 
least a century, from the mid-nineteenth century onwards, 'scholars from a western 
Christian background have tended to focus on issues defined by the biblical framework, by 

connecting particular material culture remains with specific events and figures mentioned in 

the biblical narrative' (Whiting 2002,2). Indeed, the fact that monastic sites were at times 

placed in locations believed to have been the site of significant events in biblical history, has 

often led scholars into discussions of archaeological material along research lines defined 

strictly by theological documentation. There has been much speculation about whether the 

monastic site of Dayr 'Ain Abata. in south-west Jordan is the site ofLoes cave, for example 
(Politis 2001,2004,2006). Similarly, there have been attempts by the Syrian Orthodox 
Church to relate the site of Dayr Tell 'Ada in north-west Syria to the foundation of 'Feleda' 
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by Eusebius and Arnmianus, as attested by documentary sources (and discussed by 

Tchalenko 1953 1,147-151; Ruggieri 1992,160-2; Dalrymple 1998 148; 1heodoret of 
Cyhrrus describes the foundation of the site [HR IV]). The nearby church and monastery at 
Qarat Siman have received much archaeological attention not only because of its fine 

architectural construction, but also because of its strong association with St. Simeon the 
Stylite, and the textual accounts which have followed him (Biscop & Sodini 1983, Butler 

1907 & 1909, Lochard 1936, Guyer 1934; for documentary accounts see especially Doran 

1992). Ile scholarly tradition of relating archaeological evidence directly to events, figures 

and places in religious texts is far from unique to Christianity, and has had a long history in 

both Judaism and Islam also. Nor indeed has this intellectual tradition been unique to the 

Middle East, although the Holy Land (however one defines this in geographical terms) has 

received more attention in this field than elsewhere. There is limited space to discuss here 

the complex issues associated with such a relationship. Nevertheless, it is important to state 

that there is a body of literature which has emerged especially since the 1980s which has 

criticised and sought to redress archaeological research intended to find 'proof of religious 

texts (for example: Ahituv & Oren 1997, Auld 1999, Bartlett 1997, Brett 1996, Finkelstein 

1998, Finkelstein & Silberman 2001, Meyers 1984, Miller 1982, Silberman 1991, Stem 1987, 

Whiting 2002). 

It is certainly not the intention of this thesis to pursue archaeological research which is 

guided by religious texts. Of course, such texts are important both in describing the broader 

historical narratives formed by significant people, places and events of the early Christian 

period, and also in constructions of religious discourse and identity today. However, 

important advances have been made in the last few years which have begun to reshape the 

ways in which archaeological research interacts with textual material. What follows is a brief 

exploration of some of this recent work. Through such a discussion, a direction will be 

established by which the material evidence which forms the basis for this current study will 
interact with the documentary record. 

In her recent, inter-disciplinary study of the bema platform, Loosley comments that, 

Vbilst they have been considered from an archaeological perspective and have 

been discussed by liturgiologists, surprisingly nobody has yet used first hand 

knowledge of the buildings coupled with the existing Syriac texts in order to 

reconstruct them. Ile liturgiologists have not spent time visiting the remains 

and the archaeologists have not read all the Syriac texts. ' (Loosley 1999,96) 
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Yet the benefits of such a combination of evidence are there to see. David Phillipson has 

recently described his efforts to unite the evidence provided by archaeology on the one 
hand and both art historical and documentary scholarship on the other in first millennium 
Ethiopia (Phillipson 2003). Archaeologists had previously been able to enlighten the period 

until around 700 AD, and historians from around 1150 onwards. There remained a period 

of at least 400 years in which little knowledge existed. His intensive programme of new 

archaeological investigation, coupled with a reassessment of the work produced by German 

scholarship in the early twentieth century, has produced a credible closing of this gap for the 
first time. Indeed, many have combined evidence forms in order to fill perceived 'gaps, of a 

chronologicaL thematic or other nature. Some are optimistic about this template. For 

Loosley, '01 n ma ny cases the churches fit exactly with the textual descriptions and fill in the 

missing gaps' (Loosley 1999,24). The archaeologists described in Chapter 1 of this thesis 

worked in a similar fashion, though the other way round. Tchalenko, for example, used the 

so-called 'Four Letters' sent by Monophysite institutions to Constantinople between 567 and 
569 to put place names to the ruins he had found (Tchalenko 1953 1,150). Alternatively, the 

texts inscribed upon those ruins gave him dates (for example at Dayr Tell Ada, 1953,1,173), 

and even the name of the architect who created them (as at Qasr al Banat, 1953 1,160). 

However, the evidence forms do not always necessarily match, so that the issue of 'plugging 

gaps' becomes distracting, even irrelevant. 

In such cases, there have been 'anxieties of alignmene expressed by both historians and 

archaeologists (Carver 2002,467). And since the 'varying imbalance of academic powerý has 

usually farourcd the text at the expense of the artefact, such anxieties have been felt more 

acutely by the archaeologist. 11ey have led to attempts by archaeologists to suggest 

altogether different lines of enquiry and provide alternative angles, thereby creating an 

agenda of their own. This is a debate which has raged in archaeological and historical circles 
in Europe since the early 1980s. Philip Rahtz, for example, declared in the early 1980s, that 

archaeology should not be the 'handmaid of history ... working wholly within a framework 

provided by written sources' (1981,3). Others have gone further. Gilchrist deplored the fact 

that archaeology, when working within historical periods, was 'stripped of its own identity in 

order to serve a reproductive function - in this case reinforcing another discipline's idea of 
the pase (Gilchrist 1990,2). Indeed, this bold sense of independence has raged anew with 
the additional fuel provided by borrowed postmodernist thought. Some have argued that in 

an age which tecognises multivocality, we should recognise that each discipline, each form 

of evidence, should be recognised as 'simply different kinds of mechanism through which 
particular levels of discourse (are) structured! (Giles 2000,3). This recognition gives 
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archaeologists the opportunity to work within a theoretical and methodological framework 

of their own, which is not exclusive and does not exclude other disciplines, but bring to the 

debating t2blC approaches of their own which may then be used in combination with art and 
documentary history. It is perhaps surprising that for the areas of western Asia which lie east 

and north of the Holy Land, this debate is relatively young. 

Where such a debate bas occurred, it has been contributed to, in part, by archaeologists of 
Islam. Concerns have been expressed, for example, that the material culture has been asked 

merely to fit within paradigms already created by other disciplines. In 1971, Oleg Grabar, in 

in overview entitled 'Islamic archaeology in introductioný applauded archaeology as 'an 

indispensable tool for the authentification, the dating, the localisation and explanation of 

works of are (1971,198, cited in Insoll 1999a, 5). Indeed, for much of its development, 

Islamic archaeology has been concerned with the recognition and interpretation of 

architectural motifs and space, with the high status decorative arts, and with the fitting of 

matcrial culture within period categories which conform to political events as discussed by 

historians. 

In a recent discussion, Carver (2002) has moved away from what texts and archaeology can 

provide for one another, or indeed what they may provide for themselves, and instead 

considers the ramg of conceptualisation which is present in each medium 

'Me differences between these media are often stressed and some believe they 

merit independently nunaged disciplines of their own; but for me differences 

between media are less significant than the differences in the purposes of 

expression v6ridiin thern. ' (Carver 2002,466) 

It is argued that as weU as the fact that the two have much to offer one another, there is also 

a healthy overlap in tcmis of what each represent. Text and artcfact are equally artful at 

conveying their meaning! and fin-thermore, both are monumental in their way, since 
'monuments also have an afterlife, in which they challenge and influence the politics of 

subsequent generations that see thea (2002,466). This discussion allows for much greater 
interchangeability between the two, and a concentration not so much upon dichotomies of 

evidence ppe, but of differences of evidence substance, such as 'that between the expressive 

and the inert, the conscious and the unconscious, the emic and the etic, which can be found 

in each medium! (2001,467). Such interchangeability allows us to discuss particular subjects 

uith gre2tcr fluency, suitching between the two where one is more abundant than the other, 
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led more by an ovcrarching theoretical concept than by a concern with redressing an 
imb2knce. 

In the case of this thesis, that concept, in a hypothetical sense at this stage, is the social 

impact of early Christian monasteries, as revealed by their relationship with the landscape. 

Since I am not trained 2S an historian, and because there is so much documentation 

2vailablc, this thesis uses the documentary sources with a sense of reserve. However, it is 

intended that the written word, whose study has been more abundant in the past, will be 

used to ertabTub a coxf4ml for the research at hand (especially in Chapter 4). And indeed, some 

of this research, since it concerns matters of labels, identity and of language, is perhaps more 

readily evidenced by text than by materials. Moreover, as the discussion above has 

highlighted, historians have so far discussed the political context more readily and more 

extensively thin archaeologists. Because of this previous domination of the subject by 

historical rmtcrial, it is necessary to make the case for the use of material culture at all. What 

follows is 2 summary version of that case. 

One of the central issues in this study is the social impact of monasticism in Syria. In order 

to gauge this impact 2S carefiffly as possible, an attempt will be made to observe how the 

creation and development of monasteries changed what was already in place, and how those 

monasteries and their environs then developed within their landscape. In order to do this 

effectively, in overview of the whole period from the fourth to the seventh centuries will be 

made,, but specific moments within that period will be illustrated using particular case 

studies. Fcm=d Br2udcl has dcfincd an approach whereby different levels of historical 

understanding can be distinguished and dealt with separately (Braudcl 1972, Knapp 1992, 

Gosdcn 1994). Tbc specifics of everyday life, he termed thistohr hinementielle. Next come the 

slower rhythms of decades or more, or the 'history of conjuncture'. Finally, Braudcl dcfincd 

the long term perspective, or the longue durie. It is argued here that archaeological evidence is 

well suited to dealing with both the 'snapshoe and the 'big picture' approaches. Indeed it 

could be argued that material culture is a particularly good observer of long term change, 

since it provides (in ideal circumstances at least) a comparison between the same set of 

vari2bles over centuries (Greene 1986,13; Sherratt 1995), whereas documents tend to be 

more specific to time and place (nith important exceptions). Comparison of such factors as 

ecology, pottery production, building projects and maintenance of public space, may 

highlight the direction of certain trends, whether economic prosperity, or decline, for 

c=nplc, or, increasing isolation or broadening links with other regions. By taking one 

andict type, such as amphora in gcneral, or indeed the use of one particular building, and 
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comparing its trajectory across both time and space, the longue dwie of social processes can 

be examined in a w2y arguably not provided by documentary evidence (for amphorae, see, 

for example, Arthur & Oren 1998, Callender 1965, Manacorda 1977, Peacock & Williams 

1986, Ponsich 1974 & 1979, Ponsich & Tarradell 1965, Reynolds 1995, Wickham 2005). 

A fiirther justific2tion for the use of archaeological evidence here is that it sometimes tells a 

different story to that of documents. For example, 1heodoret of Cyhrrus' Historia Reh, ýiosa is 

an invalu2blc document in providing evidence for the intentions and methods of a whole 

network of individual 2SCCtiCS living in the northern Syria and south-cast Anatolia (HR, 

translated in Price 1985). Yet the pcripheral, economically poor, other worldly status of 

figures such as Rorninus, who 'continued into old age neither using fire nor accepting the 

light of 2 lamp; his food was bread and salt and his drink spring-water' (HR XI: I), contrasts 

mfa kedly with what we know of the archaeological evidence. Although much of what 

Ibcodoret tells us derives from accounts of a generation or longer beforehand, it was 

written down, it seem , at some point in the 440s (Price 1985, xiv - xv). Yet at about the 

same time, monastic complexes of a truly institutional nature, such as Qasr al-Banat or Dayr 

Dches, had alrc2dy begun to emerge, and were certainly a reasonably widespread dominant 

feature of the 12ndsc2pc within just four or five decades of that date. Ihe nature, scale and 

position of such institutions, as will be explored more thoroughly in Chapters 4 to 6, often 

seems to contrast with the impression given of the nascent forms of Syrian monasticism 

described by Ibcodorct. So here we have a stark example of material evidence bringing not 

just a new angle, but actually 2 fresh line of enquiry, to the debating table. 

2.4 Proccssual theory and monasticism 
In spite of the2dranccs made over the past 5 years or so with regard to the relationship 
between archaeology and world religions, there is still a tendency for archaeologists to 

consider the theological underpinnings of the religion itself Cie the theological framework) as 

a sufficiently enlightening theory,, %ithout seeing explicit, sociologically-derived theory as a 

uscftd conceptual tool. The advantages of employing such tools are many, not least that they 

encourage levels of interpretation and analysis beyond the immediate sphere of the 

evidcncc. 'Meory may be defined, in general, as 'to make explicit the assumptions and 
inferences which sustain the argumene (Renfrew 1994,11). It is also defined here as 
involving a far greater degree of explanation than description of the evidence alone may 

suggest. 'Description alone ... is unsatisfactory in the longer term and explanation is 

necessary for the development of the subjece (Mytum 1992,1). We explored in section 2.3 

Durkheim's -6cur of belief as a social construct. If this is the case, then the context for that 
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belief systern, as well as th2t system in itself, must be defined. What follows are various 

experimental descriptions of how that context may be explored theoretically. In each case, 

though there is not sufficient room to explore such theories in detA the relative merits of 

each will be highlighted. This exploration begins with proccssualism. 

As Ch2pter I sought to illustrate, the majority of previous studies of the archaeology of 

monasticism in Syria have tended to focus predominantly either on the traditions of 

architectural decoration (such as Bell 1982, Biscop & Sodini 1983, tcochard 1936, Dodd 

1992, K2ufhold 1995), or on la discipline spirituelle' and the remarkable nature of the 

monks themselves (especially Tchalenko 1953, but also Pefia et al 1987), though there have 

been exceptions (such as Biscop 1997, LoosIcy & Hull 2002). For many areas of western 

Asia, a broadly culture-historical approach has been followed, with extended descriptions of 

the architectural complexes of monastery sites, explanations of these using textual evidence 

(especi2. Uy relating to monastic codes or laws), and the broader context based on 

conventional grand narratives of history. This has largely been the case in Upper Egypt 

(Nicinardus; 1989), for example, Jordan (Politis 2001,2006), Judea CHirschfeld 1992) and also 
in the Arabian Gulf (King 1997). Useful though these publications are in terms of specific 

information about the sites concerned, we may have to search elsewhere for examples of 

different lbeorrfical frameworks. 

To a certain extent, proccssualist ideas have tackled the subject of early Christian 

monasterics (for cx=plc, in an experimental fashion in Myturn 1989, then with specific 

reference to early Christian Ireland in Myturn 1992). Processualists argue that archaeological 

evidence is best suited to the dcfinition of gencral, large scale forces between and within 

societies (Myturn 1992,8; Clarke 1968). Such definitions centre around discussions of 

systems, which describe 'a set of elements so interrelated that changes in any one require 

changes of some sort in othcrs... (and) the whole (system) is greater than the sum of its 

parts' (Saxe 1977,108). Systems are often defined as convenient geographical areas, like the 
North Sea (Hodges 1982) or Ireland Ofyturn 1992). Such systems often feature 

interrelations between discrete subsystems like belief system, subsistence, technology, 

exchange and socicty, with arrows demonstrating in diagrarnmatic terms the nature of 
influence from one to another. Ilese interrelations arc usually described as inherently 

stable, since they arc maintained by 'regulators', which 'remove or muffle the variability and 

so reduce stress elsewhere in the systern' (Myrurn 1992,14). Regulating factors might include 

things like 12ws and rulcs imposed by the state, which prevent or limit certain outcomes. 
However, change can and does occur within such systems, as a result of either internal or 
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external 'tdggers'. which nuy affect one subsystem to begin with, but which have an 

evennial imp2ct on the whole. 

Mytum describes early Christian Ireland as such a system. The primary stimulus in the 

creation of this system was contact with late Roman Britain, and the arrival of Christianity. 

Christianity as a belief system created a 'change in attitude in Ireland that allowed the 

absorption of many new ideas over a very short period of time, ideas that revolutionised the 

whole culture' (1992,43). Tbc role of monasteries within this was always crucial, since early 

missionaries and ascetic figures often set up monastic complexes to act as ccntres of 

learning and devotion. However, in the earliest phase, Christianity had little impact on the 

overall system, as monasteries were established in distant, deliberately isolated locations such 

as SkcUig Nfich2el (21though the isolated nature of this monastery has been debated recently 

by 6 Carr2giin [2003,141D- qbere was no conscious policy of changing social or political 

organisation, though changes inevitably followed from the adoption of the new faith' (1992, 

73). Ile development of monasteries was associated directly with the growth and 

consolidation of a church hierarchy. 11iis hierarchy, by giving ideological support to the 

secular elite, eventually took control of elements of the legal system. This is visible in the 

seventh and eighth centuries in documents such as the ON Gablaeb and the Cdin Adamnain, 

which suggest that a series of laws by this time connected the Christian belief system to 

society as 2 whole in 2 very direct way (1992,74). Large monastic estates such as Armagh 

and Clonmacnois suggest a concentric subdivision of space which gave central position to a 

church, a middle enclosure for craft working and accommodation, and an outer area for 

farming. Ile influence of these monasteries is clear in the practice of the circuit of relics, by 

which the relics of a monastery were carried through various districts, and payment 

demanded wherevcr they visited. Indeed, '(t)heir success in acquiring lands and wealth led to 

an increasing involvement with uider political issues' (1992,75). Once monastic institutions 

had become not only places of learning but of high quality craftwork also, monasticism 

faciht2ted links to other economic and social systems in Britain and the Continent through 

the exchange of goods like the Bobbio shrine. 

Yet Myturn does not explain in detail wby Christianity was adopted by the population of 
Ireland. For him, it was simply the 'dramatic emotional power, particularly the promise of 

extcm2l salvation, something 12cldng in pagan beliefs' which persuaded large numbers of 

adherents, as well as the fact that it 'offered hope' (1992,44,46). Furthermore, 'the early 

missionaries must have had great personal presence, and '(t)heir faith and vision were such 

that they would have =ested the attention of many whose pagan religion provided little 
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emotionil comfore. 'Mis nuy indeed be true. However, it does not suggest that Christianity, 

in the various ways in which it was managed, organised and spread, had any significant 

social or political processes of its own. Instead, Myturn asserts that 'Christianity from the 

earliest times supported the social and political status quo, and so in that respect was no 

threat to the elite (1992,45; de Ste Croix 1975), although he does acknowledge that it 'could 

be associated with social change' (Chadv6rick 1985). 

Processualist approacbes often make use of spatial patterning to infer the nature of the 

system in question. Binns has attempted such an analysis in order to explain the role of 

monasteries in Byzantine Palestine (Binns 1999). He compares the monastic sites in Judaea 

to urban systems, which were constructed as part of 'a process by which cities were built, 

the empire extended and the frontiers made secure' (1999,29). Binns argues that, just Eke 

cities, monastic sites in Judaca, were 'self-governing communities responsible for the 

administration of the areas which they occupied constitutionally and administratively' (1999 

29; Jones 1964,2). ]NIonasterics can be identified as essentially part of an urban system by 

their functional components, which were essentially the same, though on a different scale, to 

the true cities. Ibc systemic nature of these monasteries can be identified in their 
distribution, which 'formed a large and complex network of settlements. This calls to mind 
Chitty's assertion that Egyptian and Palestinian monasticism made 'the desert a city' (1995). 

Moreover, this network w2s extended to connect with the political and economic spheres of 

the broader Byzantine st2tc system, through a large number of footpaths within and beyond 

the immcdi2tc distribution, which in turn connected with pilgrimage routes to Jerusalem and 
Bethlehem (Binns 1999,31). For Binns, the details of the network of monasteries are 
dictatcd entirely by ffinction, the most important of which is water. The lamra foundations 

are predominantly to the cast, for example, as they are 'more suited' to the and conditions, 

whereas the roemobia arc located to the west 'where the rainfall is higher and cultivation 

possible' (1999,27). 

Bcc2usc of its deductive aim to investigate the overall functions of society as a system 

rather than an inductive reliance simply on what the most obviously available evidence 

suggests, processuilism has brought with it a panoply of new techniques. Indeed, since the 
12tc 1960s the increasing use of environmental techniques, and especially archacobotany and 

zooirchacology, have meant that a greater range of information about production and 

subsistence systems has emerged. Archaeology has been influenced in this by the 

construction of 'models' in the natural sciences (Rowlands 1982). Concurrent with this has 

been an increased use of information technology. Statistical and mapping techniques in 
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particuUr have been taken up vwith enthusiasm by proponents of processual theory. This 

expansion has gone hand-in-hand with a broadening of horizons, to include far more non- 

inv2sive survey, across large tr2cts of the landscape. 

qbc growing importance of survey has meant an expansion of the spatial realm 

of traditional archaeological data recovery and analysis from its traditional focus 

on specific locations on the landscape - archaeological sites - to the 
incorporation of data both on-sitc and off-sitc from across extensive regions! 
(Rossignol & XVandsnidcr 1992, vii) 

Although such 2pproachcs have impacted on studies of the Mediterranean in gencral, until 

recently, the use of such techniques was rare in western Asia, partly for the reasons outlined 
in section 2.1. A notable exception to this is 'Wilkinson, who has recently published an 

overview of techniques for examinirigg archaeological landscapes in western Asia (Wilkinson 

2003). His overall purpose in the book is 'to place emphasis on the complexities of 
landscape development that result not only from interactions between humans and the 

environment but from the recognition of fundamental historical and social factors, an 

2ppro2ch that has much in common with settlement ecology' (Willdnson 2003,6). 111is 

statement seems to be a recognition of the overly environmentally deterministic nature of 

processu2l theory throughout the 1970s and 1980s, and an attempt to combine not only 

rigorous deductive methodology but also a sense of the more cognitive aspects of 

arch2cological theory which have dominated literature in the 1990s. Indeed, there has been 

subsuntial criticism of processualism on the grounds that it has often ccntred around a 

gcncralising outlook, which tends to disregard the importance of specific, individual 

situations (Hodder 1987). 

Further discussion of these criticisms uithin the context of post-processualist theory wiH be 

explored later. However, I uill now turn to a theoretical school which has influenced the 

theoretical outlook of this thesis somewhat more than systems theory. 

2.5 Marxist intcrprctations of monasticism 
Although it Ins thus far contributed little to the study of monasteries specifically, Marxism 

h2s been used 2S an interpretive framework for the late and post-Roman periods in general. 
Wýtat follows is a brief summary of the Ways in wbich Marxism - often termed a historical 

materialist perspective - has been applied to the study of the complex transitions within this 

period. 
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Marx saw ideas, beliefs, thought - indeed all human consciousness - as deriving firom the 

material conditions which shape then-L 17hese material conditions are dominated by the 

human need to exist, to create shelter, to grow food etc. Ideas and behaviour essentially 

derive from the interchange of human beings which takes place whilst carrying out these 

productive activities therefore. Our study of human history in the present is thus best 

carried out through an examimtion of the material conditions from which behaviour and 

thought in the past derived. Engels stated that: 

Me materialist conception of history starts from the proposition that the 

production of the means to support human life and, next to production, the 

exchange of things produced, is the basis of all social structure; that in every 

society that has appeared in history, the manner in which wealth is distributed 

and society divided into classes or orders is dependent upon what is 

produced, how it is produced, and how the products are exchanged. ' (Engels 

1993,87) 

In this Way, 'instrurnents of labour not only supply a standard of the degree of development 

to which human labour has attained, but they are also indicators of the social conditions 

carried out' (Marx 1906,200). More recently, a useful corrective to this has been to 

cmphasise a more complex, recursive relationship between material culture and human 

consciousness. Giddens"structuration' approach, for example, much used by archaeologists 

such as Barrett and Graves, asserts that human agency (or choice) is structured by the pre- 

existing conditions (or 'traditions), but then that agency in itself can be seen to react to alter 

those conditions as life moves on (Giddens 1984, Barrett 2002, Graves 1989). In this sense, 

the material culture left to us today can be looked at not just as a rcflection of society and 
its values, but as 2 medium through which society and different kinds of knowledge can be 

created and reproduced' (Graves 1989,297). 

For Marxists, production is carried out in a number of distinctive ways each with its own 

social formation, and each with its own w2ys of extracting and dealing with surplus, which 
Marx termed 'modes of production' (Roskams & Saunders 2001,65). Within each modc of 

production, a different relationship exists between the producer and the ruling classes, 

which results in historic2lly-specific w2ys of extracting and dealing with surplus. These 

modes of production, according to Marx, have evolved (and indeed continue to evolve) 

through time. Typic: 211y, such in evolution might be thought of as 'ancient', with its 
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predominant reliance on the use of slaves, 'tributary,, where taxation is used, and 'feudal', 

where rent or labour are t2ken by the elite in order that the peasant producers may 'retain' 

the status quo. Modes of this End have been criticised by some as being reductionist, 

simplistic or overly rigid (Hodder 1986). However, advocators of a Marxist approach 

contend that 'they do not represent set periods with simplistic, unilinear processes of 

developmcne and that 'any particular society will involve a complex combination of 

different modes', with one dominant (Roskams & Saunders 2001,66). 

Change from one mode to the next takes place as a result of tension within society. 

Traditionally, 'classical' Marxists have regarded such tensions as deriving from conffict 

between classes (typically, for example, those who produce and those who control that 

production). Others have retained this idea of dialectical, or conffict-driven, change, but 

have considered tension in other kinds of relationships as causal also, such as between 

different institutions, or between the sexes (for example, Shanks & Tilley 1987). 

In the sensc th2t 2 gencr2hsing, overarching theory is used to account for the organisation 

of, and change within, society, M=dsm is similar to proccssualism. But the idea of conflict 

being the primary driver behind changes from one mode to the next contrasts markedly 

with processtulism, which tends to suggest gradual change with one or more parts of the 

system altering at a time, rather than the entire social formation. 

11c idea of social conflict driving a modal change from the late to the post-Roman period 

his been 2dopted by 2 number of scholars. One such model, that of Chris Wickham's 'other 

transition', could be used to anticipate how a Mandst account of the role of monasticism 

urithin socicty might bc constructcd. 

Wickhitn! s thesis relies on an explanation of 'modes of production', in other words, the way 

in which labour control is carried out by the ruling classes. For Wickham, there is a 
fundamental change in the course of the fifth century, from what he terms an'andene modc 

of production to 2 'feudar modc (Wickham 1984). This change means that rural estates arc 

not so much controlled through tax, administered and collected on behalf of landlords 

based in cities such as Antioch, Apamca and Emessa, but instead through workers paying 
for their Land through the labour they provide. Tbis change is brought about as a result of 
disruption to the st2tc system by invasions in the fifth century (1984,16), although the 

origins of this process of change can be seen as early as the late fourth century. An oration 

of Libanius from the 380s describes villagers in Syria actively seeking out military protectors 
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to avoid tax-paying (1984,17). It may be that a similar process occurred throughout the late 

Roman Wditcrranean, uith the large imperial olive growing estates of North Africa being 

seized by a new, more independent power structure (lcveau 1984, though this has been 

criticiscd by Potter 1988). 

As a result of this tr2jcctory, monasteries could be viewed as the new, emerging power 

structure of the Syrian countryside, essentially replacing urban tax coUcctors or landlords, 

and becoming instead rural lords. Ibus, one form of aristocracy is simply replaced by 

another. The ori&s of this process may be recognised in Brown's comments on the role of 

the holy nun - arguably the precursor to the slightly later institutional monastery - as a 

patron, during a period when urban control of Syrian villages was weakening (1971). 111is 

association, between Wlickhzrn's modes of production and Brown's notion of the holy man 

as patron, will be explored more fiffly in the following chapter. 

One difficulty with using historical materialism as a framework for understanding 

archaeological evidence is that Marx left a number of questions unanswered regarding the 

nature of prc-c2pit2list societies (Irigger 1989,219). While historians have made much use 

of Marxist frameworks (some of which for the Roman period have been based on the work 

of dc Ste Croix 1981), for archaeologists detailed interpretation has been less clear. The 

kinds of evidence to be used and the precise ways in which, for example, the ancient mode 

evolved to become feudal, is not always straightforward. There have been some examples of 

the use of 'Marxist analysis to interpret the produced items themselves, such as food 

evidenced through faunal assemblages (Roskams & Saunders 2001). Others have looked at 

evidence on a spatial and landscape scale, and specifically at the issue of how surplus is 

exploited in changing ways in the countryside of the early medieval period. Saunders, for 

instance, has examined early medieval rural settlement in England (1991). He concludes that 

cvidcnce for relatively fluid, moveable settlement around the landscape becoming 'fixed' 

, %ithin nuclc2tcd villages with standardiscd, open field systems around can be interpreted as 

a move from a tributary mode of production to feudalism. Ibc rural aristocracy, once 

collectors of surplus on behalf of the monarchy, initiated a conflict which resulted in them 

imposing feudal relations over peasant communities. As agrarian production became 

controlled by these new, feudal lords, rather than them previously taking just the fruits of 

production controlled by the peasant communities themselves, systems of surveillance and 
discipline were developed. Saunders used largely evidence from the English midlands, from 

112unds, Goltho, Sulgrave and elsewhere, but claims that 'the same method of analysis, 
however, can be adopted to e-xaminc regions without nucleated villages and planned field 
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systems' (1991,295). Any variation in settlement type or date, he argues, attest to the fact 

that this change from tributary to feudal occurred in a piecemeal fashion, since the feudal 

lords themselves were 'a fragmented class' (294). 

11c model whichS2undcrs developed for early medieval England may seem specific to its 

own temporal and spatial context However, as Wickham has argued for his slightly earlier 

change firom 'ancient' to 'feudal' mode in the Roman Mediterranean, similar processes can 
be shown to occur across very broad areas, as long as similar social relations were in Place 
(Wrickharn 1984,6-7). Indeed, he has more recently complained that archaeologists and 
historians tend not to make broad, inter-regional comparisons, and thus miss out on 

potentially stimulating comparisons (Wickham 2003,386). Perhaps it was the case in Syria 

then that monasteries became these new feudal landlords. Once the role of the holy man 

was monumcntilised in the form of large monasteries, a tension can be read in the 
landscape between the network of rural - but non-monastic - churches, which were 

established with state support from the fourth century, and monasteries which are built in 

very different ways by independent means from the mid-ffth century. 17here is a great 
difference, for example, between the position, internal space and decoration of the central 

church2t Kh=b Shams, and the monastery built 250m to the north on the margins of the 

settlement, which has an altogether different form. As well as the dominant position held by 

monasteries, their role as the new power structure should be reflected in the levels of 
investment in such complexes, since they presumably now controlled the surplus from olive, 

gr2pc and other production in the arm 
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Kennedy and Liebeschuetz have argued that from inscriptional evidence, it is possible to see 

a reduction in investment in domestic architecture after the mid-siXth century, but a 

continuation of investment in ecclesiastical architecture into the seventh century (1988,69). 

\(. u-xist interpretation of this kind might also expect to see a change in the direction of 

trade after the change in the mode of production during the fifth century away from the 

towns and cities which had previously controlled the surplus, and more towards rural 

markets where monasteries are centred. A disruption in long distance trade may not 

necessardv be reflected, since this would still have proved lucrative, and would presumably 

have been invested in still by the new aristocracy. 

I there are problems. with this approach. Although changes in local authority and 

an emerging new control in the fifth century is an attractive theory, such an explanation 

would not sugM_ t why monasteries in partcular emerged as the power structure rather than, 

say, the urbin ecclesmstical elite or new rural landlords. Also, observing that monasteries are 

pcrhAps new, dominant and different within the landscape does not necessarily explain how 

they constructed an ideology which was persuasive enough to take hold of what was still, in 

the mid-fifth century, a large rural population q'ate enumerates around 700 villages in the 

limestone massif of north-west Syna alone; 1992,1). Indeed, this is perhaps a common 

pr,, I)Icm with A Mx-xist approach, in that ideological factors are considered as separate 
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from, r2ther tlun integral to, the workings of society. Classical Manism is essentially 

rnatcriilist, bchcving that tangible things are more significant than ideas. 

'It is not the consciousness of men that determines their being, but on the 

contrary, their social being that determines their consciousness. ' (Niarx, cited in 

both'L%IcC]cU= 1977,389 &Johnson 1999,92). 

Thus, ideology is viewed as having a legitimising function, which retains a particular mode 

of production in spite of the inherent conflicts within society. It universalises a society for 

the purposes of exploitation by those controlling the means of production. Childc 

rccognised that 'false consciousness' could potentially be visible in the archaeological record, 

suggesting that belief systems, magic and superstition are created and used in society to 

mask technological incompetence and to portray exploitation as altruism (Childc 1956, cited 
in Trigger 1989,262). Equality is perceived by the peasant classes as existing, where in fact it 

does not. In this way, classical Marxists have been rather distnissive of ideology, regarding it 

as pan of the superstructure of society, as opposed to the workings of production and the 

economy which are more worthy of study. Indeed, Wickham only mentions in passing that 
'various superstructures (politics, ideology, the state) are organiscd in an intricate 

relationship' to the economic basis of society' (1984,7). 

social formation 

I 
infrastructure (base) superstructure 

IIIII --I 
forces of relations of judicial- ideological 

production production political 

means of orgw-tisation of 

production production 

Figm 6. - T& structim of»cie_*, aemrding to a üadtionalAfarxHpojztjon 

A second school of thought, which may be loosely tenned the 'dominant ideology' 

argument, proposes that ideology is projected towards only the controlling echelons of 

society in order to retain their interest in the structures of power, and to deliberately exclude 
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those below (Abercrombie et al 1980; Johnson 1999). In this sense, ideology acts 

horizont2lly, not vertic2lly, throughout society. It is therefore still regarded as a 'function! in 

society which sits on top of the true infimstructure, rather than aitbin, and was not generally 

2imed at the producing classes. Yet it is clear from epigraphic evidence that such an 

assessment of the role of Christianity in fourth to seventh century Syria is inappropriate, as 

the gencr2tion, cxpression and receipt of religious ideology was carried out by a range of 

soci; d groups, aNd 2cross the classes (rrombley 2004). 

The intricacy of such a relationship, and indeed the role of religion in society in general, is 

something which requires greater exploration, since it is certainly not often focused on by 

Marxist interpretations. One could argue, in fact, that there has been a diminution of the 

acknowledgement of religiosity in general from the 1960s on in the social sciences (Insoll 

2004,2004a). This is partly because most work has been carried out by 'agnostic and 

atheistic masses of scientifically educated Europeans' who cannot come to terms with the 

pervasive nature and implications of religion in the lives of the rest of the world's 

population (Eli2dc 1978,121; cited in Insoll 2004,5). This is partly also because post- 

proccssualism, though fond of discussing such aspects as symbolism, ritual and meaning, 

has such in in-built disregard for 'meta-narr2tives' that religion within the societies of the 

past is underplayed. 

In short, it has become unfashionable to discuss the potentially complex and determining 

nature of whole systems, and so the problem of getting to grips with such systems through 

matcrial culture has been lcft unfinishcd. It is all too easy to adopt a traditional Marxist 

stance and thus relegate religious ideology to a role of 'the reproduction rather than the 

transformation of the social ordee (Shanks & Tilley 1992,130). And even Insoll, who has 

done much in recent years to refocus the attention of archaeologists on interpreting the role 

of religion within society, asserts on the one hand that 'religion can be of primary 

importance in structuring life into which secular concerns are fitted', but on the other that 

religion 'is the superstructure' (2002,3,5). Yet religion can be seen to play a complex and 

fornutivc role in the actions of so manywithin modem world religions, that to regard it as 

superstructural deceives its potential to effect, rather than merely 'mask, social change. For 

modern Syri2, for example, Van Dam has demonstrated the major role that religious identity 

played in creating political tension within the armed forces in the 1960s (1996). 

Furthermore, in failing to confront and understand the role of material culture within 

religious ideology, we run the risk of rendering archaeology irrelevant as the other social 

sciences move to recognise the crucial importance of inter-faith understanding today. 
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In order to try to address the problem of the nature of ideology and its function within 

society, what follows is a discussion of potential solutions. Structural Marxism has sought to 

address the rather superficial function traditionally assigned to ideology by Marxists 

(examples of this include Kristiansen & Rowlands 1998). This movement, bom from the 
ideas of Althusscr in the 1960s, tended to appear rather less functional and evolutionary, 

and considered instead the more philosophical aspects of Marxism (Saunders 1991,67). In 

particular, structural Mandsm cxnmines the structure and nature of knowledge, and several 

authors have concluded that ideology could be considered a product in itself, rather than as 

an element in society which is supcr-strucnn-A to the economic base (Rowlands 1982,167- 

171). In this way, ideology could be viewed as having a determining role, rather than merely 

acting as a 'mask' or 2 'cloak-, in effecting change in society, since ideological conflict could 
be as constitutive of social tension, as conflict arising from economic arrangements alone. 

Ibis concurs well with the discussion of Derrida in Chapter 1, as well as Foucaules notion 

of a 'discourse, which sought to conclude that any knowledge and the resulting texts are 

themselves constructs (Foucault 1977). Some have viewed the development of structural 
Marxism with scepticism, claiming that it contains inherent contradictions and that it is 

guilty of idealism by claiming that consciousness can determine action, rather than the 

material world doing so (for example, Callinicos 1982, Saunders 1991). However, this rather 

assumes, firstly, that ideology is 'a small step' from consciousness (Callinicos 1982,76), 

whereas in fact it is, by dcfinition, not the ideas themselves, but a constructed ystem of ideas 

(Flew 1979,162). Secondly, it assumes that those producing the ideological infrastructure 

arc not themselves profoundly influenced by the material world around them, whereas in 

f2ct they may very well have been. Ibcrcfore, bab the production of ideology and the 

production of surplus have a material form which is responsible for social being. Structural 

Marxism may not contradict conventional Marxist thought therefore, since it is not necessafily, 
idc2listin n2ture. 

Ile -tricur adopted here, then, is that if we dcfinc ideology as a system of ideas structured by 

those in power to convey special meaning, then the process by which such ideas are 

constructed and communicated is ilsefpart of the base within society. The construction of 
ideology is far from 'an ahistorical, psychological craving, therefore (Roskams 1996,178). 

In this case, it is essential that we strive to understand the way in which ideological 

production and articulation is carried out, if the mode of production in general is to be 

properly dcfincd. And so it follows that if we see belief systems in this light, the 

construction and communication of a particular form of Christianity from monastic centres 
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to the rural peasantry among whom they lived is as nucb an element in any change from an 
dandene to a tributary mode of production as the instigation of new economic systems of 

tribute and rent instead of tax. Ile chaRenge for the archaeologist, however, is to identify 

whether this production and articulation of new and particular forms of Christianity can be 

recognised at a landscape level. Can changes in cognitive production be as readily 

understood in material terms as changes in the ways in which surplus was produced and 

extractecP Does cognitive production, indeed, have a material component, and what forms 

might it take? Because of its rejection of ideology to the margins of its interest, classical 
Marxism does not offer ready solutions or approaches to this challenge. And yet how can 

we observe holb systems of economic production and systems of ideological production at a 
broad, spatial lcveP 

W`ithin archaeology, post-proccssualism has raised and wrestled with the latter problem in 

various W2ys. For Cx2MPIC, its practitioners have often raised the question, how can 

archaeological research produce convincing statements about the subtlety of belief systems, 

indeed human cognition in gencr2l, through a reading of the landscape? And can theoretical 

viewpoints and methods for doing so therefore enable broad cognitive shifts to be identified 

also? Over the past two decades or so, discussion of such questions has examined the ways 

in which different sections of society inter-connect and shape one another's behaviour. 

They have done so by combining potentially useful ideas from different disciplines, from 

geography, for example, anthropology and sociology, with material evidence. Post- 

proccssual approaches to the study of landscape' may therefore offer exactly the kind of 

tools required in order to examine the effects that large numbers of monasteries may have 

had on the communities and villages around them in rural Syria. The next two sections will 

try to distill which of the many different strains of post-processual thought may be most 

useful to this thesis therefore. Ihey will do so first by looking at landscapes in general, then 

by looking SPCCifiC2UY 2t sacred landscapes. 

2.6 Post-processualist views of 'landscape' 

Since the early 1980s, archaeological theory has become influenced by the broad sweep of 

post-modernism which has profoundly affected all of the social sciences, and in particular 
has tended to move away from grand theories and 'meta-narratives' (as described by 

Johnson 1999). It has sought to address rather less universal theories which seek to explain 

the beh2viour and trajectories of social movements through overarching laws and 

gcncrahs2tions, like processualism and Marxism, and instead emphasised both the diversity 

of human thought and action in the past, as well as the multi-faceted nature of 
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interpretation in the present. Through the work of Hodder, Shanks and Tilley, and Barrett 

in particulazý more nuanced explanations have been sought which emphasise a number of 

themes (Hodder 1986, Barrett 1988, Shanks & Tilley 1989). In particular, these themes may 
be summ2riscd, albeit bricfly, as follows: there has been an increasing consideration of the 

importancc of social context in interpreting the use of material culture, the recursive 

rel2tionship between material culture and human behaviour and the effects of modem 

socio-politic2l circumstances on scholarship. Additionally, human cognition has been 

understood to be 'readable' through archaeological study. It is especially the latter two 

aspects which arc of relevance to this thesis. The importance of being explicit and self- 

reflexive regarding the role of socio-political influence on our work today is recognised here, 

and was discussed in some detail in Chapter 1. Consideration in this section win be given to 

those aspects of post-processualist interpretation which may be broadly considered under 

the heading 'cognitive" approaches. 

Ile term 'cognitive 2rchaeology', though perhaps not recognised by many post- 

processualists as a valid paradigmatic description for their work, serves as a useful reference 
for a great many 2ppro2chcs. Ilough it is neither possible nor desirable to discuss the range 

of such 2pproachcs here, they may be collectively described as 'the study of past ways of 

thought as infcrrcd from material remains' (Renfrew 1994,3). Wilkinson summarises that 

through such an approach, elements such as 'memory, power, idcndty, human agency, or 

ritual arc considered of fundamental importance' (2003,5). For some, post-processualist 

considerations of such aspects have in fact offered very little in terms of integration of 

archaeological data and social theory (Roskams & Saunders 2001,62). However, the view 

adopted here is that cognitive approaches may be particularly inspiring, and especially useful, 

when they allow us to consider the issue of how ideology can be both applied and 

subsequently 'read' at a broad, spatial level through material remains. An important theme 

which has emerged from the range of cognitive approaches explored is that there arc diverse 

and interesting ways of considering the term 'landscape' which may providc insights into 

how the production, setting and make-up of structured space can impact upon human 

consciousness. 

Ile term '12ndsc2pc' is an increasingly common element in archaeological writing, within 

the project design of data coUection exercises (for example, Barker et al 1997), as a 
framework for heritage management projects (Cleerc 1995) and as a broader concept of 

archaeological theory (for example, Bender 1993). Focusing for a moment on the concept of 
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12ndsc2pe' within discussions of archaeological theory, it is worth examining 2 brief 

cx2mplc of how it has been approached and used in a constructive manner. 

Increasingly, post-processualist theoretical discussions have emphasised that landscapes 

should not be seen simply as the backdrop to human activity, but as playing an active part in 

. rhaping such activity also. One such approach has become known as 'structuration theory'. 
nrough this, Barrett has sought to demonstrate both that the complexities of social 

structure can be interpreted in the landscape, and how landscapes continue to play a role in 

the reproduction of those social relations through time (1988). He does this by starting with 
Giddens' notion that 'all human action is carried on by knowledgeable agents who both 

construct the social world through their action, but yet whose action is also conditioned or 

constrained by the very world of their creation' (1981,54). Structuration is therefore the 

relationship between these 'knowledgeable agents' and the social structures which they in 

part reproduce, and arc in part constrained by as they move through time. These 

relationships, between 'agency' on the one hand and 'structure' on the other, are played out 

within specific material, spatial settings which Giddens terms 'locales' (1984,1985). Giddens 

does not really discuss the role of material culture at length, however, but Bourdicu does, 

through his notion of 'h2bitus' or "the strategy-generating principle enabling agents to cope 

with unforeseen and ever-changing circumstances' (1977,72). These principles are generated 

with reference to particular material circumstances. In Bourdieu's study of Berber 

communitics, for instance, it is within the house that such principles - 'ways of going on' 
(Barrett 1988,8) - arc formed. 'Me way in which a particular space is laid out affects how 

those within it form 2 sense of themselves, and of how they relate to the status of others 

around them. Graves has taken this notion of 'structuration' and applied it to the English 

medieval parish church. Within such settings, 'the organisation of space is looked at not just 

as a rcflcction of society and values, but as a medium through which society and different 

kinds of knowledge can be created and reproduced' (1989,297). It is within such spaces that 
discourses are formed, have an2ffect on those who use them, and then change as time goes 

on. For Graves, at 2 broader spatial level, 'the medieval parish was the unit through which 

the authority of the Church oper2tcd and gained sanction locally' (1989,301). But it did not 
do so unch2Ucngcd2nd unchanged, because it was in turn susceptible to the actions of 
82gcnts' (in this case, the parishioners), who in part reproduced, in part altered, the dominant 

&course of the Church as time went on (1989,301). An added strength to this 

structur2tion2ppro2ch is that it demonstrates a strong role for the archaeologistý in seeking 

Out and interpreting the 'residue of material conditions which structured, and were 

org2nised by, past social practice' (G raves 1989,300). 
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17his is just one example of how landscape has been defined as a complex, socially- 

constructed concept within archaeological theory. Yet, as Finlayson and Dennis have 

recently observed, there are many different approaches within archaeological theory which 
have sought to employ the term 'landscape' as a unit of study, and use of the term is in fact 

Ughly variable (2002,219). For Darvill, there is a danger that that variation of 

understanding has led to landscape' being applied and used 'with almost reckless abandon' 
(Darrill 1999,104). 17herc is certainly a danger, recognised by a number of scholars, that 

'landsmpc studies' and landscape survey' are simply a gloss for the form of en vqgme 

archaeological survey currently being carried out within the proximity of some of the long- 

established excavation sites in western Asia. Such surveys, rather than tackling concepts of 
landsc2pe, arc often in essence a reaction to funding cuts, and, in the case of projects 

attached to the various British Schools of the region, a response to the Wilson Report 

(1996) which praised the role of such schools in pursuing archaeological survey (Finlayson 

& Dennis 2002), -221). Ile following paragraph highlights some of the problems inherent in 

such variation in use of the term landscape'. 

'Landsc2pc'has a range of simple definitions. Popularly, some of these focus on concepts of 

the natural world, of features within that world, and which of those features we can see 
from any particular viewpoint (Oxford University Press 1998,446). For archaeologists, these 
features have traditionally played a role simply in the collection of resources and foodstuffs 

(for example, the 'site catchment analysis' approach developed in the early 1970s [Higgs 

1972D- Yet from the late 1980s, as archaeological theory has increasingly borrowed and 

adapted the notion of 'discourse', explored by the French sociologist Foucault (1977), 

landscape has become less imbued with form and function, and is more a culturally-defined 

entity. Walsh, for example, is cautious in defining it 'as a spatial and temporal context in 

which the vestiges of historically-connected communities existed' (1999,1). For Ingold, that 
'context' is best observed as a work in progress (1993). Bender renders landscape' yet more 

slippery, by pointing out that people inhabit different landscapes depending on their social 

situation (27001). 'Mis need to rccognisc and embrace variation in our understanding of the 

term landscape' was described as long ago as 1979, by the geographer Meinig, who pointed 

out that 'wc arc never in it, it hes before our eyes and it becomes real only as we become 

conscious of it' (1979,3). 

There is a distinct danger uithin the current milicu that Darvill's fears of 'reckless abandon' 

arc being rcaliscd. *nc broader problem of post-modem relativism has already been 

discussed in Chapter 1 uith respect to Said's Ojienta&m (1978). Here again, within the 
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specific context of landscape studies, this problem is seen as a lurking danger for some. 
Nfuir protests that an increasingly relativist outlook, whereby a landscape is only interpreted 

- or even devised - by the individual who gazes upon it, and thus increasingly remote from 

the reaches of archaeological data, is 'a replacement of explanation by sensation' (2000,5). 

Renfirew stresses the need to avoid a ffill 'rejection of the methods of scientific enquiry' 
(1994,9). Such criticisms have been prompted especially by Tilley's conception of the 

'phenomenological' approach to landscape archaeology, which seeks to combine similar 

approaches adopted in the fields of philosophy, cultural anthropology, and human 

geography, to do the following. - 

'Phenomenology involves the understanding and description of things as they 

are experienced by a subject. It is about the relationship between Being and 
Being-in-thc-world. Being-in-the-world resides in a process of objectification in 

which people objectify the world by setting themselves apart from it. 11is 

results in the creation of a gap, a distance in space. To be human is both to 

create this distance between the self and that which is beyond and to attempt to 
bridge this distance through a variety of means - through perception (seeing, 

hearing, touching), bodily actions and movements, and intentionality, emotion 

and awareness residing in systems of belief and decision-making, remembrance 

and evaluation. ' (11illey 1994,12) 

11iis approach is csscnti2Uy a reaction against environmentally-guided agenda, and those 

who usc. such factors as demographic patterning, the identification of trade networks, and 

explicit social organisation to interpret in a fairly straightforward fashion where human 
behaviour in the past took place and how that bchaviour was structured. Phenomenology is, 
in common with many of the post-processual stances in archaeology, a deliberate opposition 
to deductive, positivist and rational thinking. Such interpretations, since they are based 

essentially on sensual experience, tend to place an emphasis on the individuaL rather than on 
society as a whole. They arc an attempt to avoid imposing theories of understanding onto 
past landscapes which arc merely 'myth-making in which an exclusively modernist Western 
logic has simply become superimposed on the pase (1,111cy 1994,2). Others have taken this 

2ppro, ach further, even employing neurobiological analysis to understand how humans react 
to being in particular spaces at a psychological level (such as Clack 2004). 

The 'methodology' behind this 2pproach assumes that if the basic physical charactcristics of 

the Sp2CCS interpreted are the same, then a modern observer can gain some insight into the 
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way it was experienced by an individual in the past. A wide variety of site-type has been 

subjected to the phenomenological approach. For example, Tilley applies his ideas to 

Mesolithic and early Neolithic landscapes in Britain and southern Scandinavia (1996), while 

Gosdcn has used various locations in the Pacific (1994). The phenomenological approach 

has been subjected to much criticism on the grounds that linking modem experience of a 

landscape with past experience is deeply problematic given that we Eve today in markedly 

different socio-political circumstances (Mick 1998). Indeed, it would seem rather pointless 

here to produce a thesis entirely based on my own experience of the landscape around a 

particular archaeological site, since such a view would remain entirely pcrsonal, and would 

ignore the particularities of Late Antiquity. Most of all, a truly phenomenological approach 

as conceived by Tilley runs the risk of invoking the kind of relativism feared and reviled by 

most scholars, and would tender the research conducted by this thesis practically worthless. 

However, since society is, by its very dcfinition, made up of coinciding human experiences, 

it is argued here that if ekmemts of the cognitive experience of humans in the past are 

considered, certain aspects of the interaction between material surroundings and behaviour 

can be understood. Such aspects may be, for example, the ease or difficulty of access of a 

particular space, the prominence or invisibility of certain features from particular spaces, a 

sense of enclosure versus a sense of openness in different areas of a landscape. Such insights 

into human perceptions of space could be usefiil, even if 'phenomenology cannot take us 

fi=hcr fl= the most basic generalisations' because of the essential Ustoricity of the body' 

(Briick 1998,26,28). And indeed, there are elements of the experiential which may provide 

interesting insights into how moving around the material world creates day-to-day 

consciousness, and how, ultimately, we may understand how an individual 'sets in motion 

the n2tural forces which belong to his own body, his arms, his legs, head and hands, in order 

to 2PPMpri2tC the materials of nature in a form adapted to his own needs' (Marx 1976,283). 

Examining human perception of space could be used to understand bolb how production 

(and the labour and experience it entails) creates ideas, and how the production of ideology 

is expressed through the landscape and eventually impacts upon behaviour. Crucially, and 

with relevance to the overall aims of this thesis, it may also provide some insight into how 

the physic: d layout of a landscape enables an ideology to articulate power relations. 

'Me question rcm2ins, however, how can consideration of experiential factors in the past be 

nudc uithout resorting to the assertion that landscapes vary according to every individual 

'uscr? Such a view, 2doptcd by more aggressivc post-processualist outlooks, not only 
implies 2 level of interpretation which archaeology cannot provide, but it is arguably not 
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very interesting. Furthermore, it is the intention of this study to examine how ideological 

and economic production interacted in the landscape, and not to pursue some kind of 

palacopsychology (as dismissed by Binford 1987). For these reasons, avoiding what Renfrew 

terms a 'polarized and polemical philosophically relativist standpoint' is important, and so 

too is the development of in explicit, developed and demonstrable methodology (1994,10). 

How is it possible, then, to combine experiential interpretations of landscape with rigorous 

methods, thereby producing a credible outcome? In response to the difficulties inherent in 

such a balancing act, there arc two factors which this thesis will use to structure a pre- 
defined, theoretical position, in order to limit the onset of relativism. They are, admittedly, 

provisional, but offer 2 rationale which will be broadly followed throughout discussions of 

specific data in Ch2pters 5 and 6. 

Ile first point to nuke is that archaeology is ultimately concerned with the relationship 
between material evidence and the actions of human beings. For those human beings to 
have lcft evidence at 21L there must have been certain conditions in place which enabled 

survival. L2yton and Uck-o succinctly state that 'any system of belief, or theory of causation 

must at least produce behaviour that is compatible with survivar (1999,8). That is not to say 

that the environmental determinism which so dominated functionalist theory of the 1970s 

can complete our picture of any landscape. Afterall, there is an important distinction to be 

made between environment and landscape. It is merely that, in the midst of culturally 
defined definitions, 'reading the landscape as an expression of meanings negotiated in past 

or present cultures will depend on identifying a community's references to external features 

that we also can perceive' (Layton & Ucko 1999,11). Knowing both those external features, 

and wh2t is physically achievable in and around them (Kristianscn and Rowlands"economic 

possibilism'; 1998,2), must be demonstrated by the use of scientific data, if any of these 
definitions are to hold credence (Chapman & Gearey 2000). In other words, experience of a 
landscape is not random and individual, because communities are affected in a collective 
fashion by the economic constraints and intentions that they all feel. Moreover, we can read 

some of that experience archieologically by building up a picture of the economic activity 

occurring at any particular time. 

ne second aspect to limit the onset of relativism in landscape studies is the 'collective 

consciousness' expressed primarily by Durkheim. (1954,444), but pursued also by Saussure 

(1959). This notion expresses the idea that certain definitions of landscape outlive and 

transcend individual members of the community. It could be argued that these definitions 

are created around 2 series of commonly understood symbols. Although individual 
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understandings of these symbols may vary, individuals are bound together andmade to feel 

like communities because 'those who interact in a particular setting can become aware of 

each others' subjective intentions by identifying the references they make in the course of 

communicating' (Layton & Ucko, 1999,7). It is asserted here that the defining unit of that 

collective consciousness, the source and the focus for intersubjectivity, is the collective 
identity of the group (self-conceived or, more likely, imposed by a particular sub-group or 

class), as played out through the landscape in question. This may be investigated by 

analysing what symbols may have been collectively recognised in the past, and the way in 

which the structuring of a landscape facilitated such recognition. This idea of communities 
being bound together by the structure of a landscape will be explored more fully in the later 

section on sacred landscapes. 

In these ways, it is hoped that consideration of the experiences of those living in close 

proximity to monasteries in the fourth to seventh centuries may go some way towards 

informing us of the levels of control exerted by monastic communities at that time. By 

drawing in elements of an experiential approach, it should be possible to go some way 

towards informing and enlivening the sometimes sterile and generalising 'model-based! 

perspectives taken by the Marxist stance. 

To date, no explicitly experiential approach has been applied to a monastic site (though 

some discussions have taken place of the pnsentation of human experience at monastic sites 
by heritage managers; Greene 1989, Hollinshead 2001). There have, however, been a 

number of attempts recently to go some way towards drawing in some experiential factors, by 

bringing the matter of subjective, personal and immediate experience into archaeological 

accounts of monastic sites. Binns, for example, when describing the Monastery of Mar Saba 

in Judaea, writes the following: 

'There are several factors which contribute to the impression of holiness which 
it conveys. The landscape is rugged and magnificent. The silence is deep and 

embracing - accentuated rather than diminished by the occasional sound of 
desert birds or a shepherd's pipe. ' (1999,26) 

Subjective, sensual experience has also been used in popular publications of monastic sites. 
Finneran, for example, describes a church service in Ethiopia: 
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'Sitting among the deacons at the back of the Old Cathedral in Aksum, 

Ethiopia, at festival time, banging drums, shaking sistra, creating a mighty din in 

clouds of heavy incense, all competing with the senses. An all night service too, 

the most important time of the Ethiopian liturgical year, fighting drowsiness and 

the soporific beat of the dn=s and chants to emerge into the early dawn with 

the sun rising 2bovc the eucalyptus and barc hillsides beyond. ' (2002,15) 

lbesc arc but brief examples, and neither author sought to use experiential factors as part of 

a holistic theoretical approach. If experiential factors are to be more fully used to explain the 

day-to-day influence of monastery over populace, it would be the task of the archaeologist 

to interpret how the position and layout of a monastic site 2ffCCtS the experience of the 

individual. \Wh2t, for example, can we understand and describe of the experience of an 

individual living in the village of Brad in the sixth century, with the monastery of Qasr al 

Brad just 400m away across the fields to the south-west? Wh2t impression does that 

monastery convey of its reasons for existence, and what kinds of links does it form with the 

village? Does its 2ppearanccý and the ways in which that appearance reach the village, 

empower it in ways which contribute to its ideological status? As a monument, what 

messages does it convey about what it is doing, and why that space was chosen over 

another? How does that monastery inhabit the consciousness of those within the village, 

and influence their sense of 13eing-in-thc-world! (Tilley 1994,13)? 

Since many of the issues which derive from these questions concern not just a consideration 

of ideology, but in particular the more specific consideration of religious ideology, the next 

section will discuss some of the ways in which sacred landscapes may be usefully 

approached. 

2.7 Approaching sacred landscapes 

Ile issue of s2crcd landscapes is an important one to consider when looking at the early 
Christian mon. 2stcrics of Syria. Ilerc are a number of reasons for this. The first and most 

obvious is that there is a large degree of variation in the kinds of landscape in which 

monastcrics arc located. There is a stark difference, for example, between the monastery of 
D, 2yr Turm=-ýn in north-west Syria, and D2yr al-Nasrani in the Hauran of the south. The 

lattcr cxamplc stands alone on top of a 200m. high promontory on the margin of the 

cultiv2bIc land to the west and the desert to the east. Ibc nearest settlement in the late 

Roman pcriod 2ppc2rs to have been close to the modem village of NM, 8krn away. 
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Ftgwr 7 The mmiastic are of Dayr al-Nawam in the Hamram, demonstratilT its dommant loc"n 

Bv contrast, Dayr Turmanin sits in a region of high agricultural yield, overlooking the Plain 

of Dana which is edged with numerous settlements and monastic sites. The closest 

settlement was probably at Turmanin which is just 1.7km away. What are the reasons for 

this difference, and are such traits 'týypical' of their region? As well as the nature of the 

landscape in which monasteries lie, what rrA2fionsb#> do they hold with that landscape? At 

Dayr Turmanin, there seems to have been no enclosure wall, and therefore no clear 

demarcation with the broader landscape. At Dayr al-Nasrani, demarcation is stark and clear, 

indicated by the bounds of the volcanic cone on which it sits. Yet even here, it is unclear the 

extent to which this boundary was ever made truly defensive by the insertion of an external 

wall. 

This contrasts markedly Vilth examples elsewhere in the Middle East, such as Dayr Abu 

. Nfaqar in Upper F-fvpt, which is reached via a drawbridge, and has a heavily fortified qasr 

(keep) which is 21m high (Finneran 2002,82). A central theme of this study will be 

exploring how the sacred nature of monastic sites influenced the way in which nearby 

secular communities perceived them. However, to refer unthinkingly to the term 'sacred 

landscape' without Justiýing what is meant by it, would be unhelpftil, since this term can 

mean manv things, and has been sub*ected to a great deal of varied use (and perhaps misuse) 

recently. Aliat follows, therefore, is a discussion of the way in which 'sacred landscapes' are 

tv, cd in this thesis. 
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Since Bender's Landscape. - Poktics and Pff. ýDeaitws in 1993, there has been some recognition that 

religion and its symbolism can play a role in the 'intersubjectivity' of landscapes (1993). 

Indeed, as well as discussions of various prehistoric and past faiths, scholars of various of 

the current world faiths have contributed thoughts on this subject. Schimmel uses the works 

of the Muslim Smra as well as mystical poets like Khaqani and Nfir Taqi Nfir to demonstrate 

the 'spacialization of belief: the direct parallels to be drawn between the landscape of the 

soul and the landscape on the ground (1991). Indeed Insoll has surnmarised the archaeology 

of Islam in terms of the 'mechanisms by which landscape can be tied together' (Insoll 1999, 

219). An obvious exarnple might be the way in which the territory of Mecca is haram, or 

sacred, not merely in terms of the central kaaba itself, nor indeed its surrounding mosque, 
but the entire city as far as around 3km outside its modem limits. Those using this landscape 

as part of the ke are bound together by their common actions and understandings of that 
haram, and by the process of visiting the various holy places, Eke the spring of Zamzarn and 

the plain of Arafat, in and around the city. 

Similarly, though there is no formal Process or legislature of consecration in Islam, the 
landscape surrounding a communal mosque is arguably created in order to draw the faithful 

into successive layers of sacredness, within which repeated actions and movements create 

the context for the formation and maintenance of a community. An obvious example would 
be planned complexes containing a mosque, tombs, a garden, hamam and a suq, such as the 
Sulcyrnaniye complex in Istanbul. Ibc Taj Mahal too, with its tomb of Murntaz Mahal set 

within the mosque which is itself set within an extended garden complex, draws the visitor 
into a grand metaphor for paradise. lbough these are somewhat exceptional examples, 
layers of sacred space may also be apparent within the setting of a well-used, congregational 

mosque. These layers may begin, such as in the Umayyad mosque in Damascus, with the 

surrounding collection of streets and shops known as the qaisarija, whose alignment 

matches that of the comers and entrances to the mosque. Such an area is often directly 

under the jurisdiction and financial administration of the mosque, and is referred to as the 

waq ,f 
Moving closer, there is then the external gateway of the mosque, then the outer 

courtyard, or saban, containing areas for ablution, the removal of shoes and conversation. 
Following this, there is the entrance to the prayer hall itself, whereupon the mosque 'proper' 

begins, with the qibla wall and finally the central mihrab forming the focus for the 
increasingly communal actions of the faithful as they move through the process of attending 
pr2yers. 
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It may well be true that 'by physically dividing up and demarcating space we may classify 

and control places and relationships more readily' (Parker-Pearson & Richards 1994,24), 

but by deliberately connecting spaces and blurring boundaries, relationships may also be 

carefully formed which would appear to be both spiritual and physical. This gradmal layering 

of sacredness reminds us that stark divisions between the sacred and the profane are not 

always appropriate. Binns comments of the late Roman period that, 'the contrast between 

sacred and secular is a feature of modem society. In the period we are discussing, all human 

society had a religious quality' (1999,30). 

Although, of course, the context and intentions differ markedly, comparison may be made 
in conceptual terms with Hindu pilgrimage centres such as those at Varanasi or Gaya, where 
'there may be different geographic layers of sanctity, which will range from the outermost 

perimeter of the sacred territory in question to the innermost circuit around the place of the 

deity' (Chakrabirti 2001,54). Sacred territories may not necessarily be restricted to adherents 

of one faith alone. Different though overlapping layers may be created by the actions of 

multiple faiths (Shaw 2000). 

So too at the monastery of Dayr Mar Ehan at Qaryatayn in Syria, for example, the enclosure 

wall defines an area held to be sacred by both Syrian Orthodox and Syrian Catholic 

Christians, but also by Muslims (Loosley & Finneran 2005). For each community, the 

process of visiting, praying and leaving offerings at the tomb of Afar Mian differs slightly. 
The properties the saint is believed to have, however, and the fact that sacredness is 

perceived to increase as one moves closer to the tomb, is similar for all pilgrims. 
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Figov 8: The mexastic mk of Dayr Afar Eham, msed today ýy Afmshms and Oniftans a6ke 

This example is on a relatively small scale, but there is a parallel here with the broader late 

medieval landscape of BAabgarh, north of Delhi, where 'shared social norms and 

tolerances' between Hindu and -Mushm communities have led to shared use of the sacred 

landscape aahin 1996,263, in Insoll 1999,224). On a broader scale still, Kumar relates how 

the Ilauz-i Rani lake unites the various Muslim and Hindu communities living around it in 

that they both regard it as a focal point, even though their reasons for doing so and actions 

there have consistently differed through time. 

The cohesiveness of the sacred landscape has been recognised on various scales within 

Christianity. Caseau explains the role played by pilgrimage in creating forms of sacred space 

throughout the Christian world, during the fifth century. As visits to saints' shrines became 

increasingly formaltSed, and the architecture and space surrounding them increasingly suited 

to the repeated nature of pilgrimage, regularised channels, meeting points and layers of 

sacredness emerged. 'I'his process also has a temporal dimension, in that festival days 

became increasingly fixed, and thus the possibilities of social cohesion within the bounds of 

Christian sites increased. 

CA-k-br. itions of the discoverý, of relics and their processions filled up the 

Chnstun festal calendar as they did Christian chapels. Both time and space were 
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m2dc sacred through the idea that the saints are particularly available when and 

where they are honored. ' (Caseau 2001,43) 

Furthermore, this increasing regularisation of space brought with it a sense of how far that 

sanctity extended. It began to move beyond the tomb itself. Pictri relates the example of 
St1dartin of Tours, whose festival dates were set by Bishop Perpetuus at some stage in the 

late fifth century to July 4th and November 11 th (Pietri 1984). The Bishop regularised the 

place of worship by building a new basilica to house St. Martin's relics, and festival days at 

the church spread to a few days either side of the date, and began to imbue both the 

building and the immediate area with a sense of holiness. 

The symbol of the dead holy man is central to the idea of the spreading of holy space. Brock 

comments on the fact that the kinds of holy men described so thoroughly by 1heodoret of 
Cyrrhus were essentially replacing the Christian martyrs of the first to early fourth centuries, 

and that they in turn replaced the apostles in the Christian consciousness (Brock 1984,3). In 

a sense the relics of these holy men, and the tombs, buildings and complexes which they 

came to be associated with, can be seen as a monumentalisation of a continuing tradition. 

11is tradition was characterised by the idea of an intermediary. an intermediary between 

God and the people, and between heaven and earth. They provided an opportunity to make 

the intangible tangible, and the spiritual real. Of course, this trend was by no means 

confined to northern Syria. It was an important factor in the Christianising of the Roman 

world and beyond from the fourth to the seventh centuries. Literaturc on the cult of saints 
in the early Christian period is extensive (for example, Brown 1995, Grabar 1972, Musurillo 

1972, Pietri 1984, Saxer 1980) and for western Asia important surnmaties are provided by 

Lassus (1947) and Sciber (1977). Such works on the cult of saints are relevant to the present 
discussion of sacred landscapes for three reasons. 

Ibc first is that the cult in all its various guises was transportable, allowing cult ccntres to be 

established wherever the church deemed it necessary or desirable to do so. This meant that 

cult ccntres, often housed in monasteries, could be drawn away, and thus draw their visitors 

away, from the locations where pagan temples had been. 

The second reason is th2t such relics, when established within such ccntres, were particularly 

attractive to visitors because they were 'contagious'. 
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The sweet perfume coming from St. Stephen! s sarcophagus had healing powers, 
for it came from paradise. Because Stephen was in heaven and yet still in contact 

with his body, the healing perfume of divinity emanated from his bones. ' 

(Caseau 2001,43) 

Reliquaries could be made, as indeed they were in Syria, in such a way as to allow oil to be 

poured on to the bones. Tbc oil could then be stored elsewhere or taken away. The bones 

could in many cases be handled through holes in the side of the reliquary, or just the outside 

of the tomb could be touched. All of this took the holiness of the saint beyond its 

immediate bounds. 

The third and perhaps most important reason behind the creation of established sacred 
landscapes focusing on cult centres was that they entailed 'a colonisation of time as well as 

space OLane 2001,175). As the example of Idartin of Tours demonstrated earlier, with the 

cult of saints came an established calendar for the celebration of those saints. An important 

facilitator for such events was provided by the Council of Nicaea in 324, which sought to 

establish a fixed, linear chronology against which the events of the New Testament, the 
festivals of the present and the events of the future could be measured. Since 'sacred time', 

as it were, is supposed to be eternal, 'the invariant recurrence of different ceremonies within 
daily, seasonal and annual ritual cycles is not simply a matter of regulation and imposing 

order but is central to the reaffirmation of their sanctity' (Lane 2001,175, citing Rappaport 

1986,20). In order to legitimise and make more convincing the modus operandi of the new 

cult ccntrcs, and the monasteries in which they were sometimes housed, a sense of both the 
deep and the unrelenting nature of the time, as well as the broad, transportable and 

ambiguous nature of the space which they occupied was emphasised by their physical form. 

This brief exploration has highlighted the different ways in which sacred landscapes overlap 

and interact with profane space. But to what extent can these interactions of spatial 

concepts actuaUy indicate genuine interaction in terms of social practice? Can we assume 
that the different groups of people, monastic personnel and the secular population, 

conversed, congregated, shared or imposed ideas upon one another, or that these factors 

derived from and contributed to economic interrelationships? Given the proximity of 

monastic and other settlements sites, an obvious answer would be that such interaction was 
frequent. But how was this carried out, and to what extent did such action mean that similar 
views and outlooks were also being thought and felt? Did a kind of interdependency 

develop? Arguably, it was the complexhy of social contact which the overlapping layers of 
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interaction within the spatial and temporal landscape brought to everyday life that enabled 

the 'intersubjecivity' discussed previously to operate so effectively. In short, the more 
different ways in which a sacred place affects the landscape around it, the more that users of 

that space share reasons and modes of interaction. The more people interact under the 
influence of2 controlling, central ideological theme, the more they are bound together 

through action and thought, and the more potent is the authority of those who produce and 
dissemimtc that ideology for a community. Lane informs us that 'all physical objects, 

structures and landscapes can be said to be imbued with their own particular temporality 

and cultural biography (2001,175). Kurnars example of the Hauz-i Rani implies that that 

sense of cultural biography can have a direct impact on the everyday practicalities of socio- 

politics: 

The 'perception' of a landscape, as much as the self-perception of a social 

group, is deliberate in its construction and acceptance; it has historical actors, a 

temporal context, and it attempts to obscure internal dissent and/or marginalize 

challenge from groups defined as 'outsiders'. ' (1999,159) 

In other words, ways of interacting within a landscape could have been deliberately created 

as complex and frequent by one group in order to facilitate the espousal and communication 

of an ideology over time. In this sense, landscape is a creation meant to structure what Marx 

and Engels termed an 'ensemble of social relations' (1970,122). 

2.8 Contemporary definitions of landscape 

Having established some of the ways in which, theoretically at least, monastic personnel 

could have interacted with the secular population in northern Syria, it is important to 

recognise the extent to which the approaches explored so far in this chapter derive from our 

current, largely western academic milieu. And does the whole concept of 'landscape', so 

susceptible to the changing moods of theoretical trends over the last half a century or so, in 

fact derive compldr# from modern, western thought? How far should we regard Derrida's 

notion of 2 'text' to render these ideas today as just further texts, potentially far away from 

what was 2ctually thought and felt in Late Antiquity? In order to examine this issue more 

closely, and to determine whether the idea of using landscape' as a unit of study for this 

thesis is appropriate at all, the following is a discussion of the ways in which commentators 

of late antique Syria have viewed the landscapes around them. In particular, how did they 

see the idea of a sacred landscape and the ways in which such a concept interacts with the 

secular? 
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In some of the earliest sophisticated theological literature in the Syriac language, there are 
broad comparisons, between paradise and a mountain that is supreme above all others. 
Ephrem's Book of the Cam of Trrasuirs, written in the mid-fourth century, describes how 

Adam was relegated to the foot of that mountain, in an area which he calls the 'fence of 

paradise' (Murray 1975,258). In orde'r to re-enter paradise, he must pass through a guarded 

gate, opened by Christ. Once inside, the mountain is divided into various levels, with only 

the summit representing truly divine glory. Along the way, the believer must pass through 

the areas for the penitents (Ja2ydbe), for the righteous (Zaddiqe), and above that for the 

glorious (nqjjtbe). The division of the landscape of paradise goes further, through a 

comparison with the various decks of the Ark, and finally with Mount Sinai. In the Hymns on 
Paradise, Ephrem, continues to discuss a physical layering to paradise, even equating these 
levels with precise groups of people: the penitents of the lowest level, the good Christians of 

the middle, and the mar" and ascetics of the uppermost rank (Murray 1975,259). In 

stanza 7, paradise in general is explicitly compared with the Christian Church: 

'He planted the garden most fair, 

He built the Church most pure. 
On the trec of knowledge 

He set the commandment. ' 

But although texts such as these tell us that physical ideas of paradise were being conceived 

and written about, the ways in which such conceptions were actually created on Ibeground in 

material terms arc more difficult to deduce. 

Ibcodoret of Cyrrhus describes many instances of the ways in which fourth and fifth 

century ascetics viewed their landscape. For them, the secular was the arena of the corrupt 

and unholy, with purity lying in the unkempt wilderness where no human intervention 

existed. In his vi, 6d description of James of Nisibis written in the 440s, lbeodoret explains 

that: 

'... the great James embraced the eremitical and quiet life, and gaining the tops 

of the highest hills lived upon them. In sprin& summer and autumn he used the 

thickets, uith the sky for a roof; in the winter season a cave received him and 

provided scanty shelter! (HR 1: 2) 
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Ephrern's implication is that paradise is a hierarchically divided landscape, with the glorious 

ascetics physically removed from the ordinary Christians. Ileodorees descriptions a century 
later suzzest that that removal need not necessarily be very far away, and indeed may in fact 

be very close to areas of contemporary settlement. Thalassius could build 'an ascetic 
dwelling apparently just south of the village of Tillima, 'on a ridge neither rough nor flae 

(HRIMM), for example. Nfarana and Cyra of Boroea (Aleppo) could build theirsin front 

of the town' (HR XXEIL2). Also a city-dweller by origin, Romanus of Antioch 'pitched his 

tent outside the circuit of the city by the foot of the mountain' (HR XI: 1). 

Yet, in spite of this proximity, when it came to establishing a built environment within a 
landscape, there is a sense of the pioneering spirit in the actions of the ascetics. They were 

conquering the wild in order to establish a new kind of landscape, suitable for their 

coenobitic enterprise. Eusebius; and Ammanius are described as creating the new sacred 

space of Dayr Tell 'Ada within a pre-existing landscape which is mapped out in some detail 

for the reader. 

'Lying cast of Antioch and west of Beroea, there is a high mountain that rises 

above the neighbouring mountains and imitates at its topmost summit the shape 

ofa cone ... To the south stretches out a plain curved in shape, surrounded on 

either side by not very high lines of hill; these extend to the road for horses and 

admit paths from either side that cut from south to north. In this plain have 

been built villages both small and great, adjoining the hills on either side. At the 

very skirts of the high mountain there is a large and well-populated village, 

which in the local speech they call Teleda. Above the mountain-foot there is a 
dale not very steep but sloping gently towards that plain and facing the south 

wind. Here one Amminaus built a philosophical retreat. .. ' (HR IV: 2) 

We might ponder on why this detail is inserted so thoroughly, in a text which otherwise 

concerns itself with largely spiritual endeavours. It could be speculated that the sense of 

where the new sacred site lay, how it was sited and what lay around it was of crucial 
importance to the builders of these monastic sites. Concepts of 'landscape' and its 

complexity existed then which were far from meaningless or incidental. For contemporary 

commentators, the sense of structure and meaning to their landscape was very real, and the 

positioning of new monastic complexes meant that the delineation of sacred space was 

unlikely to have been accidental or casual. 
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Finally then, the next section explores ways in which pre%ious scholars have accounted for 

the Lindscapc setting of morustCnCS: whit could their siting reveal of the intentions of those 

who buit and uscd than? 

2.9 Monasteries and the significance of location 

1--inneran and Tribe lure noted the significance of site placement in Ethiopian monasticism, 

and cspcci2Uy that 'their siting was motivated by the need to command a lindsc2pc, 

ideologically and socio-econornically' (21004,71). However, previous consideration of this 

issue in Syria has not tackled monasteries in terms of their broader setting. Instead, it has 

Lugdy taken the form of a f2irly simple question: why were monasteries placed where they 

were? Some, h1c Restlc, have been content only to describe where monasteries tend to 

occur, rather thin confiront the more interesting issue of xýbj they were placed in such 

positions and not others (Restlc 1985 993). Most commentators have at least attempted to 

tackle this issue and acknowledge its importance. Indeed, the discussion above pointed out 
dut the forms taken by landscape and the significance of placing a community in different 

positions within that landscape was of great importance to contemporaries of IAte 

Antiquity. Ile complex answers which they provide suggest that straightforward uni-causal 

explanations are unlikely to be an adequate expLanation about why a building or complex 

was phccd where it was. Yet scholars of the twentieth century have tended to offer largely 

functionalist accounts of these important decision-nuking processes. These accounts have 

taken 2 %raricty of forms. 

Tchilcnko, for example, notes that monasteries 2rc often sited close to villages and 

speculates that either this was due to their need for subsistence, or that the villages 

themselves developed because of the possibilities for work created by monastic agricultural 

production (1953 1.177; the la"cr possibility would seem very unlikely now, given the 

cucful dating analysis by Tate 199,7 318). Either way, for him it Was agricultural priorities 

which drove decisions behind their placement in the landscape. He was no doubt 

profoundly influenced in this by the position of the majority of the monasteries which he 

focused on, around the edge of the Daria Plain which, since the widespread resettlement in 

the region from the nineteenth century, his been the ccntrc for 2griCUIMMI production in 

the limestone massiC For Price too, the position chosen by the precursors to the monastic 

complex. the holy men w1iich 11codorct of Cyrrhus describes, is obvious to us tod2T. 
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I ... the qpical IL2bit2t of 11codorces holy men was neither toum nor desert but the 

intermediate rc-Oon of the ffingc of inhibited arc2s. This followed n2turally from the 

ruturc of the tcrmirL* (1985,57) 

*Mcre wis, therctom no alterrutive it would seem, thin to hover on the nurgins of 

settlement. But why not an altermtircý since the limestone rMssif region does afford some 

are2s of lind which disphy no evidence for lite Roman h2bitation (such as the area beturmn 

Mash2d Ruhin and Esk-ijalzma in the Jebel Hahq2, east of Nishabbak or north of Kalota in 

tbcjcbcl Sirn! an)? 

Others, Ue Tire, hire recogniscd some varivion in the placement of monastic sites, but 

hire again rcg2rdcd the only explanation to be agricultural production. He assigns, for 

example, every monastery within the limestone m2ssif to either the Category of 'isolF or 

'dans une 2gglomiration% On this basis, he argues that the former were probably centres of 

their own dorniins and therefore owned large amounts of land to be rented out, and the 

litter were more or less like any peasant land owner, in processing small amounts of their 

') 339-340). Ibis would seem to imply that site selection was own agricultural product (199" 

trudc on the basis of the economic intentions of the monastcry-. whether to exploit or 

simply to subsist. A similar conclusion u-as reached by Patl2gean, Who uses documentary 

evidence to conclude that different locations were chosen by monasteries according to their 

economic intentions (1977,328-9). Xk"hcthcr these cconornic intentions were mingled with 

other reasons is not made c1c2r. 

For V66bus, them are a number of rcasonswhy mon2stcries were placed initially where they 

were, though the orcmiding factor, he states, is the sheet functional necessities of survivaL 

'in nuny c2scs. the question of the site of the monastery did not arise, and the 

founding a-is guided solely by pr2ctic2l considc=tions. ' (1960,163) 

These considerations are factors such as a water supply, self-protection, a need for alms 

prcnided by villages and 12bour in agricultural production. For him, it is the 'nitural 

f2cihtics' sought in order to secure existence on a day-to-&y basis which dictated where 

motustcrics were founded. For N'66bus, it was sufficient that some monasteries were merely 

conso"ted versions of pliccs of cwher, ascetic acti%ity. Bec2usc of the sheer holiness of 

the 2SCCtiC on the one lund and the desire of others 'to five under the guidance of 

ciperienccd spirittul fathers' on the other, sites for lirge, complex monistic institutions 
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could gradually develop uithout the need for a decision-making process as to the suitability 

of th2t location (1960,167). 

Yet V66bus was, it would appear, aware of broader considerations, since he states that both 

'religio-ethicar motives' as well as 'socio-economic conditions' would have been factors 

(1960,120). But again, it is not made clear quite how such motives affected the placement 

and fortnati n of monasteries in the fifth and sixth centuries. 

More recently, Biscop's excavation at Dayr Dehcs did not prompt him to conclude why the 

monastery was founded where it was (1997,44-5). Although he describes the layout and 

early foundation of the site, the reason for its positioning, and ways in which this location 

may have affected relations with the nearby village of Dehes, are not discussed. 

2.10 Conclusion 

It can be seen that discussions of monasteries and their landscape setting have tended to be 

regarded as either self-evident or unimportant in the past. And though the various 
interpretations of the impact of monasteries on their environs summarised in this chapter 
have been useful in establishing debate, they are lacking in two main respects. The first is 

that there has been insufficient consideration of the vadation which may mist in the placing 

of monastic sites. Essentially, this problem derives from the lack of a clear definition about 

what a monastic site is, which has led to a number of site types being ignored (this point will 
be further pursued in Chapter 4). The second problem is one which this thesis has sought to 
highlight from Chapter I onwards, and that is the failure - on the whole - to understand the 
broader social and economic significance which the establishment and development of 

monasteries had upon society at large. Because of this, the effect which the placement of 

monasteries had on areas of secular settlement has been insufficiently considered. 

Ilis chapter has reviewed a number of ways in which these lacunae may be addressed. The 

approach adopted here asserts that changes in the landscape imposed along with the 

establishment of monastic sites may indicate for us both the economic impact of early 

monasticism, but also its ideological effects. 11iis study will be guided in part by Brauders 

two contrasting impressions of time. The extended themes of loqme AMe will be explored 
through general observations of the socio-economic context of monasteries through time. 
The theoretical position at its broadest level will take a partially Marxist stance. This assumes 
that society is inherently unstable, and that profound changes in the mode of production as 

outlined by Vrickham (1984,2005), and the ensuing social conflict, caused the structures of 
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power at the local level to change. Because of the difficulties of understanding how 

accompanying ideological change may have affected society on a day-to-day basis, aspects of 
Nsfoitr irintmrnfiellt will also be examined. This will be attempted through an exploration of 

the relationship between broader socio-economic trajectories throughout the fourth to 

seventh centuries, and the specifics of how monasteries altered the way people thought of 

themselves within society. It seems plausible that as well as the longer, much broader impact 

of monasticism, short-term and very real changes could have influenced surrounding 

populations. For this latter point, it seems ft-uitful to consider more recent, more broadly 

cognitive approaches to account for changes in the way people thought about themselves as 

a result of monastic development. In particular, Layton and Ucko's assertion of the 

importance of 'identifying a community's references to external features that we also can 

perceive' (1999,11), and notions of the deliberate blurring of such features within sacred 
landscapes (Caseau 200 1, Schimmel 199 1) will be employed. 

Examination of monastic landscapes should therefore lead us to a broader functional and 
intellectual understanding of the roles which monasteries performed in society. This 

research will be structured as follows: first, the social and economic changes wthin. Syria in 

general are examined in Chapter 3, in order to contextualise the more specific discussion of 

the evidence types available to us for the arrival and early development of monasticism, in 

Chapter 4. Tben, a study area within the north-west of Syria is selected so that more specific 

analysis can be carried out on a dcfined set of monastic sites. This will take place in 

Chapters 5 and 6, and is structured first of all to examine broad trends across the whole 

study area, and then in order to contextualisc these conclusions by looking more specifically 

at three case studies. My objective throughout this work will be to show, using modem 

archaeological methods of landscape analysis and interpretation, that monasteries were 
deeply embedded in the communities of their day. In this way, I hope to scrutinise in 

particular their role in the socio-cconomic changes of Late Antiquity. 
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Chapter 3 
BuBding a Model: Ile Late Roman Sodo-Econornic Context 

a 

The prriyoms chapter explored &fferrnt mys of stmdyng and infetpraing the e4ansion and consolidation of 
monasfic, siier in the S)-riam comnigside in thefomrth to seivntb cenluries. The outlook ado pted as a result of 

pler e-xplorr; the arny of modes' set out b y Wlickham (1984), andparticulaqly his notion of a that cha 
change inthe collrefion of surpImsfrom a dt 

.p y-based tax to a local rent gstem. It is su ggested here in Cha ter 
32 thraqb Brown ýr TIoly-Man as patron' model (1971,1982a), That monasteries controlled this chaqe 
fmm 4zv to rent. This chapter e. %plarrs the posjibk etidence base for this idea, and especially its soao- 
economic context. This mill take Ibeform of a summag of The wgs in which Conclusions about The economy 
in Latrzlnfiquiýf have been informed bj arrbaeoýýcal etidence, followed by an exploration of the wqys in 

. which monasteries in particular mayfit into such conclusions. Itfocuses ptimarily on The Syrian counigride, 

. since it is heir wherrmost of The eiidencefor monasteries exists, and esbecially, on thefimesione masJif of the 
norfh-arsz. 

3.1 Previous studies of the Roman economy in Syria 

Ilerc have been many previous attempts to summarise the economy of late Roman 

Syria. These have tended to be largely historical, and included in more general syntheses 

of the late Roman world as a whole, rather than an archaeological area study specific to 

Syria, though there are one or two notable exceptions. One of the earliest credible 

attempts at this topic was the Russian scholar Rostovtzcff (Rostovtzeff 1932). His 

approach was impressively wide ranging, but tended to conflate the 'Roman' and 

'Byzantine' economies into one, without applying any especial significance to the 

massive political and economic changes of the fourth and fifth centuries. Furthermore, 

Rostovtzcff presented a romantic, impressionistic and deeply Orientalist view of the 

cross-desert caravan trade, which tended to over-emphasise the role of inter-regional 

exchange instead of agricultural produce in the economy (Rostovtzeff 1932). 

Hcichclheim's work offered a valuable corrective to Rostovtzeff, in that it presented a 

series of discrete case studies through historical documentation, though his selection of 

texts was ultimately rather indiscriminate (Hcichelheitn 1938). Of course, Syria as a 

region was, in antiquity even more so than today, composed of a great many contrasting 
landscapes and production zones. Ranovich was the first to explore this diversity in full, 

breaking down the assumption that Syria was commercially a monolithic entity 
(Ranovich 1958). He went further still, in arguing that this heterogeneity was actually a 

policy of the Roman state in order to prevent tribal cohesion. Bowersock also urges us 

to think of diversity when he comments that contacts between different parts of the 
Syrian countryside were 'neither close nor unified' (Bowcrsock 1989,63). Indeed, the 

concept of a 'Syrian countryside' at all is an anathema to Bowersock, who observes that, 
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'it looks very much as if the whole of Syria was apportioned into vast fer7iýoria with a city 

in control of each' (1989,66). The origins of this proposal that the empire was, from the 

fourth century, composed Of 2 series of scmi-autonomous city states lies with A. H. M. 

Jones. 

Me Byzantine Empire was an agglomeration of cities, self-governing 

communities responsible for the administration of the areas which they 

occupied ... constitutionally and administratively ... the cities were the cells of 

which the Empire was composed! (1964,712). 

Indeed Jones, along with Moses Finley, have traditionally been the most influential 

thinkers on the late Roman economy (there are many references here, but the main 

works are Jones 1964 and Finley 1973). Although they commented little on Syria in 

particular, there are a number of conclusions which both scholars came to which have a 

significant bearing on Roman Syria. The first is that they directly contradicted 
Rostovtzeff, in that they asserted that agriculture was the dominant unit of economic 

activity in the Roman world, as opposed to long distance trade. For them, most of the 

products of this agricultural activity were consumed locally, rather than traded. Ile 

primary consumers were those living in the cities, whose income was not derived from 

trade, but instead from tax and rent drawn from the countryside. Ile towns were not 

only the consumers, but also the centres of religious activity, political life and 

administration. The long distance trade which Rostovtzeff emphasised was in fact 

restricted to a small number of luxury items. It certainly was not, in the eyes of Jones 

and Finley, an open mass market. The tax which was collected by these cities was both 

civilian and military in purpose, with the annona in particular undergoing substantial 

reform under Diocletian after AD 284, prompted by the wars with Sasanian Persia (see 

sections 3.6 and 3.7, below). 11csc taxes were sometimes collected in coin, though the 

coinage systems used in Syria remained highly provincial with denominations and mints 

varying according to the fer7ifoyia (Butcher 2003,212-3). More usually, and especially 
following the Diocletian reforms, tax was collected in kind, according to whatever the 
hinterland of each city produced. For the countryside of the north-wcst, the region 

which most concerns us here, Antioch was the primary consumer and collection point 
for such taxes. 11cre were others, however, such as Apamea (north-wcst of modem 
Hama) to the south, Chalcis (Tell al-'Iss, near modem Qinnesr-1n) on the margins of the 

eastern steppe, and Beroea (Aleppo). Ile relationship between such cities and their 
leryiforia, according to the Finlcy/joncs model, was one of exploitation. Tle countryside 
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produced and the city consumed. Consequently, the population of the villages in each 

hinterland suffered, while the urban population administered and enjoyed. This generally 

pessimistic view was also followed and furthered for the ancient world in general by the 

historian dc Ste. Croix (1981), and forByzancc'in particular by Patlagean (1977). 

However, more recent models have sought to bring greater complexity to this 

relationship, choosing instead to emphasise differing degrees of symbiosis (there are 

many references for this, including Bowcrsock 1989, Greene 1986, Hopkins 1980). 

Butcher, for example, argues that, 'year by year the archaeological support for an 

elaborate economic interrelationship between city and country is growing' (Butcher 

2003,137). 17here is some evidence that the city actually produced rather than merely 

consumed. This is suggested, for example, by murex processing at Gaza, glass 

production at Tyre and a hme kiln at Gerasa. Projects which were deliberately created in 

order to carry the resources of the countryside to the city may also 'benefit' the rural 

communities through which they travelled. This is perhaps the case with the dam at 

Harbaga (though recent work by Qenequand instead suggests an Umayyad date for this; 

Denis Genequand pers comm. March 2006), or transport networks throughout the Hauran 

or between Palmyra and the Euphrates. Furthermore, it is not always necessarily weR 

defined what a city and its countryside represent in real terms (Millar 1993,256). Ibc 

definition of a polis or dtitas and its ferritoiiwm may seem clear enough in legal terms at 

any particular moment in time, as argued by Haldon (1999,100). However, the status of 

certain small, rural settlements could change through time. An instance of this is 

illustrated by the village of Dionysias which, at some stage in the late second century, 

was granted city status. Archaeological work by Dentzer and others suggests that 

Dionysias then acquired a municipal infrastructure as a result (Dcntzer & Villeneuve 

1985). Such examples have prompted Butcher to argue that, '(v)illages were potenfial 

cities, if the right conditions prevailed' (2003,136). The following section will explore 

the range of views which have derived from this recent appreciation of the complexity 

of rural-city relations. This section will also function as a descriptive backdrop to the 
landscape and conditions into which monasticism emerged. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 will 

then go on to address the issue of how the late Roman socio-economy in the north-wcst 

has been accounted for by previous scholars. 3.5 will then attempt to suggest a new 

model. Ile specific economic evidence for such a model, and especially the issues of 

land ownership and taxation, will be assessed in 3.6 and 3.7. Finally, the discussion is 

broadened in 3.8 and 3.9, as we consider how conditions specific to the countryside of 
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northern Syri2 may have related to the imperial economy as a whole, and what the role 

of monasteries may have been in this. 

3.2 Landscape, climate and foodstuffs 

It is useful before embarking on a summary of recent views of the late Roman economy 
in Syria to summrise quite what that economy consisted of in material terms. What was 
being produced in the Syrian countryside, and where was it consumed? The following 

two sections will explore these issues, before sections 3.4 to 3.6 attempt the more 

complex issue of how and why that consumption took place in the way it did. 

Ile Syrian countryside is distinctly varied in topographical, hydrological and pedological 

terms. Chapter I described the bounds of historical Syria, as opposed to the modern 

state of the Syrian Arab Republic. Ile region of greater Syria, or Bilad asb-Sbam, has four 

discrete regions of mountainous topography, consisting of the basalt Jebel al-'Arab (now 

often called Jebel Hauran) to the south, the cretaceous limestone of the Lebanon, and- 

Lebanon and associated ranges which run from Damascus to the coast, the Jebel 

Ansariyya which runs parallel to the Mediterranean coast in the north and the Jebel al- 
Amanus west of Antioch in the far north-wcst. Extending out of each of these ranges, 

there are areas of hill country which have provided - and indeed still provide - 

substantial agricultural opportunities due to their favourable climate. These are the lava- 

rich plain of the Hauran around the Jebel al-'Arab in the south, the Beqaa' valley 
between the Lebanon and and-Lebanon ranges in the west, the basalt steppe of 
Chalcidice cast of Hama and the so-called 'limestone massif (called the Belms Massif in 

antiquity) bctwcen Aleppo and Antioch in the north-west. These regions would have 

required a degree of assarting to clear fields for agriculture. The very fertile lowland 

areas, which run in a north-south band inland from the Jebel al-Ansariyya predominantly 
between Horns and Aleppo, have probably been farmed since the Neolithic period. With 

relevance to this thesis, archaeological evidence for the late Roman and Byzantine 

periods has tended to be more rare in this zone, however, as later activity has obscured 

and moved the material remains. Ile vast majority of the land area within Syria is taken 

up by the Badiyyat ash-Sham, or the Great Syrian Desert, whose topography is itself 

varied. Most of the 'desert' in fact consists of steppe country which is entirely usable for 

pastoral purposes during the cooler, wettcr months. It is only in the far south-cast of 

this region that very little production took place. ne desert is broken by the shifting 

course of Nahral-Furat, the Euphrates, which marks the eastern boundary of our interest 

here. Approximately halfway between this river and the fertile lands to the west lies the 
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oasis of Tadmor, or Palmyra, whose associated hinterland - collectively termed 

Talmyrene' during the Roman period - has probably fluctuated in size through time. 

- -- 
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Figmy 9: Map oj-lbe easttrw Me4terrameam sboxing the regions andplaces menfioned in The text 

It is tempting when describing conditions in these various zones to draw parallels 
between modem and Roman Syria. As R6sner and Schdbitz point out, '(t)he climate 

probably did not differ significantly from the present one, either in the Hellenistic, 

Roman and Byzantine ages or later' (1991,77). However, the issue of climate change 

and increased desertification in specific areas since the Roman period is far from clear- 

cut. Studies thus far have been few, and where they have taken place have often 

concentrated on fluctuations from the Neolithic to the early Iron Age (for example, Bar- 

Matthews et al 1999, Dalfes et al 1997, Lemcke & Sturm 1997, Neumann & Parpola 

1987, Sirocko 1996, Weiss 2000, though there are many others). Aliat follows is a bnef 

review of climate change and desertification. Such a review, although severelv restncted 

by the lack of specific, re ional studies, has two purposes. The first is to assess the 91 

extent to which we can draw parallels between the modem landscape and agncultural 

re imes of Syna with the fourth to sixth centunes. The second is to assess any 91 

significant impact on the potential agricultural yield throughout that period. 

The issue of climate change is often examined from the point of view of broad scale 

global climate models, such as those produced by the Greenland ice cores. Such models 
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tend to show a climatic optimum from around 200 BC to 200 AD (Alley 2000,123). 

However, quite what such an optimum 'meant' in real terms for different regions of the 

world is likely to be highly variable. The task of producing more temporally and 

geographically specific models has proved difficult. A significant problem when 

assessing the issue of climate change in western Asia is the degree of locahsation. 

Wilkinson summarises this as a dichotomy between the northern areas (which concern 

us most here, as they cover greater Syria, Anatolia, northern Persia and Mesopotamia) 

which receive their rainfall during the winter months as a result of 'the passage of 
depressions moving from the west and whose tracks arc steered by the subtropical 

stream' (Wilkinson 2003,17, from Wigley & Farmer 1982). This contrasts with the 

southern zones (and especially southern Arabia), the rainfall of which derives from the 

monsoons of the Indi2n Occan, typically in spring and summer. There may also be 

signifiC2nt cast-west variation in Syria due to the degree to which the Nieditcrranean 

affects precipitation cycles (Bar-Matthews et al 1999). Due to such contrasts, the 

ambiguity of the boundary between both north-south divides as well as cast-west, and 

the varied landscape described above, comparison between areas whose climate is well 

understood (through lake varves and pollen deposits) and unknown regions is risky. 
Furthermore, the hilly, thin-soilcd landscape of north-wcst Syria provides very few 

opportunities for the sort of deeply stratified sediments and lacustrine environments 

suitable for research into climate change. 

However, in spite of these problems, it may be worth outlining some general ideas about 

climate change, in order to at least begin to elucidate the possible situation in the fourth 

to sixth centuries AD. Tbc data employed in the following sections are summarised in 

Appendix C, for ease of reference. It must be borne in mind though that there are 

potential problems deriving from the geographical and methodological diversity of the 

case studies used. 

In an overview of the climate of Jordan through time, using documentary records, 

archaeological and sedimcntological evidence, Shehade suggests that in 'the beginning of 

the first century BC, rainfall improved and the first two centuries of the Christian era 

were moist; rainfall was probably somewhat greater than the present rainfall' (1985,27). 

This 'period of abundant rainfall ended by the beginning of the third century and 

simultaneously the level of the Dead Sea in 333 AD became as low as it is today'. This 

situation "persisted until the end of the Oh and the beginning of the 7 th century AD'. 

However, the source of Shehade's evidence is at times ambiguous. A more clearly 
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sourced example is a range of analyses used by Lcmckc and Sturm to produce a relative 
humidity graph with calibrated radiocarbon dates from deposits at Lake Van (1997,669). 

Ibis suggests a sharp rise in humidity from the late Iron Age going into the Roman 

period. Humidity dipped again towards the end of the third century, and did not rise to 

the same levels until the seventh century. Fluctuations between that date and the present 
day have been significant, but suggest that moisture between c. 700 AD and the present 
day may be comparable. This impression is corroborated by further analyses carried out 

at Soreg Cave in Palestine (Bar-Matthews ct al 1998, fig. 9.5), which suggests increasing 

moisture firom the early Roman period onwards, a sudden dip c. 1000 AD, and levels 

today perhaps slightly wetter than the late Roman period (though this chronology is 

based on as yet un-calibrated radiocarbon dates). Besangon's analysis of carbonate 

deposits in the Palmyra region demonstrates that two samples, from 20 AD ±30 and 90 

AD : t7O, suggest rising levels of humidity (Besangon et al 1997). Unfortunately, dating of 

other samples from this region is not fine enough to show whether that humidity later 

declined or not. 

Moving further cast, an interesting example of a more refined chronology is presented 
by R6sner and Schibitz for the Khatouniye area of the Syrian jazira. Although this area 
is strictly speaking outside the Roman province of Syria, it provides an interesting 

comparison (1991). Palynological. and sedimentological evidence suggest that from 

around 90 BC to 243 AD, there was increased sedimentation and soil improvement, 

which coincided with increased pollen activity, and significantly a shift away from 

species typical of a steppe environment. This coincided with a spell of increased 

humidity. Ile authors suggest that such changes imply 'a stronger anthropogenic 
influence' which probably derives from intensive farming activity (R6sner & Schibitz 

1991,85). After around 243 AD (or even as late as 343 AD if the standard deviation of 

the calibrated radiocarbon dates is taken into account), 'coincides with a time for which 

the scdimentological and palynological findings in the Khatouniye profile indicate drier 

conditions again'. Whether this evidence is strong enough to suggest a reason for the 
late Roman retreat from the Tigris frontier is doubtful, but it certainly provides an 
interesting environmental context. Ile overall picture which emerges from this rapid 

summary suggests a rise in humidity coinciding with the early Roman period. The 

climate then becomes more and later in the first millennium. There is conflicting 

evidence as to exactly when that aridity takes hold, although it may be as early as the end 

of the third century, or as late as the mid-fourth. Precipitation then increases again later 
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in the first millennium. This could have been as late as c. 700 AD, or as early as the sixth 

centiny (Neil Roberts pers comm 27.5.04). 

Hirschfeld has attempted to correlate archaeological evidence in Palestine with what he 

describes as a climatic optimum in the region. He states that 'palaeoclimatic studies have 

indicated that the period of the fourth to sixth centuries was a humid one in the Lcvane 

(2004,133). This period of increased humidity coincides, according to Hirschfeld, with 
'maximal settlemenewhich indicates the incontrovertible 'influence of climatic factors 

on human behavioural systems'. He cites as evidence of human reaction to this 
increased humidity the installation of terrace agriculture at En-Gedi, the initiation of 
balsam manufacture at Mezad 'Arugot and the increased exploitation of the desert by 

monastic cornmunities. Yet there are two important problems with Hirschfeld's approach. 
The first is that his assumption of increased humidity for 'the fourth to sixth centuries' 
indicates a degree of contradiction among the various sources for climatic data cited above 
(in general, though with certain variations of data quality and interpretation). In more 

northerly areas and inland, the data indicates a fall in precipitation from some point in the 

mid- to late fourth century, then a rise again in the sixth century, or perhaps as late as the 

early eighth. In the case of the data for Palestine (such as Sorcq Cave), this suggests that 

rather than a drier climate from the fourth century, in fact a wetter climate prevailed until 
later in the first millennium AD. This paradox may be due to the high degree of localisation 

discussed above, with the south-eastern Mediterranean regions experiencing quite different 

weather patterns to the north-western and inland areas. Alternatively, this difference may be 

down to similar broader climatic changes, but in fact localised consequences on the ground. A 

slight temperature rise for the areas close to the Mediterranean and the Dead Sea may have 

resulted in higher humidity and thus higher precipitation therefore, but a rise in temperature 
in upland and inland areas may have meant that in these zones, precipitation actually 
decreased. 

A fin-ther problem with Hirschfeld's analysis is that he interprets increasing control and 

regulation of water resources as evidence for an increase in that water supply. In fact, such 
facilities as agricultural terraces, standardised wells and cisterns and increased irrigation may 

suggest an actual decrease in the availability of water and/or increasing reasons why 

regulation of that supply is important, rather than 'as an expression of joy and gratitude for 

the new abundance of water sources' (2004,141). Unfortunately, the dating resolution at a 

number of the settlement sites discussed by Hirschfeld is not sufficient to indicate reliably 
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exactly when such regulation occurred, since most are simply described as 'fourth to sixth 

century' or simply ýByzantine' (2004 141,137). 

Ile issue of deforestation may also provide information regarding the late Roman 

economy, and especially when, and in which areas, intensive exploitation of marginal 

zones may have taken place. Research conducted by LaBianca and others in the Tall 

Hisban region of northern Jordan has sought to investigate the issue of deforestation 

throughout the Holocene and to the present day. This research is relevant here due to its 

preliminary conclusion that, contrary to the prevailing view that deforestation 

accelerated from the early Islamic period onwards as a result of the rise of nomadic 

pastoralism (for example, see Butler 1907,7-10; Mattern 1944,139; 116sner & Schibitz 

1991,79,85; Schwab et al 2003,1730; as opposed to the far greater impact of recent 

nomadic pastoralism, as discussed by Beaumont 1985,294, jaubert et al 1999,5), a great 
deal of deforestation was actually carried out during the Roman and Byzantine periods. 
After this time, a period of renewed growth ensued. It could be suggested then, that an 

emphasis on assarting' and land reclamation driven by increased agricultural production 

was responsible for the completion of a process of deforestation begun as early as the 

Bronze Age, and continuing throughout the Roman period and until the arrival of Islam. 

This concurs with observations made by Casana in the city of Antioch, where large 

amounts of sediment scaled deposits 'of late antique date', presumably deriving from 

denuded hillsides above (2004,112). Such clearances may have been carried out in order 

to make way for managed arboriculturc and crops. Schwab et al's presentation of pollen 

evidence from lacustrine deposits at Birkat Ram in the Golan shows that 'a steady 

glans values can be observed' demonstrating 'the expansion increase of 01ra, Vitis and jm 

of agriculture (2003,1729-30). Forests began to return, it seems, after the arrival of 
Islam, and were flourishing again by the time of renewed clearances from the late 

nineteenth century. It may be the case, therefore, that the current, severely denuded 

state of the countryside of northern Jordan is similar to conditions in the late Roman 

and Byzantine period. However, whether precisely the same regions of the landscape are 

without trees as in Late Antiquity is more difficult to ascertain. Similar evidence is 

represented by pollen sequences much further north-wcst in the Beyshehir region of 

south-west Turkey. Here, regions over 1000m in elevation appear to have undergone 
intensive deforestation from the later second millennium BC, continuing until around 
600 - 700 AD (Eastwood et al 1998,70, cited in Wilkinson 2003,28). 

Ile clc2rance of land for agricultuml purposes. 
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Conversely, pollen evidence for tree species from the S6giithi region of Lake Van, 

south-cast Turkey suggests a peak of arboreal activity around 1535 BP ±50, which when 

calibrated suggests dates of 540 - 602 AD (Bottema 1995). The predominant species 

responsible for this rise is the Turkey Oak,. Qmrrrur cenis, which germinatcs readily in a 

moist landscape. Consequently, it could be argued that the increase in such a species 
indicates 2risc in precipitation. Although it may be premature to do so, it could also be 

suggested that human activity is decreasing in the uplands and deforestation is 

diminishing, as activity in the lowlands increases (K. Walsh pers comm. 3.6.04). At the 

very least, it implies climatic conditions conducive to high levels of plant growth. 

A similar analysis from lake cores and marshlands in the region of Gr2vgaz and (; anakh 
in south-wcst Turkey has produced an impression that tree pollen in the area Was 
dominated by "cultivation indicators' (especially olive and walnut trees), but that this 

cultivation ceases around 600 AD (Vcrmocre et al 2002). From this point onwards, pine 

pollens increase rapidly which the authors attribute to 'degradation and ovcrgrazing' 
(2002,579). 

Evidence for climate change is therefore somewhat less conclusive than evidence for 

changes in tree cover. Ile former is ambiguous, largely because of the degree of 

localisation present throughout the eastern Mediterranean and western Asia. It would 

seem in general though that two contrasting trends are apparent, with the areas to the 

south of the region showing signs of increased humidity with increased precipitation in 

the fourth to sixth centuries, with areas to the north and inland undergoing the opposite 

effect at approximately this time. Deforestation on the other hand is clearer, 
demonstrating a general continuation in deforestation of upland regions throughout 

Late Antiquity, until a slowing or cessation of this process at some stage from c. 600 AD. 

T'his could be suggested as evidence of continuing rural production in spite of any 

suggestions of a hiatus in the cities or in Mediterranean trade. For climate change, 

different trends in different regions contribute to a larger picture of increasing rural 

settlement in the sixth and seventh centuries in Palestine and Jordan, but something of a 

stagnation from the later sixth century onwards further northý Tbc relationship between 

climate and settlement, whether declining, expanding or simply changing, is unlikely to 

be as straightforwardly reflective of one another as Hirschfeld has indicated. Climate is 

assumed here not to have been directly causal, though it may have contributed to 

2 Tlis contrast in rural settlement in the two geographical zones is discussed in relation to Magness' (2003) 
study of rural settlement in Palestine, in the next chapter. 
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incentives to control water supplies and rural production more closely in times of 

short2gc. 

Having looked at evidence for climatic change and deforestation through time, let us 

turn to what these environmental factors imply for the late Roman period. Now that we 
have established that there is at least some comparability between that period and the 

present day, some of the conclusions which follow of necessity rely on retrojecting from 

the modem situation in Syria. 

Landsc2pe, soil and clinute in Syria are highly variable. The following description will 
deal uith each of three discrete zones separately. First, the uplands will be described, 

then the fertile, lowland zone. Finally, the steppe and desert are summarised. 

Most of the coast and highlands today receive in excess of 600mm of rainfall per year, most 

of which falls in the winter, with dry but often humid summers (Roaf 1990,22-3, Anon 

2001a, 13). The soils in this region consist in part of mineral-deprived inceptisols and fairly 

fertile clay-rich vertisols (Ibrahim 2002). The latter can be as thin as O. lrn in depth in the 
highlands, but are much deeper and more productive in the lower lying plains such as 

around Dana and Mi'az in the northern limestone massif Some have described the soil and 

terrain of this region as difficult to farm (such as Ward-Perkins 2005a, 142). In fact, the 

calcareous crust present in this region makes the soil particularly well suited to arboriculturc 
Gaubert et al. 1999). Today, and probably since the early Roman period, this zone has been 

used to grow a variety of orchard crops. This crust, which is generally between 0.2 and 0.4m 

thick, was broken through as part of assarting schemes in antiquity (see below for further 

discussion), to enable the trees to make use of a silt and marl horizon situated just under the 

crust. The latter acts as a screen, limiting water loss by evaporation. The likely crops 

consisted of olive, grape and fruit trees (especially pistachio, walnut, apricot, peaches, 

almonds, pomegranate and figs). 
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Flgwr 10: A mrodffw olive grme is the morth of the Jebel Sim'am region of the hmestome masjzf, sbownT the mature of the 
cleared area and the Amestome 'crust' surrounift the orrbard 

An element of animal husbandry is also likely in this zone. Evidence for crops of any 
kind has been rare due to the limited archaeological methodologies used in the region so 
far. Presses, crushing platforms, animal mangers and field systems, as well as amphorae 

and other storage containers will be discussed below. Cereal crops may have been 

interspersed throughout the trees, although cereals are notoriously difficult to farm in 

the limestone uplands. Evidence for cereals is slight due to the fact that archaeological 
flotation has rarely been used. In spite of this, Sodini concludes that the ground floor of 

certain buildings in Dehes may have been used for grain storage (Sodini et al 1980,293, 

see below for further discussion). Much of the agricultural land in the uplands has 

required substantial assarting in order to make it economically viable. For this region, 

assar-ting meant the clearance of stones and breaking of the calcareous crust to reveal the 

silty soil beneath. The issue of when and how this took place will be addressed further 

below. However, once clearance had taken place, this region became suitable for a range 

of crops. The fertile lowlands to the immediate east of this zone receive between 300 

and 600mm of rainfall annually. The soils in this zone consist of the fertile, classic 
Mediterranean terra rossa silts (Yaalon 1997). Crops in this lowland zone are likely to 

have been dominated by cereals. In the modem period, these have taken the form of 

wheat and barlev, though the situation in the past is not known. 
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B yond the fertile zone, the land quickly gives way to the steppe and desert which e. 1 

stretches out towards the Euphrates. This zone receives just 100 to 200mm of rainfall 

per year. Arable agriculture is possible in this zone, though irrigation is generally 

required for crops which extend beyond the winter months. For this reason, animal 
husbandry was probably the dominant product of such areas during the late Roman 

period, with sheep and goats predominant (though camels may also have been bred). 

Only the far south-east receives less than 100mm, and with a mean annual temperature 

of over 25'C, is not viable for agricultural use where wells do not exist. The soils in this 

region consist of andsols, and are unsuitable for any kind of agriculture apart from basic 

grasses (Ibrahim 2002). 

3.3 Studies of the Syrian Countryside 

The activities which took place within these conditions in the fourth to sixth centuries 

have been explained in various ways. Chapter 1 has already presented a brief summary 

of these. I will here attempt to assess interpretations of the economy in the north-west 

of Syria in particular, since this is the region which has been most studied, and from 

which the case studies to be presented later in this thesis derive. The first to attempt an 

understanding of the late Roman economy of the region was de Vo&6, who associated 

the apparent largesse and refinement of the architecture with private villa estates, whose 

primary source ot income was the grape vine. 
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Ft, g'wr 12: Ow of de Vo gii's mconstrwazons of a Roman 'ti6a'in ibe Amesione masjif (de 1, -q Tfii 1865) 

Subsequent authors, and especially Tchalenko, have recognised that not only grape 

cultivation but olive oil also were significant products of the reglon (de VoO6 1865). 

Indeed for Tchalenko, olive oil was bv far the predominant product. 

There are a number of problems with Tchalenko's thesis. He argued that the inception 

of this industry was camed out by Roman army veterans early in the second century 
AD, with the support of the Roman state economy. Large numbers of olive groves were 
laid out as part of a long term investment strategy, and a building hierarchy was 

established, with fine, two-storey villas at the top of that hierarchy. The massive 

surpluses of olive oil derived from large, private estates owned by army veterans, 

officials and local native notables (Tchalenko 1953 1,382,400,404). The products were 

then traded via Antioch and other towns, and thence to the coast to international 

markets across the 'Mediterranean (1953 1,423). A significant element of Tchalenko's 

argument was that long-term, skilled labour was used to produce the oil, which may 
have been on a form of contract, more recently known as mugdrasa, which resulted in 

part ownership of the land (Tchalenko 1953 1,413-15, Latron 1936,65). The increasing 

number of such labourers, he argued, explains the size of the churches which were built 

throughout the region from the 370s. By the time of the emergence of monastic estates 
from the late fifth century, the earlier villa estates had diminished through the 

subdivision of their land. The former estates evolved into villages with many individual 
buildings, each with its own olive press (1953 1,408). In addition, these villages retained 

the bath houses, market places and inns which they had displayed since the second and 

third centunes. The reasons for the eventual decline of these villages were the Persian 

invasions of 540 to 573 and 603 to 630, and the Muslim invasion of 637, which isolated 
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the olive oil-producing villages of north-west Syria from the Mediterranean markets on 

which thcy relicd (rchalcnko 1953 1,431-43 8). 

Ch2ptcr I discussed the ways in which the contemporary socio-political milieu of the 

scholar is inextricably entwined with their academic argument. Indeed, Tchalenko's 

work, though valuable in many ways, is firmly rooted in a period of Syrian history which 

was dominated by French colonialism, either in practice or by legacy. A significant 

element of the French Mandate period was Carbillees agrarian reform programme. This 

sought to create a nation of peasant landowners, who were economically enfranchised 

and able to compete in market systems (P. Khoury 1987,156). Tchalenko's assumption 

that a market economy lay at the heart of society in north-west Syria is clear in both the 

conclusion to his Villages Anfiqmes, and also the very tools of analysis which he employed 

when discussing the economy. His emphasis lay in assessing which fields could be most 

profit2bly farmed according to soil, cleared areas, hydrology and geology (Tchalenko 

1953 11,24,27,28,31,32,45) and how the resulting goods could be brought out of the 

region to international markets as effectively as possible (1953 11,37). Furthermore, he 

concluded that market trading areas had existed, and that certain villages acted as an 

cntrcp6t for the gathering and onward movement of goods (1953 1,21,28-30). 

3.4 More recent approaches 
Such assumptions, that international markets and capitalist exchange mechanisms drove the 

economy, arc common in Roman studies. There have been many criticisms of such 

unspoken assumptions, and about the inappropriateness of applying modem economic 

models to the Roman period, the most vehement of which is Finley (1973; but also 
Mattingly 1997). Since the publication of Tchalenko's study in 1953, there have been a 

number of attempts to reassess his conclusions. In 1976, Georges Tate and Jean-Pierre 

Sodini of the Institut Frangais dArch6ologie du Proche-Orient began the first concerted 

excaV2tion in the limestone massif, at the village of Dehes on Jebel Bar4a (Sodini et al 1980). 

This and subsequent work up to the present day has produced not just more information, 

but actually a more nuanced approach to the economy of late Roman rural Syria, which this 

section now seeks to explore. 

Sodini and Tate's excavation at Dehes has added a great deal of detail to what was otherwise 

an extensive, rather than an intensive, knowledge of the Syrian economy. They focused on 6 

buildings in the centrc of Dehes. Tchalenko had described these buildings as part of a 

commercial quarter, with market buildings, a stoa, an andmn and an inn (Ichalenko 1971,85). 
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Tbc surrounding buildings, Tchalcnko argued, were large villas (1953 11,137). Yet Sodini 

and Tate interpreted all of these buildings instead as entirely agrarian-domestic structures, 

with human accommodation on the top floor, and part animal accommodation and part 

grain storage on the ground floor. It seems that Idbanius' description of the countryside 

around Antioch inhabited by 'men who work the land and sleep in hovels with their oxen' 

may have been correct (Orafion A number of animal troughs, which 
Tchalenko (and Butler before him) had interpreted as being for horses, were in fact for 

sheep and goats, as well as for beef and dairy cattle. An assemblage of iron tools, including 

an2dze, a pick- and a hoe, were found in one room. The yard outside the structures was not 

2 thriving meeting place for merchants, but instead for poultry. Franqois Poplin's animal 
bone report, though very brief, included all of these species. Also represented are pig or boar 

bones and donkey. Fish hooks are present, and the bones of hunted species such as lion. All 

of this, Sodini and Tate argued, indicates a distinctly mixed economy, practised by a peasant 

population with little architectural differentiation between houses. lberc are certainly none 

of the communal or public buildings which Tchalenko described, apart from the presence of 

two churches. Suddenly, it would seem, inns, bazaars and meeting houses have disappeared 

from the archaeological record. 

sie& 

Fýgmm 13. Tchalemko ý plas of Deber (after Tate 1992,216) 
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Tate complemented the intensive study of the Dehes excavation with extensive survey work, 

yrie dm Nord (rate 1992). This confirmed many of the culminating in his Les Campagnes de la S 

conclusions reached as a result of the excavation, and found statistical support for what had 

othemise been largely anecdotal impressions. Most of the buildings of the limestone massif 

are indeed almost exactly the same in use, with 95% acting as simple, domestic structures 
(Tate 1992,64). This somewhat contradicts Tchalenko's conclusion that a large degree of 

socio-cconomic differentiation is reflected in the settlement pattern. Furthermore, although 

olive oil contributed a great deal to the economy of the region, as reflected in the 245 

presses found in Tate's survey of 45 villages in Jebel Sim'an, Halaqa, Barisha and al-'Ala, 

they are not the monoculture which Tchalenko had suggested they were. This is also partly 

evidenced by the fact that oil presses do not seem to be standardised either in form or in 

location (Callot 1984). NVithin Dehes, for example, many private houses contained a press, 

yet there were also at least 20 situated in other locations throughout the village (Sodini et al 

1980,292). Decker explores the possibility that many of these 'olive' presses could either be 

reinterpreted as grape presses (Decker 2001,78), or considered as dual purpose installations 

(2001,80). Butcher complicates the issue further by suggesting that many presses are in fact 

just simple crushing mechanisms which could be used for a wide range of ft-uits (Butcher 

2003,149). 
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Even if the majority are indeed olive presses, inter-cultivation of olives with other crops is 
likely, since olives in general only produce a full crop every two years (White 1970). 

Certainly, ploughing of the sod for the inter-planting of other crops is a common practice in 

the rePon t, Aiy. 
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Foss reviewed Tate's overall analysis of the economy of the limestone massif as 'a model 

of its kind which will surely be the foundation for all future research', and as 'definitive' 

(Foss 1995,213). In many ways it certainly altered the way in which the Roman 

economy of rural Syria has been looked at, at least as much as Tchalenko's own work 
had done half a century earlier. Yet more recently, Tate's views have undergone a degree 

of reassessment, though none of these reassessments has sought to entirely undermine 
his model. Decker, for example, disagrees with Tate's assessment that the olive oil 
industry in the north-west grew largely as a result of local demographic wealth (Tate 

1992,332). Instead, Decker suggests that it was cultivated within a market economy for 

export and overseas consumption. He points out that there are a total of 3,800 presses 

within the frryitorium of Antioch (Decker 2001,81). This is much higher, for example, 

than Lepcis Magna in North Africa (Mattingly 1988,35). Although the Syrian examples 

are generally much smaller and more varied in form, Decker argues that they would have 

been sufficient to produce a significant surplus. Taking the example of Qirqbize, which 
has a total of 8 presses, Decker concludes that, 'one press alone potentially sufficed to 

supply the needs of the entire settlement for a year. While the other presses in Qirqbize 

arc smaller in scale, their mere existence is a clear indication of surplus production' 
(Decker 2001,73). This surplus was at its highest in the late fourth to the sixth century, 

precisely the time, he argues, when exports from North Africa were being disrupted by 

Vandal invasions, and whcn Constantinople was undergoing development. There are 

potential problems with Decker's analysis here, which does not seem to take into 

account the fact that actually, the people of Carthage continued to erect large churches 

throughout the fourth and early fifth centuries. The city, and perhaps therefore its 

hinterland also, did not decline at the moment the Vandals arrived, and underwent more 

of a gradual decline which was not complete until the seventh century (Ward-Perkins 

2000b, 367). 

Of course, it is important to rccognisc nuances within this overall picture. Roskams has 

charactcrised the trajectory of fifth and sixth century towns in North Africa as a series 

of 'different, and contradictory, trends', which suggest some degree of continued 

occupation in Carthage until c. 600 (1996). Furthermore, there is the 'Nador paradox' to 

consider, whereby a survey of the hinterland of Chcrchel seemed to indicate decline in 

the countryside during the fourth and fifth centuries (Leveau 1984), but excavation of a 
'fortified' farmhouse within this area in fact suggested that it was remodelled in the fifth 

century and that investment in olive presses actually increased (Mattingly & Hayes 
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1992). This would suggest that the Roman economic system was fragmenting and 

changing during the fifth century in this region, with local, rural economies now acting 
largely independently of the cities. But although there is certainly variation in the 

material record, and we should be careful to recognise a changing relationship between 

city and hinterland in North Africa from the fifth to the seventh centuries, the overall 
impression is by no means one of rapid decline into abject poverty for all. 

Moreover, while 'the overall volume of African exports in the fifth century declined 

from the late Roman peak, the African share of the export market remained as high, if 

not higher, than previously' (Mattingly & Hitchner 1995,211). Notions of a 'crisp' 

decline following the Vandal invasion may derive more from problems of neat 

periodisation thin a genuine interpretation of the evidence. Nevertheless, Decker argues 

that a general decline in the production of olive oil by North Africa contributed to 
Syria's position as 'an economic focal point for the late Roman and early Byzantine 

period' (Decker 2001,82). 

In this sense, opinion regarding the economy of late Roman and Byzantine Syria has 

palpitated from the expansive overseas markets of Tchalenko, to the local supply of 
Tate, and the re-cxpansion of Decker back into the Mediterranean. An important issue 

with regard to such trade which has yet to be discussed here is that of amphorae. That 

subject will be returned to in the final section of this chapter. 

A crucial issue here is who controlled such surplus, and how the nature and origin of 

that control may have changed through time. Sodini et al are notably cautious about 
their interpretation of issues of power and control in the countryside of Syria following 

the excavation at Dches. 'A d6faut de donn6es quatitatives', they write, it is difficult to 
be sure about how social relations were organised (Sodini et al 1980,299). However, 

they do note that two of the buildings represented in their excavation arc consistently 
larger and more finely decorated than the others. Clearly some kind of social 
differentiation was in place therefore, but whether this is symptomatic simply of 
differential agricultural yields per family unit, or whether this reflects landowner/tcnant 

relationships, is uncertain. Such differences must be interpreted as either deriving from, 

or at the very least symptomatic of, greater social and political factors at work. Tbc 
following section will now expand the discussion into these areas. 
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3.5 Powcr and control -a uscful modcl? 
Central to this thesis is the notion that institutional monasteries, once they emerged, 

may have been responsible for a high degree of social control within the Syrian 

countryside. Some archaeological economists have seen social control as inextricably 

entwined with the economy (for example, Sheridan & Bailey 1981). A major factor in 

that control was probably the collection of wealth as tax (either in coin or in kind) or 

rent (again, either in coin or in kind). What follows therefore is an attempt to form a 

model to account for the ways in which these forms of payment are likely to have 

changed in the Syrian countryside from the fourth to the sixth centuries. Although the 

evidence base for this thesis is primarily the material record, the following section, by 

necessity, must make some use of the historical record also. 

This chapter proposes the articulation of two models. The first is that of Chris 

'Wickham's notion of the transformation of the Roman economy, introduced in Chapter 

2. This proposes a transition from a tax-based system to a feudal one in the late empire. 
The central theme of 'Wickham's model is that although an 'array of modes of 

production' could be in existence in any one location, the 'ancient mode' (driven by state 

taxation) was dominant throughout the high Roman empire (Wickham 1984). However, 

in the last decades of the fourth century, tax evasion grew significantly, and a system of 

rent and rural patronage developed in its stead. Of course, the crucial question here is 

'how? ', and this is discussed further below. However it happened, this development, in 

Wickham's view, was highly significant: 

'Tax evasion spread; the imperial machine began to be starved of funds. 

Large-scale landed property increased too, partly indeed through the 

extension of patronage, thus increasing the possibilities of tax evasion. A 

vicious circle ensued, a fatal involution of the state! (Wickham 1984,18) 

This involution ultimately led to a predominantly feudal mode of production, as the 

rural population failed to meet increasing rents, but had their payments rcmitted by 
l2bour. The continuation, and indeed increase, of the olive oil economy throughout the 
fifth and sixth centuries may therefore have as much to do with increases in surplus 
driven by the organisation of production by rural elites, as it does the 'pull' of external 

markets. 
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Ilere are some problems with Wickham's model, some of which are discussed further 

below. One major difficulty, and indeed one which pervades much of Wickham's 

theoretical work, is that he does not articulate in any detail the nature of the ideological 

shift which presumably accompanied economic trans formation. In a recent study, he 

discusses the role played by Christianity only very rarely, and does not satisfactorily 

explain how it developed as a belief system and became consolidated within late antique 

society (Wickham 2005). Yet for a full understanding to be reached of the transition 
from one predominant mode of production to another, the ways in which Christianity 

was used by elites to persuade groups of the legitimacy of a particular socio-economic 

situation must be described. 

In order to do this, a second approach could be employed, that of Peter Brown's notion 

of the holy man as patron. This proposes, largely through an analysis of saints' lives and 

other hagiographical literature, that as the role of urban administrators in the affairs of 

rural villages declined, a network of holy men emerged in the fourth century and 

eventually took over the role of patron (Brown 1971,1982a). They did this through their 
'constant symbiosis with the life of the surrounding villages', hovering on the margins of 

rural units, acting as 'arbitrators in times of dispute, negotiating with the urban 
landlords, and in a spiritual role, an allayer of anxiety' (Brown 1971,82). In short, he (or 

she, and there were plenty of holy women, for which see Brock & Harvey 1987, Elm 

2003) constituted the new authority, the 'professional in a world of amateurs' (Brown 

1971,97). 11ey commanded authority through their seemingly other-worldly status and 

apparent access to a greater understanding of spiritual matters. Such a role did not 

merely entail conducting miracles, though this surely added to their perceived ethereal 

qualities. It also had genuine, practical ramifications. 'neir status allowed them to act as 
the arbiter in disputes and to give advice in times of trouble, taking over from 

landowners and civic councillors who had previously acted as patrons (Liebeschuetz 

1972,259). To put it crudely, such advice could guide villagers to pay or not pay their 

tax (or in some cases, rent), in a time of considerable economic uncertainty. 

just as with Wickham, Brown's approach is not flawless. His notion of holy figures as 

patrons in eastern Mediterranean society has received some criticism in part self- 
administered (Brown 1995), some general (Howard-Johnston & Hayward 1999) and 
some more incisive and specific (Rousseau 1999). It is true that Brown tends to make 
gcneralisations of two kinds of which we must be wary. The first is to gcneralise eastern 
Mediterranean rural society where in fact important contrasts may have operated 
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(though Brown is more specific in his choice of Syria in a later version [1982a]). The 

second problem, and with potentially greater implications for this thesis, is a tendency to 

gencralise the structure of society. As Rousseau points out, phrases like 'the nature of 

the average man's expectations' (1971,106) and 'average Christian believers' (1995,91; 

Rousseau 1999) are unhelpful in that they may obfuscate the complexity of late antique 

social structure. For this reason, evidence for that structure is treated carefully later in 

this chapter. 

A further caution which we must bring to any reading of Brown's model is the extent to 

which hagiographical. literature, rather than acting as the open and unproblematic 

witness of society's desires and expectations, in fact expresses more the desires of the 

particular discourse which they are intended to champion. It would be dangerous, 

therefore, to assume that society was as universally holy, or as universally trusting of the 

other-worldliness of holy figures, as such literature seems keen to imply. As Rapp has 

pointed out, hagiography was specifically constructed in order 'to glorify a particular 
individual by claiming his status as saint' (1999,65). 

However, Brown's model is taken here as a general theoretical concept, rather than as a 

water-tight explanation in its own right. The persuasiveness which derived from the 

socially 'external' nature of a holy figure's existence remains convincing, as does the fact 

that such persuasiveness would place them in a powerful position within rural society. 
Notwithstanding the drawbacks which exist then, I propose that as a general exposition 
it can be linked usefully to Wickham's notion of a change in modes of production. Ilic 

model suggested here makes use of both Brown and Wickham in the following way: as 

tax evasion spreads in the late fourth century, a large number of holy men appear on the 

margins of rural settlement, skilfiffly exploiting the growing sense of non-conformity. 
The following 50-100 years witness the solidification of economic change, at the same 

time as the ephemeral residences of holy men become institutionalised. By this time, the 

monastic ideal is already in a strong position to act as an ideological driver in enacting 

control in the Syrian countryside. Lustitulional monasteries, once they emerge in the fifth 

and sixth centuries, become landlords who control significant portions of the Syrian 

countryside, and therefore are an active force behind new forms of social organisation 

which may loosely be dccribed as 'feudal'. 

Before embarking on an examination of the context for this notion, three refmements 
should be introduced to Wickham's thesis in order to develop the model somewhat. The 
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first is that Wickham contrasts the eventual outcomes of the changes of the late fourth 

and fifth centuries in east and west. Yet in some ways, his analysis of the 'east' falls into 

the kind of Orientalist trap which Chapter 1 of this thesis seeks to caution against. 
Variation within and across western Asia in different areas is probably a more helpful 

theme to pursue than simply 'two histories' (1984,33) or a monolithic 'eastern pattern' 

or 'eastern systems' (35). 

Secondly, Wickham's analysis draws most of its evidence from the northern 
Mediterranean, especially France and Italy, and only rarely discusses Syria. Of course, we 

must be cautious about drawing broad and direct comparisons between different regions 

with contrasting socio-economic contexts. More recently Wickham has sought to temper 

his original views somewhat by asserting that in the eastern empire, and especially in 

Syria and Egypt, taxation was not significantly threatened in the fifth to seventh 

centuries (2005,527). Indeed, this is a view which has become prevalent in other broad 

syntheses of the late empire (for example, Williams & Friel 1999, Ward-Perkins 2005a). 

It is claimed, for instance, that taxation simply 'persisted in the cast' (Wickham 2005, 

826), and even that 'by far the largest part of the eastern empire's tax base (probably wen 

over two-thirds) was safe, and, indeed, during the ffth century enjoyed unprecedented 

prosperity' (Ward-Perkins 2005a, 61). The view adopted here is that such assumptions run 

the risk of simph4ing complex regional variation. Later in this section, it will be seen that 
documentary evidence on the whole supports the view that taxation ivas becoming 

increasingly difficult to collect in certain regions of Syria. We must, of course, be cautious of 

taking historical models evident in the western Roman empire and applying them 

unthinkingly elsewhere. But similarly, it would be foolish to assume that the eastern empire 

was wholly 'successful' in its tax collection strategies, and that it was entirely immune from a 
'crisis of ideological hegemony' (Wickham 1984,18). The reasons why such assumptions 

cannot be made are explored more fully in section 3.7, below. 

A third problem might be that, as Roskams has argued, Wickham's notion of a taxing 

state as a mode of production in itself is problematic, since such a state in fact operates 
in a variety of ways throughout the empire, on the basis of a range of appropriation 

techniques (Roskams forthcoming). Wickham's definition of the workings of state can 

seem ambiguous therefore. I would argue that so long as Wickham's interpretation of an 
'ancient mode' is interpreted in a fairly loose sense, and that the details of taxation are 

carefully defined (as far as possible) within each region under discussion, then his thesis 

remains useful. 
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Finally, in order to make the model presented here more credible, there would seem to 

be a need to refinc Wickham's rather broad notion of change from an 'ancient' to a 
'feudal' mode. A number of scholars have voiced concern about the problems of 
defining a 'feudal'mode. This is partly because, as Haldon puts it, 'the word'feudal'is so 

overlain with variant and sometimes mutually-exclusive meaning, and so prone to 'over- 

generalisation' that it becomes ultimately rather vague' (Haldon 1998,881). In using this 

term, I must be very careful to define what it may actually have meant for the Syrian 

countryside in the fourth to sixth centuries. As a general rule, the description of feudalism 

followed in this thesis is the same as that used recently by Wickham (Wickham 2005,535). 

That is, the system whereby those in control of land use demand rent, either in coin, in 

goods or through labour, from those working that land. However, it is necessary to bring 

further refinement to this description by understanding how feudalism first came about. 
Samir Amin's discussion of a feudal mode of production in post-Roman western Asia is 

useful here. He defines the term 'feudal' as a development of what is to begin with a 

tributary mode. Tribute' can be understood as lump sums, either of coin, surplus, land or 

other substantial materials, collected from either individuals or communities, in an irregular 

or ad hoc fashion (Wickham 2005,70). A tributary mode develops as a result of the 
'contradiction between the continued existence of the community and the negation of the 

community by the state' (Amin 1976,15). In other words, tension is created by over- 

exploitation of rural communities by urban elites. New elites then recognisc the advantages 

to be gained by replacing existing forms of surplus extraction, and drawing tribute from 

villages in return for 'protecting' them against the old patrons. There is therefore 'confusion 

of the higher class that appropriates the surplus with the class that is dominant politically. 
This circumstance makes it impossible to reduce production relations to legal property 

relations, and compels us to see production relations in their full, original significance as 

social relations arising from the organisation of production' (Amin 1976,15-16). Feudalism 

then emerges from a tributary mode in two ways. Firstly, the elite gain increasing quantities 

of land through tribute and arc then able to demand rent. Either that rent cannot be paid, 

and it must be replaced by labour, or it can be paid in kind, which also necessitates labour. 

The precise details about which of these two arrangements took place, whether rent paid as 
labour or rent paid in actual goods, are probably beyond the scope of the evidence (although 

there is some discussion of this below), and may have varied at any rate from village to 

village. 
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Either way, this general change results in the second manifestation of feudalism: that as the 

extraction of tribute becomes formalised, and so the elite become &rraly, invok ed in where 

and how tribute is produced. They therefore demand not just tribute in the form of the 'end 

result' of production from the community, but actively organise and administer production 
directly. To put it simply, it is no longer just goods, but rent, or rent in the form of labour, 

that is demn nded. Ibus, Wickhztnýs 'fatal involution of the state' which resulted in a shift in 

the 'dominant modc' can still be made to work alongside Brown's account of how holy men 

came to be the new authority, if the refinements just described can be drawn into the model. 

The working hypothesis employed here then is that the resources required for institutional 

monasticism were gathered and organised through the extraction of tribute. This may have 

taken the form of either land itself, or sufficient rural surplus and silver plate (see section 
3.8, below) to ensure the purchase of land from those made vulnerable by over-exploitation 
by the state in the late fourth and early fifth centuries. Interestingly, the overwhelming 
impression given by the biographical accounts of Theodoret of Cyrrhus is that holy men 

were given land by poor, local villagers, and only rarely through bequest and endowment by 

aristocratic elitcs (for example, HR INXIIA; V66bus 1960,163,174-5). As the evidence 

stands at present, epigraphic inscriptions and mosaics do not seem to suggest a strong 
degree of aristocratic endowment of monastic land or property. It is 'ordinary' village 

communities who seem to be giving up their land and produce therefore. In the substantial 
body of hagiographical literature available, such gifts are not described in terms of tributary 

exchange, but as oblations, symbols of gratitude in return for miracles performed, or 

spontaneous demonstrations of faith. The potential for dramatic awkwardness in such 
depictions - as a humble ascetic is depicted receiving (and accepting) substantial gifts of land 

and produce - could be avoided if the reasons for such gift giving were seen to be so 

undeniably "spiritual' that oblations would seem only natural. In this way, 'wealth that came 
to the holy man's establishment was made 'clean" (Brown 2000,799). And villages were 
further persuaded of the need to secure the permanent presence of holy men through gifts 

of land and property, by an atmosphere of 'rivalry' between village communities. This sense 

of urgency, to claim a holy man before the next village did, acted as a catalyst. In return for 

such tribute, holy men offered protection, reassurance and spiritual guidance. An ideology 

was constructed on the basis of in 'other-wotldliness', whereby the 'outsider, unusual 
nature of such characters and their antics persuaded rural communities of their ability to 

resolve their problems. In a sense then, this was spiritual authority being used to legitimate 

surplus extraction. 

37be 'other--aorldly' nature of holy figures is discussed at some length in the following chapter. 
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As monasteries became larger, more abundant, more cohesive and therefore more able to 

play a role in organising production itself, they then demanded a more formal contribution 
from village communities. Instead of tribute, rent or labour was required. For the large 

monastic institutions of Egypt, this change most certainly meant rent. We have 

documentary evidence from Dayr al-Abyadh, for example, showing that land around the 

village of Phthla was rented out in a highly organised fashion through a lay steward to a 

middleman who in turn sub-leased the land for farming purposes (Keenan 2000,620) 4. For 

the much smaller monastic institutions of northern Syria, this may not necessarily have been 

the case. It may have been more piecemeal, and on the whole perhaps tended towards 
labour rather than rent in coin. Ibis could have taken the form of participation in olive and 

other harvests, and the processing, storage and transportation of those products. John of 
Ephesus tells us of an ecclesiastic on the Mesopotamian-Armenian border laying out a 

vineyard which is soon participating in long distance exchange, in the late sixth century 
(Lh, esXXrII: 1, XW111: 4, XMX. 2; Ward-Perkins 2000a, 342). Since monasteries are by d-iis time 
both more securely in control of the surpluses produced, and more formally in charge of a 

newly constituted Monophysite church in the countryside, it is not merely alternative forms 

of spiritual authority that they provide 'in return', but an entirely established ideological 

product. They are no longer other-worldly outsiders. Instead, their contribution to rural 

communities by this time is the assurance of salvation. This salvation comes not just 

through Christian worship, but by the coryrctform of Christian worship, rather than the 

perceived errors of Chalcedonian Orthodoxy as propounded by the state. Monasteries 

create a sense that they arc lbemselves the established orthodoxy, and the only guarantee of 

redemption. Ile spaces they form and inhabit are designed to convey and communicate this 

more assured ideological 'package'. 

The table 1 (overleao summarises the model just described. Ile chronology within this 

model is very approximate at this stage. Further discussion of the issue of dating will take 

place in Chapters 4 and 6. 

4 MjiS can be seen to be a more fornulised arrangement than, say, the recent Wstory of monasteries in 
Ethiopia,, where, from at least the thirteenth century until the 1970s, tribute in the form of land, livestock or 
whole villages was given as part of the 'gule system (Finneran & Tribe 2004,68). 
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I DAIT- I FORM OFFXCI IANGE I MONASTICS PROVIDE RURAL COMMUNITIES PROVIDF,: 

I. ou I 4TIi 111ý111. ir' Protection from tax Trihutc ctidowincw. (, )ný(ructioii & 

early C5th collectors; spiritual guidance resources to enable continuation & 

and the performance of survival of holy men, cspecially in Their 

miracles. village. 

The, mid-C-51b lbeolqical dijputes embolden The newnionaslic i1i, ifitulions here, ghiq 1hem a spetial ideolqical 

_Ibcus. 
From here on, ect-lestastical and econoniii, autbotitý 

. 
/Or Ibe counlqside is almosi entirejl, rural-based. 

I-ate Feudal Use of land, organisation of Either rent, or rent 11-i kind in the form 

C-5th C6th production, management of of labour, which in turn increases 

surplus. Salvation through surplus production. 

prayer. 

I ablt 1: Schematic rep. re. fenialion ý/ ibe modelproposed ill this chapler 

This transition, from tax paid to urban landlords, to tribute paid to local patrons, and fmalIN 

full-scale organisation of rural production, mav not have been a cleariv defined process, 

carried out siMultaneously throughout all areas. There mav have been considerable overlap, 

xvith tribute still paid to a 'holy man' in one village, Nx-hfle at the same time labour xvas 

organised and surplus produced by a much larger institution not far away. The overlapping 

nature of tl'Us process is -,, -cfl illustrated by Theodoret of Cyrrhus' description ot M, o 

separate holy men, both of whorn lived in northern Syria or Lebanon. It is worth presenung 

some extracts from these accounts since they were both written down in the 440s, and 
demonstrate in vivid terms t-, N-o aspects of the model xvhich this section has sought to lay 

out. In the first account, he describes the activities of Abraham: 

I liding lil-; monastic character under the mask of a trader, he with his 

companions brought along sacks as if coming to buy nuts - for this -,,, -as the 

mam produce of the viflagc. Renting a house, for which he paid the owners a 

small sum in advance, he kept quiet for three or four days. Then, little bv little, 

he began in a soft voice to perform the divine hturgy. When they heard the 

singing of psalms, the public crier called out to surnnion everý-onc together. 
Men, children and women assembled; the)- N-valled up the doors from outside, 

and heaping up a great pile of earth POUrcd it down from the roof abovc... At 

this moment, lio\-, -eN-cr, coflectors arrived to compel therri to pay their taxes; 

sonic dicy bound, others they maltrcatcd. But the man of God, oblivious of 

what had happened to them, and imitating the '\faster -who then nailed to the 

cross showed concern for those xho had done it, begged these collectors to 

carrv oUt thcir work Icnicntly. Whcn they dcrnanded guarantors, he N-(-)Iuntard\- 

acccpted the call, and promiscd to pay thcm a hundred gold picces in a few davs. 
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lbosc who had performed so terrible a decd were overwhelmed with 

admiration at the man's benevolence; begging forgiveness for their outrage, they 

invited him to become their patron - for the village did not have a master. He 

went to the city (it was Emesa), and finding some of his friends negotiated a 
loan for the hundred gold pieces; then returning to the village he ffilfilled his 

promise on the appointed day. 

On observing his zeal, they addressed their invitation to him still more zealously. 
When he promised his consent if they undertook to build a church, they begged 

him to start operations at once, and conducted the blessed man round, showing 
him the more appropriate sites, one recommending this one, another that. 

Having chosen the best one and laid the foundations, in a short time he put the 

roof on, and now that the building was ready bade them appoint a priest. When 

they said they would not choose anyone else and begged to take him as their 

father and shepherd, he received the grace of the priesthood. ' (HR XVII: 2-4) 

Here, Abraham is appointed patron on account of his willingness and ability to protect the 

village from tax coUectors. In return, he is given sufficient land and a church is built for him. 

There are a number of accounts told by Theodoret of holy men being given land or 

property in return for their intercession either with the urban authorities, or the Almighty. 

Indeed, a very simila tale comes to us from the hagiography of Theodore of Sykeon, 

though on this later (late sixth century) occasion, the gift is not land to build on, but 

developed agricultural fields, awarded to the saint because of intervention not in financial 

matters, but in a situation equally beyond the control of the villagers. This time, a heavy 

hailstorm threatens the grape crop just as harvest is about to occur. Theodore prays and 

erects a cross and miraculously the storm clouds pass overhead. Out of sheer gratitude, we 

are told, the villagers spontaneously present a vineyard to the monastery. We are left 

guessing as to whether the monastery subsequently went on to organise production in the 

vineyard (Tbrodorr CXLD. 

In a second account from the H&oiia ReAý. iosa, Ibcodoret describes the activities of another 
holy man, 17heodosius. The situation is one stage more advanced here, as production is more 

specificaUy alludcd to, and thus the demands made on the community by the holy man 

appear more sophisticated and standardised. 
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'Always adding toil to toil, he also practised manual labour, now weaving what 

are called creels and mats, now ploughing small fields in the dale, sowing seed 

and gathering therefrom sufficient food. 

When with the passing of time his fame circulated everywhere, many hastened 

from all sides, wishing to share his dwelling, labours, and way of life; these he 

wclcomed2nd guided in his life. One could observe some weaving sails, others 
hair coats, some plaiting mats or creels, others assigned agriculture. And since 

the place was on the sea, he later built a landing-place which he used for the 

needs of merchandise, exporting the products of the brethren and importing 

what was needed. He remembered the apostolic utterance which runs, 'Working 

night and day, that we might not burden any of you', and, 'Mese hands assisted 
both myself and those with me'. And so he both laboured himself and urged his 

companions to add to the labours of the soul exertion of the body: 'While those 

engaged in life toil and labour to support children and wives, and in addition pay 

taxes and are dunned for tribute, and also offer the first-fruits to God and 

supply the needs of beggars as far as they are able, it would be absurd for us not 

to supply our essential needs from labour - especially since we use scanty and 

simple food and simple dress -, but to sit indoors with our arms crossed, reaping 

the handiwork of others! By this and similar remarks he stimulated them to 

work, performing at the proper times the divine liturgies that are customary 

everywhere and allotting the time in between to work. ' (HR M-2-3). 

Here, it is stated that those carrying out the labour arc 'sharing' Ibeodosius' way of life. This 

would seem to hint that they actually join him in monastic practice. However, this need not 

necessarily be the case, and it may be that they work but are in fact part of the broader 

village community rather than being monks themselves. 

Ilesc examples, drawn from the documentary rather than the archaeological record, show 

two aspects of the broader changes which Wickham (with some qualification) and Brown 

account for (fin-ther documentary sources for tax evasion and the role of patrons are 

provided in Patlagean 1977,287-96). So having established the bare bones of the model to 

be employed in this thesis, what follows is an attempt to analyse the economic context 
for this model, mostly on the basis of archaeological evidence. It will begin by 

investigating the relationship between peasants and landowners in the Syrian 

countryside, primarily of the north-west. The next section will then go on to examine in 
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particular the ways in which tax was collected, and how that collection may have 

changed through time. 

3.6 Land ovmership in rural communities 
Classifying the relationship between peasant and landowner for the fourth to sixth centuries 
is not a straightforward task. It should be stated, to begin with, that the issue of slavery can 
be largely ruled out, since there is very little evidence for it (Licbeschuctz 1972,64-5). This 

seems to have been largely the case throughout the southern and eastern Mediterranean 

agricultural communities of the late empire. Indeed, the general opinion seems to be that 

rural slave labour was relatively rare in late Roman Asia Minor also (Broughton 1975,690; 

Blanton 2000,72). Wickham has reflected on the reasons for this, and suggested that slaves 

were too much of a financial burden for their masters (Wickham 1988,189). Whether the 

rural population of Syria largely consisted of peasant landholders, who then paid tax on their 

produce, or whether they paid rent either by coin or through labour to landlords, is not 

entirely clear. Indeed, it can seem that 'often we are left guessing whether or not a small 
farmstead or a whole village, known only from archaeology, was part of a larger estate, and 

whether its inhabitants were free or tied to the land' (Ward-Perkins 2000a, 336). But this 

would seem a pessimistic conclusion to draw for north-west Syria, for the following reasons. 

Ile documentary evidence provided by the speeches and letters of Libanius, though at 

times sensationalist in their use of language and imagery, are informative here (especially 

Uebeschuetz 1972, but also Festugi6re 1959, Libanius (trans. Norman) 1969). Libanius 

describes two kinds of village: those with village proprietors, and those that are part of 
larger estates (Oration XLVII: 4,11; Uebeschuetz 1972,67-8). We can imagine that those 

working on larger estates did not pay tax, and that any tax owing was paid by their 
landlords, or incorporated into their rent. However, in spite of the general opinion 

regarding the existence of large, late Roman estates in the western empire (the classic 
description of which is Jones 1964,773-775), this may not necessarily have been the 

situation in Syria (Butcher 2003,138). It has been suggested that generally speaking in 

the eastern Mediterranean large residences of the wealthy tended to be in urban or 

suburban spaces, rather than in the countryside (Sodini 2003,38). It had always been 

Tchalenko's view, formed on the basis of inscriptional evidence, that the limestone 

massif of the north-west of Syria underwent concerted settlement in de novo fashion by 

Roman army veterans, with considerable state support, in the first century AD 

(Tchalcnko 1953 1,141). These veterans established villas in which they lived, with 
supporting settlement provision for tenants who worked in olive production. 
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However, certain details of Tchalenko's account of this early settlement seem less 

convincing in the light of more recent evidence. Tate argues that in fact there are 

comparatively few such inscriptions, and that Roman veteran settlement actually took 

place on the surrounding, lower-lying plains, where our evidence is sparser due to 

subsequent over-building and disturbance. This may be the case, for example, with 

estates such as that of Euagrius, in the lower 'Afrin Valley around the modern city of 
Reyhanh (ancient Imma) Pebeschuetz 1972,70; Tchalenko 1953 1,152). On the 
limestone massif itself, where our evidence base is much richer, the archaeological 

remains derive from 'landless peasants' forced out of the surrounding plains and who 

were forced to settle 'spontaneously in the harsh lands, which had to be cleared of the 

rocks that covered them into irregular fields of unequal sizes cur into the barren rock' 
(Tate 1997,60). 17here may have been certain legislative catalysts for this, such as the 
Lxx Afandana and the 1, -x Hadiiana, which allowed peasants to own land once they had 

developed it to a cultivable state (Tate 1997,60). 

So were estate centres entirely absent from the settlement pattern? The picture may be 

more complex than this. Large estates are certainly known, as evidenced by boundary 

markers bearing inscriptions, which imply the co-existence of both free villages (KwýLoct) 

and estates (inotKicxt) (Uebeschuetz 1972,68; Tchalenko 1953 111,6-11). Indeed, large 

villas, such as the fifth century example at Yakto near Antioch (Elderkin 1934), or 
Bizilier (rate 1992,295), and smaller, isolated homesteads such as Al-Nfanzfll (Pena et al 
1987,174) are also known. However, such estates may not have been the norm as they 

seem to be rare. Although it is difficult to identify a 'classic' Roman villa estate (see, for 

example, the discussions in Percival 1988, Mattingly 1988), it seems that none of the 

organisational aspects which could be expected of a centralised settlement are present. 
Most house types arc comparatively uniform in scale and internal space (Tate 1992,64), 

and there is no great differentiation which might suggest a landlord versus tenant 
divide'. Neither do the villages of north-west Syria appear to be planned out, as might 
be expected of a deliberately constructed production estate. There are very few examples 

of colonnaded streets or roads, and any semblance of an orthogonal layout may have 

more to do with villages working round the impositions of a cadastral system, than 

evidence of village planning on a large scale (Tate 1992,224-5). 

Ilere are exceptions, such as the existence of some, comparatively large houses at Al-Bara and Hass (Sodini 
2003,39). Tchalenko thought he could identify a differentiation between the houses of the free, landowning 
peasantry, the tenant farmer and the poorest labourer at Al-Bahyo (1953 1,13,356), but Sodini has pointed out 
that differences of chronology complicate these definitions, thus implying that Tchalenko was not comparing like with like' at any one particular time (2003,47). 
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This leaves an obvious alternative then, which is that the majority of settlements were 

peopled with free peasants, who paid tax to the Roman authorities in Antioch. 

Theodoret of Cyrrhus descnbes the hardship felt by one peasant 'who had but a single 

farm from which to support himself, wife, children, and household, and in addition pay 

the imperial taxes' (HR VIII: 14). Liebeschuetz speculates that such peasants were not 

coloni, but freeholders who paid tax direct to the state via collectors, rather than through 

rent or labour (1972,67_9) 6. This may not have been the case in every single village in 

the north-west, since Liebechuetz discussed at least one example of rent in kind being 

paid in the mid-fourth century. However, the working hypothesis for this thesis is that 

though the situation may have been fairly complex, in most cases in the countryside of 

the Syrian north-west, a free peasantry was the norm for the fourth and early fifth 

centuries (as argued also by Wickham 2005,447-8,454). 

3.7 Taxation 

As Hopkins points out, taxation in the Syrian countryside was not necessarily a Roman 

invention (Hopkins 1980,102). It seems likely that the populations of Syria were subject 

to taxation regimes prior to its annexation by Pompey in 64 BC, when most of the 

6 IX-ickham comments on the use of the term 'geftos' in documentary sources which use Greek (2005,523). 
This is a rather vaguer term then 'coloni', and could loosely be understood as 'any peasant or agricultural 
worker. including wage laN)urers and both small and medium landowners'. 
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region was under Seleudd control. It is outside the scope of this thesis to discuss the 

pre-Roman period in detail, but it is clear that coinage systems were in place in Syria, 

and being used in the countryside, by the fourth century BC (Butcher 2003,25). 

Although it cannot be argued apHoii that the existence of a coinage system necessarily 
indicates taxation, the former certainly contributes to the facilitation of the latter. 

Certainly, an assessment of the countryside of north-west Syria suggests a pre-Roman 
human presence, in the form of surface coins and sherds. Ile Dehes excavation 

produced ceramic and numismatic evidence suggesting a 'Hellenistic' (ie third century 
BC+) horizon. Very little architectural evidence for such early occupation is visible, 

although Sodini et al suggested that elements of the six (largely fourth to sixth century 

AD) buildings which they excavated at Dehes may originally have been constructed at 

this time (Sodini et al 1980,294-5). This concurs with Seyrig's analysis of the early 
development of the city of Antioch, that it was established in the third century BC 

(Seyrig 1970, cited in Sodini et al 1980,295). 

Thus, the arrival of Roman rule did not necessarily mean the first imposition of taxation. 

However, it is significant that several scholars have cited evidence from before Roman 

annexation, and for the first three centuries afterwards, as indicating radical changes to 

the nature of rural settlement patterns in Syria (for example, Bowersock 1989,65-6; 

Butcher 2003,140-5; Millar 1993,296-8; Tate 1997,57-8). The appearance of more than 

700 settlements in the limestone massif from the second century AD suggests that such 

changes certainly took place in the north-wcst also. Of course, the dating of the 

different elements of this network of settlements varies. Tate's analysis of dating based 

on a combination of inscriptions and then architectural style and decoration (themselves 

dated by inscriptions, then extrapolated through comparison) suggests that in general, 

the limestone massif underwent a rapid expansion in the years AD 110 to 250, with a 

continuation of new settlement through to around 330, but then a peak of building 

activity between 330 and 550 (1992,167-171). Ile above discussion has brought us to 

the cautious conclusion that up until the late fourth century at least, these villages were 

probably populated - for the most part - by free peasants (though there may have been, 

of course, variation through time). The tax arrangements of these peasants is difficult to 

ascertain. A possible clue may derive from field systems. Systems of cadasters, or regular 
land divisions, are evidenced in aerial photographs over most of the jib, 51 of the 

limestone massif (though, mysteriously, not all). These consist of large, rectangular and 

regularly spaced field systems, and have been explained as an attempt by the state to 

7 Although many of these villages undcrwent extensive development in later centuries. 
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control this widespread settlement of the uplands by peasants (Dodinet et al 1994, 'Li 

1994 & 1997,60-1). 

Pýgmrr 17. - Aenaipboto sboxiq cadastralion on the south-easterw e4ge ofjebel Siman Yrom 'I *ate 1992,234) 

In this way, taxation could be apportioned and collected from the landholders according 

to the cadaster in which their land happened to lie. The dating of these is ambiguous, 
but they seem to be generally early in the settlement pattern iven their stratigraphic 91 

relationship with later buildings, dated through architectural styling. 

As section 3.1 has already outlined, Jones (1964) took a conspicuously dim view of the 

exploitative tendencies of the Roman city (which acted as a consumer of taxes), at the 

expense of the countryside (-which acted as tax paver). Ile provides a broad series of tax 

tigures trom around the empire. These fi res usually enumerate quantities paid, but gu 

ýnve little impression of the mechanisms of collection and pavi-nent, and the institutions 

invol%cd- We know, to an extent, what was being taxed in certain areas (summarised in 

Jones 1964,463-466). There is a primary division here which is important, and that is 

I)ct-,,. -ecn annona, ýr land tax, and cqpilatio-iiýgafio, or those working on the land. With 

regard to land tax, Valentinian 111, for example, in 451 describes a set number of jibquae 

per century .a Uones 1964,464). Land tax may have been intended to exploit agricultural 
land in particular. Although we must exercise caution when drawing parallels between 

distant sub-re ons of the eastern Mediterranean, in sixth century Egypt admini i 91 1 istrativc 
records suggest that the rate of land tax was set according to what was farmed, whether 

it be wheat, vineyards or gardens. It is difficult to ascertain precisely who collected this 

tax and how. For the early empire at least, this may have been carried out by 
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intermediaries, who bought the rights to collect taxes and imposed an additional fee as a 

result. Ilose who could afford such an investment were likely to have been richer 
landowners and town councillors, or decutiones (Hopkins 1980,121). If the tax collectors 

were likely to have been city-based, they probably went to the countryside (or employed 

administrators to do so) and collected taxes either directly from the landowners, or from 

convenient administrative groups, such as villages. Libanius discusses the Jewish 

peasants who work on his land in terms of a group (Oration XLVII: 13; Liebeschuctz 

1972,70). Such groups of peasants may have operated in a similar way to the early 

modem form of collective land-ownership in Syria known as masba, whereby villagers 
formed collectives in order to farm and redistribute multiple, small units of land (British 

Military, Naval Intelligence Division 1943,265-6). Certainly, Libanius assumes that 

villages act collectively, with a headman (mei! ýý) taking the lead when confronting outsiders 
(Oration XI: 230,3MVII: 4,7; Wickham 2005,447). 

If such communities were taxed in kind, then there may be archaeological implications 

for this. Large amounts of produce have to be collected, stored, weighed and checked. 
Ile precise location of tax collection, which we may imagine was a lengthy 

administrative task involving large numbers of people, coinage, produce and 
'paperwork', is not clear. Ile villages of north-west Syria do not appear to contain a 

consistently recognisable 'communal' or municipal structure, such as an andron (Sodini et 

al 1980,65-84, Foss 1995,218). Ilere are occasional examples, such as those at Nfi'az, 

Dayr Sim'an, Ba'uda and perhaps Serjilla (Tate 1992; Butcher 2003,149-150), but in 

general they are difficult to identify. It may be that open spaces between buildings (of 

which there are commonly many in the generally irregular layout of buildings in such 

villages) served either as temporary tax offices, or as seasonal fairgrounds where debts 

could be settled (Liebeschuetz 1972,68). 
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Fig'Aff r 18: The tillage of Dayr Amax, sbosiq the kind of side, open arra OýIXmmxd) wbicb may bave been msedfor the 
gazbe"Ng Ofgoods, for excbange and also the co&ezýon of laxafton 

Tax collection may have been an annual event, if Jones' assessment is correct (Jones 

1964,467). Though we must be cautious about drawing automatic parallels between 

Egyptian and Syrian contexts, it is interesting to note that the mid-fourth century 

Abinnaeus archive from Egypt suggests that mi. litary detachments could be used to 

collect the taxes, and that such collection was undertaken and listed on a village-by- 

village basis (Ab 111: 5-10; LXN'1: 5-25). 

The reason for the above description of imperial taxation of the Syrian countryside is to 

provide a background for an investigation of how useful Wickham's original account of 

radical late fourth and fifth century changes n-ught be (1984). Descriptions of such changes 

often seem to begin with a discussion of the third century economic crisis, followed by an 

account of the reforms of Diocletian. What such reforms actually 'meant' for those paying 

taxes in rural Syria is difficult to get at directly. However, a significant change may have been 

the general switch from taxation in coin to taxation in kind. Following a decline in trade, a 

debasement of imperial silver coinage and a collapse of taxation in money in the middle of 

the third century . -MD, Diocletian introduced a system whereby the requirements of the 

Roman army could be provisioned directly - rather than indirectly - through taxation in 
kind Oones 1964,61-8). New forms of taxation also brought tax increases (Wickharn 1984, 

14), fuelled in particular by the demands of the military who fought against the Persian 
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armies for a significant part of the fourth century. Such changes are likely to have had a 
direct effect on the landscape of north-west Syria, as indicated by a series of inscribed 

boundary stones erected in connection with the Diocletianic census, on Jebel Sirn'an 

(rchalenko 1953 111,6-11). 

Ile potentially clumsy logistics of tax in kind from these upland areas seem to have been 

smoothed by the compulsory provision of transportation for such goods by landowners, 

which must have placed even greater demands on their resources (Liebeschuetz 1961,245). 

Wickham argued, from evidence provided by another Idbanius Oration, that this situation 

resulted in peasants refusing to pay their taxes (Oration XLVII: 4-17; Wickham 1984,17). 

Furthermore, they begin to look for more powerful patrons in order to help them achieve 

this. This led to a 'crisis of ideological hegemony, in which systemic failure of imperial 

taxation occurred (Wickham 1984,18). This situation was by no means confined to Syria, 

but an empire-wide phenomenon, fuelled still further in the west by the disruptions of 
Germanic unrest. 

Conversely, recent syntheses of the Roman economy in the late empire have sought to argue 

that in fact, a major disctintion existed whereby the tax base in the eastern empire remained 
largely intact (Ward-Perkins 2005a, Wickham 2005). It was argued above that this view, 

while conceivably holding some truth, may be a simplistic conclusion to draw without 

careful qualification. Ward-Pcrkins asserts, for example, that the Roman empire relied 
heavily on taxation to fund a professional army (2005a, 41), and that since this army was in 

action throughout much of the sixth century fighting wars with Persia, it is implied that we 

must therefore have evidence for a sound tax base in the cast. This logic makes a number of 

assumptions, however. Firstly, military activity throughout the fifth and sixth centurics was 
intermittent, with long periods (like the period up to 527, most of the 560s and the 590s) 

when the army was not in action. Secondly, as some have argued, the eastern empire was in 

many ways inherently weak throughout the lattcr part of the fifth century, offering no 

substantial contribution to the defence of the empire in the west (Sarris 2002). Some military 

expenditure was certainly made throughout the sixth century, especially under Justinian, but 

there is also some evidence that these efforts were insufficient. Justinian's efforts at legal and 
fiscal reforms during the 530s, for instance, demonstrate a need to improve tax provision. 
lbough victories were gradually won in North Africa and Italy from the 530s to the 550s, 

the military were clearly not well enough supplied to prevent the sack of Antioch in 540, nor 

the gradual loss of territory in the Balkans and Italy in the 560s, and comprehensive defeat 

by the Persians in the first quarter of the seventh century. Ihirdly, as Ward-Perkins himself 
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points out, the complex fiscal mechanisms of the Roman state meant that tax could be 

raised in one region and spent in another (2005a, 158; also Wickham 2005,778). Thus, we 

cannot assume that the economy of the eastern empire necessarily behaved in a monolithic 

fashion. Western Asia, or the Levant, is a large, socially and geographically diverse region, in 

which the population of different regions may have resisted or complied with taxation to 

differing extents. Wickham himself cautions that we should recognise 'variegated patterns of 

social developmene (2005,831) and that throughout Syro-Palestine 'the crises it faced were 

all local' (2005,459), while at the same time drawing evidence from Egypt and applying it to 

the whole region (2005: 259,266,527,819,827). Some areas of the eastern empire, such as 

northern Syria, he as far as 600 miles away from the Egyptian Mediterranean coast. This 

conflation of evidence may derive, albeit not consciously on the part of the authors, from 

Orientalist traditions of scholarship (as described in Chapter 1; Said 1978). These often 

regard evidence from the 'Easeas somewhat monolithic, with internal differences, subtleties 

and distinctions less important than an overall depiction of the region as mysteriously 

unchanged and timeless in comparison to the 'Wese, with its ability to change and renew 

itself Such a view can be traced back to Jones' expansive conclusions comparing the eastern 

and western empires in a highly generalised fashion Gones 1964 11,1066-8). In contrast to 

this, this thesis argues that although some areas of the eastern empire may well have 

continued to raise taxes successfully, others &d encounter significant levels of tax evasion 

which, in time, gradually brought about a change in social organisation. As Chapter 2 argued, 

archaeology his the ability to demonstrate regional variation. Furthermore, tax evasion may 

only have been practised to an extent which allowed holy figures to assume the role of 

patron and then develop this to become landlords in an institutional fashion. 111is model 
does not preclude the possibility that tax continued to be paid to some extent, as it may have 

been paid instead through monastic institutions rather than direct from villages or even 
households. The following paragraphs outline some of the documentary evidence which, in 

addition to that presented in section 3.5 (above), make a case for tax evasion in northern 
Syria. 

Evidence provided by Libanius suggests that the burden of taxation, and thus the difficulties 

of collecting it, began to be particularly acute in the late 350s and 360s (Ilebeschuetz 1972, 

162). Julian remitted arrears of taxation to Antioch at this time. 'Year after year, councillors 
had been sent to the Tigris and incurred huge expenses there which they could only meet by 

selling their ancestral estates' (Liebeschuetz 1972,163). By 381, Ubanius mentions the 
desertion of villages. Tax collectors were beaten because they could not collect enough, and 
in 387 the Riot of the Statues in Antioch began with a demonstration against taxes. The 
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failure by the council of Antioch to collect taxes led to changes and tension mithin the city 

administration (Liebeschuetz 2000,220; Rouech6 1979). 'Me old role of curator, responsible 
for local finance, appears to have been replaced by a pater, though tax collection was also at 

certain times in the hands of tin&ces- The Justinianic and other laws of the fifth and sixth 

centuries give an impression of considerable variation with regard to the roles for which 

urban officials were responsible. Jones outlines a complex web of legislation put in place to 

try to enforce membership of the curia (or town council), and especially the responsibilities 

of the decurion (or council leader) Gones 1964,741-749). This would seem to imply a 
fractious local government system. It appears that local officials did not want to do their job, 

possibly because of the financial risks of doing so, where taxes were becoming difficult to 

collect Oones 1964,751). Widiin this difficult situation, urban church officials - and 

especially bishops - may have played an increasingly important role, and carried out an 
increasing range of tasks (Liebeschuetz 2000,219; Gaudcmet 1958). 11iis is not the place to 

investigate the workings of the urban fiscal system in detail. However, this general situation 

provides corroborative evidence for the view that the urban, secular official structures of 

power underwent significant change over the course of the late fourth to sixth centuries. 
11iis restructuring may have had important ramifications for the villages of rural Syria, and 

the monasteries therein. 

3.8 The imperial economy 
Thus far, the discussion has centred on the ways in which rural production was 

organised, and how this organisation may have changed. The following two sections will 

try to broaden this discussion in two ways. The first is how local economies relate to the 

overall imperial economy. What role did the villages of northern Syria play in the 

economy at its broadest scale? The second is whether this relationship changed through 

time and what role monasteries in particular may have played in such changes. 

Ile first question is a crucial one, and follows on from the emphasis on regional 
diversity in the previous section. The ways in which specific regions of Syria (for 

example, the north-west) link to broader trade and taxation networks may well indicate 

how such regions are linked in social and political ways also. However, it is not entirely 

clear whether there is a tangible 'Roman economy' at all, as opposed to a series of sub- 

economies linked only in ideological terms. Hopkins attempted to address this question 
(Hopkins 1980). He used money supply to analyse the extent to which the local 

economies of southern Germany, northern Italy, Britain/Gaul, the Balkans and Syria 
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fluctuated in similar ways from the first to the third centuries. His analysis indicates that 

until around AD 180, fluctuation was indeed similar in all of these regions (1980,113). 

Index of new silver coin supply . 1590 
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Fýgurr 19. - Agrapb shosiqfluctuations in the smppýy of local coinage in various reTions of the Roman empirefrom the 
first to the Ibird centuries AD (after Hopkixr 1980,113) 

As can be seen, the early third century is marked by diversification in the trends for each 

region, before some similarity is again resumed towards the end. Unfortunately, data for 

the fourth century and beyond is not presented. Instead, Hopkins makes some use of 

shipwreck evidence from the Mediterranean to infer long distance trade. This is, of 

course, a different kind of indicator, since trade may not necessarily be state-related. 
Furthermore, it does not relate to all regions at all times, and may say more about the 
locations of marine archaeological prospection than any form of reality in the Roman 

period. Nevertheless, as an indicator of general intcr-regional activity, and the overall 

vibrancy of the economy, it may be of some use. Ile period 200 BC - AD 200 sees the 

highest levels of shipwrecks. AD 200 - 400 sees a general decline. Most interesting of 

all, however, is that the period AD 400 - 650 indicates the lowest levels of 
Mediterranean trade since before 400 BC. This evidence may be used to conclude a 

general disintegration of economic links, and thus increasing localisation from c. AD 

400. The dating categories employed here are, of course, crude, and more recent 

commentators have sought to qualify such broad conclusions somewhat, pointing out 

that decline was gradual and highly localised (see, for example, Mattingly & Hitchner 

1995,211-213). 
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Nevertheless, the overall impression is of a slow and gradual decline, especially in the 

north and west of the Mediterranean, throughout the fifth and sixth centuries. To what 

extent, then, is this true of north-west Syria? Does economic interaction become more 
localised from the late fourth/early fifth centuries, or can we assume that the eastern 

empire acted as a whole in a similar fashion? 

An obvious indicator here is the region's predominant product, olive oil. Section 3.3 has 

already urged a note of caution, based on the work of Sodini, Tate and others, about 

over-emphasizing the importance of this product. Nonetheless, its potential as a surplus 

product cannot be ignored, especiaBy in the light of the fact that eastern Mediterranean 

olive oil is assumed to have taken over as the predominant supplier fouowing the 
interruption to North African supplies with the Vandal conquests of the fifth and early 

sixth centuries, stimulated in part by the rapid development of Constantinople (Bintliff 

& Snodgrass 1988,179; Decker 2001,82; Jameson et al 1994, Reynolds 1995). One 

would assume that if large quantities of olive oil were indeed being transported from 

north-west Syria out into the eastern Mediterranean and beyond, that amphorae would 
be required to do so. Thus, if amphora production sites could be identified within 

supply distance of the press-dense region of the north-west, it could be convincingly 

suggested that a portion of production was intended for export by sea. Surprisingly, the 

most comprehensive analysis of the olive economy of the region, by Olivier CaHot, 

makes very little comment on the traniportation of the product (CaHot 1984). 

Nevertheless, we might speculate on one such amphora type, which for some time has 

been suggested as a likely contender. This is the so-caUed 'Late Roman Amphora (11tA) 

1' (otherwise known as AYgst class 58, Keay fabric 18, Peacock and Williams class 44; 

Reynolds 1995,71-83; or in western Europe as B ware [Biv], Myturn 1992). In fact, 

although it has been speculated that north-west Syria is a production zone for this ware, 

there is as yet no evidence at aU to support this. 
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FýSurv 20. Late Roman Amphora I (after Butcher 2004,198) 

LIZA I sherds have been found at Dehes and Anderin, but there has been as yet no 

evidence of wasters (Decker 2001,76; Sodini et al 1980,237-241). At sites where bolb 

olive oil and the associated amphorae were produced (such as at Chhirn in Lebanon), 

amphora sherds are visible in abundance (Reynolds foribcomins). Admittedly, concerted 
ficldwalking and collection strategies have yet to take place, but none of the 

aforementioned excavations have produced any evidence for wasters, and a century and 

a half of survey work has yet to produce any speculation about kiln sites. Conversely, 

kiln sites have been located on Cyprus and in Cilicia (on the southern Anatolian coast) 
(Empereur & Picon 1989). 

Another possibility exists, that olive oil could have been carried out of the area in animal 

skins, in order to be transferred at sites where amphora manufacture was taking place. 
One such entrepot site may have been Seleucia, suggested by Empereur and Picon 

(1989) as also being the location for LRA1 amphora kilns. However, recent observations 
by Reynolds suggest that wasters found in Scleucia and thought to have been LRA1 may 
in fact not be wasters, but sherds deposited in the form of a lestacdo, or a warehouse 
dump, associated with imports from the Black Sea port of Sinop (Reynolds fortbcoming) - 

If oil was taken down from the limestone massif in skins to be bottled at Seleucia, such 

a route would mean substantial specialist animal skin production which, as yet, remains 

without evidence. 11erc is also the fact that such methods would be unusual because, as 
Peacock & Williams point out, the majority of studies of production sites seem to 
indicate that amphorae were made in the same area as the foodstuffs to be transported, 

either by itinerant potters, by ncighbouring specialist estates who supplied the region, or 
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by each production centre themselves (Peacock & Williams 1986,39-41). This may not 

exclusively have been the case, since fish oil production sites on the Moroccan coast do 

not seem to have been provisioned with amphorae to carry the garum that was 

presumably transported elsewhere (Ponsich & Tarradell 1965,109). Mattingly, in noting 

the distribution of kiln sites in the Guadalquivir in Spain, suggests that oil may have 

been carried by donkey or floated by animal skin down minor rivers to the kilns which 

were spread along the banks of the major river (1988). The containers were then 

inspected, weighed and stamped ready for shipment out into the Nfcditcrranean. 

An equally intriguing possibility, however, is that from the fifth century onwards, the 

economic surplus of north-west Syria was in fact not being exchanged via the 

Mediterranean, but towards other sites within the same region, and towards the cities 

and villages of the interior. Reynolds has observed amphora sherds in a pale fabric 

'typical of Aleppo and sites in north, central Syria', such as found by Hans Curvers' 

survey of the Jabbul Plain, around 50km east of the limestone massif (Reynolds 

fortbcomin ta th , g). Such a movement of oil would probably not necessi te e manufacture of 

amphorae, which are not suitable over land, and could thus be very difficult to detect 

archaeologically: Unfortunately, published accounts of excavation within Bcroea 

(modern Aleppo) do not seem to provide sufficient indication of whether this was the 

case. But if an intcrnalisation of the economy of north-west Syria was indeed occurring 

at this time, this would concur with the situation in Seleucia, the main Mediterranean 

port for the north-west, the population of which was falling beforr the Arab conquest 
(Dagron 1985, cited in Kennedy & Liebeschuetz 1988,71). This argument runs contra 

to Wickham, who asserts categorically that olive oil was exported in large quantities 
from the Syrian limestone massif to the Mediterranean in LRA1 amphorae. The 

evidence will not be conclusive until more is understood about the production locations 

of LRAL For now, it would seem reasonable to be cautious about suggesting that very 

much oil from the limestone massif ended up in amphorae on ships in the 

Mediterranean. As much, if not the majority of oil could have been traded internally or 

provided as annona to the troops on the eastern frontier (as suggested by Reynolds, 

foribcoming). 

Marlia Mango has made the point that non-ccramic evidence can also be a very helpful 

indicator of the state of the Byzantine economy (Nfango 2001,87). Her analysis of the 
distribution of coppcr-aUoy vessels through the fifth to seventh centuries brings a 

contrasting point of view to the argument. She suggests that the late Roman and 
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Byzantine economy is far from significantly disrupted by the changes described in 

sections 3.4 and 3.5. Both state-run and privately owned metal-workshops appear to 

continue right through this period in Constantinople and Sardis, for example. Libanius 

refers to the presence of workshops outside the city gates of Antioch (Festugiýre 1959, 

cited in Mango 2001,95). Indeed, Mango comments that 'one is struck by uniformity 

and continuity' of output from these sites, even for as long a period as from Late 

Antiquity until the eleventh century (Mango 2001,93). The distribution of these vessels 
is also impressive, as Byzantine-period metal vessels have been found in as widely 
dispersed locations as China, Zanzibar and Sutton Hoo. Of course, the dating of these 

finds is often difficult, as they may have arrived via one or several intermediaries, and as 

high-status objects are likely to have been cherished for a long time. Quantification of 

this evidence is also difficult, since it is difficult to pinpoint periods of economic success 

or decline on the basis of what were probably comparatively rare objects. Nevertheless, 

it could be argued that the overall picture of the late Roman and Byzantine economy is 

one of approximate, overall continuation rather than decline, in spite of the economic 

changes described above. Perhaps we can indeed speak of booming trade coinciding 

with settlement expansion 'throughout almost the whole of the eastern empire' then 

(Ward-Perkins 2005a, 124)? 

However, like all broad pictures, this impression is likely to mask underlying complexity. 
All of the metalworking locations which Mango mentions, for example, are urban 

workshops, as far as we know. 'nough it is clear that the cities of late Roman Syria 

underwent some spatial transformation in the fourth century and onwards, it seems that 

urban economic activity was not severely diminished until well into the sixth century 
(for Antioch, Downey 1961, Liebeschuetz 1972; for Beirut, Perring 1998; for Damascus, 

Will 1994; general commentaries, Kennedy 1985, Bowersock 1989, Butcher 2003). 

Marlia Mango's analysis of the morphology and stamps of fifth to seventh century silver 

vessels suggests that some were made in state workshops in Antioch, but that the 

majority indicate sufficient variation that they 'could have been produced in any number 

of workshops' (Nfango 1986,15). 

Indeed, the recent publication of metal objects from the 'h6tellerie' at Qal'at Siman 

demonstrates the diversity of types and styles present (Kazanski et al 2003). However, 

this particular assemblage is unlikely to be indicative of metalworking in nearby villages, 

since most of the objects probably belonged to visiting pilgrims. In the case of the 

assemblage of ecclesiastical silver plate studied by Mango, it may sometimes have been 
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made in the viUages of north-west Syria. But we cannot be sure. It may be deceptive 

therefore to regard the overall Byzantine economy as indicative of rural Syria, when in 

fact the urban and rural spheres may have been acting increasingly differently. 

In order to investigate this issue, of whether the rural margins on the north-castern edge 

of the empire were indeed becoming less linked in economic terms with the urban 

polities, let us look briefly at some other regions besides the limestone massif. It has 

been tacitly implied throughout this thesis thus far, that the limestone massif is 

somehow a distinct region on its own. This is partly as a result of the way that region 
has been treated by academic inquiry thus far (as discussed in Chapter 1). However, it 

should be pointed out that such distinctiveness may have at least as much to do with 

taphonomy as genuine evidence. Because of the robustness of the building materials of 

the limestone massif, the lack of alluvial and other masking processes, and the relatively 
low degree of settlement since the eighth century, archaeological survival is indeed 

striking. In the lower lying Amuq Valley to the west of the limestone massif early 

surveys have tcndcd to overlook late Roman settlement. This is because of the use of 

more degradable building materials such as mud brick and timber. Surveys have tended 

therefore to look instead to the more highly visible tell sites (see, for example, 
Braidwood 1937). However, recent work by the Amuq Valley Regional Project (AVRP) 

has shown, through the use of fieldwalking guided by high resolution Corona satellite 
imagery, that 'beginning in the Hellenistic period and peaking in the late Roman period, 
there was an increasing emphasis on settlement in small, dispersed villages that were 

spread across all parts of the plain and into the surrounding highlands (Casana 2004, 

104; Wilkinson ct al 2004). This work has not thus far revealed a density of rural 

settlement to match the limestone massif to the cast. Nor has the clarity of dating 

provided by inscriptional evidence on the massif been matched by the AVRP. However, 

this work is beginning to show the need to contextualise the limestone massif with 

greater care and caution, and that we must no longer 'focus attention myopically on the 
Dead Cities of the mwif calcairr, treating these settlements as though they were historically 

unique and geographically isolated' (Casana 2004,102). Similar taphonomic comparisons are 
being made by Philip ct al in the Homs region, between the high preservation of the basalt 

uplands, and the more problematic marl lowlands (2005). 

With regard to a region clearly distinct from the north-west of Syria. Wilkinson's survey 
of the Karababa Basin in south-cast Anatolia produced an interesting trend for the late 
fourth to sixth centuries AD. Artcfact collection surveys produced evidence that 
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tsctdement apparently attained a peak, both in the number of sites and aggregate area' 
(1990,117). Furthermore, the range of site types, which are ordered into 5 categories 
from 'nodal settlements' to 'very small sites comprising merely a scatter of limestone 

foundation stones, as well as the extent of landscape coverage, seems significant. A 

range of field systems which, although difficult to date, appear to coincide with areas of 

night soiling, seem to date to this period also. Wilkinson concludes that 'between the 

fourth and sixth centuries AD settlement must have extended to such a degree that all 

available settlement niches were occupied. The high terrace was settled wherever springs 

would provide sufficient water to sustain permanent habitation. Furthermore, cultivation 

systems were intensified sufficiently, probably to allow annual cropping' (1990,126). His 

analysis of the potential carrying capacity of the exploited land leads him to conclude 

that 'the system of settlement and land use appears to have come close to a state of 

equilibrium with no evidence for surplus production' (1990,123). This apparent lack of 

surplus production is in spite of the area's immediate proximity to the Euphrates river, 

as well as the presence of high status structures indicated by 'scatters of plain, square 
limestone tcsserae' recorded at two sites (1990,119). The evidence is limited, broad 

conclusions are risky here, and to suggest an entirely isolated, self-sufficient regional 

economy would seem an unrealistic scenario. Nevertheless, it could be argued that such 

a burgeoning of settlement, yet apparent lack of potential for long distance exchange, 

may imply a largely localised and locally-run economy, with minimal contact with 
broader economic systems. 

Other regions on the eastern margins of the Roman empire also seem to be changing 
during the late empire, yet in contrasting ways. Wilkinson and Tucker's artefact 

collection survey of the north Jazira region of modem Iraq indicates increased 

settlement activity from the first century BC onwards, and especially from the expansion 

of Roman interests towards the Parthian frontier in the early second century AD. From 

the late third century onwards, however, this settlement recedes quite suddenly. By the 

fourth century, fortified enclosures and walled settlements begin to appear, coinciding 

with the 'development of open space and 'waste' (which) may have been associated with 

the appearance of nomads and pastoralists' (Wilkinson & Tucker 1995,70). 

In short, then, the period from the fourth century onwards appears to have been a 

period of significant change in the nature of settlement and economy on the north- 

eastern fringes of the empire. This chapter is of insufficient length to discuss this issue 

fully, but the general impression is one of expansion into, and thereafter consolidation 
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of, marginal upland regions. There is some evidence to suggest that the economies of 

these regions were not necessarily closely linked to the urban and marine arenas of trade 

further west, especially from the late fourth century onwards. In fact, contact between 

distant regions and the major exchange markets and taxation system of the state, both 

represented by urban centres, appears to be declining. This breakdown is manifested in 

different ways; in the Karababa Basin it meant an internalised economy apparently 

without the imperative to produce large amounts of surplus. For the north Jezira, it 

meant instead abandonment of widespread settlement patterns which could not be 

sustained without state support, whether Roman or Sasanian. This may be related to 
increasing use of tax in kind which, as Hopkins points out, does not require trade in 

order to turn it from coin to usable goods. It may also, though this point is admittedly 

more difficult to prove, have related to a decline in the ability of urban polities to tax the 

countryside, especially its more distant margins. In order to make proper conclusions of 

such margins, however, a much lengthier discussion would have to take place. So, for 

reasons of brevity, this chapter will instead draw to a close by examining the role played 
by monasteries in the economic changes dealt with in this chapter. 

3.9 Monasteries and the economy 
This chapter has tried to examine the late Roman economy of the Syrian countryside, in 

order to begin an analysis of what role monasteries may have played in this. Section 3.1 

introduced the various ways in which interaction between the rural and urban spheres 
has been approached. The predominant theme here, in spite of some reassessment, has 

been one of exploitation of the countryside by the city-based authorities. Section 3.2 

investigated the likely resources of the countryside, and sought to emphasise their 
diversity. Our main focus here, the north-west of Syria, is a marginal region, and thus 
has been especially susceptible to environmental change. That change has not been 

thoroughly examined before for the fourth to sixth centuries AD. A preliminary look at 

this issue implies that a rise in precipitation and humidity occurred around the first 

century BC. A sudden drop in moisture levels then occurred between the late third and 

early fourth centuries AD. Precipitation may have increased again by the sixth century, 

or possibly as late as the early eighth. This significant dip in moisture levels, and thus the 

onset of more difficult agricultural conditions, thus coincides approximately with the 

period under discussion here, and may have acted as a significant catalyst for change. 

Sections 3.3 and 3.4 examined the ways in which the extensive archaeological record of 
the north-west has been interpreted for this period, especially in economic terms. 
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Tchalenko saw the predominant role of the olive economy and long distance trade, 

whereas Sodini, Tate and others have instead emphasised a mixed, more localised, 

household-based economy. 3.6 and 3.7 examined who controlled the land and its 

surplus. The evidence base for this is problematic, but a preliniinary conclusion could be 

that most of the villages of the north-west were in fact controlled by a free peasantry, 

under a heavy tax burden, with some form of patron. This then changed throughout the 

late fourth and fifth centuries, as tax went unpaid and the role of patron was taken over 
instead by holy figures. Whether, and if so quite how, the unpaid taxes were redirected is 

not clear. Some surplus may have been invested in church plate and other ecclesiastical 

materials. Section 3.7 then went on to examine how these changes may relate to the late 

Roman economy as a whole. Ilie picture here is ambiguous, as on the one hand there is 

some evidence for continuation in urban areas, with no significant decline in economic 

activity, and continued expansion into rural areas, which then altered the degree and 
direction of surplus production. However, the general impression is one of broad 

continuation, especially in urban areas, contrasting with increasing localisation of rural 

economics, especially in areas further away from the Mediterranean. 

The precise role which monasteries may have played in this economy is difficult to 

ascertain. The first, and most obvious, reason for this is that monastic institutions - in 

most cases - seem to post-date the initial establishment of oil and other agricultural 
installations. Most installations are difficult to date since they do not bear the 

inscriptions present on some high status structures, but the general assumption has 

traditionally been that structures which we do have (such as the first major phase of the 

domes tic-agrarian buildings excavated at Dehes) were constructed in the first half of the 

fourth century, whereas most monastic complexes seem to date from the late fifth and 

sixth ccnturicsý This does not mean that monastic institutions did not become involved in 

production after their creation. Indeed, some such institutions do indeed display 

evidence for presses within the confines of their domains. 

Ile excavation of the monastic complex at Dcir Dches produced evidence of two oil 
installations, each consisting of a crusher, a press and a tank (though Decker speculates 

that these may have in fact been for wine, 2001,85). The excavators speculate that the 

eastern press probably dates from the fifth century, while the western one is later, 

probably sixth century (Biscop 1997,21-6). The combined olive capacity of these for 

each pressing is likely to have been 400 kg. Pliny the Elder's account suggests that 5kg 

Although problems mith the dating frammork for monasteries are discussed in the next chapter. 
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of olives is required to produce I litre of oil. Thus, each pressing could produce as much 

as 80 litres of oil. Biscop argues that 3 pressing episodes in one day is possible, 

potentially yielding 240 litres. If the olive season is assumed to be from the beginning of 

December to the end of January, around 20,000 litres of oil could be produced. This 

figure is much higher than Mattingly's estimate for producers in Libya of 5-10,000 litres 

per year, especially since presses in North Africa seem generally larger than those in 

Syria (Mattingly 1988). Indeed, Biscop's figure does rather seem like an over-estimate, as 
it does not take into account rest days or periods of maintenance, and assumes 

maximum capacity and production at all times. We have no idea what the quantity of 

olives produced from the surrounding fields is likely to have been. Nonetheless, as a 

basic indication this estimation serves to illustrate that the two presses, by the time they 

were both operating (and indeed, they appear to have been in simultaneous use at least 

for some of the sixth century) were producing very large quantities of oil. Forbes and 
Foxhall estimate that 20 litres of oil per person per year, though very approximate, may 

be a reasonable estimate for lighting and cooking needs (1978)9. We may imagine, given 
Biscop's assumption that the monks would have lived not in a dispersed, laurite, fashion, 

but 'sleeping together side by side like the peasant families of today', that between 5 and 
10 monks lived in Deir Dehes at its height. 'nus, the monastery would require no more 

than 100 to 200 litres of oil per year. This does not account for the other 99% of oil, 

which was, by this reasoning, surplus. Even if an olive harvest was produced bi-annually, 

this is still a large surplus. Nor do we know how the required 100,000 kilograms of 

olives were acquired, and from whom. Patlagean discusses the possibility that monasteries 

may have drawn in labour from outside their immediate communities, though she has little 

specific evience of this for the limestone massif (1977,323). 

9 However, this figure may be rather low given that data for olive oil use in Greece during the 1970s, 
which presumably included very little or none for lighting, were 20 litrcs per person per year (Pagnol 
1975, cited in Mattingly 1988). 
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m Domest 
[o Surplus 

I -qm" ike6propoilionS oj-o&t-e oilpmdmced at DayrDebes (acror, *ng tothe cakulations made in Biscop 1997) 

There are other examples of monastic sites in the north-west which possess olive 

presses of comparable scale, such as Dayr Sim'an (S\X), Qasr al-Brad, Brayj and Burj 

jalahah. 

Others, which have been less thoroughly investigated, may well also contain such 
facilities, such as Kharab Shams. There seems to have been a high degree of variation, 
however, with man), monastic sites possessing either much smaller, probably multi- 
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purpose, presses, such as Dayr Turmanin, or apparently no press at all, as at Baqirha. 

Sites such as these are therefore very unlikely to have produced a surplus. 

However one views the evidence it is inconclusive at this stage, pending further 

intensive fieldwork. The lack of such evidence of direct involvement inprodwetion does 

tig the resulting surplus. As not preclude the role of monasteries in collecting and administe n 

already mentioned, Decker notes that although truly large presses are rare, when one 

calculates the overall potential product even from collections of smaller presses, a 

surplus is likely (Decker 2001,73). 

Inscriptional evidence suggests that church and monastery buildings were invested in 

throughout the fifth and sixth centuries. Indeed, churches and monastic buildings in the 

region continue to be constructed until the early seventh century, over fifty years after 

the widespread construction of other monumental architecture ceases, and throughout 

the general economic downturn of the late sixth century (Kennedy & Liebeschuetz 1988, 

69). Kennedy & Uebcschuetz have almost suggested as much as the model proposed 

earlier in this chapter, in stating that 'the economic organisation which had previously 
been in the hands of urban magnates had partly passed into the hands of men living in 

villages, and especially to monasteries' (1988,87). However, they go on to conclude that 

'it is very difficult to trace structural changes in the countryside'. For Kennedy, though 

the economy of the rural north-west became more resolutely agricultural and ultimately 
less connected with Mediterranean markets, monasteries were not gleaning a now 

redundant surplus, but becoming self-sufficient estates, a suggestion not born out by 

Biscop's calculation for Dayr Dches (see above; Kennedy 1989,161). 
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Figure 23: Graph fhowiq irendr in -onfimclion lhrouýghoul the limestone maf. cil, ' bafed on inscnponal and fýlistic data 
(after Tate 1992,140) 

Tate has taken this argument, of there being a reorganisation of the rural economy by 

local estates, some of v. -hich may have been monastic, one step further. He suggests the 

possibility that a reason for the lack of domestic inscriptions after c. 550, but a 

continuation in the ecclesiastical sphere is that monasteries could have been 

appropriating the surplus previously used to fund building projects. Ho"vever, after a 

brief discussion of the fact that smaller monasteries are unlikely to have been parasitic 

but larger, n-iore separate complexes may have acted as surplus-collccting institutions, 

Tate concludes that the latter are just far too few to suggest large-scale appropriation: 

'... as far as can be known, the N-veight of monasteries does not suggest, in 

economic terms, parasitism capable of compron'lising the arrest in development 

of the villages in terms of an annulment of the surpluses of the pcasantrý-... ' 

(I'atc 1992,340). 

Instead, Tate prefers to citc a 'Multhusian crisis', -which posits a clash bctxecn a groxving 

Population v%-hosc resources for which cannot keep up, and whose technological basis does 

not change. As the population becomes malnourished and weak, susccptibdlt\- to plague and 

invasions rises, and the situation is exacerbatcd. In this model then, monasteries were 

incidental 1wstanders throughout a disastrous sixth ccntuiý- which saw the rural population 

become victims of their own cconon-uc success and demographic ferfflity. 
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Yet other evidence is suggestive of an appropriation of surplus during the later sixth 

century. Metalwork assemblages from north-wcst Syria suggest that wealth was being 

accumulated during the late fifth to seventh centuries, although Sasanian raids and other 
depositional and post-dcpositional factors may have skewed this evidence (Mango 1986, 

11). It is clear that not all of this wealth was reaching the imperial tax collectors. Indeed, 

Marlia Mango"s analysis of this metalwork suggests that a certain proportion of this 

wealth appears to have been invested instead in ecclesiastical silver plate (Mango 1986, 

34; Foss 1996,52-3). A good proportion of this plate was donated by local villagers 
from the late fifth to sixth centuries, and it has been suggested that it could have served 

as a communal store of value. 17he Kaper Koraon treasure, for example, consisted of 

two silver jugs and a paten given by an individual named Megas to the local church 
during the 570s and 580s. Whether the ecclesiastical institutions were the primag 

receivers of such surplus is difficult to ascertain due to the incompleteness of the 

evidence. Nonetheless, if it seems that the church authorities were receiving at least a 

certain proportion of surplus during the fifth and sixth centuries, this situation rather 
begs the question of how the mechanisms for the giving and receiving of such surplus 

operated. Did monastic institutions involve themselves in local exchange systems, or did 

they simply receive surplus? 

With regard to the probable olive oil press at Deir Dehes, mentioned above, the 

monastery appears to have acted as a processing point only, since it seems unlikely that 

the small monastic population could have produced the very large weight of olives 

required. They were perhaps receiving this surplus from the nearby villages of either 
Dches or Barisha therefore. 

Monastic sites do not themselves appear to have been producers of a wide range of 

goods. Unlike the slightly later monasteries of northern Europe (for example, in Ireland, 

Edwards 1990, Alyturn 1992; for England, Cramp 1984 & 1994, Webster 1991 & 1991a; 

also in Scotland, Carver 2004, Carver & Spall. 2004; and in many other locations), 

monastic sites in Syria do not display much evidence of craft working activities. 
Although very few monastic sites have been excavated in Syria, the evidence thus far 

appears to suggest nothing definitc in terms of metal working. This cannot be ruled out. 
Mango's analysis of metalwork stamps implies that some of the silver plate of this 

period may have been produced somewhere other than the state-run urban workshops. 
However, whether this manufacture was carried out in monasteries or otherwise is 

entirely unknown. This is in spite of the fact that metallurgical resources in the Amanus 
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mountains are known to have been exploited in the late Roman period, such as the 

copper mine at Kisicik (Casana 2004,112). There are certain examples of manuscripts 

which are known to have been produced at Syrian monasteries (such as the Rabbula 

gospels mentioned in Chapter 2, and further codices examined in V66bus 1960,389- 

393), but these arc comparatively rare. It certainly could not be argued at present that 

monasteries were engaging in the sort of long distance exchange in luxury items argued 
for early medieval European examples in the ninth century (Hodges 1993). 

3.10 Conclusion 

At this stage, it is difficult to conclude with any certainty how monastic sites engaged 

with the socio-economy of rural Syria, and with the empire as a whole. However, we 

may speculate that as compliance with the taxation system of the state, administered 
from Antioch, declined, institutional monasteries were well placed to act as the new 

authority, both spiritual and practical, in the countryside of the north-west. 
Furthermore, monasteries appear to have received surplus, in the form of olives, as 
investment in silver plate and in architecture, and perhaps other ways that are no longer 

visible to us archaeologically. Ilere is no direct evidence that they were involved in craft 

production which was exchanged for these forms of surplus. As far as we can make out, 

they simply received it, perhaps in return for prayer. So how did the mechanisms of this 

giving of surplus operate? For what purpose were they receiving it? Wickham has 

suggested a broad change to a system of rent in the late fourth and fifth centuries. We 

have very little evidence for this, but as monasteries began to act as patrons, they may 
have begun to acquire land in return for their role as the new authority, either in terms 

of land which could then be rented back to those who had owned it previously, or 

simply as a return in their services. Although section 3.6 noted that large, centrally 

managed estates do not appear to have been the norm in the north-west of Syria, the 

estates which did exist and which were owned by landowners who acted as councillors 
in Antioch, were probably more available to be sold off as tax debts failed to be 

collected, and councillors struggled to pay the arrears (Liebeschuetz 1972,163). Of 

course, this does not account for the whole situation. The precise ways in which 

monastic institutions interacted with village societies, and were able to hold their new 

position of authority, is ambiguous. Chapter 2 has already explored the ways in which 

monastic institutions have been seen to have acted in ideological terms. Discussion of 
the various ways in which secular settlements may have been brought into the sphere of 
the newly-created sacred landscapes is what concerns us now. It is the complex 
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interaction involved in such landscapes, and quite how spiritual authority was articulated 
through careful selection of landscape setting, which the next 3 chapters will examine. 
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Chapter 4 
Defining Monasticism Historical Context & Archaeological Evidence 

13 

, gbt to deconstruct the wqys in which scholars in thepast have viewed monasticism in This thesis sofar has som 
Sj, ria, how conteVorag airbaeological theog mayfurther such views, and how curyrnt inforviation rtgarding 

,g to investi g of monastic sites. However, in seekin gate The late Roman economy my Mform our understandin 
The mle of early monarficism in Syria Ibmugh The late Romanpenod, This thesis has thus far taken the 

. 
pter notion of a monasleg, its definition, theological basis and social context, somewhatforgranted This cba 

g our informationfor the ori, ýins and sprrad of early, Christian monasteries in seeks to addrrss This ly ana#sin 

. pia, and especially in the north-west. The definition and dating of the sites traditionally taken fo be late 
fifth and sixth centuy monasteries is questioned It can beprvposed that their is a brvader varie_0 offorms of 
monastic site, and That these are etident over a longer date razge tbanprtiously smpposed 

4.1 The spread of Christian belief 

Before we can understand the ways in which monasticism first developed in rural Syria, it is 

necessary to assess the social and political context into which monastic practice emerged. 
Christianity is often portrayed as an inevitable and fairly uniform backdrop to such an 

emergence, and monasticism an automatic consequence which followed soon afterwards. 
Antioch is known to have had a thriving Christian community from the first century AD, 

and indeed is the first place where the term 'Christian' is attested (Acts XI: 25). However, it is 

difficult to pinpoint quite when and how Christianity began to penetrate the countryside, 

and when the conversion of the population of the limestone massif was accepted in earnest. 
Several authors have commented that the growth and development of Christianity was, in 

the first three centuries, 'closely entangled with the nature of the Greek speaking cities' 
(Nfeeks 1993,37; Sandwell 2004). Indeed, it is interesting to note that the first century 

missions of Stephen, Paul and others in the eastern Mediterranean concentrated on the 

Mediterranean littoral, and especially the Greek speaking cities. Price notes that 'relations 

between Greek speaking Antioch and the Syriac speaking countryside were not sufficiently 
dose or friendly to make evangelization by the city itself likely to have been attempted or 
likely to have been successful' (Price 1985, xix). No New Testament figures are mentioned 

as having preached the Gospel to the north or east of Antioch, though there is one 

reference to Tarthians' and 'Arabians' 'speaking the word of God' in Acts 2: 9. Had these 

early missions gone east, rather than west, from Antioch, the early history of Christianity 

may have been somewhat different. McCullough has used documentary sources such as 
Abrrrius Afarrrllus, the Stog ofAdi2i, the Book of The Laws of Comntries, the Chronicle of Edessa and 

other accounts to propose 'the conclusion that Christianity had reached Edcssa and 

probably other centres in Osrhocne in the latter half of the second century' (McCullough 

1982,21,33). However, accounting for the presence of Christianity within rural 
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communities, the documentary record for which is inevitably somewhat patchy and less 

forthcoming, is more difficult. 

Ile earliest reference to the presence of Christianity in any structured sense in the 

countryside is rather vague, and describes 'bishops of the cities and rural districts bordering 

them', in connection with the synodal letter of the Council of Antioch in 268 (cited in 

Trombley 2004,59; initially noted by Harnack 1924,672; Eusebius HE, 7.5). Until recently, 

scholarly opinion has regarded the real era of change from pagan cults to widespread 
Christianity to have been in the early fourth century (SandweU 2004a, 6), and indeed the 

earliest documentary evidence for Christians within the lerri? orium of Antioch also begins to 

emerge in the early fourth century (Trombley 2004,66). In terms of archaeological remains, 

we know of a house-church, or domus ecclesia, at Qirqbiza in the Jebel al-'Ala region with an 
inscription dating it to 313, and there are inscriptions referring explicitly to 'Jesus Chrise 

from 336/7 onwards GaWbert & Mouterde 1939,325). Christian worship within the home, 

possibly of a covert nature, was probably the norm for the early fourth century, and indeed 

dedicated churches may not have become the standard until broader ecclesiastical 

organisation had been formalised in a diocesan sense (D)osley 2001,3). It is sometimes 

supposed that the political developments of the early fifth century, especially in terms of the 

Edict of Milan (313), the Peace of Constantine (324) and the first Council of Nicaea (325) 

somehow opened the way for a massive expansion of Christian belief (see, for example, 
Loosley 2001,3). 

It has been commented of Christian conversion in northern Europe, that it should not be 

viewed as a straightforward narrative of a somehow 'irresistible' and unified faith, but in fact 

a process which was diverse in its reception, and varied in the pace and scale of adoption to 

new ideas (for example, Carver 2003a, 3-4). Tbe evidence for northern Syria also seems to 

suggest a slower and somewhat more piecemeal spread than has previously been supposed. 
Ile earliest evidence we have for large-scale investment in Christianity, in the form of a 

purpose-built church, is the basilica at Fafartin, dated by inscription to 372. And recent work 

on the epigraphy of the limestone massif by Tromblcy would suggest that in fact, 

Christianity was not widely accepted and practised until the very late fourth and early fifth 

century. This is almost a century after the previously assumed period of mass conversion 
(Irromblcy 2004). Such complexity is supported by textual evidence, which documents 

battles fought by early Christian saints against paganism - still - in the fifth century. 
11banius recounts the closure of pagan temples against the wishes of the locals by monastics 
during the last decades of the fourth century (Oration XXX)- Theodoret tells us of 
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Thalelacus' battle urith demons (HR XXVIII: 1), and indeed this is a recurring theme also in 

his Cmrr of Hr1knicAIaIa&es in the rrid-fifth century. 

Understanding the pantheon of local gods that made up 'pagan' practice within the region, 

and quite how they came to be abandoned in favour of Christianity is a complex task. 
McCullough refers to 'a very considerable variety of religions and cults' throughout Syria, 

and discusses the difficulties imposed by regional variation (McCullough 1982,11). It would 

seem that in the north-west, local belief prior to conversion was made up of a Semitic 

pantheon, with 'partially Helleniscd' ancestral deities worshipped in temples. Twenty-one 

such temples have been recorded, many of them, in common with many Semitic cults 

throughout western Asia, located in high places (Trombley 2004,60, Tchalenko 1953,13- 

16). The most striking example of this would be the great temple of Zeus Madbachos atop 

the dominant peak of Jebel Sheikh Barakhat (known as Mount Koryph6 in antiquity; jarry 

1967). Archaeological evidence for such temples usually suggests a rectangular 'cella' with a 

colonnaded porch at the front, like the example at Burj Baqirha in Jebel Barisha. In AD 39 1, 

Ileodosius I made it illegal to visit and sacrifice at temples. 1hough it is unclear whether 
this ruling had any affect in the remote countryside, Trombley has looked at the evidence for 

when such temples went out of use, and concluded, on the basis of epigraphic evidence 

close to Zeus Madbachos (the main temple for the region), that 'Christian monotheism 
became the dominant cultural force in the district in consequence of the final closure of the 

great tcmcnos, with a frrmihms ante quem of 406/7' (Tromblcy 2004,61). From this point 

onwards, large numbers of dedications to 'One God' begin to appear in inscriptions 

throughout the region. It is clear that a major factor in the landscape and practice of 

conversion to Christianity was the construction of a series of baptisteries, the first in 390 and 
the last in 566/7. It is plausible that these baptisteries 'were an important institutional 

expression of Christian belief, especially as they were the focal point of the liturgical 

expression of the abandonment of prc-Christian belief and practice' (Trombley 2004,77). 

Epigraphic evidence - largely of the fifth century - supports this, with references to newly 
baptised adults with terms like 'newly created' and 'newly illuminated' often being used (see 

table 2, overleao. 
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Factor Details Date 
F. arlicst documentan- evidence Svnodal letter 268 
Earliest church Domus ecclesia at Qi-rqbiza 313 
Farliest c1carly Christian inscription Nictitions '-Jesus Christ', at %la'arrat 

Shelf 
336/7 

Earliest clearIv Christian burial Use of an 'alpha-omega' at Kuxx-aru 359 
Earliest purpose-built church I -a fa r ti n 372 
Pagan temples fall out of use Closure of Zeus Nladbachos (Jebel 

Sheikh Barakhat) 
c. 407 

Inscriptional evidence for 
Chnstianitv increases 

Use of 'One God inscriptions become 
numerous 

c. 407+ 

Construction of baptistenes Earliest at Babisqa, latest at Dar Qita 390-566/7 

Tavk 2: Summan oi me aocumentaý) anti epqranhi, record-lbr the adoption ofcbrislianiýy in the binterland ql'Antio, -b 
(injýrmation taken Jýom Tromblq- 2004) 

It is chfficult to charactense Christian practice during this early period, in spite of a large 

number of churches across the region, and some documentan- descriptions of bturgical 

practice (exanuned by Loosley 2001, using, among others, Garsofan 1989, Khouri-Sarkis 

195-, Renhart 1995, Taft 1968 & 1986, \X'flklnson 1999). Trombley suggests that such 

services were admmistered by a group of rural presbytcrs, cborepiskopoi or peiiodeulai, Nx-ho 

made tours of the villages in order to conduct the Eucharist (2004,59). Such presbyters maý 
have resided in a series of communal centres across the region, such as the extended 

complex at Baqlrha, or at Dar Qita, which contam notably large churches, a baptisten-, 

accommodation and other features, but are within the confines of a viflage. Tchalenko 

suggested that the size of the congrcgauons attending services in each village church -would 
have vaned throughout the year, and would have been substantially larger duruig the han-est 

season due to the presence of n`Ugrant labour (1953,413-15). Purpose-buflt churches were 

built across the region from 371 onwards, and inscriptional evidence suggests that theý 

continued to be constructed throughout the fifth ccntun,. Some %-, -cre founded in the sixth 

cciitun-. and the last -, -, -e know of , x-as constructed in the first decade of the seventh. The 

cp1graphic c\-Idcjicc suggcsts that onc of the early arcliltccts for such structurcs -was a man 

named Markianos Kyris, who was responsible for the budding of churches at Babisqa, 

Ksajba, Dar Qita, Qasr al-Banat and perhaps also Ba'uda and Sarfud Cl'chalenko 1953,51-2). 

Certainly, given the extremely high quality of finish and decoration, as well as the use of 

similar dccorative moUfs and - in ccrtain cascs - ground plans across the region, it , vould 

secin unl1kcly that churchcs %x-cre cach built simply by thcir own communiucs. Instead, 

travc1ling masons working throughout the region, perhaps using patterns or plans xhich 

could be repeated, seem likely. Loosley has suggested that use of the bevia across the region 

indicates the implenictitation of a strict and cstabhshcd lit-urgical formula, which mav havc 

supcrscdcd the 'c"nsldcrablc divcrsity in modes of , x-orship' xvilich had existed prcx-lously 

(2f)() 1,1999). This ncxv sense of conformity may havc been guided in liturgical ternis by 
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a central authority, but been organised locally in groups, as distinct 'clusters' of berna 

churches are identifiable, such as those around Brad, Kalota or Sinkhar, for example. 

So it would seem in general that Christian worship probably began in the limestone massif in 

the early fourth century, but that there was considerable overlap with the last years of pagan 

worship. Wide scale organisation and implementation of Christian practice seems not to 
have begun until the late fourth and early fifth centuries. Baptisteries and epigraphy suggest 

that the fifth century witnessed widespread conversion. During this period, administration 

of the Eucharist was becoming standardised by a network of rural presbyters, who resided in 

a number of centres throughout the region. 

However, this picture is complicated somewhat by the theological controversies of the late 

fourth and fifth centuries, and the fact that they led eventua. Uy to permanent division within 
the ecclesiastical organisation of the Church. Such controversies are not to be 

underestimated since their effects were undoubtedly widely felt, and (thus) deeply political in 

nature. In characterising the early development of Christianity throughout rural north-west 
Syria, it is important to explore this division. 

4.2 The Council of Chalcedon and the creation of a Monophysite Church 

While the debates in Europe concerned free will and original sin, the main concern 
throughout the eastern I%Iediterranean for this period was Christological: what, in essence, 

was Christ. ) The first of these disputes was Arianism, which asserted that Christ was 

subordinate to God. Though condemned at the Council of Nicaea in 325, this view 

continued to trouble the church authorities until it was finally condemned at the Council of 
Constantinople in 381. Daniel-Rops comments that from this point on, theological dispute 

was like a pendulum, with each position swinging away from and in reaction to the last 

(2001,140-9). During the 360s, the theologians of Antioch reacted against the Arian view by 

emphasising the divine in Christ, but asserting that the human and the divine were distinct. 

This Diphysite view became the Orthodox position. However, in the 360s, the Bishop of 
Laodicea, Apollinarius, stated that such a view compromised the unity of the divine and the 
human in Christ He reacted by considering how these two elements could be united. The 

product was that'Christ is thus not a complete man, but one half of a man, but one half of a 

man on to which is welded the divinity of the Word (Daniel-Rops 2001,143). These are the 

origins of what was to become, half a century later, a Nionophysite position. Nfeanwhile, in 

428, Nestorius reacted against Apollinarius by emphasising a complete divide between the 
divine and the human in Christ, even questioning that the Virgin Mary should be referred to 
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as the mother of God, or tbeotokos. Cyril, the Bishop of Alexandria, began a fervent 

opposition to Nestorius, which resulted in Nestorius' deposition at the Council of Rome in 

430, then again at the Council of Ephesus a year later. It is at this point that what we now 

refer to as the Monophysite position emerges in earnest, asserting that the divine and human 

in Christ cannot possibly be separated, and that the only true understanding is of one nature. 
In a sense, this was a return to the views of Apollinarius, though its effects were more far 

reaching and permanent. In 451, the Monophysite position was condemned at the Council 

of Chalcedon, and a major division within the church emerged. The Orthodox remained 
Diphysite, but the churches later to be known as the Syrian Orthodox (or Jacobite), the 
Armenian Orthodox and the Coptic Orthodox of Egypt and Ef1dopia, declared themselves 
Monophysite (Atiya 1991, Daniel-Rops 2001). 

It is difficult to gauge exactly how these disputes affected the largely low status Syriac 

speaking communities of the Syrian countryside. However, it is clear that some effects would 
have been felt, particularly in terms of the views held by those in power within the church. 
Both the bishop and the patriarch of Antioch changed in view between Diphysite and 
Monophysite several times throughout the fifth century. Such changes coincided with 

violence and rioting. In 479, Bishop Stephen was murdered and his successor had difficulty 

even entering the city. Monks are implicated in at least some of this violence, and probably 
initiated and controlled popular uprisings in some cases. It is difficult to imagine that the 

rural terriioiium of Antioch was not affected in some way by what was happening in the city, 

since the views of the clergy would have had a direct affect on the views of their 

congregation. During the 440s, the influential Diphysite bishop, Ileodoret of Cyrrhus, 

wrote his Historia Rek giosq, or Histog of the Monks of Sjria, based on many visits he had made 

to holy men throughout the countryside (HR, Price 1985). William Frend has suggested that 

the relationship between such figures of authority and the populace was crucial in deciding 

the success or otherwise of figures Eke lbeodoret, as well as the more ordinary village clergy 
(1971,420-3). Congregations could refuse to take the Eucharist from those thought to hold 

heretical views, since personal salvation depended on it. As an illustration of the power held 

by the populace, at Edessa in 449 a mass demonstration in favour of Monophysitism took 

place, resulting in the Metropolitan of the see, Ibas, being dismissed. 

What is certainly clear is that such differences of opinion cannot have enhanced any sense of 

unity within the Christian world, nor strengthened the power and authority of the Christian 

elite in Antioch. And not only was there division between those of Diphysite and 
Monophysite views, but also more broadly between the Patriarchates of the East: 
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Constantinople, Antioch, Alexandria and, later (after its creation in 449), Jerusalem. 

Furthermore, such divisions may have increased a sense of division between the largely 

Diphysite urban entity of Antioch, and the Monophysite countryside to the east. 

Were the communities of the limestone massif Monophysite, and if so, from what date?. 

There is very little evidence of an archaeological nature which could be deemed diagnostic 

either way. Certainly, the presence of a hema within a church does not signify Monophysitism 

or otherwise (Loosley 2001,148). Nor does the wording of dedications in epigraphic 

evidence suggest dear-cut Christological opinion (Trombley 2004,76). It seems unlikely that 

the layout or plan of ecclesiastical sites can be used to suggest whether individual complexes 

were used by Monophysites or not. Ile best guide we have are the broader historical 

circumstances of the time, which suggest that the limestone massif is likely to have been 

Monophysite firom at least the 450s, and to have remained as such, in spite of the changing 

views of the church authorities within Antioch itself. The views of those within Syria Prima 

(of which the limestone massif is a part) stand in contrast to Syria Secunda (with Apamea as 
its capital), which remained loyal to Chalcedon and the Diphysite view. The Monophysite 

stance of Syria Prima is likely to have been accentuated by the leadership of the patriarch 
Severus from 512 onwards. Sevcrus was deposed in 518, but continued to organise covertly 
from Alexandria a distinct Monophysite hierarchy (the origins of the modem Syrian 

Orthodox Church) until his death in 518. During the 530s, John of TeUa ordained large 

numbers of rank and file Monophysite clergy in north-east Syria and Persia. This work was 

continued from 542 by the bishop of Edessa, Jacob Baradaeus, who made the decisive break 

with the Orthodox church hierarchy, by consecrating the monk Eugenius as Monophysite 

metropolitan of Tarsus, and Canon of Seleucia (Frend 1973). Baradaeus travelled throughout 

rural Syria consecrating bishops and consolidating the new Monophysite church hierarchy. 

The role of holy men and women in both conversion and the theological disputes which 
followed is evident but far from clear. Frend described their role as 'standing channels' of 

opinion between imperial Orthodoxy and the population of the provinces (1971,28). The 

next section will therefore examine their emergence, and begin to assess their role. 

4.3 Asceticism and the origins of monasticism 
The origins of Christian monasticism are usually placed in Egypt with StAnthony in the 

third century. Some scholars have viewed such origins as the foundations for all monastic 

practice, with the tradition gradually diffusing from its Egyptian centre towards Palestine, 

southern Syria (especially the Hauran) and from there to the limestone massif (V66bus 1960, 
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66; Meinardus 1999,35; McNally 2001,4; Finneran 2002a, 63). The assumption of such a 

route derives from a number of Syriac sources, but ultimately (according to jargy 1952) only 
from one. According to this source, disciples of Pachomius, especially Mar Awgen, are said 

to have travelled with the idea of monastic life from Egypt to Syria and Mesopotan-, Lia. Yet 

the simple, diffasionist model of monastic origins in Syria which this has prompted can be 

dismissed on three counts. The first is that none of the Syriac or Greek versions of the 
Pachomius narrative can be dated earlier than the ninth century (Brock 1984). By this time, 

given the high profile of Egyptian monasticism, it may have been desirable for Syrian 

institutions to claim some kind of a heritage from Egypt. Ibc second point is that the later 

development of monasticism into large, archaeologically visible complexes, betrays a very 
different layout and use of space. Dayr al-Abyadh in Upper Egypt, for example, is a large, 

heavily nucleated complex with a serni-fortified appearance. As will be seen in subsequent 

chapters of this thesis, none of the forms of monastery in northern Syria are like this at all. 
Finally, and of most relevance to this section, is the fact that the early development of 

monasticism in its ascetic form was quite different from that taking place in Egypt, and was 

thoroughly local in character. Schiwictz lists the many differences in methods of prayer and 
fasting, as well as the fact that the nature of Syrian asceticism (with its frequent practice of 

open air living, and intense self-abuse through artificial means such as chains or self- 
imprisonment) were rare in Egyptian monasticism (1938 111,413-8, cited in Price 1985). 

Brock makes the comment that: 

'In point of factý the fourth and fifth century ascetics of Syria, who are so well 
described by lbeodoret in his Historia Rekgiosa, were heirs to a remarkable native 

ascetic tradition that went back to the very beginnings of Christianity. ' (1984,3) 

This claim, that asceticism in northern Syria can be traced to the very origins of Christianity, 

certainly has some credence given the character of the Gospel according to Luke. This 

gospc], reputedly written in Antioch, has some very particular components not present in 

the other three conventionally cited gospels. It is worth presenting something of the 

character of this text, since it indicates an interpretation of Christianity which embraces 

poverty and encourages a separation from affluent, urban life. The first quotation 

emphasises the outcast nature of ascetic practice: 

'Jesus looked at his disciples are said, 
"Happy are the poor, 

the Kingdom of God is yours! 
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Happy are you who are hungry now; 

you will be filled! 

Happy are you who weep now; 

you will laugh! 

Happy are you when people hate you, 

reject you, insult you, and say that you are evil, 
AU because of the Son of Man. 

be glad when that happens, and dance for joy, 

Because a great reward is kept for you in heaven. ' (Luke V: 20-23) 

The second emphasises poverty, as Jesus instructs his disciples to go out into the viUages: 

qben he sent them out to preach the Kingdom of God and to heal the sick, 

after saying to them, 'rake nothing with you for the journeT. no stick, no 

beggar's bag, no food, no money, not even an extra shirt. '" (Luke IY-2-4) 

'Mirdly, a quotation from later in the text carries the issue of poverty into a justification for 

the lack of possessions: 

'Do not be afraid, little flock, for your Father is pleased to give you the 

Kingdom. Sell all your belongings and give them to the poor. Provide for 

yourselves purses that don't wear out, and save your riches in heaven, where 

they uill never decrease, because no thief can get to them, and no moth destroy 

them! (Luke 12: 33) 

FinaRy, there is the ultimate demand made: 

4... none of you can be my disciple unless he gives up everything he has! (Ixke 

14: 33) 

To this is added, in the Syriac version, the statement, 'you do not belong to the world' 

(Brock 1984,1). 

These first centiny references can be attested also in the second cenwry, dirough the 

ApoajpbalActs of The Apostles, and especially the Acts ofjudas Thomas. T'llis narrative describes 

the behaviour of Thornas as he travels around villages, healing the sick and driving out 
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demons whilst cating only bread and salt and wearing the same clothes all year round games 

1924). Even though this text derives from a period at least three centuries before our best 

source of ascetic practice, Theodorees Historia Religiosa, the behaviour and intentions of 
17homas are exactly the same, and probably therefore form part of a long tradition of such 

practices. 

It seems likely, given the complexity of different traditions of Christian practice existing in 

western Asia up to the fifth century AD that ascetic theology and behaviour could have 

been influenced by a diversity of other movements, some perceived to have been on the 
fringes of Christian belief, others in fact pre-Christian in origin. A strong contender here 

would be the various sects often referred to collectively as Gnosticism. The emphasis placed 
by Gnosticism on a division between those who are in possession of knowledge and those 

who are not concords well with the separation of holy men from society. In this regard, the 

tradition may derive from pre-Christian, Babylonian beliefs (as first suggested by Anz 1897). 

Similarities could also be posited between the ascetic tradition and Zoroastrian magiý 

particularly with regard to their separation as a distinct, priestly caste within Zoroastrian 

society. Crossovers between Zoroastrianism and Gnosticism have been suggested both on 

theological grounds (and especially the dualism of good and evil), and because the prophets 
Bar Kabbas and Bar Coph arc known to have had Zoroastrian origins Pke 1965). 

Brock, on the other hand, sees ascetic practice as not only deriving specifically from the 
Antioch region, but also that it had a solely Christian heritage in being the logical successor 

to martyrdom. He makes the point that 'if one sees the ascetics of the fourth century 

onwards as heirs to the martyrs, it helps one realise why they regarded their way of life as 

simply carrying on the norm of Christian life in pre-Constantinian times' (Brock 1973,2). 

The terms used in early Christian literature on the subject of ascetics, he argues, such as 
'athletes', engaging in a 'contest' are referring directly to the tradition of martyrdom within 

the Church. The holy man Nfacedonius, for example, is described by Tbeodoret of Cyrrhus 

as occupying mountain tops which became Us wrestling ground and stadium' (HR XIII: 2). 

Eusebius of Asikha is described as both an 'athlete' and a 'gymnast of virtue' (HR 

XVIII: 126). But for Price, ascetic practice and martyrdom are in fact two quite different 

ambitions for an individual to hold, and one could, like Origen (the early third century 
figure) hold a desire for martyrdom yet see this as no substitute for asceticism in everyday 
life (1985, xxiv). 
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All of the preceding discussion has focused on the specific theological facets and origins of 

ascetic practice, and indeed there is much more which could be said on this subject. 
However, since this thesis is concerned with thepradical consequences of such practice, and 
in particular the ways in which it led to the construction and deposition of monastic material 

culture, I will now turn to the subject of how early holy figures impacted on rural society in 

Syria. 

4.4 Ascetic practice in context 
Tbe early development of ascetic practice, and its specific origins in the region of Antioch, 

have been described. But its peak in terms of sheer numbers of participants extended 

around 100-125 years from the early fourth to the mid-fifth century. In the Historia Reli io a, gs 

the 30 portraits which Theodoret presents are of holy men and women in northern Syria, 

Lebanon, Osrhoene and Mesopotamia. The most common theme among these holy figures 

is that of living in the open, usually some distance from settled society, wearing few and 

rudimentary clothes. Usual practice was to eat very little, often just bread, water and salt, to 
fast frequently, and to spend time in prayer. These rigours are portrayed by lbeodoret as 

part of a contest or a struggle, during which the holy figure attempts to overcome his or her 

hardship in order to acquire non-human, angelic properties. Often, additional hardship is 

self-imposed, such as the common trait of wearing irons around the neck and waist. Some 

acts are more unique, such as lbalelaeus living in a wooden cylinder elevated ten feet above 

the ground in which he could neither sit nor stand comfortably, or Baradatus living in a 

wooden chest until dissuaded from doing so. Perhaps the most famous trait is that of 

perpetual standing, often on top of a pillar (or s_olos). These practitioners, or s_*, Utes, include 

Symeon Stylites the Elder and the Younger, and Daniel the Stylite. Others elevated 
themselves above the ground in trees (dendrites), or high up rock faces within caves 
(Irvg1o, b, tes). Such techniques are discussed by Price, and the inherent contradictions pointed 

out (1985,174). Symeon is depicted as ascending a pillar in order to avoid the crowds, even 

though such histrionics were surely the reason for the crowds in the first place. 

Such figures were deliberately setting themselves at some distance from society in not just 

physical terms, but also conceptually. Writers such as Ibcodoret, and also the unknown 
biographers of Daniel the Stylite and Tbeodore of Sykeon, portray their subjects as having 

an open resentment towards the decadence of conventional society. They displayed this 

through their actions as well as by their reluctance to converse with others. Ibcodorct seems 
to have used his Episcopal powers to gain access to many of these figures and speak with 
them, but many, such as Salamanes of Euphratensis, rarely spoke at all. Appearance, in 
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terms of rudimentary clothing, long hair and no shoes, was used to confront the norms and 

standards of HeUenistic, or even partiaUy HeRenistic ruraL society, and thus to set 

themselves aside from the majority in sometimes shocking ways. 

Yet interaction between these individuals and the settled population is frequent and 

revealing. Although great efforts were made by these Early Christian writers to emphasise an 
impression of great distance between the holy men and women and settled society, the 

physical distances are in fact revealed as being not very far at all. Salamanes lived on the East 

bank of the Euphrates, sufficiently close to the village of Capersana for the villagers to feel 

that they owned him. When the village on the opposite bank broke down the holy man's cell 

and carried him across the water to their own village, the locals of Capersana crept across in 

the night and led him back to themselves' (Ibeodoret HR XVIIIA). This sense of 

o, %-ncrsMp worked once the holy man had gained credence, but prior to this, their deliberate 

and histrionic othcrworldliness, their status as 'the unattached stranger on the edge of the 

village' as Brown puts it, often resulted in suspicion by the villagers on whose margins they 
lived (1971,84). Palladius, for example, was accused of a murder, until he ordered the corpse 
to rise up and point out the true perpetrator in the crowd (Mcodoret HR VII: 3). 

Conveniently enough, such suspicion is often overcome by miraculous events such as these, 

often of a practical nature like healing or the recovery of a lost agricultural yield. And once 

suspicion is allayed and acceptance gained, these holy figures interacted frequently in the 
day-to-day events of village life. Brown's thesis (1971,1982a), that this interaction eventually 
led to holy figures being used as village patrons, has already been outlined in the previous 

chapter and there is no need to repeat it here, other than to explore the issue of quite bow 

these figures came to enjoy such a position. 

First and foremost, there is the idea that holy figures were so hauntingly strange in their 

appearance and behaviour that they could remain separate from the intricacies of village life, 

and therefore be trusted as an outsider. Secondly, in order to gain this trust, they offered to 

play the role of go-between, between The Almighty and themselves. Even though the 

message of the Gospel was that everyone could receive divine Grace, this role as intercessor 

meant that they could be 'a professional in a world of amateurs', giving expert guidance 
through the special channels to God earned by their ascetic behaviour. Brown suggests that 
in this sense, the holy figure was the inheritor of the classical tradition of the oracle, in which 

signs were expertly interpreted (1971,93). Is it then that figures like St. Symeon performed a 

purely practical role in gaining guidance and performing miracles? In fact, this is not the 

case, because it is possible to perceive from the hagiographical. sources a deep sense of 
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reverence which facilitated this practical relationship in the first place. Price points out that 

this derived not just from demonstrations of divine Grace, but the very act of asceticism 
itself, for they demonstrated that it was possible for a human to transcend the human 

condition with all of its bodily urges and become angelic on earth. The argument runs then 

that holy men earned through their strangeness a position of trust which enabled them to act 

as intercessor. This intercessionary role and all of the dramatic behaviour with which it was 

associated was a demonstration of the angel in the holy man or woman which instilled not 

just trust but wonder in the communities on the margins of whom they came to live. Ihe 

binding relationship which ensued created a sense of social cohesion as communities united 
first in admiration, then out of necessity and reliance, on their holy figure. This enabled that 

figure to perform various economic, political and legal roles, of which Brown provides 

ample evidence without the need for repetition here (notable among his examples are acts of 

exorcism, curses, the suppression of violence and arbitration of disputes and, of course, 

money lender and financial negotiator with the authorities; 1971,87-91). 

A parallel could be drawn here with Ernest Gellner's account of the holy men of the Atlas 

Mountains in Morocco during the 1960s (1969). These living saints, referred to either as 
igurramen or Ibansalen, are descendants of Sidi Said Ahansal, a local saint believed to have 

been descended from the Prophet Mohammad through King Idris in around 800 AH (1397- 

8 AD). These figures live within villages and play a strong role in the everyday politics of 
intra- and inter-tribal mediation. GeRner describes this role as 'indulgent, socially 

acclimatised, illiterate, arbitration-oriented'. in deep contrast to religious organisation within 

the towns, which is formalised, literate and avoids involvement in disputes (1969,9). Ile 

holy men of Zawiye Ahansal, for example, supervise local elections, tend the shrine used for 

collective oaths and arbitrate in major disputes which cannot be solved by the local mosque. 
This arbitration, in common with the situation in early Christian Syria, is not portrayed as a 

random process deriving from the judgement and personality of the holy man. Instead, it is 

conducted on Qu'ranic grounds, with the holy man interpreting Skarlia law on behalf of the 

disputing parties (Gellner 1969,129). He is therefore portrayed as 'merely' an intermediary, 

using and developing God's words rather than explicitly employing his own judgement. 

Price cautions that Brown tends to overstate the extent to which holy men became involved 

in the everyday work of the villages in the fourth and fifth centuries (1985, xxviii-xxx). 
Hagiographies do not lend themselves easily to statistical analysis, so it is difficult to 'tese 

Brown's thesis. Nevertheless, it is a fact of the literary style of late antique Greek and Syriac 

hagiographies that the worth of a holy figure is always proven through their interaction with 
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in ordinary figure or a whole community. There is almost always a miracle which appears to 

result in 'benefiefor someone else but the holy man, and in this sense Brown's model of 
interaction must be seen as broadly correct. 

4.5 Transitions from holy man to monastery 
The process, by which this population of individual ascetics, apparently reluctant to form 

human relationships and engage in company, collected themselves into communities where 
interaction was a necessity, is far from clear. The commentary thus far, both in the primary 

and the secondary literature, has tended to make this process seem somehow irresistible, 

even inevitable. Tchalenko implies that the impetus for this move came from individual 

figures. Around the Plain of Dana, for example, it was apparently the ascetics Eusebius and 
Ammanius who founded first the monastery of Dayr Tell 'Ada, then 'did not delay' in 

founding several more scattered around the Plain of Dana. He then goes on to develop this 

model, suggesting that as monks from some of these early foundations themselves sought 

solitude, then attracted disciples as a result, so more monasteries were established 
(Tchalenko 1953,146-8). And indeed, this echoes the writings of Theodoret in many ways, 

who describes Saint Symeon's early career in a monastery (probably Burj al-Sab), which was 
built by Euscbonas and Abibion, two pupils of Eusebius (HR XXVIA). Yet, the change 
from individual to group monasticism is a fundamental one for it involves, to put it simply, a 

change from monasticism 'as a way of life for the world and not against ie (Stewart 1998, 

via). And indeed to be fair, Ibeodoret does take the time to describe some of the tensions 
inherent in the process of making the lonely hermits of the hillside gather into institutions of 

cohabitation. 

He describes, for example, a debate between Ammianus and Eusebius, where the former 

makes the argument that to be solitary is to restrict oneself to self-love, and not to love one's 

neighbour. Sharing one's wealth, he goes on to say, is evidence of charity (Ibeodoret HR 

IV. 4). The implication is again therefore that the decision to become institutional is personal 

and theological. No discussion takes place of the broader social and economic incentives to 

collect rather than to remain remote. This does not disqualify the model proposed in 

Chapter 3, since hagiographical style dictated that the life' of each holy man described 

should carry evidence for remarkable, courageous personal decisions and deeds. In this 

sense, broader social pressures would not be suggested as they did not fall within the rcrait 

of the writer. And for Theodoret writing in the 440s, it is revealing that the personal choice - 
as to whether to be solitary, or whether to live in a communal institution - is still a choice 
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that can be made, implying that both options still existed at this time (Meodoret HR 

300 L-5). The institutional did not rapidly supplant the solitary therefore. 

It is unclear quite when this process began, and when the trickle became a flood and 
institutional became the norm. Ilere is the danger of deceptive references in the primary 

sources which may lead us astray. lbeordoret, for example, describes Abraham as being 'of 

the same company' as Palladius. However, as Price points out, this may simply mean that the 

two were part of the same network of holy men in the Antiochene region (1985,71). That 

such figures were known to each other and were part of a broader community across the 
hillsides of northern Syria, of the same established and understood 'Way of life' (as 

lbeodoret describes it in HR VII), is still at least one step away from them engaging in the 

establishment and management of a single complex. Many of the descriptions which we 
have of the ascetic life depicts holy men as shunning any kind of human contact, such as 
Eusebius of Asikha, who walled himself up within an unroofed enclosure so that his day-to- 

day devotion would not be interrupted by others (HR XVIII: 1). At times, this divide is more 
difficult to delineate. Publius, for example, attracted many followers but made them live in 

cells separate to his own, though he maintained contact with them (HR V: 3-4). He is later 

persuaded that he could oversee monastic discipline more easily if a communal institution is 

built, so 'he demolished those small cells, and for those brought together he built a single 

one'. Peter the Galatian was likewise allowed to be a 'companion' of Daniel the Stylite 

(IM-4), while lbeodosius of Mount Amanus was more explicitly welcoming to followers. He 

not only appears to have made the transition from solitary life to communal living willingly 

and openly, but displays - at some stage in the second half of the fourth century - early 

evidence of standardised monastic law, 'checking to see if each detail was carried out in 

accordancewith the rules laid down' CKA). So it can be seen that transition to full-blown, 

communal monasticism was by no means a straightforward task, and was beset with 

theological and philosophical dilemmas. However, it seems clear that by the beginning of the 
fifth century, this transition was underway. 

4.6 Archaeological evidence for the earliest monastic activity 
The archaeological evidence for all of this early activity is difficult to find and to interpret. 

The style of life and activities described in early hagiographies is, by definition, without 

material culture. Snively comments somewhat pessimistically that 'hermits living in extreme 

poverty in huts or caves normally leave little trace of themselves: crosses carved on the walls 

of the cave or a scatter of potsherds, but nothing more' (2001,58). Tchalenko complains 
that even during the latter stages of monasticism, we are ignorant as to the accommodation 
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used by monk-s (1953 1,19). Ascetics, it would be easy to conclude, shunned possessions or 

permanence of dwelling on theological grounds, thus rendering archaeology almost 

redundant. Yet 'almost' is an important qualification to bear in mind, because some hints arr 

given in the literature which provide some hope that ascetic practice had a tangible and 
distinctive material culture. We arc told, for example, that Eusebius of Asikha built 'a mere 

enclosure whose stones he did not even join together with clay' (HR XVIII: 1). Also, 

Limnaeus, "fenced round by a bare wall built of stones and not joined with clay' (HR 

XXII: 151). These accounts would seem to suggest, firstly, that dwellings (where they do 

exist) are of a poor quality, flimsy construction. But secondly, they also suggest a distinct 

building style which may help us to interpret structures on the ground. Of course, it may be 

that Ibcodoret was simply employing a literary technique in seeking to emphasisc the self- 

chosen poverty of holy figures, without having any genuine knowledge of construction 

techniques. 

Yet we do know that Theodoret visited a number of holy figures in situ, and describes the 

disassembling of structures in order to gain access to those within (for example, Marana and 
Cyra, HR )=X-5). Pefia, Castellana. and Fernandez have sought to interpret various kinds 

of flimsy structure on the ground as evidence for ascetic practice. They list six distinct kinds 

of structure, identified on the basis of documentary evidence (1980,43-6). These include 

small houses Cmaisonates), huts or cabins, caves, reoccupation of tombs, reuse of pagan 

temples and towers. Evidence for some of these categories can be reasonably identified. 

Cave dwellings are evidenced at Zayarat Shaykh 'Alarn al-Din in the Jebel Barisha, for 

example, with five apertures in the rock in association with a cistern and a rock-cut platform 
(perhaps for sleeping on) (Pefia et al 1987,108-9). At Butj Baqirha there is some evidence of 

reuse of the pagan temple. Dayr Sakhur consists of a small structure, poorly built, but in 

association with a small tower, a cistern and a press (1987,98). Towers are evidenced both 

as free standing, individual structures, such as Butj Nast, and associated with larger 

complexes, as at Qasr al-Brad. Rcoccupation of tombs is more difficult to identify, since so 

many have subsequently been disturbed. However, a number of monastic complexes, such 

as Dayruna and Dayr Ayzarara, have rock-cut tombs within them. Determining whether 

these succeeded or preceded the foundation of the monastery is difficult to ascertain. 

In addition, we could include within this category of early ascetic practice stylites' columns. 
Pefia et al consider these a different category altogether, since, for them, division of evidence 

along bchavioural (rather than archaeological) grounds is reasonable. Ibus I-es Reclus S ens yti 
(1980) is a different volume to Les Sotes Syriens (1975). Yet, if examined from the point of 
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view of eady evidence for monastic practice in general, these two 'categories' are surely not 

separate at all. And indeed stylites' columns have been identified in the limestone massif at 

Qal'at al-Brad, Qal'at Sffn'an, Kafr Daryan and elsewhere (Callot 1989). In some cases, these 

identifications seem credible, as at Kafr Daryan, where a very large, free-standing column 
lies close to its base but with no other structural remains apart from a small chapel or 

meeting place to the north-east. 

Fý, gwr 24: Example oJa. tlylite's coLumn at KafrDaryan 

Yet in other cases, as at Sarlibla, the claim made by Tchalenko and Baccache that a stylite's 

column lies to the east of the central church is more difficult to substantiate, as the circular 

aperture in the limestone bedrock suggests an ambiguous function (Baccache & Tchalenko 

1980,149). In addition, it is often difficult to tell whether stylitcs' columns as we observe 

them today are in the same position and of the same construction as during their period of 

use, or whether later veneration has led to these structures being renewed, rebuilt or moved. 
Such deliberate 'monumentallsingý may well have occurred at Qal'at Sim'an, for example, 

where it seems unlikely that Saint Symeon's column would have remained untouched during 

the construction of a massive new complex after his death in 459. 

Price highlights a further problem when looking for archaeological evidence for the earliest, 

ascetic-onent d monastic practice. This is that it often occurred in locations which later 

would have become collective institutions, and thus later structures would have superseded 
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and obscured evidence for earlier activity (Price 1985, xix). For Tchalcnko, the early sixth 

century saw the complete disappearance of earlier monastic constructions, and their 

replacement with much large residences (1953,149). This point of view highlights an 
important problem in the recording and analysis of monastic sites in Syria, which is that they 
have generally not been examined with a sense of chronological development in mind. 
Rather than observing critically the standing fabric in stratigraphic terms, previous scholars 
have tended to regard these structures as straightforward, single-phase complexes. 
Tchalenko and Baccache, for example, take the church at the south monastery of SatJibla to 
be all one phase (1980,149). However, it is clear from the standing fabric that the south-east 

comer was remodelled to facilitate a man yrion (complete with grave slab), with its own door, 

suggesting a later pilgrimage element to the site. If stratigraphic observation such as this - 

even of a fairly simple nature - is employed, the development of monastic sites from small, 

cremdtic structures to larger, more complex institutions can be observed. The site of Dar 

Qita, suggested by Butler (1920,179) and Baccache & Tchalenko, (1979,179) to be 

synchronous, is determined (below) as a much more complex series of phases. So too at 
Brayj, where Nfattem (1944) made a plan, suggesting a single phase set of buildings 

consisting of a possible church, collective tombs and three communal buildings. Yet, as 

preliminary observation has shown, a clear development can be observed here from an 
dal tower to the cast of the site, to a larger L-shaped structure with an annex added on its 

east side. 11iis development may have occurred at the same time as the construction of 
further structures to the west, including an accommodation block, a press and a separate 

communal meeting hall (which Mattem regarded - probably erroneously - as a church), 

though this cannot be verified stratigraphically. 
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Observations such as these suggest that the development from ascetic to collective practice 

may well have occurred, in some cases, in the same location, with the earlier centre being 

developed but retained within the core of the later structure. Preservation of the earlier 

structure may have occurred as a result of a desire to venerate and present the earlier 
dwelling. However, in some cases it is clear that the structure still visible today either entirely 

swept away an earlier phase, or was constructed de now in that location. It is clear from 

documentary sources (for example, HR =1: 7) that Saint Symeon Stylites spent 3 years in 

a 'tiny cottage, usually scaled with mud, at the base of the hill on which he later took to 

standing on a pillar (now Qal'at Sim'an). If this is indeed correct, this would have been 

around about 412. Subsequent construction of 3 large monastic sites and the rest of the 

town of Dayr Siman (including apandockeion, commercial space and a substantial tia sacra) 
firom. the late fifth century onwards has surely eradicated any evidence of this initial 

structure. 

In other cases, it would seem that the monastery has been constructed de novo, with no 

surviving evidence (either documentary or archaeological) for an earlier phase. This is 

probably the case at Dayr Turmanin, for example on the south-eastem slopes above the 
Plain of Dana. 

Ihis discussion of the archaeological evidence for the early phases of monastic practice in 

northern Syria is further complicated by the fact that deciding on what is - and crucially 
what is not -a monastic site on the ground can be very difficult. This is perhaps especially 
the case where the earliest phases arc concerned, since they are often rudimentary, diverse 
form and usually do not bear any inscriptions. Sites such as Dayr lWaz A, for example, or 
Dayr Burj jalahah, arc claimed to be monastic sites, yet arc ambiguous and could equally 
have been secular agricultural complexes (Pefia ct al 1987,171-2,179-180). In order to bring 

some clarity to this issue, it is important to be very clear about exactly what a monastery was 
in late antique Syria, in order to prepare the way for the analysis of the evidence in Chapter 

5. In order to do this, I will now examine what range of activities were considered typical of 

monasticism in fifth and sixth century Syria. This dcfinition will begin from the point of 

view of the documentary sources. 

4.7 Documents and anxieties of definition: whatis a Syrian monastery? 
The concept of what is - and often, cruciaUy, what is not -a Christian monastery has 

occupied scholars throughout western Asia and Europe for some time now. McNally, for 

example, discusses the ways in which such dcfinidons may vary not only through time and 
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across space, but also among different but contemporary implementations of monastic life 

(2001,3-11). Snively cautions that archaeologists have often been too quick to assign the 

monastic laber to a site, and indeed that archaeology may not be able to identify certain 
forms of monastic practice at all (2001,58). Faced with the problem of deciding whether or 

not a set of settlement remains on the ground derive (whether wholly or partially, for all of 
its existence or periodically) from monastic practice, different approaches have been used. 
Chris Loveluck's discussion of the Anglo-Saxon settlement of Flixborough has led him to 

consider the different ways in which justifications of a monastic identification have been 

made. He highlights site morphology, architectural components, the presence of a church, 

evidence for craftworking and literacy, burials of a single gender, as well as evidence for 

particular kinds of faunal procurement as all being used as evidence for a monastic 
esignature' on the ground. Yet, he argues, all of these categories suffer from 'the assumption 

of single labels, often coinciding with textually-derived terms, such as minster, monastery, 

manor, ca pt or vill centre' (Lovcluck 2001,120). He goes on to say that '(t)extual evidence 

may provide 'snap-shots' around which models of settlement evolution can be constructed, 
but such models may overlook settlement changes during historically less 'Visible' periods' 
(2001,121). It is therefore entirely possible that by levering archaeological evidence into 

historically defined models, we are missing the opportunity provided by material evidence to 
inform us about hitherto unidentified forms of settlement. 

In a sense, this debate returns to the one highlighted in Chapter 2 regarding the role of 

material culture in relation to historical sources. There, it was argued that use of both 

historical and archaeological material is essential in informing debate and conclusions as fully 

as possible. In this thesis, archaeology forms the lead and has a legitimate role to play in 

doing so. The historical sources used thus far have tended to be those of the victorious 
ideologies and narratives which came to dominate and succeed, often leaving 'quieter', 

undocumented aspects of society unrevealed. Archaeology is well equipped to inform both 

the broad scale and long term changes later explored in Chapter 5, and the day-to-day 

moments of social interaction as discussed in Chapter 6. However, problems occur when 

trying to marry archaeological and documentary evidence together, since aligning the two 

can mask much broader differences in the kinds of information which each represents. 
When trying to use both forms of evidence to identify what a monastic site actually is, 6 

Carr2giin points out that among the pre-Romanesque ecclesiastical complexes of Ireland, 

not all sites identified as monastic contain all of the prescribed 'monastic' elements, such as 

round towers, concentric enclosures or other features (2002,357). Furthermore, some non- 

monastic, secular church sites take on a 'monastic' character. These difficulties - of aligning 
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definitionuith evidence on the ground - are similar to Loveluck's anxiety that the elements 

to be seen at Flixborough do not necessarily, exclusively belong to monasteries. 6 Carrag-lin 

even goes so far as to state that the whole idea of a clearly definable material culture which 

charactcrises early Irish monasticism is questionable. Ibc essential difference here is that for 
6 Carrag-iin the problem lies in an actual overlap between institutions of differing natures in 

antiquity, whereas for Loveluck it is that archaeologists arc being led astray by terms of 

reference imposed today by the historical sources. 

So, because of these obvious difficulties, the task which lies ahead is to review very 

cautiously the evidence offered by documentary sources, in order to examine if it can be 

useful and informative for the primarily archaeological study carried out here. Thus, three 

issues will be examined in particular. These are: do we have conclusive evidence for distinct 

settlements which we can call monasteries, what is the nature of the activity within these 

settlements, and is there at least some evidence for a material correlate to such activity? 

What follows is, by necessity, somewhat brief, and does not make exhaustive use of the 
documentary sources available, but it is hoped that because those used are some of the most 

suitable and thorough sources available, they give a reasonable impression of how we may 
define a monastery in documentary terms. 

Ile first question is whether there existed in the fifth and sixth centuries a type of 

settlement which was defined as a monastery by those who lived in and around it. For this, 

we must examine the origins of the terms used. Ile term 'monastery' used in the English 

language derives from the Greek monos (alone). 1he word monasterion derives from this, and 

was used in Greek to denote a monastic settlement. A similar term, Monachos, was used in 

fourth century Egypt - certainly as early as 324 - to denote a particular kind of Christian, 

probably the ascetics who were originally known as a otakfikoi (McNally 2001,3; judge 

1977). It has been suggested that the term was used as early as 305 to apply specifically to 

Anthony and his kind, figures who secluded themselves from society without possessions in 

celibacy, as implied by the life ofAnthoj! y written by Athanasius somewhat later in the 350s 

Oudge 1977,77). 17heodoret, however, uses the terms monasterion or movacbos very rarely, 

preferring instead to use a consciously classical form of Greek which would not contain 

such relatively modem terms (Price 1985,93). He prefers instead to use terms such as 
'philosophical retreae (IV: 2), a 'company of athletes' (IM-12) and (most commonly of all) 
'wrestling school' (for example, 11: 9). There is one passage during which Theodoret uses 

monasteiion explicitly, referring to the miraculous water supply used by a monastery in Cilicia 
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N, 7). However, it has been suggested that this passage is anomalous and was in fact inserted 

later (Canivet 1977). Nevertheless, the very fact that 'Meodoret refers to particular kinds of 

settlement inhabited by collections of holy men and women for the purposes of Christian 

spiritual contemplation, strongly implies that he knew what he meant by 'wrestling schools', 

and that that meaning is very close to our understanding of monasterion. 

Others are more clear in their use of the term monasterion. The anonymous hagiographer of 
St. 17heodore of Sykeon used the term frequently throughout their account, referring to 
SLIleodore's life during the late sixth century in Anatolia (for example, in Tbeodorr Lll, LIV 

& 1=4 

Other forms of evidence suggest the existence of a clear monastic terminology to designate 

particular forms of settlement. Inscriptions, for example, have yielded uses of the terms 

mmaszffion and da )r. Examples in the limestone massif are not known (at least according to 

the evidence provided by jalalbert & Mouterde 1939, Tchalenko 1953 11 & Trombley 2004), 

but in the Hauran of southern Syria, the site of Dayr al-Nasrani clearly displays the term 

monasterion in a lintel inscription which asks, '0 God of Saints Sergius and Bacchus, bless the 

monastery... ' (Littmann et al 1921,334). 

Having resolved that there is good evidence for the existence of distinct settlements which 

were clearly defined as monasteries, the second issue for discussion here is what activities 

were carried out in such settlements which may have made them distinctive as such. Here 

again, Tbeodoret provides some helpful suggestions. Since his intention in Historia Religiosa 

seems to have been the explication of spiritual zeal among the holy men of Syria, religious 

contemplation features highly among the activities described. T11is takes two forms: 

individual prayer but also communal prayer. The former is evidenced in many cases, such as 
Zebinas doing so while perpetually standing (HRXXIV: 1), and the stylites; Symeon and 
Daniel doing so on top of a pillar (HR X-&'VI: 10; R. DanieIXXVI). Evidence for communal 

prayer is provided by Julian's instructions to his followers to offer 'common hymnody to 
God' (HR 11: 5). 

Another activity described by Theodoret is developed, communal worship. It is interesting 

to note that this is well evidenced as being carried out both within a purpose-built structure, 

such as limnacus constructing two buildings within which he instructed his followers to 

sing and pray (HRX-MI: 7), but in fact not always necessarily within a church, as at Tell 'Ada 

where Euscbius entreats his foUowers in this waT. 
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'He charged them to have intercourse with God continually and leave no 

opportunity free from this activity, but to perform the appointed offices in 

common and in the intermediate portions of the day entreat God and beg for 

salvation each one of his own, whether in the shade of a tree or by some rock or 

wherever he might enjoy solitude, either standing or lying on the ground! (HR 

IV: 5) 

In other cases, and perhaps especiaRy in the eather stages of monasticism, monks used the 

nearhy village church in order to worship, and may also have acted also as clergy for that 

viUage (as in HR XVIIA). 

Another important and defining set of activities described by Ileodoret as being carried out 
by holy figures within monastic complexes are those loosely defined under the heading 

'domestic' factors. This might include, for example, accommodation (the practice of sleeping 

regularly in one, specific and delineated place). Although this factor may seem far from 

surprising it marks quite a change from the often nomadic existence of earlier ascetic 

practice. This is evidenced as being a communal activity, with one, central accommodation 
block, by Marcianus' instruction to his followers to build themselves a place to live together, 

or Pubhus building central accommodation so that he could keep a strict eye on the 

community (HR 111: 5, V: 4). In other cases, central, communal complexes are suggested as 
being used for meetings and gatherings, as at the monastery of Ileodore of Sykeon, where 

an annual public procession ended up there after going round all of the neighbouring 

villages (Tbeodorr CXID. Alternatively, the practice of communities sleeping in separate, 
delineated structures is suggested by the early stages of Publius' monastery (HR V: 3). Loose 

conglomerations of ascetics living together are suggested by V66bus as having been termed 

IlTrO in Syriac (V66bus 1960,115-6,167). This form of monastic accommodation is similar 

to, though perhaps spatially a tighter unit than, the style of complex termed labpa in Greek 

and described by Cyril of Scythopolis in Palestine (CS 23: 20 - 26: 25). At a similar monastery 

near Chalcis, a rule of silence was imposed by Limnaeus, thereby implying that communal 

activity - whether for accommodation or meetings - was occurring, otherwise such a rule 

would not seem necessary (HR =1: 2). 

The practice of producing and storing agricultural produce (whether for subsistence use or 
for surplus - this distinction is discussed at greater length in Chapters 3 and 6) is also well 

evidenced. In Cilicia, lbeodosius; instructed his community to engage in crop production, as 

well as craft activities such as the weaving of mats (HR X: 2). Julian orders his followers to 
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build a structure in which to store preserves, then chastises them for making it immodestly 

lurge ON). 
0 

The last factor is not strictly an activity, but may nevertheless help to define what is and 

what is not a monastic site. The practice of enclosing a monastic settlement in order to form 

a clearly delineated space is evidenced in a number of instances. This may involve trying to 
keep unwanted disciples away, such as the two nuns Marana and Cyra who made an 

enclosure of 'clay and stones', but then had servants 'eager to share their life with them' live 

in separate buildings outside the enclosure (HR N=: 2). Bassus instructs his flock not to 

go outside the gate in order to acquire food, but to live inside and receive food only 'by 

divine grace' NXXVI: 8). Ibere is no evidence provided at this stage by Ibeodoret, and very 
little in any of the other sources either, for enclosures being built through a need for defence 

from raiding or physical attack This may have been different within areas closer to the 
desert Etinge like the Hauran of southern Syria, but it seems to have been the case for the 

north. 

The factors discussed above therefore suggest five activities which are regularly described as 

taldng place within monastic settlements. These are: prayer and contemplation, communal 

worship, accommodation, production and enclosure. A range of other activities can be 

suggested which are not so obviously evidenced by contemporary sources, but which may 

also help us to define what a monastery was by what went on there. Trombley's assertion 

that baptisteries played a crucial role in the conversion of northern Syria to Christianity 

throughout the fifth and sixth centuries implies that monastic sites may have been involved 

in this (2004). At least one site, which had a clearly monastic function - Qal'at Sim'an - 

possessed a baptistery form the late fifth century. But though it is clear from this example 

that large-scale baptism occurred within or close to a monastery, this is perhaps not a 

consistent enough phenomenon to use baptismal evidence as a specifically doning 

characteristic for monastic sites. It occurred at some, but not all monastic sites. 

Further evidence may be taken from much more recent, historical and travellers' accounts. 
While it is problematic to argue that monasteries in the nineteenth century were simply 

unchanged versions of monasteries from the sixth century, by use of analogy it should be 

possible to at least use evidence of activities from such accounts to su est activities for 

earlier periods. In this sense, Wylie's (1985) and later Hodder's (1999) notion of what is 

tertned 'relational' analogy may be appropriate, since this pennits 'an understanding of the 

causal relationships between variables' (Hodder 1999,46), so long as we can be sure that the 
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two societies being examined together are genuinely comparable. The approach known in 

North American archaeological tradition as the direct historical approach is also similar, 

advocating working back to a historically less well understood period from a 'documented 

historic horizon', so long as there is an appreciable overlap between the 'historically 

identified complexes' and those of an earlier period (Willey & Sabloff 1974,114). 

With these cautions in mind, what could travellers' and historians' accounts of the 

nineteenth and earlier twentieth centuries suggest of monastic complexes in earlier pcriods? 
Oswald Parry's description of life in the monastery of Dayr al-Za'afaran in the Tur 'Abdin 

during the 1890s suggests that at that time, educational gatherings were of central 
. portance to the daily running of the place. 112e schooling of young boys by monks is 

described, in the unmistakeably idealistic yet sardonic style of Orientalist travel literature, as 
follows: 

qbere sat on the open space of the balcony, on the opposite side of the court to 

my room, a group of boys and deacons of the Deir around an elderly monk 

named Rahab Melki... 1herc they sat in their white tunics and red caps round 

the dark-robed monk, each with an ancient folio, as heavy as he could carry, on 
his knee, spelling out the words or reciting in the loud and droning voice that 

soon became so familiar to my ear. After a time, would follow a lesson in 

chanting, far less pleasing to listen to, for all sang at once and in different keys. ' 

(rr print, ed in Parry 2001,12 1) 

Festugi&e describes the importance of education in the everyday running of monastic life, 

using the evidence provided for the late fourth century by John Chrysostom (1959,181- 

192). V66bus describes the documentary evidence for wandering monks travelling in the 

region of Edessa and acting as itinerant teachers (1960,404-410), and Rousseau describes 

the special obligation felt by ascetics to teach their disciples (1998,23 1). 

Parry's account also describes the absolutely central importance of agricultural production in 

facilitating and shaping social practice in the monastery (2001,124-5,127). He also suggests 

that the monastery was a locus for gatherings of various kinds; political, ceremonial and 

processionaL 

So, given the activities defined here, it is appropriate to suggest that a definition for a 

monastery during the fifth and sixth centuries would be a structure or complex of structures 
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used for the sustained contemplation of God under a Christian belief system. This 

necessitated residential accommodation, and often - but not necessarily - the generation of 

subsistence materials. Such a complex may have involved the use of a church, whether on- 

or off-site. 

Such a complex was referred to in late Roman Syria as dýym (Syriac) or monasterion (Greek). 

This nomenclature is often implied in the place names of Syria, especially through use of the 

Arabicised term da yr, though in other terms also (which are discussed more fiffly in 

Tchalenko 1953 1,150; 1953 11,52). Although there are complications when trying to use 

this term at face value as straightforwardly signifying an ancient monastery, its continued 

usage can often be a useful - if not strictly defining - indicator. 

4.8 Material definitions of monasticism 
The purpose of the previous section has been to define what a monastery was for those 

using and living close to them during the fifth and sixth centuries, according to the range of 

activities carried out within them. Since the bulk of the evidence used in the analyses 

presented later in this thesis is archaeological, it is necessary now to assess what the material 

evidence would be, if any, for each of the activities defined as being 'monastic. Could the 

above definition of a monastery have an equally definable material correlate? Let us assess 

the likelihood of this by examining each activity in turn. 

The first of the five activities highlighted is probably the most problematic. Prayer and 

contemplation do not, almost by definition, require particular forms of material culture since 

they arc purely cerebral activities. In many religions, including Christianity, it is often 

emphasised that nothing is required in order to pray. In Islam, for example, it is merely the 

qibla, or direction, which is of importance (Kuban 1974,1). However, both focuses for, and 

responses to, prayer may produce archaeological evidence. Since most of the evidence dealt 

with here is in the form of standing buildings, objects used as aids to contemplation are 

unlikely to be forthcoming. Consequently, the forms of material culture associated with 
Christian prayer in the modem world, such as crosses, beads, icons and texts cannot always 
be relied upon to suggest the presence of contemplative activity. Inscribed versions of these 
forms are often present though. At a great many sites, inscribed crosses are evident (an 

analysis of which has been carried out by Naccache 1992). At others, incised fish, Chi-Rho, 

'One God' and other longer inscriptions in Greek or Syriac are present. These can be in 

script, but often are pictorial, such as the image of a stylite's column at Shaykh Sulayman 

(Pefia et al 1975, plate 21). In some cases, inscriptions may represent an expression of 
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identitv and ownership, and may not necessarily have represented solely the focus of prayer. 

However, they are presumably always expressions of identity and ownership by Christians, 

who by definition must undertake prayer to God in order to maintain hope of salvation and 

obtain guidance. Nor should we, as archaeologists, treat them lightly. To use and maintain 

such symbols within the religiously fluid and contested context of the fifth and sixth 

centuries surely represents a conscious and deliberate use of symbolism, meant to convey 

not just the Christianity of a particular space, but its newly Cbrisfianised nature as well. just as 

monks in Egypt placed graffiti crosses on the walls of newly-clalmed pagan temples 

(Finneran 2002,75), the incised crosses adorning buildings in the Syrian countryside are 

meant to be read as loaded, provocative messages. It would be fair to conclude then that, 

taken collectiveiv, inscriptions of various forms may be used to suggest at least some 

Christian contemplative activity on a site. 

Výgu" 2Y. - Inased decorawn a Zbe mnamcsite of DqyrDehes 

The next form of activity, that of developed communal worship, is fairly clearly attested in 

archaeological terms. In spite of debates about what constitutes a church in other areas of 

the early Christian world, the evidence for northern Syria seems reasonably clear, and has 

been summansed in section 4.1. Churches were already an established architectural entity by 

the time developed monasteries emerged into the settlement pattern, and although variation 

exists, the standard east-west basilica with an apsidal end can be reliably understood to be a 

church by the end of the fourth century. It has been suggested that monastic churchcs , vcre 
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in general notably smaller and simpler than communal, village churches (Tchalenko 1953 1, 

162), a distinction which may help to define which churches are monastic and which not 

where ambiguity exists. However, as noted in the review of documentary evidence in the 

previous section, it is now clear that monasteries need not necessarily have possessed a 

church of their own. This could either have been because a village church served for the 

monastic community also (which provokes interesting issues of interaction with the secular 

community), or because communal worship and the sacrament of the Eucharist in some 

monasteries simply did not take place within a church at all. In the former case, a shared 

monastic-secular church may have been the situation at Ksajba, for example, Al- 

Ruquq/Hayr Salah or Qal'at al-Brayj/Birat Kaftin. In cases where the Eucharist may never 

have been carried out within a church context at all, a church may never have been present 

at the site of Dayr Tell 'Ada (if indeed this is the famed monastic site widely believed to have 

been the same as that described by Theodoret [HR IV]). 

Added to this could be objects indicative of Eucharistic activity, such as liturgical vessels. 
Marlia Mango has analysed assemblages of early sixth century silver plate from Kaper 

Koraon and elsewhere, for example (Niango 1986). However, instances of such objects are 

rare, and cannot be relied on to provide definitive evidence in the majority of cases. 

A third factor is domestic activity. This is attested in various forms, and can be very clear. 
Accommodation complexes are identifiable in fairly straightforward ways, consisting of large 

structures, often as large as 200mý. In many cases, such as at Qarat al-Brad and Dayr 

Turmanin, these are of two storeys and with very few internal subdivisions. 
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In other cases, as in the concentrations of towers around Burj jalahah, Burl' Nasr and Burl 

Mahdurn al-Shary, domestic accommodation is clear in the form of cupboard hollows, or 

aumbries, windows and other features set within the masonry walls. 
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Fýgwr 3 1: Domeific mse of zoxws ac etidemird bj aumbries a Buýijalabab 

These seem to suggest an absolutely uniform layout repeated over a number of storeys, 

ty pically two but sometimes as many as seven. V. That is more difficult to be clear about is 
buildings which are of such poor and simple construction, or in such a poor state of 

preservation, that identiýying 'domestic' from any other form of use is problematic. At 

Khirbat Saghrir, for example, a stone, rectangular structure of 3.5 x 5m and probably only 

ever of only one storey is present. This could have been a domestic structure, but could 

equally have been an animal byre or other agricultural building. In such cases, it is very 
difficult to be sure without excavation, and even then the stratification in many cases is likely 

to be so shallow that little additional information would be forthcoming. 

Subsistence and production are similarly diverse in their interpretive clarity. Presses are very 

often present, and are clearly delineated. Furthermore, it is usually possible to tell - thanks to 

the analyses of Callot and other-, (Callot 1984, Tate 1992, Decker 200 1) - whether the press 

was for olives or grapes. SmAer hand presses are often present also, and would probably 

have been used to crush a range of fruits. Querns are often evidenced also. Field systems 

which may have produced the crops for such presses have been suggested by Tchalenko (for 

ex, unple. at Qasr al-Banat. 1953 1,174), though - in common with field systems throughout 
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Europe - it often unclear whether these were contemporary with the settlement in question, 

or are in fact much more recent. As modem settlement in northern Syria expands, as it is 

doing at a very rapid rate in such villages as SarjIbla, Dart 'Azza, Dana and elsewhere, the 

evidence for such systems is being jeopardised. Corona and other forms of satellite/aerial 

imagery may be of use here. 

Figwr 32: On the kfi is a Corvna image oj'the tidaTe of Sirmadafivm the late 1960s. The oamion of Mis tiZ*e is 111ustraled 
by the Landsat on 4be right taken in the 1990s 

Returning to the ground, cisterns are very visible on archaeological sites (unless covered with 

debns). 
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Fi, Twr 33: An example of a astern ar Dayr Turmanin 

However, other aspects of the subsistence and production activities suggested by the 

documentary record are more difficult to interpret. Although weaving and rope making have 

been extraordinarily well attested through excavation evidence at Dayr 'Ain 'Abata in Jordan 

(Politis 2006), such evidence is likely to be rare in northern Syria given the shallow nature of 

archaeological deposits. Storage structures may not suggest themselves today as anything but 

empty, rectangular stone buildings. Although both subterranean and built examples of 

storage structures could be suggested at Qasr a]-Brad and elsewhere (see Chapter 6), 

interpretive clarity is problematic. 

Evidence for forms of monastic enclosure are perhaps somewhat easier to identify, in being 

a clearly visible physical element on many sites. Although some scholars have been careful to 

point out that monasteries in the very north of the limestone massif tend to possess rather 

less of an enclosure wall than those further south, many sites in the north nevertheless were 

clearly enclosed. Kafr Daryan, Dayr Sim'an (-\\X), Dayruna and many others include clear 

delineations of space, even if the enclosure was not truly defensive in character. Potential 

problems exist where those enclosure walls have been robbed or moved in subsequent 

centuries. This is especially the case where those walls lie some distance away from the 

central monastic building,,. At Qasr al-Brad, for example, though an enclosure wall exists, its 

construction for the majority of its length appears very similar to the walls defining modem 

agricultural fields in the vicinity. The monastic enclosure may have been reinstated on more 
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or less the same lines as the late antique feature, or could have been moved to accommodate 

new farming priorities. Thus, although enclosure walls are often clearly and apparently 

reliably evidenced, the construction of that wall requires careful checking and verification. 

Fýgwr 34: An evample of an endosurr wall (in theforrgrommd) al Dayr Deheý 

Taken together, these various material manifestations provide potentiafly enough 

information for an interpretation to be made about whether a particular site was 'monastic' 

or not. But it is equally clear that potential problems exist when identifying all of the 

apparently 'monastic' activities described above, whether because such activities are in 

themselves only ever ambiguously 'monastic' or because of taphonomy and preservation. It 

is possible to identify a monastery on the ground according to the definition given in the 

previous section, but every case must be assessed carefully and individually for that 

definition to 'work'. 

4.9 Variation in monastic practice and material form 

It is equally clear that variation within monastic practice, which could have been regarded as 

normal and inevitable in this period, would result in variation in the material evidence too. 

For example, V66bus has pointed out the long period of overlap between the older, ascetic 

monastic tradition, and the rapidly developing coenobitic complex (1960,140). Some 

monasteries progressed more rapidly towards collective settlement, others perhaps remained 
1,,,, ser collections of individual ascetics for a longer period. The fact that it is often very 
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difficult to tell when monastic sites fell omt of use, and thus were either abandoned or 

superseded as a settlement form, contributes to the complexity of this issue. Although it 

seems to be the case that of the three distinct forms of monastic life, a general progression 
from eremitic practice to laurum to coenobimm can be suggested, in fact no clear and rapid 

chronological progression can be discerned from one to the next (as already mentioned, for 

example, by V66bus, who wams of the dangers of assuming a smooth and rapid progression 
from one form to the next [1960,140]). Tbus, we should be wary of suggesting too assuredly 

that eremitic monasticism became increasingly focused on the laura, which in turn then 

developed into large, eremitic institutions. All three, it seems, may have co-existed for much 

of the fifth and sixth centuries, especially if we consider the mood of intense 

experimentation and lack of firm monastic rules discussed earlier in this chapter. We know 

of stylites in Syria as late as Symeon the Younger (d596), even into the eleventh century for 

lesser known figures, and the 1840s in Georgia (Pefia et al 1975,80-90). However, there is 

some evidence to suggest that in some cases, such a chain of events may have occurred, while 
in others monasteries clearly developed in different ways. The position adopted here is that a 

general progression towards an increasingly institutional lifestyle for monasteries took place, 
but that progression took many forms. Within this general movement towards collective 

organisation, eremitic and ascetic practice continued, both because, no doubt, of the desire 

of individuals to do so and the nature of society in allowing them to do so, and because such 

practice continued to contribute to the ideological and theological position of monastic 
Christianity. 

One stark and very obvious difference often discussed by scholars with relation to 

developed, coenobitic institutions is the difference between Antiochene monasteries, with 

their church on the south side of a courtyard, communal tomb, reception room and 

accommodation all loosely collected within an approximately enclosed space, and Apamean 

complexes, nith their much tighter collection of buildings within a walled enclosure, and 

uith church and collective tomb together (Tchalenko 1953 1,163-173; Tate 1992,65-68). 

Yet even urithin these two broad geographically defined types, marked variation exists which 
has not always been recognised previously. Ilese may be in terms of the number of 

elements they contain, their setting, their distance from secular settlement, their productive 

and subsistence capabilities, their scale, materials and accessibility. Others have sought to 

classify these differences primarily according to size and position (Tchalenko 1953 L 169; 

Tate 1992,267,339; Pefia et al 1987), others according to the intentions of the holy figure 

who founded the institution and whose personal choice led to the architectural composition 

extant today (such as Pefia et al's series of tides, Les S_*Ates Sytiens, L-es Reclus Syriens and LzS 
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Cimbifes. ýyriens [1975,1980,1983]). Yet none have attempted to understand these various 

different forms as different reactions to a complex social, economic and political milieu, 

within a period of great experimentation. 

It is fairly clear that the period from the fourth to the seventh centuries was a period of great 

experiment in the formation of monastic communities. Recent considerations of this issue 

have tended to stress diversity. Some of this diversity may derive from genuine differences in 

what it was believed a Christian, and indeed a monastic, life should be. Carver encourages us 

to 'lift the blanket of 'Christianisation' to reveal an exciting, querulous world of independent 

thinking' (2003a, 4). But also, the differences occurring when belief interacts in collective 

ways with social organisation in the form of ideological expression, may create differences 

within communities and between them. These differences could be ethnic (such as between 

Greek and Syriac speaking communities), they could be pro- or and-imperial, or they could 
be intellectual as monastic communities struggled to combine spiritual and social concerns. 
Differences of scale could reflect diverse intentions, or just discrepancies in the range of 

resources. There could be differences between monasteries which derive from pre-existing 

architectural norms, or from the extent of pre-existing regional rivalries or insularity. 

Such differences were probably exacerbated by timing, since it is arguable that on the one 
hand, the circumstances which enable monasteries to become not just numerous but 

powerful in terms of tenurial and ideological command existed from the late fourth century 
(as outlined in section 3.5), but on the other hand the kinds of specific and repeated 

morphological configurations typical of later periods had not yet been decided on by 

monastic communities. So although general trajectories can be identified within the 
historical process, with monasticism gradually becoming more and more powerful within 

rural society, and general traits identified within monastic sites based on a number of 

examples, we must be wary of drawing direct equations between the two. Tchalenko tended 

to rely on the relatively small number of sites which he had studied, like Qasr al-Banat, Dayr 

Sim'an, Dell Tell Ada and Dayr Turmanin, and considered other kinds of monasteries to be 

simply minor variants of the architectural types represented and 'proved' by these few (1953 

1,169-170). Similarly, Peter Brown's summary of the impact of late antique monasticism, 

though making a clear distinction between developments in east and west, assigns something 

of a gcneraL collective label to the activities of monasteries within each which may be 

deceptive (see, for example, Brown 1974,110-111). 
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111is deceptive impression, of there being a unified monasticism, is perhaps especially acute 
in the eastern Mediterranean. A number of scholars have commented on the degree to 

which standardised monastic rules and orders became a factor in Europe from the time of 

St. Benedict, but were far less the norm in western Asia. Much discussion has taken place of 
St. Basil, Bishop of Caesarea, who during the 360s developed a series of rules in order to 

guide the monks under his care in Asia Nfinor (P%ý: gulae, Rousseau 1994). But these were in 

fact a diverse set of writings, subject to editing and accretion, rather than closely followed 

and clearly set out guidelines. Likewise two fin-ther sets of rules, those written by Ephrem. in 

the mid-fourth century, and those by Rabbula in the early fifth, were by no means regarded 

as clear and unequivocal manuals. Although these rules discuss spiritual matters in some 
detail, they are not closely prescriptive of such details as daily routine, which may have had a 

regularising impact on the physical layout of monasteries. Rousseau has argued that even as 
late as the Lives of the Eastern Saints written by John of Ephesus in the 560s, the rule of the 

local archimandrite and the long-held 'traditions' of individual monastic establishments had 

a much greater impact on daily life than universal rules. Indeed, Rousseau even goes on to 

argue that although monastic legislature eyisted earlier in western Asia than in Europe, it was 

more varied and more diversely applied in the former than the latter for some centuries 
(2000,760-1). Dunn argues that the earliest written rules in the west took monasticism in 

Europe in a considerably different direction to that of Egypt or western Asia, and that 

western rules underwent their own, quite separate, development (2000,63,89). 

It is to be expected then that variation of practice on the ground would have been 

widespread, but that at the same time broadly comparable changes were taking place across a 

, widcr span of time and space which perhaps transcended individual differences between 

monastic complexes, since the phenomenon of monasticism existed and developed within 

similar social, economic and political circumstances throughout Syria. We are reminded here 

of the dichotomy suggested by Braudel and the Annales school which was discussed in 

Chapter 2. There is a clear difference between our broader knowledge of the historical 

development and theological position of monasteries throughout Late Antiquity, and the 

specific practices of each monastery in each region throughout the Christian world. There 

are some themes wl-jich are recurrent throughout studies of the archaeology of monasticism, 

whether they be in late medieval England or fifth century Syria. But, as Insoll point out in 

his attempts to define an archaeology of Islam, 'although it is possible to define categories of 

material culture within the 'archaeology of Islam% their contents will vary both through time 

and space' (1999a, 15). In this sense, there may be broad, structuring principles common to 

many different forms of monastery throughout the late fourth to the seventh centuries 
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across the countryside of Syria, but to understand the specific significance of monasticism in 

particular areas, we must appreciate that a 'substructure of practices' existed which must be 

understood in more subtle ways (1999,1), according to the social context within which they 

existed. 

111is difference becomes starkly apparent when deciding whether one particular assemblage 

of structural remains constituted, at some stage in the past, a location of monastic practice. 
In spite of our knowledge of the overall origins, development and partial decline of 
Christian monasteries in western Asia, and the broad historical narratives which often frame 

such discussions, such longue dmrie concerns do not helpffilly suggest an answer to the 

question: 'was it or wasn't it a monastery? '. The palimpsest which we are left with in the case 

of each and every set of settlement remains must be interpreted within the context of our 
broader historical knowledge, but can only really be informed by an appreciation of the 
bisloirr irinemmlielle of everyday practice. A more appropriate question might be then, 'Could 

the material remains before us have played a role in monastic practice according to our 
knowledge of the ran ge of ways that monasticism was carried out, and if so, in what ways? ' 

The idiosyncracy of monastic practice was probably never more possible than during the 

period of invention and experimentation under discussion here. 

'Mercforc, there can be no neat set of definitive material elements to a monastery. As Lane 

has pointed out, 

'In their place arc required more nuanced, contextual and landscape oriented 

approaches which link the overtly religious material elements of these societies 
uith the quotidian, and an abandonment of the 'checkhse type of approach that 
has charactcrised so many previous attempts at the archaeological investigation 

of religion' (2001,149). 

Returning to O'Carraigan's point about the complexity of overlapping historical and 

archaeological definitions, there may be some sites which appear monastic in some ways, but 

were in fact not regarded as such, and sites which played host to monastic activity but did so 
in unusual ways. So although many sites which fall into the definition set out above are likely, 

to have elements such as a place of prayer, communal accommodation, subsistence or 

production facilities and some evidence for the enclosure or delineation of their space, it 

would be erroneous to either expect every site with these elements to be monastic, or for 

every monastic site to possess all such elements. These two quite different problems can be 
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illustrated urith reference to some ambiguous site types, illustrated by the three following 

examples. 

The first site type has been referred to as the 'collegiate church', which, as Trombley 

suggests, may have acted as a centre for a group of presbyters and deacons, and which also 
hosted a baptistery (2004,71-2). One such example is the west church at Baqirha, in the 

Jebel Barisha region. This church is attested by a lintel inscription over the south door to 

have been constructed in AD 357 (according to Donceel-Vofite [1988,31], though Loosley 

[2001,2091 implies it is 416). It consists of a tripartite plan with a rectangular east end, and a 
bema platform towards the west of the nave. A martyrion is present to the south of the 

sanctuary, completewith three in situ limestone reliquaries. Around 8m south-east of the 

church stands a square baptistery. 12m west of the baptistery stands a rectangular structure 
divided by internal subdivision into four sub-units, which could best be described as an 

accommodation and administration building. These latter two elements are bound to the 

church by a wall and inner colonnade that define a central, peristyle courtyard, trapezoidal in 

plan. Tbough the complex is certainly within the confines of the village of Baqirha as a 

whole, its space is clearly delineated. Donceel-Vofite has suggested that the site had a 

monastic function (1988,31-2). Yet there are a number of factors which would appear to 

disqualify any definition of this site as monastic in character. It is, to begin with, very early in 

date, and would be around 60 years earlier than the earliest clearly dated inscription at a 

monastic complex at Qasr al-Banat. Furthermore, as Loosley points outý the fact that the 

church has a bema platform would make any monastic attribution unlikely, since only the site 

of Sulaymaniyya in Iraq has been suggested as a monastery with a bema (2001,209). 

Furthermore, there is no evidence for subsistence provision or production of any kind 

within the complex at Baqirha. This discussion would seem to prompt the conclusion that 

the Baqirha complex was a residential centre or college of presbyters and deacons that 

played a role in baptismal and pilgrimage activities, but was not a monastery. 

However, this conclusion would be rather to neglect the sense of process and change 

suggested by a closer examination of the standing stratigraphy of the site. It is clear that the 

whole complex was not built in AD 357, but in fact underwent a series of changes. The 

most obvious change is that the east end of the church was remodelled from an apsidal to a 

rectangular east end (Buder 1909,197), and a tripartite division imposed that is clearly later 

than the rest of the church. lbough less clear, the style of the baptistery is somewhat 
different from the church, and could imply a later date also, especially given that most 

securely dated baptisteries in the region are sixth century in date (Trombley 2004,77). 
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Furthermore, the wall and colonnade which encloses the site is an addition which post-dates 

the church, baptistery and accommodation. 

Fqwr 
-35: 

Entrame to The ecdemasucal enclvswr at Baqirha which was added to the size in AD 501 
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Fqwr 36: A pLm of Baqtrh,; shong sm q bom 
I 

I'm 
, gestedpha, ng (armw in&ages a photo - ongnalp In CO/Vur) 

And given this situation, it could be posited that although the site may originally have been a 

college or accommodation complex for ordinary village clergy, it then developed into a site 

v. qth a more relic-centred agenda complete with a martpion and reliquaries, and was enclosed 

to form a more explicitly separate and delineated complex. Such a change of agenda, it could 
be suggested, is compatible with more monastic activities, of the sort which we know 

became much more widespread in the sixth century. An inscription on a lintel over the east 

entrance through the later colonnade and wall is dated to AD 501. Indeed, a little later in 

AD 546 the village acquires a different and much larger church to the east of the settlement. 
The fact that the western Baqlrha church has a bema, a feature thought to be incompatible 

with monastic activity, then becomes irrelevant if the management and agenda of the site 

changed a century to a century and a half after its foundation. 
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. \I(, rco%-cr, if the 'monastery' has no subsistence or production facilities, then this is hardly 

surprising if it hes right within the vinage as a whole, and could thus glean or control 

resources -without having to build such facilitics anexv. If its lavout diffcrs from that of most 

other monastic complexes, this may be due to an adaptation from one use to another within 

a limited space, rather than necessarily 'disqualifying' the site on strictly morphological 

grounds. Alternatively, it may have been that the site merely sought to manage and control 

access to the church, as it began to take on baptismal and pilgrimage functions later In its 

life, but that it remained the vfflage church and was never truly monastic. The dilenima 

posed here is an example of the challenging nature of monastic definition,, and the xvays 11, 

xx-hich archaeolop- pro-, -Idcs alternative points of view, cspecially with regard to changes of 

use through time. 

A similar example might be Dar Qita (mentioned mitiaUy in section 4.6), which developed 

from a large church Nvith a constructed in AD 418, to be partially enclosed in 431 (the 

extent of xvhicli is difficult to determine as the x-vall was later truncated). A large, open-plan 

rectangular structure stands 111micLhatcly north-vvest of the church, the date of which is 

unknown. This structure was itself extended further along to the west, then by the addition 

of another structure in 456. 
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This set of buildings was then enclosed by the addition of a north-west/south-east running 

wall on the south side at some stage after 456.1he complex acquired a free-standing 

baptistery later in 515/6. A further large, rectangular building, termed an 'auberge' by 

Tchalenko, stands 10 metres to the west, and is dated to 436. The whole complex therefore 

composes a large church, at least one accommodation building, an ambiguous (but probable) 

administrative building, baptistery all arranged around two courtyards, along with a 

subterranean tomb to the north of the church, and a free standing tower of 551 (which Pefia 

et al claim was built for a recluse, 1987,88). It has been suggested from inscriptional 

evidence that the land on which Dar Qita stands belonged to Flavius Eusebius the imperial 

jingmlarius, but that it later became the estate of a monastery or of the patriarchate of Antioch 

(I'rombley 1993-4,268-272; 2004,76). Again, we are faced with the dilemma that the church 

of Saints Paul and Moses possesses a very un-monastic bema, and no evidence for 

production facilities. Furthermore, the church would seem rather large compared with other, 

more securely monastic complexes. Yet, at least five phases - and quite possibly more - are 

evident in the architectural development of the site over at least 133 years. 
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Production facdIties within and outside the Village are evident, and may have been controlled 

by the ecclesiastical estate described above, if they did Indeed take over ownership of the 

village as a whole. The Dar QIta complex could indeed have become monastic, therefore, in 

spite of its almost certainly non-monastic origins. Far from disqualifying a mona-stic 

attribution, the gradually developing morphology of the site contributes to our 

understanding of how, the use, importance and control of ecclesiastical sites changed 

throughout the fifth and sixth centuries. 

-ne final example is that of the north-east complex at Dayr Sim'an. This consists of a 

tripartite church with a tower above the protbesis on the south side of the apse. Around 30M 

to the south-east, a long rectangular structure with three separate rooms stands at the comer 

of what may have been a walled enclosure. It is difficult to discern how this enclosure is 

structured, but the possibility exists that it may have formed a quadrangular shape with the 

church on it-, north side. Given that three monasteries exist in the village of Dayr Sim'an, all 

in similar positions on the immediate margins of the village, it is tempting to conclude that 

this also is a monastic complex. It is possible that the 'missing elements' present in the other 

three complexes, like cemeteries, cisterns and production facilities, are in fact on1v invisible 

in taphonomic terms, and could have been present in the sixth century. 
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However, such a conclusion would be dangerous given the broader context of Dayr Sim'an. 

it was a busy pilgrim centre due to the reputation of St. Simeon (Mar Sim'an) from as early as 

the 450s (Price 1985,173), and throughout the later fifth century had developed a substantial 

infrastructure to house, nourish, enlighten, guide, baptise and exploit the large number of 

visitors. At the very foot of the ry'a sacra leading to the pillar of St. Simeon in the centre of 

Qal'at Sim'an on top of the hill stands a large building which Butler describes as a 

pandocbeion, or a public house for the reception of strangers (1920,277), and Tchalenko an 

'auberge', (1953 11,68). 
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Fig, wr 4 1: The 'amberge'or pandocheion a DFr Siman 

It seems more likely that the north-east church and rectangular building just described is 

more alcin to this kind of complex, than to the long-term residential monasteries, with their 

subsistence facilities, mortuary arrangements and much closer spatial arrangement. But the 

fact remains that had this north-east complex been somewhere else other than Dayr Sim'an, 

it would have been tempting to define it as monastic. 

Definition is not simply a question of understanding what is and what is not monastic on 

simply morphological grounds therefore. Instead, an attempt has been made in this thesis to 

understand sites from botb a morphological point of view, and understanding the context 

and role of the site in broader ten-ns also, across the landscape and in relation to areas of 

secular settlement. Only by understanding what activities occurred and the role which the 

potential monastic site may have played in such activities can we begin the complex task of 

interpreting which sites hosted specific activities carried out by monastic communities in 

particular at some stage during the fifth and sixth centuries. In which case, material culture is 

unlikely simply to be reflective ot straightforwardly 'monastic' sites in the past, since It will 
have played a complex, chan ing and recursive role - both shaped by monastic activity and 91 

then shaping that activity itself. '17he approach adopted in the forthcoming chapters will 

therefore be one of careful definition, combining both an understanding of the material 

constituting a monastic site - its structures and internal dynamics - in Chapter 6, and a 
bro3der un ders tan ding of the monastic site in relation to the structure and dynamics of rural 
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settlement as a whole, in Chapter 5. This allows the possibility both for documentary and 

material definitions to coincide, but for the material to offer different, competing and 

nuanced definitions of its own. But first, the final section must introduce the difficult but 

crucial issue of the dating of such sites. 

4.10 Dating monastic sites 
Tate has produced a general chronology for the limestone massif region on the basis of all 
building inscriptions and architectural styling across the region (1992,87-166). This study is 

based, first and foremost, on a series of dated inscriptions, most of which are on churches, 
but some adorn domestic buildings and monastic structures. 

Stylistic dating has been guided by comparison with inscriptional evidence, as well as relative 
dating, and been used to produce a loose dating framework based on construction style, 
lintel decoration and motifs. The first of these suggests that walls constructed of two parallel 

courses of polygonal shape with an infill (or 'double polygonal) were used from the very 
beginning of settlement in the limestone massif until around 380. A tighter chronology is 

presented by 'double irregular' walls, which were in use from 220 to around 390. Large 

blocks in a double row, or 'double large', were later, from 270 to 450. ýDouble quadrangular' 

were used from 330 to around 450. 'Single orthogonal', where very large, uniform blocks 

were employed without the use of an infill, were used from 445 to around 550. Towards the 

south in Jebel Zaviya, where building styles seem to have changed more rapidly, these were 

used from as early as 350. Also in this region, it is possible to suggest that increased use of 
horizontal and curved banding in bold designs is exclusively a trait of the period 500 to 550. 
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Finally, the work of Naccache on the circular motifs which usually sit above lintels suggests 

that the earliest are those with 'pagan' motifs such as altars, animal heads and circles (Tate 

1992,102-113,157-159; Naccache 1992; 1992a). Next are simple Christian cross, chi rho and 

alpha/omega motifs, whose geometric complexity increases over time until crosses with 12 

arms, roses and (from around 445) 'propeller' designs are used. In the second half of the 

fifth century, designs become more free and fluid, often set within many concentric circles. 

'Mev are by now largely carved in relief. After around 500, they use greater quantities of 

incised 'beading' and vegetal motifs. 

Tate's careful comparison of such ty olo 'es th epigraphy has suggested that 'although T 91 

such styles tend to overlap somewhat, a reliable general chronology can be constructed. 

Tate's chronology has been supplemented by excavations at Dehes, which suggests that 

though some Hellenistic activity is recognisable, the first major building phase took place at 

the end of the third or early fourth century. Following this, the economv of the region 

continued to grow until the late fourth century, a conclusion suggested by an abundance of 

c, ýiiis up t(, 379. The fifth century appeýms to have witnessed no further construction and a 
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slight levelling off' of economic activity, until the late fifth and early sixth century saw 

renewed construction. After the early sixth century, no further expansion took place, and the 

buildings appear not to have been maintained (Sodini et al 1980,294-301). Of particular 

note, however, is that the later stages of the sequence elongated the traditionally understood 

chronology for the region by demonstrating that occupation of the site continued well into 

the eighth century, and in some areas as late as the tenth century. 

Ibc chronology which has resulted from this work asserts, in generaL that settlements in the 
limestone massif began to appear in earnest during the late first and second centuries AD, 

followed by a slight fall off in building activity from the early third century (Tate 1992,184). 

From around 330, building activity picked up steadily until a peak in the early to mid-fifth 

century. Subsequently, secular buildings continue to be constructed but on a smaller scale 
from around AD 500 onwards, and from 550 only churches or monasteries are constructed 

until the very beginning of the seventh century. From this moment onwards, no further new 
buildings are known. Kennedy has used this chronology, in combination with evidence from 

the 1930s excavations in Antioch and documentary sources, to suggest that the 'transition 
from antique to mediaeval Syria occurred in the years after 540, not after 640 and the 
Muslim invasion was more a consequence than a cause of changes which had been taking 

place over the previous century' (1986,183). 

Magness has questioned this chronology on the basis of a reassessment of the site of Dehes 

where she has generally pushed the phasing somewhat later, thus concurring with her more 

general conclusion that raid-sixth to mid-seventh century economic growth 'extended from 

the maritime cities of the Syro-Palestinian coast to the inland villages of Syria .. to the towns 

and farms of the Negev' (2003,205-6). However, it is unclear to what extent her assertion 

can be extrapolated across such a broad region. Indeed there is a sense that Magncss' very 

thorough and well informed conclusions for the Negev are being stretched somewhat to 

encompass a potentially very different situation in northern Syria, 650km away. This is a 

mistake made also by Wickham, who asserts that villages throughout most of the eastern 
Nfediterrancrean contracted 'rarely before the eighth century' (2005,455). Magness is 

dismissive of the point that inscriptional evidence in the region ceases in the early seventh 

century, preferring instead to date all of the buildings at Dehes to no earlier than the mid- 

seventh century. While it is undoubtedly the case that Tate, Sodini et al have overstated the 

extent to which an abundance of pottery on the sixth to eighth century floors indicates 

impoverishment Cit may, of course, indicate quite the opposite), there is as yet insufficient 

evidence to completely dismiss the Dehes chronology and to use that dismissal to argue for 
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a much later origin to settlement in the region as a whole. Thus, the broad chronology 

outlined by Tate is still used as a general guide here, until further work is provided by 

specific case studies Eke Dches, but with the caveat that 'impoverishmene may be a crude 

term for the complex changes of the late sixth and seventh centuries. 

One source which a number of scholars - and in particular Tchalenko - have used as a 

terminus ante qArem for monastic sites is the so-called 'Four Monophysite Letters' (Tchalenko 

1953 1,150; 111,66-83). These consist of four letters of correspondence written by the 

Monophysite monasteries of Syria to those of Constantinople between 567 and 569. These 

letters name 80 institutions in A around 50 of which have been identified by Tchalenko. 

However, only 13 of these 50 sites are claimed by Tchalenko to have a direct material 

correlate on the ground, thereby representing a very small proportion of his overall Est of 

sites. Moreover, problems exist with these documents as a dating tool. The most obvious of 

these is the issue of relating the place names of the Four Monophysite Letters directly and 

reliably to sites on the ground. Many suspected monastic sites in northern Syria have now 

acquired labels which probably bear no relation to their names in Late Antiquity, such as Al- 

Dayr Cthe monasteryD, Kharab Shams Csun ruinsý and Qasr al-Banat Opalace of the 

virgins). So although a useful guide for securely identified sites of the nature of Qal'at 

Sirn'an and Dayr Turmanin, the Four Monophysite Letters evidence is treated here with 

caution. 

Dating individual buildings with any reliability without the aid of epigraphy is difficult, but is 

possible via various means, as described above. Some structures are mentioned specifically 
in documentary sources, such as the monastery of Tell Ada existing by 367 (HR IV: 8). 

Indeed using the references provided by T'heodoret, it is possible to establish an 

approximate list of monasteries, and the date of their existence at various times, as in table 3 

(overlcao: 
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Region Place Date Reference 

Mcsopotarrua Somewherc in Osrhocne c. 320 11: 3-5 

Antioch Gindar-us c. 330 11: 9 

Tell Ada c. 350 IV: 2 

Various near Tell Ada IV: 13,4 

South-East Cihca c. 360 X: 3 

On Mount Amanus 380s VI: 13 

East of Antioch eark 400s VK V 1: 8 

Fuphratesia Zeupna c. 350 V: 3-5 

Near Cyrrhus c. 365 XVIIIA 

Near Cyrrhus c. 390 XXII: 2 

Chalcis Aparnea Various 360s 111: 4-5 

Beroea (Aleppo) 420s/430s XXIX: 2 

I abk .- 
Alunaf. li. - in. tululions menlioned in Tlýýeodorei ol-(, ')rrl)us'f Its to na Reh9losa (q1? er Price 1985, vvii) 

At least nine of these mentions arc spccificaHy in relation to the foundation of a first 

monastic complcx. Although Thcodoret is likely to havc bcen prone to cxaggeration in thc 

quantity of monastic establishments, the fact that these mentions are often very specific in 

their narning of place and time, and that Theodoret is known to havc visited manv of them 

in pcrson, increases their rellabýhty some-what. 

Voobus' documentary study of sources such as the llinerafium 1---,, gen', ie (or Aelhen'ae), 

Ylie()doret's HU1017d Relýgiofa, Ishaq of Antioch as well as the Arinciiian sources suggest that 

cocnobitic monasticism existed by 'the last quarter of the fourth ccnturv and in the first 

decades of the fifth centurý-' (1960,146). This is a somewhat later and more conservative 

cstiniatc than the foundation by Gindaros in c. 330 suggested by Theodoret, and used by 

man. %- today as the earliest reliable imphcation of an institutional ri-ionastcry (such as Biscop 

199-, 44, Tchalenko also regarded the first monastic sites to dcrive from the first half of the 

fourth ccnturý- 11953 1,1-81). Yet, cN-cn if vve use N'6obus' more cautious suggestion of the 

last quarter of the fourth witury, -xx-lien compared with traditional thinking regarding the 

dating ()f exhinl monastic sitcs, %-, -c havc a major contrast. This thinking tends to assunic that 

the carlict monastic ; Itcs which we havc archacological c-, -Idciicc for x,, -crc constructed at 

around about the same time, and arc gcneraUy of the carly sixth century. Tchalcnko asserts 

that the only carlý examplc -wc havc in terins of extant rcmains is the monasterv ()f ( )asr al- 
Banat, the church of -which is dated by inscription to 420 (though son-ic of this complex may 
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post-date the church) (Prentice 1908,93), and that this is the only site of the fifth century 

(Tchalenko 1953 1,177). 

-Fhe reason given for this 'gap' of a century or more is usually, as section 4.6 pointed out, 

that later structures have destroyed their forebears, so that nothing now remains of our 

missing, period. And indeed it seems rather disappointing that such an important period for 

the understanding of the early development of monastic sites should be so sparsely 

represented. 

Btscop's excavation at Dayr Dehes claimed to have discovered earlier phases of what is 

largely a fifth and sixth century complex (1997). 'ne first phase of the 'communal habitation 

building' to the south-east of the site was constructed by the end - and possibly earlier in - 

the fourth century. Ile site was then expanded, the church built and a layout established 

which was along similar lines to its final plan, in the first quarter of the early fifth century. So 

although later alterations were made to the church, oil presses and communal 

accommodation, Biscop may well have demonstrated the presence of fifth and even fourth 

century phases at Dayr Dehes. Two problems remain, that the fourth century structural 

evidence may not necessarily have derived from a monastery and that the bulk of the dating 

evidence at the site relies on the style of the wall construction. However, this site does 

suggest at least the possibility of archaeological evidence for the earliest horizon of monastic 

activity. 

J- The ', -omvwuni xI )A-r Dehes, elements oj m -hich maT date to the latefourth cenluýl 
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Comparable examples may be found without necessarily having to engage in excavation. If 

we are more thorough in our definition of the range of sites which may have been used for 

monastic activity rather than simply relying on the most obvious, late and probably single 

phase complexes, we can inform this obvious lacuna in potentially helpful ways. Pefia et al 

suggest that some sites contain 'very early' evidence, based on their style of construction. 
Ksajba (or Kscijb6) is one such site, which their inventory describes as 'among the oldest in 

Jebel Barisha' (Pefia et al 1987,158). However, the problem here is that they do not attempt 

to explain further nby they regard it as potentially so early. A more ft-uitful. approach would 
be the careful cxaminati n of the standing stratigraphy at monastic sites, which reveals that 

some of the examples already discussed thus far may contain earlier elements. Brayj has 

already been discussed as a multi-phase site, with the possibility of an early phase 

represented by the tower to the east of the site. Qasr al-Brad also possesses a tower, the 

alignment of which suggests that it may be a different date to the rest of the complex. Dar 

Qita and Baqirha may well have begun as collegiate churches, but developed later into fully 

monastic institutions. Examples such as these, and careful examination would no doubt 

reveal many more, demonstrate that Dayr Dehes is by no means the exception in displaying 

evidence for the 'missing' and supposedly destroyed earliest phases. 

Of course, it may well be that the earlier phases of such structures were not monastic. It has 

been suggested that a number of sites consisted of converted Roman fortifications, as at 
Dayr Afar Musa (DaU'Oglio 1998,11) and Dayr al-Nastani (Butler 1919,335), although in 
both cases, the dating of the original structure has not been verified. However, such non- 

monastic yet early origins may not necessarily be the case, and we do know through 
documentary sources of monastic sites beginning as very small complexes and developing 

through time, as in the case of Marcianus' monastery near Chalcis which was enlarged to 

accommodate more followers (HR 111: 5). Discovering and informing early phases and their 

subsequent phases remains a very real possibility. 
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4.11 Conclusion 

As knowledge stands at present, simply not enough work has been done on the examination 

and recording of monastic sites to carry this discussion any further. -lbese tantalising 

glimpses are enough to suggest at least the possibility that much more information about 

monastic sites as early as the fourth century could be found. Given such glimpses, it would 

seem reasonable to conclude that monastic sites were indeed in existence in northern Syria 

from as early as the fourth century, and documentary evidence would suggest that the 330s 

and 340s IS a possibility. If the phasing at Davr Dehes is correct, other monastic sites may 

have been laid out in a coenobitic fashion early in the fifth century. Given the suggestions 

which Biscop makes of Dayr Dehes, and the overwhelming evidence provided by current 

knowledge of architectural styles, then the majority of the fabric visible on monastic sites 

belongs to the late fifth or early sixth century. Ibis very general picture is almost certainly 

flawed and ftirther work would modify it, but it remains a useful working hypothesis for the 

time being. 

'17hiS chapter has reviewed the early development of Christianity and then monasticism in all 

of their vanous forms in Syria, and produced a methodolo ical summary of how monastic 91 

sites may be defined. I have attempted here to examine how these places were first 

organised and what their role may have been. This thesis will now return to the specific 

M(IdCl Set LIP in Chapter 3, and confront the archaeological evidence for monasticism in 
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northern Syria. To what extent does the evidence allow the questions asked by this model to 

be confronted at all? And once monastic sites were established, what was their role in the 

landscape during their apogee in the fifth and sixth centuries? 

Documentary evidence suggests the increasing influence of holy men living in a peripatetic 
fashion from the early fourth century, with some groups becoming institutionalised from as 

early as the late fourth. Assigning a concrete name or form to these early complexes is 

difficult, but it is clear that they performed ceremonies, engaged in communal prayer and 

contemplation, defined their complexes clearly in spatial terms, were occupied in a domestic 

fashion, and carried out some limited forms of production activity. Within Syria, ascertaining 

quite when such complexes earned the specifically and now commonly understood terms 

), m in Syriac or da yr in Arabic cannot be known. However, contrary to monasterion in Greek, da 

previous assumptions, the inspecific liturgy, disputed doctrinal allegiances and the likelihood 

of local experimentation makes direct equations between a clearly defined 'monasticism' as 

we may understand the term for later periods, and material correlates on the ground, 

challenging, but possible. Within the limestone massif, what we now have is a broad 

distribution of well-built settlements within and around which monasticism was certainly 

practised. An archaeological assessment of the forms and locations of these monasteries will 
help to throw light on the social and economic realities in which the monastic movement 
flourished. 
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Chapter 5 
Intcr-sitc Pcrspectives: Distnbution, Scale & Variation 

a 

Chapter 4 defined Me 1W170u-i elýmenls considered 1, )Pic-al prmoll, i- 

These van'ous ý)pes werr demnstrucled, and a new, more ca7/uý/y dýfined dest7iplion q1'whai a nionasteg 
consists ofwas set out. Chapters 5 and 6 will now present the etidence available. 1br these, anda&ýIyse Mar 
disInbution and 1q)-omi. This ipatial analysis will be conducted in order to e. xplore the niodel laid out in 
Chapter 3. Later. Chapter 6 u411 take on the issue qI'mirialion amon. g monaslicsiles, ý)y lookiq in detail al 
thrre &Jýrrnl ! )pes of monasleg in depth. Thi's mitm-scale stud), will e. %plore the internal lqyoul q1'each 
monaster)-, lhejýaturrsprrsenl and the actimlies whiCh 11)9, su , ggest. Bulfirfl, Chapler 5 looks al the mal-m- 
scale distribution ofwonasienes amss the finieslone massff ql* norlh-wesl Syn'a. 11"hal is the rdqe and 
extent ofthe iýlbrmnation refoun-e. lor nionastic siles? lVere monastic siles placed in locations whiCh enabled 
thern to take parf in ach .m. 11 . esgot .n 

,g on within settlements, or was interaclion between monaslics (Ind The 
sec, ularpopulation rdre and iporadic? Did those locations draw sealements into (in ideolql'Cal relationship 
which made them parf ol'a saerd landscape at the centre ol'which slood a monasteg? 'I o what exteni do the 
answerv to these quesh . ons siýggesl ran . ali . on a, -mss the rzýgion? 

5.1 Research questions and methodology 

Thc questi, ns posed above Nvere addressed bý' the research programme ()f which this flicsis 

is the outcome. The programme, drawn up in tablc 4 (below), hsts work Lindcrtaken on the 

ground and later, arranged under five headings. 

1) siles bosled monastic adivil), in The lbut-11) lo ferenlb cenlun'es, ' 
Q1.1 Find all references to monastic sites which have been sun-eyed, especially the 

survevs of Butler, Tchalenko, Tate and (-\, -ith caution) Pefla et al. 
QI. 2 Assess which sites xvithin the region mav be open to reinterpretation, given the 

nature of their form and position. This is especiaHN Nv th regard to (a) ecclesiastical Y 
sites with surrounding 'ruin fields' which have not been examined in detail and (b) 

()utlying 'villa' sites. 
I Q1.3 Amend this information with detailed plans and obscn-ations madc by visiting a 
I rcnresentative samnle of site t-\, T, )es. 

', li , r-rare Me monastit-siles localed, ' 

Q2.1 Ascertain the whereabouts of all monastic sites using previously constructed maps, 
distribution plots, gazcttecrs and location descriptions. 

Q2.2 Construct a reliable 'co-ordinate matrix' by visiting c. 25' o of sites in the field and 
obtaining their latitude1ongitude co-ordinatcs bv GAIS. 

Q2.3 L'se this matrix to map all other monastic sites in the form of a Gcographical 
Information Svstcm. 

; jv whal acllrillf,. ý look wilhin and anoundnionaslic siles IrOm lbeil-malentil 

Q3.1 Whcre possible, ascerta, n publ-ished ground plans xvhich may suggest wh II at form 

the monasteries took. 
1 Q3.2 Assess the visible elements, such as churches, tombs, subsistence and production 

evidence, external -%x-alls, conirriunal buddings, internal communication routes CtC. 
Scrutinisc intcrpretauon of thcse element,,, given by previous authors through 
visits to a rcnresentative san-inle of sites. 
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Q3.4 Build a database of information about monastic sites, including details of these 
internal features. 

Q3.5 Wiat do these features suggest about variation of form among the set of monastik 
sitesý Can different types of site be discerned which suggest different kinds of 
monastic acti-%-it, \-r 

Q3.6 Do some or all of these sites display evidence for surplus production and storage, 
as well as the protection and management of resources, or do all suggest merely 
subsistcnce-ý 

4) In oeneral. wbai kin, b- ol'relalion., -hip elidwonaslen*es have will) other lorms ol'selllewenl in Me landi-cape 

Q4.1 L'se previously assembled maps and gazetteers to assess the range, nature and 
whereabouts of other forms of settlement around monastic sites. 

Q4.2 What other features would have been visible and present -within the landscape 

around monastic sites-ý 
Q4.3 What evidence is there for water resources, communication routes and areas of 

topographic prominence for the fourth to seventh centuricsP Ho-w were monastic 
sites situated in relation to theseý 
Construct a database of these features and add it to the GIS. Does this now enable 
the scale, vanation and form of these additional features to be compared fron-1 

region to region; 
Q4.5 In g -hat is the pro--ýirnitv of monasteries to areas of secular settlernentý , eneral, x, 

Does the relationship between monasteries and communication routes suggest 
that some sites -werc more isolated than othersý, 

J/ If - hal was 1he relationship between Me monaslelies and lhese olher setilemenis on a da), -lo-da)l basis? 
Q5.1 Use already existing archaeological plans, amended to include improved detail and 

heiLht data, to construct a topographic model for specific case studies. 
Q5.2 j Add to this topographical model by making close obscn-ations of monastic and 

settlement sites on the ground, to include details not usually includcd on prcvious 
plans, such as the precise 'line of sight' bet-wect-i buildings and stratigriphic 
relationships 1 the standing masonn'. 

Q5.3 On a site-by-site basis, , x-hat topographical statement did the monasterý- makeý Is 

it sited to cmphasise pronunencc and visibilit-v or seclusion and scparationý 
Q5.4 What was the nature of communication, vvhcthcr visual or physical, baween the 

n-ionastcn- and other areas of scttlernent_P 
Q5.5 What was the nature of the journev bct-ween that monastery and its nearcst areas 

of settlement: ' Was it structured in a way suggestive of frequent or occasional 
intcractioný 

Q5.6 As far as can be ascertained, which elements of the settlement and the monasterv 
were most readily connected in this -\vavý Which v. -ere most scclude& 

05. - Does our knowledge of the chronology of sites suggcst a change 11 this 
rclationship through tirncý 

Q5.8 Did different tý-pcs of monastic bchaviour, indicated by different form,, of 
monastic -site, interact with secular settlement in different wavsýý 

Tables 4: A 
., imvvar, ol-lbe metbodologic-alqueslions lackled in Chaplers 5 

Flicre is, of course, a tendcricy for methodological intentions to seem rather 'dn-', simplistic 

and functional -,,. -hen laid out in this fashion. However, each question is elaborated Lipon and 

diSCLlS-, cd more fully within the chapters that follo\,. -. Broadly speaking, these fivc questions 

brcak chwvn into two discrctc parts. To bcgin xvith, the first four questions , vill be dcalt xvith 
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here in Chapter 5. Ibcy are concerned with the assessment, distribution and appraisal of the 

sites at a general, inter-sitc level. I begin by defining the study area in section 5.2, and the 

organisation of the resulting data set in 5.3.1 will then go on to examine the spatial 

relationship between monastic sites and their landscape in 5.4 to 5.9. Section 5.10 will 

discuss distinct types and regional trends, before a final discussion in 5.11. Chapter 6 then 

considers the spatial arrangements within selected sites, and considers the issue of 

chronology in dctaiL 

Firstly, the precise location and specification of the study area, and the origin and nature of 

the information within that area, will be outlined. 

5.2 Selection of study area and the information resource 

Chapter 3 explained that the limestone massif of Syria has been subject to a large amount of 

archaeological study, partially due to the amount of activity evidenced for the late Roman 

period, but also the attraction of those remains due to the extraordinary preservation of that 

evidence. These two factors, hand-in-hand, are the reason for the quantity of archaeological 
literature. Because of this quantity, I too have chosen to concentrate on the limestone 

massif in this thesis. However, it should be made clear that this does not assume that the 

limestone massif was somehow special or unique within the context of the Andochene 

hinterland as a whole. As discussed in Chapter 3, the lower-lying Amuq Plain may also have 

been host to a large amount of settlement activity in the late Roman period, at least some of 

which was probably monastic (Casana, 2004, Vorderstrasse 2004), but the nature of the 

evidence has not attracted archaeological attention, nor permitted easy recovery. Although 

efforts are underway to resolve this potential disparity (Wilkinson et al 2004), the results 

published thus far do not permit easy comparison with the limestone massif to the east. The 

Amuq Plain is therefore excluded from the data set considered in detail here, although 

general comparisons will be made later. So it is to the limestone massif that I will now turn 

for a summuy of the evidence used in this thesis. 

The limestone massif is gcncraRy equated with the Roman toponym Belus Alassif, and 

presents fairly easy dcfinition as a discrete geographical region, on the basis of its raised 

limestone plateau. However, to consider even this area as a whole with the detail deemed 

necessary in this thesis would be an enormous task. Based on Tate's enumeration of villages, 

there are at least 700 sites within all of the limestone massif (Tatc 1992,1). Although 

analysis of settlement and monastic sites within this whole region would, of course, be 

advantageous in the long term, subdivision of a smaller, discrete data set is all that can be 
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achieved at this stage. This presents us with a further problem: how to select a meaningful 

sub-region which is both fairly typical of the region as a whole, yet has discrete and 
justifiable bounds? 

Selecting an area based on late Roman administrative sub-divisions is problematic, since we 
do not have enough information about how smaller areas within the Belus Massif were 
defined. Tchalenko, assigned broad agricultural units, which he termed 'plantations, each 

with a 'centre rural' at its centre (Tchalenko 1953 11,32). However, it is not clear how he 

arrived at these boundaries and centres, other than by surmising what seemed logical to him 

at the time". Alternatively, a randomly placed 'sample square' could be applied, which would 

choose a discrete region on purely statistical grounds, ensuring that a suitable number of 

sites was included, and with no cultural or administrative classification at all. However, 

preliminary examination of the distribution of sites shows that settlement patterns can be 

highly localised given the uneven topography of the region, with collections of villages and 

monastic sites occurring in highly variable ways. Using modem local divisions may be 

helpful. It is interesting to note that no broad geographical term exists in Arabic to describe 

the whole of the limestone massif, yet its various topographic units are referred to separately 

as jibil (singularjebel, mountain). These ascribe the following seven terms (within the dark 

areas marked in the centre of the map in figure 45): 

10 Ilerc are exceptions to this, such 2S where he defines the bounds of the 'domain' attached to the monastery 
of Qasr al-Banat, based on a physical boundary -6sible on aerial photos (1953 1,175). 
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Fýgiffr 45. - %f* of the norgh-vest of Syrrasbowng the seven mzn mmnlanous areas of theAmesione masaj'(in aplAdletten), 
as xvIl as the maw a. ly st I u-c mentioned in the text 

Pefia et a], in their various surveys throughout the regi have used these divisions (for on, 

example, (1987,1990,1999). They seem to represent a series of subdivided, approximately 

comparable units of study. Although their modem names may not necessarily derive from 

ancient divisions at all, it is hard to Imagine that the obvious geographical units did not bear 

separatc names in antiquity. For these reasons, I decided to use multiples ofjebel, as a 

compromise between meaningful cultural divisions and numerical desirability. Of the 

surveys published thus far, the Jebel Sim'an is most thoroughly covered, and therefore 

offer-, the best quality evidence. The adjacent 
_Jebel 

I lalaqa to the south and west has been 

-eight settlement sites, and fifrý 
. dmost as well covered. Yet these two present only seventy 

possible monastic sites (vvhich can sensibly be reduced to just fourteen for the purposes of 

ana. lysts, see below). It was felt that this was not sufficient data to investigate the Ideas 

proposed in Chapter 3. Furthermore, J el)(., l Sim'an and J ebel I Ialaqa, as the northemmo st 

areas, may not necessarily have been subject to the same kinds of Settlement activity as areas 

further south. Therefore, it was decided to include _Jebel 
Barisha also. This now 

Cr1CoIT1p. L'; SC', .1 
total Of 1-17 

Settlement sites, and 13i mon-, isfic Sites (reduced to 61 C(, r the 

pLirl)()sc,; of. ui, ilysis - this reduction IS CXP1JInCd below'). 
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It was decided not to include the area of Jebel al-'Ala to the south-west for three reasons. 
The first is that inclusion of this area would have swelled the data set to a size which may 
have been unwieldy, and which it may not have been possible to analyse within the time 

available for this thesis. Secondly, this area is topographically quite distinct from the other 

three, as it is more genuinely mountainous, with rugged, limestone terrain extending to 
heights of 8-900m, and with deep, water-cut valleys. Finally, although the monastic sites in 

this region can morphologically be quite similar to those to the north and east, they tend in 

general to be somewhat dissimilar, being smaller and containing more eremitic cave sites, as 
in those in the Wadi Habis near Harem (Pcfia et al 1990). That is not to say that such 
differences are not interesting or significant. However, I decided not to include them within 

the bounds of the current study. 

I use a reasonably flexible dcfinition of the three areas. I do not, for example, include only, 

those sites located on the limestone plateau in strict terms. If sites are located wi&dn a 
kilornare or so of one of the fibill, and still display significant similarities of form, then they 
have been includecL This takes into account the various flat, soil-rich plains which occur 
between thcjibCzl also. 

Within these three areas - Jebel Siman, Jebel Halaqa and Jebel Barisha - it is important to 

outline why I have chosen the data sets which I have, and which elements of these have 

been chosen for use and why. Chapter 1 described the various surveys which have taken 

place throughout the north-west of Syria, from the late nineteenth century until the present 
day. Tbesc surveys provide us with highly varied data sets, presented in a range of ways. The 

socio-political context of these various surveys presents us with some problems when 
deciding which to use. Ideally, one might think, all of them would be utilised to provide as 

much information as possible about the settlement and monastery sites in the area. 
However, the intellectual underpinnings of de Vogii6's highly selective survey render his 

results problematic. Budcr's evidence is rather more useful, since it was at least systematic, 

and his team contained a variety of specialists. Some of this data is used here, though it is 

clear that the Princeton Expedition had little interest in monastic sites, and never sought to 
dcfine them clearly, preferring instead the prc-Christian structures and carvings, as well as 

the grandest of communal churches, which it saw as the precursors to European civilised 

architecture (Buder 1907, iv). Poidebard (1934), Lassus (1935), and Mattern (1944) provide 

some interesting observations, but tended to be less systematic and did not present a 

gazetteer in the same way as Butler, or as subsequent authors were later to do. 
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By far the most useful survey, and the one used primarily in this thesis, is that of 
Tchalenko's VillagesAntiqme (1953 1-111). His survey was systematic, clearly presented, and 

provided some (though selective) mapping. Tchalenko had a tendency to conflate various 
different types of structure, documentary references and place names all under the ill- 

defined heading of 'monastery, though he often makes the derivation of his evidence clear. 
Further, Tchalenk-o concentrated overwhelmingly on the northernmost areas of the 

limestone massif, and particularly Jebel Halaqa and Jebel Sim'an. His reasons for doing this 

are not made clear, though the intellectual efforts being expended at Qal'at Sim'an, which 

stands in the very centre ofjebel Halaqa, and Jebel Sirn'an, during the 1930s and 1940s must 
have concentrated attention (and logistics) on that region. It may also be that the 

northernmost jiMl were, on the whole, less densely occupied during the 1930s to 1950s 

than the Jebel Barisha and other areas further south. This made ruins more accessible, and 

presented in a greater number of cases the perfect, untouched vista of Christian architecture 

with which Tchalenko was so clearly enthralled. Tchalenko's bias towards the northern two 

jibJ1 necessitates the use of Pefia et al's gazetteer of Jebel Barisha (1987). The problems 
inherent in this piece of work have already been discussed in Chapter 1. Nevertheless, the 

three Franciscan monks Pefia, Castellana and Fernandez visited far more sites, and far more 

currently inhabited sites, throughout the 1980s than Tchalenko ever did in this area in the 

1930s to 1950s. Pefia et al have not surveyed Jebel Sim'an in the same manner, and so 

cannot be directly compared with Tchalenko in terms of thoroughness and detail. However, 

it is clear from their presentation of Jebel Barisha that they present evidence for a total of 

eighty-fivc monastic sites, compared with Tchalenko's twenty. The dating evidence for these 

sites is not always reliable, and their interpretation of what qualifies as 'monastic' is not 

always transparent. Yet their sheer thoroughness warrants inclusion of their results here. 
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Fqmr46: I hejulldutnbuftom map oj'mnaWcates wtbin theurrentstuqý area, accor&q to Tchalenko 

'I'he survey presented by Tate (1992), though useful in its general conclusions regarding 

settlement and chronology, is of limited use here on a site-by-site basis. His discussion of 

monastic sites is very brief (taking place in just nine out of 364 pages), and consideration of 

settlement sites though thorough, was not intended to be systematic. 

As Chapter 4 concluded, defining what constitutes either a 'monastery' or a 'settlement' is 

no straightforward task. This is particularly so iven the lack of explicit reasoning - yet clear 91 

difference of opinion - displayed by previous scholars on the subject. In order to counteract 

this, I employ here a clear ýmd explicit definition of both. My definition of a monastery, 

outlined in the previous chapter, is stated again here for the sake of clarity. it is a structure 

or complex of structures used for the sustained contemplation of God under a Christian 

belief sN-stem. Such a structure or complex necessitated residential accommo(tition, and 

often - but not necessarily - the generation of subsistence materials. Such a complex was 

verv often adorned with Christian symbolism, and MaN7 have involved the use of a church, 

whether on- or off-site. A monastery may have been inhabited by one or many monks (, r 

nuns. Such a complex referred to in late Roman ", yriia as a dýpo (in Syriac; dqp, in 
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Arabic) or monaflen'on (Greek), though some contemporaiý' authors (such as Theodoret of 

()-rrhus) preferred to use synonyms for hterary purposes. 

This definition is, of course, far from flavdess. However, it at least represents a clear and 

firm point from which to sort the data, and from xvhich the model presented in Chaptcr 3 

can be exanuned. The evidence for monastic - or suspected monastic - sites is varied, 

rangring from a single documentan, reference or place name to fai-rly clear, standing 

architectural evidence. It , vas decided to assess the degree to which the monastic designation 

of a site could be trusted. Every one of the sites referred to by Tchalenko or Pefia et al -, vas 

assigned to one of the 'categones'. 

Cate Description I Definition 
1 Not knoxvii Site i, known to have been dcstroved 

- 2 Not known Site not visited or published, but assumptions made on the basis of 
place name evidence or the equivalence of a rnodcrn place name 
with a documcntan- reference 

3 ertainly not No domestic c%-ldciice, no ecclesiastical evidence, date unclear 
4 U nlikelv No domestic evidence, but some ecclesiastical evidence and a 

correct date 
5 Perhaps not Ambiguous domestic evidence, but sorne ecclesiastical cvidcnce 

and a correct date 
6 Likelv Definite domestic evidence, a correct date, -with some - but not 

necessar& clear and unambiguous - ecclesiastical evidence 
Vcrv hk-cl\- Definite domestic and ecclesiastical cv1dencc, and a correct date 
Certainly All of the above, with strong contextual information provided by 

inscriptional, documentary or excavation evidcnce 
T. ii,; 'c, 5: The dýfinilion. jI, -alqone. c used in lhi. ý lbeso 

\pplication of these categories will be described in more detail below. It may first be 

necessan" to qLiahfý- some of the criteria described in this table, and providc sonic examples 
bv wav of illustration. 

Category I ipplies to sites that are known to have been destroyed. That is, the\- had bccli 

visited and recorded, and have been subsequently visited and found to have disappeared. 

Thvs has occurred in only m-o case,,, Dart 'Azza and Qasr al NlUdakhar. There may ,,., cll bc 

maily more such cases, but sIlICC at prcscrit only 22" o of site,, have bmi visited as part of 

this currciit work. this cannot be ascertaincd for sure (although in this basis, around --I() 

"'Itcs could bc assumcd to havc bccn dcstroycd sincc tlicLr initial discovciý-). Consequcntly, 

main ýuch sites fall within the largest category, 2. 
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Category 2, or 'Not Known', sites are common in part due to the sheer size of the data set. 

Neither myself, nor any previous author (including Tchalenko), has visited all of the sites 

indicated by documentary references or place names. Many sites have been recorded, but 

only in terms of being verified in a previous gazetteer and placed as a 'dot on a map', 

without further description that may permit a higher category. If information about the 

physical existence or the internal morphology of the site is missing, it has been assigned this 

category until further fieldwork enhances the information available. At Zuq al-Kabir, for 

example, Tchalenko notes the existence of a modem village within a broader field of ruins. 

He equates these rains with the place name 'Zwqnyn' in the Four Monophysite Letters. 

However, Butlei's survey stated only that 'so much building material has been carried away 

that it is impossible to form any idea of the form of any of the ancient buildings' (1920, 

325), and the site has not been recorded or published in any detail since. It would seem 

reasonable to conclude, given the rate of recent expansion in the village, that any traces of 

the monastic site (even if a parallel can indeed be drawn between the modem Zuq al-Kabir 

and the Syriac 'Zwqnyný have been destroyed. However, because this cannot be absolutely 

verified, the site is assigned to Category 2. 

Category 3 was assigned during construction of the database, but never used. It refers to 

sites which are certainly not monastic. In all cases, a site has been initially considered as 

monastic due to its attribution as such by a previous scholar in an inventory. For a site to be 

certainly dismissed as such, the information resource would have to be exceptional. Since 

very few monastic sites have ever been excavated, and certainly none that were in any case 
in doubt, this category has not been used. 

Category 4 refers to sites where no domestic evidence is apparent, but where some 

ecclesiastical evidence exists. This may take the form of an isolated church, as at Douerrih 

where a church stands next to a single tomb with no other structures apparent (Pefia et al 

1987,58), or where an inscription or carving implies Christian presence, as at Burj 'Akkush 

A where it is carved that this is the 'rower of Yaqub, the sinner' (19 87,152). Such sites may 

conceivably have been monastic, if it can be shown that domestic elements exist but are not 

clear on the surface. Otherwise, sites of this category must be considered either isolated sites 

of non-residential worship, or agricultural buildings with inscriptions made by Christians. 

Category 5 is more ambiguous, since it refers to sites with some ecclesiastical evidence, and 
further structural evidence which may be domestic but is unclear. Sites such as Dayr JAi'az A 

fall into this category. This consists of a surrounding wan, within which stands a single 
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building, around 10m north-south by 15m east-west, with a portico on the south and west 

sides. Large quantities of roof tile and some sherds of local, table-ware pottery are present, 

and a rock-cut cistern exists 15m to the south-east. The site would appear to represent a 

single, residential structure therefore. If any further structures ever existed at the site, they 
have now been destroyed. Although the building is aligned approximately east-west, its 
layout suggests it is unlikely to have been a church. The site stands in a re ion of marked 1 91 

monastic activity, evidenced by the well-attested and clearly monastic sites of Dayr Ayzarara 

Oust 700m to the north-east), Khirbat al-Sanad and Kafr Daryan, and the possible monastic 

sites at Qal'at al-Tuffa and al-Ruqaq. A major baptismal complex exists on the east side of 

the settlement at -Nli'az around 1km north-west of Dayr Mi'az A. The proximity of such sites 

within a 'tight' distribution does not necessarily suggest that Dayr Mi'az A is also monastic. 

However, they could invite such a suggestion, and given the clear domestic activity here, it 

illustrates the though t-provoking, though far from certain, 'monastic' status of category 5 

sites. 

t 11W '- iF - A? - _7 

40 

f; ýgwr 47 The mte of DaF MA2Z A (scaje - im) 

Category 6 refers to sites where there is definite domestic evidence, which seems to take a 

torm c,, mpafible with the definition of monastic activitV . ven in Chapter 4. Many sites in gi 

this category have ecclesiastical evidence, in the form of a church or inscription (often in the 

form of pilgrims' graffiti as at Dayr Ayzarara or Douernh). However, some do not, or 

possess buildings whose use and purpose in Late Antiquity is unclear. This category of - sites 
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are thought, in general, not to be villa sites since villa sites are rare in north-west Syria. This 

reasoning may appear circular to an extent, but is reinforced by the fact that many category 
6 sites, such as Burj DayrAman or Ksajba, do not appear to have been sufficiently well- 

constructed to represent high status accommodation. Nor is their scale, nor the range of 
facilities, suggestive of a villa site (although in some cases, production facilities are evident, 
for which see each of the case studies in Chapter 6). 

Category 7 sites arc more securely identifiable as monastic sites. They have both 

ecclesiastical evidence Cin this case, almost always in the form of a church), and clear 

residential facilities. Sites such as Kharab Shims qualify for this category, and are very likely 

to have been monastic. The only reason why they are not considered certainly monastic is 

that strong supportive information in the form of excavation, close architectural survey or 
documentary evidence, is not yet available to corroborate or contextualise interpretation. 

Category 8 consists of sites whose ascription as monastic is certain, and where strong 

contextual information in the form of intensive archaeological study and/or documentary 

evidence is available. Sites such as Qal'at Sim. an or Dayr Dehes qualify for this category, as 

excavation projects and their resulting publications have provided detailed chronological 
information, finds assemblages and structural analysis (Biscop 1997, Kazanski et al 2003). 

Definition of what constitutes a settlement is slightly clearcr. I define a settlement here as 

the close spatial arrangement of multiple domestic dwellings of late Roman Cie fourth to 

seventh century) date, which does not appear to be monastic. This also excludes such sites as 
BurJ Baqirha which were almost certainly used solely as a pagan temple. It does include sites 

of a great range of sizes, however, though most villages in the limestone massif seem to 

consist of between twenty and eighty dwellings. Both Tchalenko and Pefia et al apply 

approximate dating based on architectural styles, which in themselves derive from known 

examples with inscriptions. This architectural dating could not always be relied upon with 

absolute confidence at the time of these studies (prior to Tate's chronological analysis in 

1992; caution is expressed especially with regard to Pefia et al). Since I was not able to visit 

more than twenty-thrce settlement sites overall in order to verify whether or not they were 
in use during the fourth to sixth centuries, a degree of uncertainty exists here. However, it is 

generally assumed that the region as a whole was certainly heavily settled during those dates, 

and that this settlement activity produced architecture which is reasonably uniform and 

easily recognisable. In the majority of cases then, it is assumed that Tchalenko and Pefia et al 

arc correct. 
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Given these defin-Itions, and the selection of the three study areas as outlined abovc, the 

archaeolo ical evidence for settlements and monasteries as presented by previous survey 91 

,, %-ork is as foflovvs: 

I Settlements Monasteries 

jebel 'ýini'an 32 22 

jebel Halaqa 46 28 

jebel Barisha 69 85 

TOTAL 14- 135 

-Ljný 6: 
.1 

lonaslenef and fettlements in eacl) offbe sub-rqions wilhin Me sludy area 

It was explained above that the ambiguous and differing dcfinitions of vvhat a nlollasteiý- 

actuafly is in the various previous sun-eys meant that by no means A of the possible 

monastic sites concord with my ox-, -n definition. The categorisation of sites according to 

their degree of concordance with this definition can be seen as follows: 

Monastery by Interpretation 

sc 

K 

20 

1 C' 

0 

Fqure 4S: Bar chart -ýbowiq mona. clerie. c iý) inler prelalion 

In spite of these careful definition,,, it is striking that the number of nionastcrics present on 

jcbcl Barisha is far higher than the other txvo areas. The reasons for this arc m-ofold. The 

first 1, that the information resource for this area is greater, since Pcfia ct al (198-ý) 

constnictcd a ga7. ctteer for Icbel Barisha, but have not vct done so for the other two. 

Tchalcnko 1953) surveyed all three areas, but Mi a different fashion to the Pefia tearn. Pcfia 

tcndcd t, - include a far greater range of sites, including those for xhich the evidence is more 
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ephemeral. Tchalcnko, on the other hand, included onlv those sites for which there was 

either assumed documentary or place name evidence, or substantial archaeological remains. 

With regard to these archaeological remains, he only included (on the whole) sites that were 

large and probably coenobitic in character. Pefia et A on the other hand, covered the more 

ephemeral sites, some of which may have been erenutic in origin, including those which 

never developed mto large institutions. This might include, for example, sites such as 

Murbat al-Sanad, where only two courses of masonry suggest a surrounding wall, a toxx, cr, a 

further structure and a single tomb can-ed into the rock. The remains sit high on a hll] 

around 120m above the plain below. It was not recorded by Tchalcnko, and is not 

sufficienth- substantial nor impressive to attract the attention of other scholars. 

The caution with which the work of the Pefia team must be regarded has alreadv been noted 

(Chapter 1). The 1-8 rating is intended as a safeguard, ensuring - xvith as great a certainty as 

can be conceived without further fieldwork - that only sites xhich are liký, 
-ly 

to have been 

ni, )riaýtic are inchided. If the definition of a monastic site outlined above is used, then 

for the sake of clarity categories 6,7 and 8 are taken as being monasteries, and 1-5 

are not. I lic f, ici thar the Pefia ct al gazetwer slill includcd f, -ir morc sitc,,, c%-cil %vith this '> 

6' safeguard in place, suggests that their sun-cy x-vas n-lore thorough, and thus covered a 

greater range of monastic activity than Tchalenko. 

11(, %% cx-cr, there is a second point to be added here. It may be the case that on 
-Iebc] 

Barisha, 

simply morr monastenes may have eXisted in the fourth to sixth ccnturics than in the other 

m-o areas. The site, which Tchalenko did include in his gazetteer break down into areas as 

follovvs: 

Location Number of monasteries (A categories) 

lchcl B. 11-1,11a 

Jebel Halay 24 

Icl)cl Sim'an 22 

T. Jble -: Iýumber ofmonasterief within twd) sul)-rqion 

gix-cn that many of these sites are c-, -idcnccd bv nothing more than place name 

cvidcnce, it maý be more reliable to apply the '> 6' catcgorisation. This prodLICCS the 
folh)xving result: 
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1 Location Number of monasteries (>- category 6) 

. 
Jebel Baný, h. i 4- 

jebel Halaqa 10 

JebelSIM'an 4 

Tible S: -'\: iimi? ero! -mo? ijiterie. cperfub-rý: gion, once definitionalconfrolis imposed 

Thus it can be seen that Tchalenko sun-eyed more monastic sites in jebel Barisha thanjebel 

Halaqa or _Jebel 
Sim'an. In which case, it would seem sensible to conclude that although 

Pefia et al sun-eyed more sites there, the reason wýq there are far more likely monastic sites 

, gel) on jebel Bansha is lar - because there Nx-crc simply were more sites thcre aný-\vay- This 

accords xvith Tate's work, xx-hich has shown that in the sixth ccntury, jebel Barisha had the 

largest number of buildings in the limestone massif (1992,311). 

It can also be concluded that the proportion of monasteries in comparison to settlcnicnt on 

. 
Jebel Bansha is high. Indeed. as the table below shows, on Jebel Barisha it is somewhat 
higher than the other m-o: 

Location Monasteries : Settlements 

_Jebel 
1 8.00 

_Jebel 
Fialaqa 1 4.60 

jebel Barisha 1 1.47 

Tablý 9: Ralto ql'number qI'mitlements to ead) mona. rleg 

It seems likely then that the-) ebcl Barisha simply contained more n-ionasterlcs than anywhere 

else in the study area. '17he specific reasons for this are explored further below. However, 

having explained hoxv the study area and data set were selected, an explanation of hovv the 

, site data was orga nised and then mapped , vill take place, before a discussion of the overall 

rclationship between monastic and settlement sitc,, in section 5.5. 

5.3 Organisation of the data 

tile c-,,, plc\itv vct intercorincuedness of the information described above, It W, s 
decided to organise the data in a series of tables within a single Microsoft Access database. 

( )n the mic hand, this allowed each discrete component to be built tip in a manageable 
fashion, yet on tile other for fairly corriplex queries to be constructed across several tables. 

)f course, it was not possible to enter cvcry piece of information recorded bv Tchalenko, 

Pcfia ct A and otlicrs, nor , -, -as this particularly desirable. Instead, three broad forms of 
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information xvere contained xvithin the database: morphological and location data for 

monastic sites, morphological and location data for setflement sites, and overall 

adnunistrative data relating to bibliographical information and the transcription of place 

names. These three groups are intended to address specifically the questions raised in the 

methodolop- in section 5.1. The tables are as follows: 

Database group Code Tide 

1: NI()nastcnes 1.1 Monastic Sites 

1.2 Monastic Churches 

1.3 Communal Buildings 

1.4 Agricultural Infrastructure 

1.5 Water Management 

1.6 Accommodation Structures 

1. _ Dating 

Settlements 2.1 Settlements 

2.2 Inscriptions 

2.3 Non-monastic Tombs 

2.4 Non-monastic Churches 

3: Information Resource 3.1 References by Site 

3.2 Place Name Index 

4: Fieldwork 4.1 Site Visits 

Table 10: Database scbeme used in this studý, 

The main database tables used were 1.1 and 2.1. In the case of database table 1.1, th's Is 
displayed in the forrn of a gazetteer in Appendix E. Table 2.1 is presented in SUrnmary form 

in Appendix 1), while both tables are within the full database in Appendix F (on C, D). It can 

be seen from these appendices that each of the most commonly occurring elements of a 

monastic site were each assigned their own table, within xhich information relating to their 

size, materials, dating and any doubts about theLr identification could be recorded. Of 

Coursc, it would have bccn idcal to includc such information for setticinents also, but this 

task xvould have taken far longer than the time available for the current proicct. A 

combination of all tables was used to produce the gazetteer in Appendix E, vvith cach page 

representing all of the important informanon about evety suspected monastic site in the 

dataset. 
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5.4 Mapping and locating the evidence 
Locating these settlement and monastery sites in a reliable fashion has proved a great 

challenge. This is largely for two reasons. The first is that many different mapping 

techniques and systems have been used in Syria since the nineteenth century, with no widely 

available, standardised system used throughout. Secondly, it is often difficult to interpret the 
form and accuracy of the mapping, because of the reluctance of previous cartographers to 

publish metadata along with their maps. Consequently, it may not become clear for some 

time that a particular site distribution is actually very unreliable, since it may appear, 

superficially, to be of a high standard. 

Since the 1920s, some mapping of archaeological sites has been carried out using aerial 

photographs. Poidebard, for example, included some site plans made using either rectified 

oblique or vertical aerial photographs in his Tra Ro e da s le Diserl de ý La ce de Mn ýyrie (1934). 

Unfortunately, such images have been used in only the most minimal fashion in the north- 

west. More recently, satellite imagery, and in particular declassified Corona imagery from the 
1960s, has been used in Syria to map the location of individual sites, as well as their 
juxtaposition across the wider landscape (Philip 2002a, Ur 2003). This has been contributed 
to by a growing understanding of how to rectify and use such images in the field. As yet, 

very little use has been made of Corona in the north-west", perhaps in part because the 

current state of mapping is thought to be sufficient by archaeologists working there. 

When using these various forms of mapping, certain obstacles must be overcome before 

they can be used to plot archaeological sites accurately. The first of these problems is that 
different co-ordinate systems have been used. Most are an attempt at a projected, flae grid, 

rather like the UK Ordnance Survey. Some maps have used a French 'Mandate' grid, while 

other, more recent maps have used a Syrian government grid. It is not entirely clear how 

these two systems relate, and clarifying the accuracy and origin of the Syrian grid is 

problematic due to reasons which relate to military sensitivity (Mohammad Dbiyatpers comm. 
October 2004). Owing to these problems, it was decided to locate all sites using 
Longitude/Latitude co-ordinates, employing the WGS84 datum, and presenting co- 

ordinates in decimal degrees. This system has been used on a large number of archaeological 

projects in western Asia in recent years (for example in the Ghor al-Safi, Jordan, Politis et al 
fortbcomin 

. g, in the Homs Region survey in Syria, Philip et al 2005; and in Abu Dhabiý King et 

al 2003). In order to locate the various maps and plans in 'flat space' on a Geographical 
Information System, the Longitude/Latitudc co-ordinates were then converted to the 

11 An exception being the brief examples used in Chapters 4 and 6 of this thesis. 
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Universal Transverse Nfcrcator (IMD projection system. In this way, spatial data could be 

presented in metrcs, thus establishing a universally recognisable system, usable at regional as 

well as site-specific scales. The sites presented as part of the gazetteer in Appendix E are 

given in both Longitude/Latitude and MI co-ordinates, but all plans and maps are 

presented solely in UTM. 

Given the variability in accuracy and co-ordinate systems, as well. as the considerable 

variation in how different sites qualify as 'monastic, it was decided to review completely the 

corpus of monastic sites known for the region, and to re-map them accordingly as part of a 

single, coherent GIS. In this way, a reliable, flexible project could be established in order to 

serve as the foundation for future work. It was anticipated that such a GIS would also be of 

use to the Syrian Directorate General for Antiquities and Museums (DGANý, since it 

represents a first attempt at an accessible and relatively reliable record of the location, 

condition and morphology of monastic sites in the north-west. 

It was decided to use the GIS package ArcView to map and present the data, since this is a 

widely-used, accessible and relatively 'user-friendly' programme. Reliable ground maps for 

Syria are notoriously difficult to access. 'The 1: 50,000 versions in Arabic, though slightly 

easier to obtain, are at various stages of completion and update, and do not always fit 

together in a reliable way. On other projects in the region, the topographic accuracy and 

effectiveness of these maps has been found to be of limited use for archaeological research 
(Philip ct al 2002,8). 'Me far more accurate 1: 25,000 maps are only available from Al- 

N16'sasa al-'Amat al-Nfsiha (the land survey department of the Syrian Army), and require 

special permits in order to obtain them. Consequently, only the map relevant for one, 
discrete area of study is permitted at any one time. Given these problems, it was decided 

instead to use satellite imagery for base mapping. 'Me images used in this instance are those 

provided through the NASA sponsored project to provide a 'geodetically accurate global 

compendium' of Landsat imagery for scientific and educational use (Tucker et al 2004). 

Tbesc were downloaded from the University of Maryland website 
(http: //glcf. umiacs. umd. edu/data/landsat/). They are the same series of images provided 
by the General Organisation for Remote Sensing, and published in the volume Sýria: Space 

geAllax, and consist of Landsat ni images taken in 1990 (Beckel 1996,168). Ima 

These images are typically divided into a series of 60 x 90krn tiles, and are georeferenced. 
However, the accuracy of this georeferencing was checked by plotting five, easily 

rccognisablc ground control points (road junctions, bridges and clear topographic points 
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such as spurs). It xvas found that the accuracy of the location of these points on the satellite 

image varied according to the location of the origin point used, and that in general the base 

mapping and GIIS co-ordinates taken on the ground differed by hundreds of tnetres. 

'I'lierefore, it was decided to re-rect: 4 them, using the UTNI co-ordinates of four ground 

control points as fol. lows: 

No. Ground Control Pomt Location Easting Northing 

I- \Icl-)po citadel, centie 334738.42 4007623.25 

2 Kharab Shams monastery 315416.16 4023719.62 

3 Marat al-Noman museum 289919.20 3947538.00 

4 Deir Tell Ada 303841.00 4014792.00 

Table 11: Ground controlpoinis used 

The satellite image was then manipulated using the 'rubber sheet' function in the 'TcrraM' 

programme. The accuracy , x-as then checked again in --\rcN'lex, - 
by plotting some further 

ground control points in diverse locations across the image. These points were found to be 

a maximum of 200m out of place, and in most cases under 50m. Greater accuracv would be 

possible through a more rigorous geo-referencing programme, and would, of course, be 

desirable. Hoxvever, the current margin is considered acceptably correct, given the 

coarseness of the macro-level analysis employed here. 

'lle archaeological sites were then plotted on top of this base map. The sitc data avadable 

comes from the vanous sun-eys described in Chapter 1, especlafly Butler (1907-9), 

Tchalenko (1953-8) and Pefia et al (1987), with subsidiary information providcd by Mattern 

. '1944), Lassus (194-), Khourý- (198 1), Ruggicri (1992), Tate (1992), Biscop (1997), 1 ooslcy 

(200 1, ý, f fadjar (2003) and Trombley (2004). In order to locate the sites, the descriptions 

g -olume, -, in combination Nvith the rudinientarý, maps they provide, have given , lvcn in these % 

a faffly good degree of accuracy. For example, the site of Ksajba was located through these 

dcscnptions: 

'The ruins of this to,, x-n are distinctly visible from the Plain of Sermeda; they 

stand on the top of a spur at the east end of the group of foot-hills at the 

northern end of the D)cbel Bansha. The site is a commanding one, faffing 

steeply on all sides, and is rather difficult of approach. ' (Butler 1909,157) 
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'Ruines sur le versant septentrional du Gýebel Bariýý ä3 km au Nord -Ouest de 

Serrnada... ' (Ichalenko 1958,99) 

Iliese descriptions were used to place the site as follows (site circled in red): 

Fqwr 49. - Sv*lt map of the mortb ofjebel Boisba, sbowng the location of Kfajba 

Ksalba was then visited on the ground, in order to verify the accuracy of the technique 

employed. Comparing the two sets of co-ordinates produced a 60m discrepancy, which was 

felt to be acceptable. In total, 28 of the total 135 monastic, or possible monastic, sites were 

found and visited in the field in this way. This represents around 21% of the total. At each 

of these sites, GPS co-ordinates were taken and then added to the spatial database in order 

to form a 'co-ordinate matrix' of the kind described in 5.1, above. In the majority of cases, it 

was found that a satisfactory degree of accuracy had already been achieved. Wiere sites did 

require correction, this then enabled all of the sites around them to be more accurately 

located also, since they were located in relation to the known point. In this way, the accuracy 

of the overall map of monasteries and associated sites gradually increased. However, the fact 

remains that the majority of sites were not visited and so GPS co-ordinates could not be 

obtained. Consequently, the possibility exists that most monastic sites are only located 

according to the quality of the previous mapping and descriptive evidence. Since this is 

highly variable, location categories were applied to account for the perceived reliability of 

the placement of every monastery and settlement. These categories are as follows: 
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Locauon categories Description 

I Site is located, but 1)()sltl()ii loilikq') to bc correct 

Site is possiNy located in the correct place 

3 Site is pmbakly located in the correct position 

4 Site alniost, -erlahily located in the correct position 

5 
'9- 

located with GPS co-ordinates Site rrhabl 1 

TabIt 12: Summag oj-locafion categories applied to Ibe dala 

These location categones, when applied to the range of plotted sites, can be broken down as 

foflo%x-: 

Monastery by Location 

-'6 

Z 
3 

Location Reliability 

F', cun, 50: Bar -barl rbowin, ý Me numbt-r (,,, monasleries per lo, ailon jl(gon- 

Settlements by Location 

C 
0 

3 

Location Reliability 

I-iýgjire 51: Bar shojrziýg 'I, e number ol . ýc, wilar selllemenl. i per lwalion -eq0t) 
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It was decided that whenever specific spatial relationships are examined (for which, see 

section 5.4, below), only those sites which are probably located in the correct place have 

been included. Consequently, sites whose location category is 2 or below are discounted as 

unreliable. This produces the fbUowing situation for monasteries: 

Monastery Location 

Unreliably located 
Reliably located 

FýSurt 52. Pit chadrummaridn ,g 
the rrhabihý, ofmonastegplacement 

The situation is similax with settlement data: 

Settlement Location 

0 Unreliably located 
0 Reliably located 

Figmrr 53. Pie chart smmmarmn ,g the rrhabiho of seulementplacement 

Of course, this may impose a bias towards those sites which are larger and more visible in 

the landscape, and thus more likely to have been visited, mapped and preserved in some 
fashion. Ilus, smaller, eren-ýdtic sites, which may be slightly less visible, less often visited and 

are more likely to have been destroyed, may be excluded by t1lis process. However, since so 

many sites are (at present) poorly located, this was felt to be an important safeguard. But 
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where spatial information is not considered important to the analysis employed (as in 

dealing with site distribution at a broad level, or where site morphology is discussed), poorly 
located sites are included as part of the data set. 

Communication routes were plotted using information provided by Dussaud (1927), 

Poidebard (1934) and Tchalenko (1953 111). Where ambiguity exists, and it seemed modem 

routes followed approximately the same course as ancient routes, modem routes were 
followed. In places, the course of visible features (usually lines of white - presumably 
limestone - debris with high reflectivity) showed up against the dark red soil. In the 

mountains, the easiest course was followed, if the route was not already clear. It will be 

evident that there ate many flaws with this data set. In some cases, roads can be 

archaeologically verified by their construction, still evident today in the form of Roman 

flagstones. Some milestones exist, though in general these are rare, and cannot be used to 

verify every route proposed here. In some areas, such as around the large settlement of Brad 

in Jebel Sim'an, very little evidence for roads exists currently, though a settlement of such a 

size must have been served by a number if routes. However, given that a broad indication of 

the position of communication routes only is desired, the crudity of these techniques was 

thought adequate until better evidence becomes available. 

Water resources are plotted using modem data provided from de-commissioned United 

States Defense data, itself digidsed from aeronautical charts. This is available from a website 

provided by Dr. Stephen Savage at Arizona State University (http: // 

archaeology. asu. edu/jordan/index. html). Since this information used a different projection 

system, and proved difficult to re-project, the information was taken and re-digitised in the 

appropriate UnI projection using ArcView. This is, admittedly, modem data, and it may 
differ slightly from late antique evidence. However, recent technological developments arc 

unlikely to have changed the course of water resources markedly, and the only obvious 

effect is the extent of 'greening' around each course due to diesel irrigation pumps. The 

examination of climate change presented in Chapter 3 established that there is likely to be 

only a fairly small difference between modern levels of rainfall and those of the fourth to 

seventh centuries. 

A full map displaying all of the features described thus far can now be shown. It displays 

monastic sites as blue crosses, settlements as red dots, communication routes as green lines 

and water courses as blue lines. The pink outlines denote the area of the 3 jib, 51, Sim'an, 

Halaqa and Barisha. A larger version of this map can be found in Appendix A. The 
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identification of individual sites on the map can be found by refemng to the GIS in 

AppendLx F. 

g monastery and settlement si s, waw courses and andent communication mutes oterlad Fý, gwr 54: Distribution map sbown te 
onto a Landsat image (sub-rrpýons in pink; ongnal in colour) 

The same distribution, but simplified to show features without the satellite image as a 

backdrop, is as follows (also in Appendix B): 
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Fýgurv 55 Distnbufion map showng monasteg and settlement sites, water courses and andent communicafton mules witbout the 
Landsat zma, ge (sub-repons in pink; ongnal in coAgur) 

This level of precision and understanding of the data was necessary before the relationship 
between monasteries and the landscape could be reliably investigated. 

5.5 Settlement-monastery distribution 

Having plotted the monasteries and settlements, this section will explore their spatial 

relationship. How are monasteries and settlements distributed, and what does this 

distribution suggest? Were monastic sites located in order to enable them to take part in the 

behaviour and activities occurring in settlements, or were they placed in order not to 

facilitate such interaction, or for it to be rare and sporadic? Were monasteries placed so as to 

draw settlements into an ideological relationship, or to retain separation? 

The various analyses which follow will attempt to address these questions. It should be 

emphasised that from now onwards, only those monasteries conforming to category 6 or 

above (see section 5.4) in terms of their definition as a monastic site will be included in such 

analyses. 
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The first factor to explore is the proxiti-iity of monastic sites to settlements. The 

overwhelining impression is that monastic sites are located very close to areas of settlement. 

The following graph displays the distance between monasteries and their closest area of 

secular settlement: 

Monastery by Distance to Nearest Settlement 

7 
6 
5 
4 

03 
2 

0 
C\j CI-j 6ý) TT LO LO (0 ý0- f- 

Distance (x1OOrn) 

Pigure 36: Bar charl showiq Me diiiance belween mona. ilerie. i anti Meir nearesl selflepieni 

Uternativch-, this could be cxprcssed by the following tablcs: 

Mean 0.9074 
Standard Deviation 0.6615 

- Minimuni 0.03 
Maximum 2.21 
Numbcr'Not Known' 3 
fotal number of monasteries 61 

Table 13: Summai), qI'monasier)-settlement dislance dala (dislances in km) 

% Monasteries Within a distance of (krn): 
28.89 0.00 - 0.5 
21.48 0.51 - 1.0 
14.07 1.01 - 1.5 
11.8-5 1.51 -2.0 
4.44 2.01 -2.5 
3.1-0 2.51 - 3.0 
1.48 3.01 - 3.5 
2.96 3.5+ 
11.11 Not Kmxvil 

Table 14: Summaty qI'monasler)-settlement di. i lance per 0.5km calchmeni 

As can be seen, over 50"o of the monastic sites arc -within 1kni of a secular settlement, and 

ovcr 75"o are within 2km. 
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Of course, the danger here is that by considering the nearest site in physical terms, I may be 

imposing a simplistic, functional gloss over what are in fact more complex relationships. For 

example, the closest site is not always the most accessible, depending on the nature of the 

terrain. However, the topography of the limestone massif is, in general, not prohibitive to 
fairly direct routes, as gradients are usually slight and the rock surface conducive to transport 
by foot or pack animal. Only Jebel al-A'la is genuinely mountainous, and this area has been 

excluded from this survey. Another potentially distorting factor is that communication 

routes may have been reliant on, or restricted by, property and land divisions, with certain 

areas requiring circumvention, and others more able to be crossed. However, given that our 

current knowledge of field systems in the limestone massif is patchy, this factor cannot be 

considered to any reliable depth. Consequently, I felt that the nearest distance was, in most 

cases, the best general indicator of actual, human contact. More specific routes and 

pathways are explored in Chapter 6. 

'Me site data used thus far includes all monasteries, including those whose location may be 

unreliable. It is worth comparing these results with those whose location is deemed reliable 
(ie, which have a location category of 3 or above). This produces the following graph: 

Distance of Monasteries to Nearest Settlement 

5 

4 

,C3 
3 0 2 

1- 

0- 
Cr) in r- 0) CV) LO r- (7) CII) LO T- T- N 04 C\I 

Didance (xIOOm) 
I 

Figure 57. Bar chart shoniýg The 4stance between monasteries (rehab§ located) and their nearest Fettkment 

Altematively, this could be expressed by the following tables: 

_Nlean 
1.098 

Standard Deviadon 0.678 
Minimum 0.030 
Maximum 2.210 
NumberNot Known' 1 
Total number of monasteries aocadon category ý! 3) 33 

Tab4- 15., Summag of monasteg-settlement &stance data (for rrhabý located monasteries) 
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% Monasteries Within a distance of (km): 
21.87 0.00-0.5 
31.25 0.51-1.0 
18.75 1.01-1.5 
15.63 1.51-2.0 
12.50 2.01-2.5 
0 2.51-3.0 
0 3.01 -3.5 
0 3.5+ 
1 Not Known 

Table 16. - Smmmary of monasteg-seakment aistance per 0.5k m catcbment (monastenes rvdabýv located) 

These results, of monasteries reliably located, differ very little from those produced by the 

analysis of all monasteries, no matter how well they arc located. Again, over 50% of 

monastic sites are located within 1km of a settlement. And in this case, over 80% of them 

are located within 2km. 

It is noticeable that a distinct group of monastic sites are located further away from areas of 

settlement than the rest. 'Ibis group can be seen as follows: 

Figme 58: Bar cbarr sbouing the dstance betiveen monaizenes (rrfiab# brazed) and their nemst settlement, sith a more isolated' 
group marked in red (or*xal in cubmr) 

-Mis group of thirteen sites is located between 1.7 and 2.3km away from settlement. Why is 

this? Do these represent a distinct type of monastery? They are as follows (see table 17, 

overleat): 
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ID Name Distance 

3 Dayr Turmanin 1.7/3 

35 Qasr al-Banat 1.82 

65 Burl Nimra 2.21 

84 Kafr Fansha 1.97 

101 Burl' jalahah 1.89 

103 Bur) Jaber 1.76 

104 Burl Nasr 1.98 

105 Dayr Buri Nasr 2.05 

107 Burl Nlahdum al-Shary 2.11 

114 Bur) Sarakhta 1.77 

116 Sarakhta 1) 1.91 

121 BurJ Suwayd A 1.97 

122 Bur' Suwavd 11 2.18 

Table 1 77: Ijsl qfmonasleries wilhin 1his 'isolaled'calqog 

I'he first mo monasteries, Dayr Turmanin and Qasr al-Banat, arc morphologically different 

to the rest, and are injebel Halaqa. However, the others are all close to one anothcr, within 

a parucular area of Jebel Barisha. Furthermore, thev are all similar in that thcN- almost all 

havc tox-, -crs, over half havc an agricultural press, and almost none has a church or a 

baptistery. So v, -hat does this group rcprescnt-ý This specific group will be discussed in more 

detail in section 5.9, then again in 5.10. It is mcntioncd here onlv to highlight variation 

within the overall datasct. 

Rcturning to the issue of the overall distancc bcm-cen monastcries and scalcinciits, perhaps 

it is the case though that monasteries are located very close to areas of settlement simply 

because there is insufficicrit 'empty' space (however one dcflnes this, whether in terms ()f 

physical topography or land ownership) within the landscape to place monasteries in 

'ould t be that proxi itý- is not idcologicaHy si ificant, but actually 'just a isolation. (1 M-11 III ip, -I 

neccssity: 1 In ordcr to investigatc this, I generated a scrics of random points, within the thrce 

areas. E'xacth, the same number of random points as monasteries were generated, and 

these were generated in the same 'dcnsity-perjebel ratio as xvith the real nionasterics (ic four 

in Icl)cl Sim'an, ten in 
_Jebel 

Halaqa and forty-scvcn in Icbcl Barisha). The genuine 

monastcries Nx-cre tlicn removed frorn the map, and the 'rcal' settleinclits plottcd, as follows: 
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FýTwr 59: DistnbAdon pla of settlements (in red) and 'random'monastic Wes (in gren; onginal in coh? mr) 

Using this map, the distance between the new, randomly generated 'monastic' sites and their 

nearest settlement was measured. This produced the following result: 

Mean 1.237 
Standard Deviation 0.809 
Minimum 0.040 
Maxi Lim 4.820 
Total number of monasteries 61 

Table 18: Summary of sealement-random'monastery jite data 

Distance of Random Points to Settlements 

8 

6 
es 

C. ) 
2 

0 

Fýgmrr 60: Bar chary showIT &jiance betaven 'random'monasiff ies and their nearrst settlement site 
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So, it can be seen that the mean distance of random points to settlements is, at 1.27kin, 

somewhat higher than the 0.9 1 km for 'real' monastic sites. This is in fact 39.6% higher, with 

a markedly higher standard deviation. Furthermore, the overall range of distances 

represented is much greater. By comparison then, the real monastic sites are closer to 

settlements, more consistently so, and present a much tighter distributional trend. 

From this, it can be concluded that monasteries are placed within a significantly close 

proximity to settlement sites. It has already been argued that this simple calculation of 

physical distance can be regarded as a reasonable indicator of actual, human contact. If this 

was indeed the case, it could be tentatively argued that monastic sites were indeed located in 

such a way as to facilitate interaction with the activities of settlement. Of course, this 

reasoning is circumstantial in the sense that we cannot yet be sure if such interaction &d take 

place, merely that it could do so with relative ease. This point will be addressed through the 

case studies presented in the next chapter. 

5.6 Siting, gradient and intervisibility 

Distance across a supposedly 'flat' area is only a two-dimensional indicator of a site's 

potential interaction with those around it. Across the gently undulating landscapes of the 

limestone massif, it is apparent that sites are positioned in a variety of ways, each lending a 

distinct character, and certain advantages and drawbacks. Sites can see and be seen in 

different ways according to their position, and so affecting their prominence or seclusion 

within the landscape. The monastic site of Dayr Tell 'Ada, for example, is positioned at the 

very head of the Plain of Dana, raised above the flat agricultural land in a way which is 

highly visible for the whole of the plain's 13km length, its villages and the heavily settled 

margins beyond. This situation is recursive, with Dayr Tell 'Ada in turn being able to see 

great distances to the south and south-west. Furthermore, the site sits directly beneath the 

starkly dominant peak of Jebel Shaykh Barakat, the 900m mountain which commands the 

landscape of the limestone massif and surrounding land (known as Koryphe, or 'summit' in 

antiquity; HR IV). So, is Dayr Tell 'Ada unique? To what extent were monastic sites in 

general placed in positions of dominance? Were they meant to see and be seen, or were they 

in fact mostly located out of sight, in discrete positions? What does their topographical 

siting, the gradients at which they are situated, and the extent of intervisibility with areas of 

settlement suggest of the ideological role they were set to play? 
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T exzenjite tijibdo of the Plxn of Dana Fý gure 61: Tbepromnent irung of Da )r Tell Ada (in tbeforeground) commanihý 

in order to answer these questions, height data is required. Given the difficulties with most 

modem cartography for the region already discussed, it was decided to use the recently 

released Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data, acquired by NASA in February 

2000. SRTM collected 3-D measurements of the Earth's surface, through a specially 

modified radar system (NASA 2005). Two resolutions of data are available, the first sampled 

at 3 arc-seconds, which is 1/1200th of a degree of latitude and longitude, or about 90m (295 

feet). A second resolution, at 30m, is available for certain areas of the world (especially 

North America). Unfortunately, only the former are currently made available by the United 

States Geological Survey (USGS). This data presents some problems, in that it is relatively 

crude and contains 'dead zones' in which no data was able to be collected. It is fortunate 

that the areas of interest discussed here were not severely affected by this problem. It was 

therefore possible to download the data from the USGS, convert it into 'gn'd' files using the 

Grid Machine 6.20 extension for ArcView, and fit together the various 'tiles'. Since these 

work best in longitude /latitude co-ordinates (expressed in decimal degrees), the monastery 

and settlement point data was converted in ArcGIS, and overlaid onto the SRTM data. It 

was then possible to ascertain height co-ordinates for every site. A summary of the height of 

monastic sites is as follows (see table 19, overleao: 
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Mean 467.00 
Standard Deviation 65.829 
Minimum 327 
Maximum 588 
Number'Not Known' 2 
Total number of monasteries Oocation category ? 3) 33 

Table 19: Summag of the alumde of mnasftc mtes 

The same analysis for settlements produced the following results: 

Mean 462.80 
Standard Deviation 117.97 
Minimum 179.00 

_ Maximum 747.00 
Number 'Not Known' 0 
Total number of setflements 147 

Table 20: Summary of the abitmde of sea(ement jites 

It can be seen, first of all, that the standard deviation for settlements is much greater, as 

would be expected as there are far more settlements than monasteries. Also, the settlements 

cover a wider variety of topographic locations than monasteries. However, in spite of these 

differences, it can also be observed that monasteries are generally sited between 4 and 5m 

above settlements. It could be argued that this is not so far as to be out of sight, but also 

consistently high enough to overlook the majority of Villages. 

Is it the case then that most monastenes are situated on hilltops? As might be expected, the 

situation is not as simple as this. The results are as follows: 

Monasteries by Gradient Siting 

E] Not Know n 
" Filkop 

" Slope 

(3 Valley boftom 

Ei gurr 62: I'm chart shown g the nmmber of monasteriesperpradzent juv7T (original in colour) 
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As can be seen, a majority of monasteries are placed on hilltops (51.50/6), though the picture 
is made more complicated as some sites are positioned on slopes (24.20/6), and a n-ýdnority 
(18.2%) in the valley bottoms. There may well have been more monasteries positioned in 

valley bottoms, especially away from the limestone massif in the Wadi 'Afrin to the north- 

west, and the Wadi Quwayq to the east. However, such sites are no longer available to us, 

presumably since they were constructed of mud brick and have now been destroyed (though 

survey work in the Amuq Valley (Casana 2004) and the Homs region (Phillip 2002a) 

suggests that such sites may still be visible, though not necessarily identifiable as 

monasteries., in the form of artefact spreads and soil discolouration). 

If monastic sites are generally situated higher than settlements, as well as more prominently 

than settlements, does that mean that a high degree of intervisibility was possible? To what 

extent could monasteries observe the activities of settlements? In order to answer this 

question, a simple viewshed analysis was carried out in ArcView, by asking which areas of 
land could be seen from monasteries, then observing to what extent plotted settlement sites 

occurred either within or outside visible areas. In order for a settlement to qualify as 'visible' 

from a monastery, all of the settlement had to be within the area. Tree cover was not 

considered a problem since non-cultivated trees are likely to have been sparse due to the 

very thin soil cover, and cultivated trees are assumed primarily to have been either olives or 

vines, or orchard varieties. It should be noted that since a general indication only was 

required in this instance., visibility has been calculated from a height of Orn above ground 
level. Of course, monastic sites contained architecture of variable heights, and this issue is 

discussed with regard to monastic towers, the position of windows and other factors in the 

next chapter. Nevertheless, a general indication of the visibility of settlements from 

monasteries is as follows (figure 63, overleaf, setdement sites are shown as yellow dots): 
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Figure 63: A tiewsbedplotshonq settlements as zfjibL-fmm wnaf&cj7tes (ognal in colour) 

As can be seen, the majority of settlements in the region are indeed visible from at least one 

monastic site. The proportions are as follows: 

Visibility of Settlement Sites from Monastic Sites 

FE Visible 

ILI Not Visible 

J 

Fýgure 64: Pie chart shosiýýg thept"nion of seukment jites m4blefrom monasfic jites 
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In order properly to examine the issue of intervisibility, the extent to which monasteries are 

also visible from settlements should be tested. The results of this are as follows: 

Ab .0 

4+ 

$+ 

Not Visible 
Visible 

Fi, Ture 65. - Viewsbedplot sbowl ,g monastenes as tiablefrom settlement sites (ongnal in colour) 

Visibility of Monastery Sites from Settlement Sites 

0 Visible 
13 Not Visible' 

Fq'wr 66: Pie chart sboxiýg tbeproporvon of monadc jites mablefrom settlementsites 
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Of the monastic sites, 87% are visible from a settlement site. Perhaps this is unsurprising, 

given that there are 147 settlement sites in the study area, and thus the possibilities of 

monastic sites being observed would seem to be very high. Yet when the amount of 

'invisible' to 'visible' area is calculated, the ratio is actually 59: 41, rather than 87: 13. It seems 

reasonable to argue from this that monastic sites may have been placed in deliberately 

prominent, visible positions in the landscape. 

This can be illustrated by a sub-region of Jebel Sim'an, where the topography is particularly 

variable, and so the choice of site selection especially apparent. Sites seem to have been 

placed deliberately in positions of visibility, rather than seclusion, as follows: 

Figure 67: 1 4ea-sbedplotshoiting monastenes ac vimblefmmsettlement jites in Me jebel Siman rrgon (onginal in colour) 

And so it can be seen that a high degree of intervisibility existed between monastic sites and 

settlement areas. In general, this intervisibility was mutual. However, the relationship 
between the two suggests that monasteries were more visible to settlements, than 

settlements to monasteries. Although it may be rash to draw too much inference from this, 

it could be argued that the emphasis in site selection for monastic communities may 

therefore have been prominence, rather than surveillance. 
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5.7 Access, communication and resources 
How did the location of communication routes and water courses affect the choice of sites 
for monastic communities? At a broader level, communication routes and water courses 
have ramifications for the degree to which monastic communities desired connectedness 
both throughout the region and beyond it. Price, among others, suggests that 'contact with 

the outside world seems to have been cultivated rather than shunned' by monastic 

commuruties (1985, xx). Did they seek to place themselves close to routes which would 

enable transport and communication to other areas or does their location in fact suggest the 

oPposite, that a desire for isolation resulted in sites being selected which were distant from 

such routes? In a sense then, these questions are similar to those asked when settlement- 

monastery distance was examined. But these questions relate also to contacts beyond the 

region, to major urban centres such as Antioch, Chalds or Apamea, or to connection with 
broader monastic and ecclesiastical networks. 

Section 5.3 outlined how these forms of information were sourced. It would also have been 

valuable to explore the nature of modem vegetation cover and potential for crop resources. 
Ile potential for such a discussion exists since, as Chapter 3 established, climate is unlikely 

to have differed a great deal between the fifth century and today, so modem satellite 
imagery could be used to estimate such resources. However, it is not yet clear the extent to 

which modem diesel irrigation pumps and other mechanical machinery have enabled 

agricultural expansion into areas which in Late Antiquity may have been less abundantly 

exploited. 

With regard to communication routes, a simple analysis of the distance between monastic 

sites and their nearest is as follows: 

Mean 1.425 
Standard deviation 1.237 
Minimum 0.120 
Maximum 7.060 
Total number of random 'monastic' sites 61 

Table 2 1: Summag of the 4slance between monastic sites and nearest communication rvute 

When compared with the same analysis but for random sites (instead of the 'true' monastic 

sites), we can see the following (table 22, overleao: 
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Mean 2.149 
Standard deviation 2.017 
Minimum 0.190 
Maximum 7.750 
Total number of random 'monastic' sites 61 

TabLe 22: Summary of the &szance betaven 'random'monastic sites and nearest communication route 

It was decided not to undertake the same analysis for water courses, since the softness of 

the limestone geology has probably contributed to movement of M)a&s through time. 

Furthermore, information relating to other water sources such as spring lines is not easily 

available at present. Instead, general observation of the position of monastic sites in relation 

to water courses (shown as light blue lines) can be made from the following map: 

FiTure 68: Dutnbution map sbowIgposition of momaitc ates (crouev) in rrlauon to watercourses (blue lines, Onginal in C010mr) 

This would seem to suggest, as far as current information permits, that monasteries were not 

positioned with any significant reference to water courses. Some sites, such as Burl Haydar, 

are indeed located very close to a uad. And it may be that many monastic sites once stood 

within the 'Afrin Valley. However, given that this area is largely outside the present study 

area, and that archaeological information alongside the river is highly likely to have been 

destroyed due to subsequent, heavy agriculture, such possibilities cannot be considered 
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further here. Most monastic sites within the current study area are in fact located between 4 

and 9km away from a water course. This would not seem to suggest that water courses 

played any great role in site selection and that water was instead obtained through 

precipitation and storage in cisterns (evidence for which is present at at least 35% of 

monastic sites) and wells (evidence for a sample of which was recorded by Tchalenko, 1953 

11,30). This stands in partial contrast to communication routes where some collocation can 
be seen, but this collocation probably depended on the kind of monastery, and thus the 

particular intentions of individual communities. Variation of intention and behaviour among 

monastic sites will be the focus of section 5.9. First, the issue of scale is examined. 

5.8 Site surface area 
To what extent do monastic sites imitate the behaviour of the settlement agglomerations 

with which they are most closely associated? Is there a direct relationship of scale, implying 

perhaps that the two are so closely associated that the scale of the monastery was set, or 

expanded to become, similar in scale to the secular settlement area beside which they are 
located? In simple terms, were their design and socio-econornic fortunes tied together, or is 

this relationship more complex? Could it be in fact that the land surrounding larger 

settlements was more closely controlled, thus allowing space for only small monastic 

complexes to be established, thus representing an inversely proportionate relationship 
between settlement and monastery? 

For monasteries, surface area is calculated on the basis of the whole area covered by the 

monastic space. This is, in most cases, much greater than that covered by individual 

architectural elements alone. It is instead the area bounded by the outermost limits of 

monastic space. Sometimes, this is defined by a surrounding wall. Occasionally, it is defined 

by the obvious topographical limits of a space: a hilltop with a steep drop around, for 

example, or a chff edge. In some cases, it is very difficult to know where the edge of the 

monastic space lies 12 
. Tchalenko commented on the difficulties of assigning bounds to 

monastic space within complex settlement patterns such as that around the Plain of Dana 

(1953 1,176). In others, such as the domain attached to Qasr al-Banat, a surrounding wall 

visible on an aerial photograph makes such a distinction somewhat clearer. But where 

ambiguity is present, this difficulty of definition may in itself be indicative of a deliberate 

'blurring' of monastic and secular space, as described in Chapter 2. Where substantial 

12 Chapter 4 discussed the prevalence of enclosure boundaries around monastic sites in north-wcst Syria. 
However, these were rarely genuinely defensive (with the exception of monasteries in the region of Apamene 
further south), so defining such ephemeral features today can be problematic. Added to this is the fact that 
enclosures may never have been complete circuits, and seem to have been particularly ill-defined on the village 
side of the monastery. 
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difficulties exist, however, such sites were not included, so that it is only where the spatial 
limits of a monastic site are fairly clear that calculations were included in the database. 

For settlements, it was decided not to calculate this surface area at the level of house-by- 

house measurement as, for example, Tate has (1992,307-314), but by the total surface area 

occupied by an agglomeration of late antique dwellings. This prompts obvious problems of 

chronology, since it is not clear from such measurements what size a settlement was at a 

particular time. Was the monastery built when the settlement had already reached its greatest 

extent, or was expansion a more complex, mutual process, with the monastic site being 

placed on the margins of a pre-existing settlement, but with both then expanding 

throughout the fifth and sixth centuries? Of course, it is often unclear which areas of a 

settlement were already in existence when a monastic site was initially constructed, and 

which may have developed afterwards. As Chapter 4 described, Tate has sought to 

demonstrate on the basis of building inscriptions and architectural styling across the region, 

a broad chronology for the region is that settlements began to appear in earnest during the 

late first and second centuries AD, then a slight fall off in building activity from the early 
third century (1992,184). From around 330, building activity picked up steadily until a peak 
in the early to mid-fifth century. Subsequently, buildings continue to be constructed but on 

a smaller scale from around AD 500 onwards. 

With regard to monastic sites, we know that the general situation in this region was of an 

emergence of the earliest reliably dated monastic sites in the mid-fifth century, but that there 

were perhaps many more, initially lower status, monastic structures emerging earlier than 

this. There was a much greater expansion in the last quarter of the fifth and first quarter of 

the sixth centuries. In which case, we could assume that probably all settlements were 

already in existence by the time monastic activity began to take architectural form, and that 

the majority of eacb settlement was in existence also. Some subsequent expansion probably 

paralleled monastic expansion until around 550. From this point onwards, monastic and 

church architecture are the only forms for which we have building inscriptions. 

First of A let us assess the range of surface areas represented by monastic sites. This can 
best be done by referring to table 23 (overleao: 
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Mean (mý 6365.09 
Standard Deviation 9441.95 
Minitnum 150.00 
Maximum 43919.00 
Number where surface atea is known 23 
Number'Not Known' 38 
Total number of monasteries (interpretation checked) 61 

Table 23., Summag of the suoýwe ama of monastic sites (wberv known) 

As can be seen, the range of surface areas is very great, from the smallest at Ksajba to the 

largest at Qal'at Sim'an. Ilese sites represent clearly different activities and types of site. 

Within this great range, most sites in fact occur around the 2000m2 to 500OM2 range. 

For settlements, the data available can be summarised as follows: 

Mean (m) 85122.00 
Standard Deviation 71224.00 
INEnitnum 29700.00 
Maximum 201600.00 
Number where surface area is known 7 
Number'Not Known' 14 
Total number of settlements 

9 
9 149 

Table 24: Summag of Thexurface area of settlementfites (wbere known) 

As can be seen, the information here is severely limited, as only 4.7% of settlement sites 
have been surveyed and published weU enough to be included. Ibus, when both 

monasteries and their associated settlements are compared, these data problems are 

somewhat compounded. Only a total of seven monastery sites had sufficient information 

available to allow analysis of this kind. Severely limiting though this is, it is worth displaying 

the results, as follows. For each monastery on the graph (shown in blue), its corresponding 

settlement is shown (in red) immediately above it: 
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This simple analysis shows three things. The first is that the data is Just too sparse at present 

to draw any reliable conclusions. It would require more monastery and settlement plans 

being made (and being published once they have been made) for reliable patterns to be 

derived. Secondly, what could be suggested of the data thus far (such as it is) is that for 

some of the monastery sites, a directly proportional relationship can be seen between its 

surface area, and that of the nearest settlement. That is, in some cases, the bigger the 

monastery the bigger the settlement and the smaller the monastery, the smaller the 

settlement. Their spatial behaviour can be linked in some cases then. However, this is clearly 

not the case for site number '1' (the monastery of Qasr al-Brad, next to the town of Brad). 

Though Qasr al-Brad is a fairly large monastery (ranked '3' of the total of seven considered 
here), evidence for the town of Brad suggests that it was very large indeed, in fact one of the 

largest in the limestone massif as a whole. This lack of correspondence may suggest that 

Qasr al-Brad was a relatively self-contained, coenobitic monastery, with a degree of 

independence which meant that its scale and activities were not directly proportional to 

Brad. Alternatively it may have been that the large siZe of Brad meant that a correspondingly 

large number of land owners were present, thus meaning that the fields surrounding the 

town were tightly controlled by the time the monastery was founded. More detailed 

discussion of this site will take place in Chapter 6. 
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It can be concluded that a correlation between monastery and neighbouring settlement is 

apparent in five of the seven cases used here. However, this conclusion should not be 

regarded as simple and straightforward because the variation represented by the other two 

cases needs to be explained. Unfortunately, the data set used here has not been large enough 

to determine whether this variation is in fact due to difficulties and errors of measurement, 

or for a genuinely meaningful reason. Such a reason maN- be that different kinds of 

monasteiý, were in fact performing different roles, and that the scale of architecture which 

those roles necessitated was not directly related to the scale of the nearest settlement. These 

different roles require a more nuanced set of interpretive tools than siniply ineasurenicnts of 

scale. This issue will be addressed no-, v through an examination of variation across the 

region. 'I'l-iis will look first at variations of distribution, and then in section 5.10 at sitc 

morphology. 

5.9 Micro-distribution, density and sub-regions 

Thus far in this chapter, general ti-clids and questions have been cxamincd across the whole 

of the area covered bv Jebel SIM'an, Jebel I-lalaqa and _Jebel 
Barisha. It has been seen that 

monasteries are positioned xvithin significant proxiniitýý to settlement sites, that monasteries 

are situated prominently in relation to villages, and that a high degree of intcrvisibilitý' 

existed between the two. 

If the mean surface area of monastic and settlement sites (where known) is calculated, the 

rrican distance between nionastety and the nearest secular setticinent, the mcan elevation 

and topographic siting of each and an approxii-nate average for the surface area and height 

of structures in monasteries and setticinents worked out, a 'typical' situation may be 

represented by the folloxving reconstructed cross-section drawing: 

, roj. l-. Q"lloll o/ a relalion. chip, will) a wailar., culemew (/ý//) and a viona., Ioi (týgho 
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Monasteries are generally well connected with communication routes, though they may not 

have been sited with this directly in mind. 

It is thus far unclear to what extent this situation really is typical for the whole study area. Is 

it possible to observe variation tbrouýgbout the study area? It has already been hinted that in 

certain areas, particular groups of monastic site may have been acting differently and 
distinctly. In order to examine this question fizther, the issue of the relative density of sites 

was examined. To begin with, specifically monasfic site density was looked at. Where are 

monastic sites clustered, and where are they more distantly dispersed? Can foci of monastic 

activity be revealed by this method? In order to do this, I applied a simple density analysis in 

ArcView. This function applies a set radius or 'buffer' around every site (in this case, of 

radius 1krn), and examines the extent to which overlap exists between the buffers of 

different sites. Where a large degree of overlap exists, and thus a high density can be 

assumed, the result is displayed as dark blue. Where very little or no overlap exists, and thus 

monastic sites can be assumed to be more distantly dispersed, the result is shown in light 

blue or white. The result of this analysis on the 61 monastic sites of the 3 jibJ1 is as follows: 

Fig'wv 71: Plot shouiý T the densi6v oj'monasfic jites (1 km ra4us; ongnal in colour) 
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It should be bome in mind that the 61 monastic sites used in this analysis cannot truly be 

regarded as indicative of the distribution of monastic sites in Late Antiquity, and it is 

necessary to exercise some caution with regard to dose interpretation of the distribution. 

These are only the 61 sites about which enough could be said to assess their conforn-ýdty 

with the definition of what constitutes a monastic site used in this thesis (ie those that are 

category ý: 6). They are therefore likely to exclude sites the evidence for which at present is 

poor, but which may well have been monasteries in the fifth and sixth centuries. It is 

significant that the density map shown above differs therefore from the assessment of 

monastic sites given by Tchalenko, (1953 1,19,145-153), which describes the environs of the 
Dana plain as the centre for monastic activity in the region from as early as the late fourth 

century. However, Tchalenko felt more confident in drawing inferences between the place 

names of the Monophysite Letters of 567-9 and place names on the ground, even where it is 

not known what the archaeological evidence might suggest (either in agreement or to the 

contrary)- 

Having asserted that the density analysis has only been applied to known archaeological 

evidence, what does this map suggest? Three groups stand out as indicating particular 
density. 

Running approximately from north to south, they are as fbUows (figure 72, overleao: 
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This group is located at the very northern end of the Jebel Halaqa. It is made up of four 

sites in all. 'lliese sites are as follows: 

ID Number Name 
17 Qal'atSim'an 
18 Dayr Sim'an (NW) 
41 Dayr Sim'an (S\Xý 
42 Dayr Sim'an (SE) 

Table 25: Sites xirbin 'Group A' 

All of these sites are large, each consisting of many architectural elements. The three Dayr 

Sim'an monasteries form a very tight group at the foot of the major pilgrimage centre, 

Qal'at Sim'an. 'I'he site of Sitt al-Rum is a little further away, at 2.8km south, but could 

perhaps be included within this group as it seems to be similar in terms of layout and type. 

It seems likely that this group of sites centred around the strong pilgrimage cult of Qal'at 

Sim'an. The town of Dayr Sim'an had a remarkably high number of accommodation 
buildings, probably created in ordcr to cater for pilgrim traffic. As well as the intercessionary 
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poxvers associated with the cult of saints, Qal'at Sim'an also served as a baptismal centre (as 

discussed later), and would therefore have attracted large numbers of visitors throughout 

the later fifth and sixth centuries. 

Group B 

This group is located at the north-cast end of Jebel Barisha and the southernmost tip of 
Jebel Halaqa, and consists of thmy-eight sites. 

These sites arc as follows: 

ID Number Name 
_ 
9 Davr Bashakotill 

12 Bashinislih 

13 Bafettin 

16 13aqirlia 

20 Davnina 

34 Qasr lbhsti 
3D at 

Do Qal'at Sirmada 

51 Davr Auara A 

53 Kafr Dan-an 

58 Bravj 

59 Ksajba 

63 Davr Qita 

64 Burj al-Nlu'allaq 
6D Burj Nimra 

68 Davr Delies 

69 Davr SakhUr 

Buri jamur 

171 l Burj Yaliva 

ID Number Name 

91 Kuslk 

92 Nla'ramava 

93 Mar Saba 

94 Davr Avzara B 

98 Milrbat al-Sanad 

99 Qal'at al-Tuffa 

Wl Buri falahah 

103 Burj_jabc 

104 Burj Nasr 

105 Davr Burj Nasr 

1()7 Burj Mah um al-Sharqi 

109 RadNva 

110 AI-Soma'at 

114 Burj Sara -hta 

116 Saraklita 1) 

119 Armita 

120 Burj Nah, s 

121 BLII'l SLI\x-a\-(i A 

1122 j BLII-j Suwayd B 

26: Nlk. 
ý MV/11/1 'Group B' 

This is a some-vdiat rriore numerous yet more dispersed group than Group A, though still no 

monastic site is more than 3km from another, and most are in fact under 1kni. \lost of the 

sites within this group consist of st-nal-I structure-, of simple construction, and there are a 
large number of towers. Sorric of these sites are larger, and may have acted as administrative 

and spiritual ccntres for smaller, eremitic units spread throughoLit the surrounding 
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landscape, perhaps in the fashion of a laura. Closer observation of the distribution of sites 

within this group suggests that the following sites may have acted as centres: 

Centre Associated sites 
Qal'at Sinnada Burj Suwayd A 

Burj Suwayd B 
Buý Mahdum al-Shary 
Da r Bur' Nasr 
Burl, Nasr 
Burj jalahah 
Bu6 Jaber 

Kafr Daryan Buý Sarakhta 
Sarakhta 1) 

Brayj Bu6 Jafnur 
Dayr Sakhur 
BuriYahya 
Aranta 

Table 27. - Group B jites which ma7 relate to communal centres 

There are a further twenty-one sites in Group C besides the seventeen just described. In 

general, these sites also conform to the type of monastic site represented by the Qal'at 

Sirmada, Brayj and Kafr Daryan sub-groups just described. They are mostly small, consist of 

single buildings which are often towers or simple accommodation blocks, and often have 
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some kind of agricultural press associated with them. The morphological structure of such 

sites will be discussed in furtber detail in section 5.10, below. 

Group C 

Group C consists of five sites, which are as f6flows: 

ID Number Name 
15 Davr Banqusa 
84 Kafr Fansha 
85 Kukanava 
88 Burj 'Akkusli A 
89 Buri 'Akkush 13 

Table 28: Sites wilbin 'Group C' 

These sites are slinflar in some ways to the majority in Group B, in that they arc small, open 

sites with no enclosure Nvall, and no large, central budding wl-iich might imply C011111IL111,11 

activity. They A have a tower, and stand at relatively high altitudes. The group as a -wholc is 

relatively distant from other monastic sites, and the ax-cragc distance bctxvcen these fivc sites 

and their nearest settlement is greater than the overall average for monastic sites. Group C 

Nvould therefore seern to represent a relatively isolated set of sites. 

These different groups are interesting in their oxvii right, but are the\, the same areas of 
density and dispersion as the non-monastic, sellIezvoil sltcsý Is the distribution just examined 

nicrely a reflection of the broader distribution of late atitl(. ]Llc archaeological sites of evcry 
kin& In order to investigate this, the density of the 147 settlement sites of the thrccjibc-il 

\vas exarmned. In this case, areas of high concentration are shoxvii in dark red, and areas 

xvherc sites are more distantly dispersed, in light pink or white. The results arc as fo11()\,. -s 
(ox-erlcaf, figure 74): 
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It can be seen that, in very general terms, similar areas of density are observable for 

monastic sites and for settlement sites. In this sense then, can we conclude simply that 

monastic activity occurred most where the 'background noise' of general settlement activity 

was located? The short answer here is no, since this would be a conclusion drawn from only 

a superficial analysis of the two density plots. Refining this analysis somewhat, rather 
different density groups emerge. For example, while in general terms the northern end of 
Jebel Barisha is densely populated with both settlement and monas6c sites, these sites are 

not actually collocated. Settlements are dense around the north-west of thejebel, especially 

around Babutta, Bashmishli and Bamuqqa, yet the centrc of this concentration Is more than 

6km north-west of the monastery concentration. The densest area of monastic sites actually 

coincides with a gap in the settlement pattern, as can be seen by the following plot, which 

overlays settlement density (in red) onto monastery density (in light blue), and highlights the 

main region of discrepancy. 
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Ft 
, gwr 75: Plot shoitiq the demio of settlementfites (in red) omrLzd on to monajyic jites (in blue; on ginal in cokur) 

So it can be seen overall that although some broad collocation of monastic and settlement 

density occurred, closer observation suggests that the most intensim monastic activity (Group 

B- marked with a circle on the map) took place in a region of relatively sparse settlement. It 

may be then that monastic communities were deliberately expanding into fairly 'open' areas 

where a particular type of monastic behaviour was desired. The monastic sites present in 

this 'open' area suggest dispersed, more eremitic practice, perhaps With a focus on particular 

communal centres which were used occasionally. This 'laurd form of monasticism is 

described in the Judean desert by Hirschfeld (1992). There, a laura consisted of 'a 

community of monks who live in separate cells, spend most of the week in solitude, and 

assemble on Saturdays or Sundays for communal prayer and to receive provisions for the 

following week' (1992,18). Examples of this form of monastic complex in Judea are 

Gerasimus and Marda, and a total of 19 have been identified archaeologically by Hirschfeld 

and others. Examples in Syria are less well documented, though Pefia et al describe 'colonies 

of recluses' (1980,60). The site of Mar Musa al-Habashi near Nebk is likely to have been a 

laura institution also, given that more than 50 caves exist within the hills to the west of the 

main complex. The nature of the cells, or ke&otai in Greek, may vary, and may be very 
difficult to recognise archaeologically (Tchalenko comments on this, 1953 1,19). Given the 

often very large and topographically vaned space inhabited by laura complexes, enclosure 

walls are often difficult to identify, and indeed may not have existed much at all. f lirschfeld 
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comments on the use of towers to define the tcrritorN, of the laura, although it is unclear 

whether these were actually used as cells or not in Palestine (1992,20). It seen-is at least 

plausible that such complexes were vcry similar in layout and intention to those idenfified in 

Group B. 

What of the other groups where densely located monastic sites occur:, \Vhat do these 
distinct groups of sites suggest of monastic activity? Were the sites 'ust described in Group 

B, for example, performing a gcnuinely different role within socicty to those distributed 

elscwhereý Do we, in fact, have a 'patchwork' of vcrý, different ecclesiastical sites, the roles 

of which were numerous and different, and which we are todav erroneousk- referring to 

under the col-lective term 'monastery'P This line of investigation will now be pursued with 

regard to the morphology of monastic sites. 

5.10 Monastery morphology and site types 

Chapter 4 explored the different elements characteristic of monastic sites in northern Syria. 

\s explained, Tchalenko and subsequent authors havc tcnded to dcscrll-)c tlicsc cIcnicilts 

according to Antiochene and Apamcan monastic typCs. I lowever, wilhill Me "ollb, N1 q/ 
Antiochene sites (the focus of this present study), hoxv -, -,, crc these varimis cIcnicnts 
differently buflt, used and distributed? Patlagean obervcs that differences of size and 
location of monastic 'ensemble' may rc,, -eal contrasting cconornic and social nimitions 
(197 7,322-4). Working on this basis, the database produced by this thesis has been used to 

attcmpt a tentativc ldcntification of differcnt types of monasterý,, according to dicir 

morphological characteristics. Thc different architectural elements recorded by Tchalenko, 

Pcfia ct al and mysclf were cntcred into the databasc on the basis of prcscticc or ibscncc. 
I'he elements recorded in this wav are as follows: 

Feature No. of monasteries 
where present 

No. of monasteries 
where absent 

No. of monasteries 
where not known or 
not clear 

Church 35 25 1 
Reliquan- or niarývrion 23 32 6 
Baptisten- 6 50 5 
Ceineten- 27 32 2 
Communal building 27 16 8 
Towcr 40 20 1 
External walls 25 32 4 
Agricultural press 23 32 6 
Water cistern 1 17 1 50 4 

'I able 29: Summary ql'morpholýgic-al. lýeallit-e., -, iii(i theirpre., ence on monastic, 41e. r 
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These elements are, by necessity, rather clumsily accounted for. I have not, for example, 

accounted for the subtlety of different forms of church, enclosure walls etc, nor differences 

of scale or date (where possible). This is partly due to the immensely time-consuming nature 

of entering such subtlety into the database, and partly due to problems of lack of adequate 
information at the present time. It is hoped that such information, where it exists, can be 

added at a later stage. The problems introduced by the high quantity of 'Not known' 

categories will be discussed further below. 

Given that each of these different features (assuming they have been correctly identified) 

derived from and shaped distinct, specific activities (as outlined in Chapter 4), combinations 

of different types of activity are assumed to indicate distinctly different kinds of monastery. 

It is assumed, for example, that a complex with external walls, a church and a communal 
building hosted and influenced different kinds of monastic activity, to a complex which was 

open with a tower and a press. Identifying distinct groups of sin-, dlar monasteries presents a 

problem, however, as no clear groups or types are obviously apparent. There are 9 variables 

used and a total of 61 sites considered, so this is hardly surprising. It was decided therefore 

to attempt some simple statistical methods to identify types. 

A number of methods could be used to identify groups (as summarised by Orton 1980). 

The most commonly used is principal components analysis (PCA), which seeks to identify 

which components contribute most to variability among the data. Correspondence analysis 
(or CA) and factor analysis (FA) seek instead to identify some measure of correspondence 
between data that is assembled in rows and columns by examining its structure. All of these 

techniques have been used widely on archaeological material, but rely primarily on numerical 
data, rather than more simple presence/absence identifications. 

Cluster analysis can use presence/absence data, and works by assembling a 'dendrogram' in 

which similar objects are placed on close 'branches' of the tree, and dissimilar ones on 
distant branches (Orton 1980,47-8). This technique is usually used on artefact assemblages 

rather than site types. For example, one of its earliest uses in archaeology was to identify 

different types of brooch from cemetery data at NfUnsingen (Hodson et al 1966). 

Cluster analysis does not function well with unknown variables, as the potential exists for 

many varied records to be considered similar if they A contain an 'unknown' category 

somewhere. Because there are a large number of sites where the presence or absence of 

particular features is either 'not known' or 'not clear', such sites have been removed from 
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the analysis. This leaves a total of thirty-seven sites. The problems inherent in doing this will 
be addressed below. Running this method on the thirty-seven sites produced the following 

graph": 

Similarity 

69.51 - 

79.67 - 

89.84 - 

100-00 -T T-F-T-1- -T IIIIIIIIIIIiII -F- III 
11 19 41 68 123 29 43 58 64 67 79 84 85 91 94 98 99 101 103 105 107 119 120 Ill 122-F-F-I 

12 13 16 17 Ill 116 W 125 99 104 114 

Observations 
II 

FiSure 76. ý Clmsterplot of monastic sites accor&q to their morphoý! gical characteristics 

It can be seen that 3 groups are identifiable with around 80% confidence. The first of these 

is a relatively 'tight' group of five sites on the left of the graph (identified here as numbers 
11,19,41,68 & 123). The second also represents a coherent collection of sites with very 

similar traits (12,13,16 & 17). The third group, on the right of the graph, is more diverse, 

and can best be described as 'the rese (from 2, and further to the tight). A final group of 
four - to the far right - could not be considered part of any of the preceding groups since 

only one element (a simple tower) was evident, manifesting in an absence of linkage with 

other sites on the graph. However, these sites can tentatively be considered as part of Type 

3, since towers are a strong element of this type. Furthermore, there is a strong degree of 

spatial collocation between many Type 3 sites and these four 'outlying' sites. - 

So if three approximate groups can be distiHed from this exercise, these can be summarised 

as follows: 

13 'Me specific kind of cluster analysis used here was applied through the programme Minitab, employing a 
single linkage method, standardising the variables and using the 'Nianhattan' technique for accounting for 
dissimilarity. 
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Similarity 

69 51 . - 1 2 3 

79.67 - 

89.84 - 

100 00 
- 

12 13 16 17 
9 43 64 67 79 94 85 91 94 98 99 101 103 105 1 07 1 19 , 20121 122 

111 116 W 125 89 104 114 

Observations 

Figure 77 C-lusterplot of monastic sizes amonin g to their morpholwgzýal characteristics, bohA: 'ghfilT three appmvmate t)pes in 
red (otiginal in colbur) 

'Me various characteristics of these three groups are as follows (with more site-specific 

details available in Appendices E& F): 

Type Count Site IDs Characteristics 
1 5 11,19,41,68, Always have external walls, a church, a press, a cistern and a 

123 cemetery. Almost always have a marývrion, and a large, communal 
building. Occasionally have a tower. Never have a baptistery. 

2 4 12,13,16,17 Always have a baptistery, a church and a maq7rion. Sometimes have a 
tower. Occasionally have external walls, a cemetery and a cistern. 
Never have a press. 

3 28 2,9,43,58,64, Never have a baptistery. Usually have a tower. Sometimes have a 
67,79,84,85,88, press, a church or some form of communal, domestic structure. 
89,91,94,98,99, Occasionally have a cistern. 
101,103,104, 
105,107,111, 
114,116,119, 
120,121,192, 
125 

Table 30: Summag of the chamfer ides of each monastety ope 

It is difficult to be sure how representative of the actual situation in fifth to seventh century 

Syria these types reafly are. Indeed, it should be borne in mind that the count of thirty-seven 

sites subjected to cluster analysis are only 60.6% of the overall siXtY-one sites. It may well be 

that features such as external walls are more easily susceptible to subsequent dismantling 

and reuse, so this type of site is likely to be artificially under-represented in the final analysis. 
Furthermore, even these siXty-one include sites of category '6' and above regarding their 

12 13 16 17 
9 43 58 64 67 79 M 85 91 94 go 99 101 103 105 107 119 120 121 122 

111 116 W 125 89 104 114 
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compatibility with the definition of what constitutes a monastic site. Notwithstanding these 

problems, the cluster analysis results seem to represent a reasonable impression of three 

different, approximate types of site. But what do these types of site really represent, and 

how does it contribute to the model suggested by this thesis? What follows is a brief 

discussion of each type. 

Type 1 

This type of monastic site tends to consist of relatively large but spatially well-contained 

architectural elements within a walled complex. Typically, sites contain elements suggestive 

of some degree of self-sufficiency with (superficially) fewer obvious reasons to interact with 

surrounding settlement patterns than the other two types. They tend to possess a church, at 

least one press, a cistern and a cemetery, usually of the rock-cut 'arcosollum' type. Often, 

other structures exist which may have been used for storage of goods and equipment. 
Complexes of this type appear Inwardly focused, with a Maqrion either within the church or 

close by, and a large communal structure. 

I' 

1.. 701. It -, 

Ft, g*mre 78: The mmasftc site of Savibla (somtb), sbowq the press in theforegromng the ebunh bebind and an amommo"zon 
block to the tbt. 

As was noted in Chapter 4, surrounding enclosure walls of the northern 'Antiochene' type 

within the limestone massif almost never appear defensive, and only sometimes appear large 

enough for the control of goods and people (as far as the often scant surface evidence 

anyway). At Sarlibla (south), for example, though a clear enclosure wall is recorded 
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by Baccache & Tchalenko (1980,149), the architectural remains on the ground are less clear. 
Elements of an entrance, and perhaps the uprights of a portico, appear to be in jitu, but the 

wall that links these elements is of modem origins and for agricultural purposes, making any 

confident estimate of the height and width of the original wall almost impossible. The same 

situation exists at Kharab Shams, with a wall being recorded (rchalenko 1953 11,129), even 

though the deposits are unclear. In general, however, the elements that do remain at sites 

such as Dayr Dches and Dayr Sim'an (south-west) suggest primarily a symbolic delineation 

of space, rather than a physical barrier. 

The churches within Type 1 sites tend to be somewhat smaller than those of Type 2 sites 
(below), suggesting that the present category were likely to have been used by the monastic 

community alone. 

So what arr Type 1 sites? Ile most reasonable explanation would seem to be that they 

represent forms of coenobitic monastic sites, with relatively self-contained, spatially 

concentrated activity taking place. That is not to say that they are distant and entirely distinct 

from secular settlement, since they are in general less than half a kilometre away from their 

nearest village. Indeed, their compact spatial arrangement yet generally large architecture and 

clear, symbolic surrounding walls, in fact makes these sites prominent in the landscape, and 

may thus have meant that their 'presence' in terms of visual awareness for surrounding 

villages was more than evident. 

! me 2 

Type 2 monastic sites are similar in many ways to Type 1. They always have a church and, in 

common with the majority of ecclesiastical sites in north-west Syria, they have a mar yiion- 

Like the Type 1 sites, they have a communal building. However, they differ in four 

important ways. First and foremost, they always have a baptistery. Secondly, they never have 

a press, and only occasionally a cistern. Ilirdly, they only occasionally have external walls 

and are, in general, positioned closer to secular settlement areas than the Type 1 sites above. 
An additional point is that their churches are generally somewhat larger than those of either 

of the other types. 

It may have been the case that if Type 2 sites should indeed be regarded as monastic, they 

only later developed as such. They are certainly collective institutions, with a strong central 
focus and provision of communal areas and accommodation. However, in the case of Qal'at 

Sim'an, it would seem that the associated monastic complex (described by Butler 1920,281- 
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284 and Tchalenko 1953 1,235-7) only developed after the majority of the basilica 

architecture was constructed. Brief observation of the standing stratigraphy confirms that 

the extant monastic site to the south-east was indeed added later (though further discussion 

of this awaits publication of the architectural detail of the site by Sodini et al). At Baqirha, a 

debate exists as to whether this is a monastic site at all (as discussed in Chapter 4). Certainly, 

a case can be made on the basis of later development at the site, and in particular the 

insertion of a surrounding wall and additions to the east end of the church. 
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Fýgure 79: GeneraZ i ieu oj, C)al'al Sim'an, m ith the baplistep comple., ý: to the ýghf 

Whether Type 2 sites can be firmly identified as monastic, or whether they are perhaps 

collegiate parish churches, is ambiguous. However, this debate itself illustrates the very close 

relationship held by such sites with their congregation. So what are they? it could be argued 

that these sites fulfil at least one of the roles of a village church, and that they may therefore 

have had a strongly pastoral role. Certainly, baptism played a part in this. The importance of 
baptismal sites in Chnstianisation processes in northern Syria has been discussed by 

Trombley (2004,71-2), who points out that large numbers of adult baptisms took place 

throughout the region well into the fifth century. 'I'lie baptistery at Qal'at Sim'an probably 

played a particularly prominent role in such processes by combining large-scale baptism with 

pilgrimage to the pillar of St. Simeon the Elder. Constructed sometime between 473 and 490 

(Biscop & Sodini 1984,267), the baptistery is placed in a highly visible position on the ty'a 

sacra between the main town of Dayr Sim'an and the pillar and basilica complex in Qal'at 
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Sim'an itself Indeed, a hostelry is positioned immediately to the north-east of the baptistery. 

While other baptism sites may not have played quite as prominent a role as Qal'at Sim'an, 

they would certainly have provided a focal meeting point for secular society and monastic 

communities. 

lype 3 

This type of monastic site is rather more difficult to define than the other two, and 

represents a more diverse collection. 11ey are defined by their differences to the other two 

types, perhaps more than having clear unifying characteristics of their own. They never, for 

example, possess a baptistery. Furthermore, they only rarely have a communal building as 

part of their complex. Churches are rare but do exist, and external walls likewise. They 

appear neither as uniform and self-contained as Type 1, nor as clear in purpose and tied to 

their community as Type 2. Having said this, there are certain characteristics which define 

this type, and suggest something of a common role linýg all of them. The sites within this 

category are suggestive of more open interaction with the landscape around, and they are 

usually small and unenclosed. 'Ihey are, in gencral, not suggestive of communal activity 

within the confines of the monastic complex. Generally, for example, they do not include a 

church, they almost never possess a building large enough to be used communally, and there 

is never a baptistery present. They sometimes possess a cistern or an agricultural press. If 

there is one characteristic which does define Type 3 sites, it is that they almost always 
include a tower. Some, in fact, consist of little more than a tower, and it is worth pausing 

now to consider the function of these structures. Importantly, if sites consist of only a 

tower, should we really regard them as monasteries? 

These towers usually consist of a stone structure constructed of ashlar blocks, usually square 

or rectangular in plan and only ever have one entrance. They are muld-storeyed, with usually 

three or four in total, though some, such as Qasr al-Brad, may have five, or Qasr al-Banat 

six. There are rarely any subdivisions within any of these floors, so that they comprise 

essentially a series of units ranged vertically. Furthermore, these units, with the exception of 

the ground floor which is often very plain, often contain very similar stone-cut features 

within them, implying a similar if not identical function to each room. Such features include 

aumbries, lamp niches and windows of a similar dimension and position. 

Towers of late antique or early medieval date have been assigned a number of dates and 
functions. The third century mosaic of Oceanus and Thetis in the Antakya museum depicts 

a tower in the background, for example (Riistemoglu 1997). Towers of the Roman limes in 
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Syria are generally assumed to be third century in date. Yet a tower at the site of Dayr Tell 

'Ada is dated by inscription to 941/2. 

Figure 80: Detailfrom the Omanus & Tbelis moszc in 4be Antakya Museum. - a cbermb bauls in afisbing net 
wbile in the back 

, ground stands a stone lower 

In terms of purpose, towers are united only in their lack of a coherent interpretation. In 

Almohad Spain, Meulemeester argues through comparison with later towers in Morocco, 

that such structures are 'granary -refuges', used to store grain for the village in case of 
famine, but also usable as fortresses and watchtowers (2005). By contrast, those within the 

aforementioned kmes indicate a changing function, with many implying surveillance and the 
housing of a military garrison, but then experiencing reuse or conversion as elements within 

an expanded monastic complex, as Dayr al-Nasrani in the Hauran and Dayr Mar Musa in 

the Qalamun. Alternatively, monastic towers could be reused in themselves, as appears to 

have been the case at Qasr al-Hayr al-Gharbi. Alternatively, some towers appear not to have 

had a monastic function at all, as posited by Tate and others for the structures at Qlrqbiza, 

jarada (or Gerade) and Dalluza, where he suggests a combination of watchtower and 

storage. Much the same conclusion was reached by Lassus who made the First dedicated 

study of these structures (1947,237). Finally, the largely first century funerary towers at 
Palmyra suggest that that function has always served them, and that reuse never took place. 
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Pcii2 et a] have made the point that whereas such towers may have been constructed for a 

range of purposes throughout the Mediterranean region and even within Syria, for the 
limestone massif of the north-wcst, towers were primarily and usuauy monastic in use (1980, 

50). Here, they argue, it was a local tradition which can be traced to at least the fourth 

century through a dct2aed account by 11codoret of the holy man Peter living within a 

tower, associ. 2tcd with concepts of seclusion as well as isolation (HR K Pefia ct al 1980, 

75). But how do we know they were monastic, given the range of uses discussed above? It 

could be argued that in this region they are never genuinely defensive or fortified, given that 

rainy ex2mpics possess largewindows on the ground floor, with no exidcncc for bars or 

mulhons (as 24 for example, Burj jalahah, Burj Nasr and Dayr Dehes), though au share the 

attributes of very thickwalls and small doorways. SurveiRancc or signalling may have played 

2 role in some cases, as some examples have an external walkway (as at jarada) and some 
fenestrated bartisins to allow maximurn vision (as at Burj jilahah). However, this cannot 
have been their function in all. cases either, since some examples are situated in rather 

awkward, low-lying locations (as at Q2sr al-Binat). Most examples do display some evidence 
for long term occupation, either in the form of domestic features set within the wills (as 

discussed above) or latrines (as at Sarjibla). Furthermore, many of the isolated examples 
display evidence for either a religious function, or at the very least a strong desire to assert 
Christian identity by the occupant. Ibis is very often evidenced in the form of crosses or 

other incised decoration in relief, or the mention of ecclesiastical titles in a dedicatory 

inscription (as in the case of 'the Priest Simore at Zarzita, or 'the Deacon lbomas' at 
Ruw2yd2; Pciia ct il 1980,55). 11cre are a number of instances of towers being attached 

subsequently to churches (2S at the south-cast church at Dar Qita). Some towers were 

clearly used as b2ptistcrics (as at Dar Qita and Baqirh2), though admittedly, these arc of a 

shghdy different construction. A number of sites the attribution of which as monasteries 

cannot be doubted (either due to an exceptionally clearly attested layout or associated 

contextual c%idcnce provided by documentary sources), which possess a tower very similar 

to free standing cx=plcs (as at D2yr Dches, Qasr al-Banat or Dayr Simýan NXX). Some of 

these examples have subsequently had tombs cut into the ground floor, perhaps for the 

original occup2nt(s) (as at Br2yj). 
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Fý. gm 8 1: A mmeasac loswar dm AW of Dýyr Siow'am (wn*-srsl, to the rigbt of the piamr) 

Many towers are directly associated with features suggesting agricultural infrastructure (as in 

the case of adjacent presses at Burl Jalahah, Qasr al-Brad or DaýT]Dehes). Some examples 

appear to be situated on the edgm of fertile agricultural land, of which they afford good 

access and surveillance (as in the series of towers around Burl Nasr, Burl Mahdum al-Sharqi 

etc, andalso TeU 'Aqtbnn). They may well have been associated with agricultural production 

and storage therefore (perhaps suggesting a use for their ground floor), with long-term 

accommodation and a religious function. 

This interpretation is strengthened by Pefia et al who use documentary references for 

monastic rules like those of Rabbula and others, to suggest that periods of isolation 

recommended for probationary monastics within solitary buildings may have taken place 

within trmers (1980,90-1). They also argue that towers are the direct successor to the 

notion of a stylitc's column, combining isolation, exhibitionism and 'une pr6diliction pour 

les hautcurs' (1980,70). At least one site (Qasr al-Brad) juxtaposes both column and tower 

within close proximity. Alule some sites have been dated by inscription to As late a-, the 

tenth century (As At Diyr Tell Ada), and a number to the seventh century (as' At M. I'n, 

Ru%-Ayd. A and Burl al-Sabaý, A number of sites suggest that the tower was the earliest 

clement (As Argued in Chapter 4 for Bra)I). 
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So the interpretation adopted here IS that the towers of the limestone massif were on 
balance linked to monastic practice during I-ate Antiquity, and that thev were constructed as 

such is thefiwplaa. Pits conclusion cannot be wended to all towers Without reservation, as 

it is still necessary to apply the series of criteria set out in section 5.2 (for example, in cases 

where the tower is attached to a secular, domestic house ftillywithin the confines of a village 

and displaying no religious function or anagery at all, a monastic link can be discounted). 

I lowever, where clear contextual evidence to the contrary does not exist, towers were 

probably used in a monastic sense. Often these buildings seem to have housed more than 

one individual and it has been suggested by Pefia et al that other floors could have been 

occupied by "owers of an original occupant (1980,59). However, it may be that religious 

contemp6tion was associated With surveillance, agricultural production and storage, as well 

as ideol cal statements emphasistrig the isolation and impregnability of the tower through 09, 

its size and construction. 

'Me Type 3 sites of which towers form a major part often seem to be small and apparently 

isol2ted sites, but in fact formed elements %vithin broader, lava-like networks which centred 

on larger, communal sites. Burj jalahah and Burj Nasr, for instance, though they contain 17) rl 

very smaH-scale accommodation, and do not apparently possess a dedicated place of 

worship, mAy well 1ý tý ( i- , -, ituJ Q-11'! t Id. 1 I- -Nk- M t- th( TIOrth-WeSt. 
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Indeed, it is interesting to look at where Type 3 sites exist, and in what spatial 

configur2tions. For example, Type 3 sites spatially correlate strongly uith those referred to 

in section 5.6 as Group B sites. 11-tis concentration of sites is located on the northern slopes 

of Jebel Barisha. and the south-castern slopes of Jebel Halaqa. A Ncnn diagram of Type 3 

and Group 3 sites illustrates this correlation as follows: 

GROUPB IWE 3 

9 58 
12 13 16 20 

64 91 94 98 2 43 67 34 35 50 51 53 
99 101 103 104 79 84 85 88 59 63 65 68 69 
105 107 114 116 89 111 70 71 92 93 109 
119 120 121 

110 
122 

FiSm 83. Vtxjr &grow shoming lbt Ydaiviubip betaws Type 3 aa GrVAP B jzks 

Ilosc sites which do occur as part of both Group B and Type 3 are precisely those 
dcscnibed in section 5.6 2s suggestirc of dispcrsed, chura' style monastic organisation, with 

sc2"crcd, unenclosed sites taking a role in agricultural pr2cticc,, with many units related to 

certain larger, communal sites. Here again is the map of Group B sites shown in section 5.7, 

with possible associations suggested by their distributiorL. /Iffof the dispersed sites shown 
here belong to Type 3: 
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A tentative conclusion might be, then, thatType 3 sites are representative ot scattered, semi- 

ererrunc monistic activity, but that where coflective worship and other communal acnvities 

were deemed necessary, these dispersed communities travelled up to a central institution. 
However, whdc this may indeed have been the case generally, Ty -defined, , pe 3 is not a well 
tne-at' category of site. It contains, for example, the site of Dayr Tell 'Ada which, if the 

attribution of this site on the ground is indeed correctly that of the site mentioned in the 
documentary sources, could be suggested as one of the first centres of collective monastic 

communines (rchalenko 1953,147-1 --)1, Ruggien 1992,160-2, both make use of HR IN' 

hcrc'). If Arnmtanus And Eusebius did indeed form one of the earliest coenobitic institutions 

here. which served as a central focus for a large number of subsequent monasteries around 

the Plain of Dana, Dayr Tell 'A& is hardly indicative of the dispersed monastic practice 

gencrA4 suFXested by Ty an pe 3 sites. Yet it is included in this category by the cluster alysis 

bccmjse of its lack of a church or bApnstery. It may be that this site has been misidennfied, 

and that the Dayr 'reii 'Ada (or Teleda) mentioned by Theodoret of Cyrrhus in fact lies 

ekmhere. 

A fijrther problem with the categonsation of Type 3 sites is that because they are often 

srnAller. more isolated and often less ob%iously a former place of worship, sites of this kind 
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example, has been heavily truncated on its north and east sides in order to enlarge the 

potentul yield of the agncultural field. 

rE 

e '. % a 

FýýrrS5: Plaff o,, *, e of*Bmr Dai-r 'Amam, fi-tuvg modern izmage lo: iýý north-eart 

Damage of this lund may have obscured greater morphological complexity at sites such as 

Burl Davr '. \man. and thus assigmed sites to Tvpe 3 somewhat erroneousIv. Rather than 

being simple complexes with few buildings, sorric "f the sites maý- have possessed more 

buildings and thus housed more complex activitýý in antiquitý-. 

Nm-mvithstanding the lu-nitations ()f the catcgoncs apphcd here, three broad site tý-pes have 

been identified. If these sites did indeed house monastic activitv in the fifth to seventh 

ccntunc,;. then these categories may be helpful in indicating three broadly diffcrctit typcS ()f 

m(mastic practice: self-contained cocnobitic units, baptismal centrcs and dispersed i'dura 

sites. 

I Di,, cus-oon: the inter-sitc perNpective 
T 

I M, in ii, rdiern ý% ri. i from an inter- 

"Itc P(-Iflt ()f view bN a%kink! the quctimls defined I)\- the niethodolop- of the data set at itý, 

brfudcst level, I he C()tlclllsl(, Il% reached are limited bv the nature of the evidence, and 
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c. 2ution Ins been exercised when assessing reliability. I have attempted to include as much 

critique and reflexivity about the interpretation of what constitutes a monastic site, about 

the survival and visibility of the evidence, and about the reliability of the position of that 

evidence as possible. Ibcsc cautions have been included within the organisation and 

presentation of the d2ta. At the same time, a worldng 'threshold' (the '2: 6' categorisation) 
has been established whereby some insubstantial or ambiguous evidence has been excluded. 
Tbc position of this threshold is open to debate, and it is quite possible that some sites have 

been analysed which may in fact not have been fiffly gmon2stie. However, the dcfinidon 

applied here has been carefully justified in Chapter 4, and attempts to bring some critique 

and control to Pcfia ct al's often doubtful attributions. But it also adds substantially to the 

somewhat smaller monastic data set presented by Tchalenk-o, and demonstrates that greater 

variation exists within that set once the net is cast beyond the most obvious sites. 

Armlysis of mon2stic sites then proceeded through six st2ges, and were conduded as 
follows. 

Ile first task was to cx=nine the position of monasteries in relation to nearby areas of 

settlement. This concluded dut monasteries are placed signifw=14 close to settlement sites. 

Secondly, a high degree of intervisibility c: xists between monastery and settlement. 

. 
Monasteries are ustully situated on hill tops or upper slopes (%ith some important 

cxccpdons), and gcncraUy orcilook areas of settlcmcnL 

Thirdly, the relationship between monasteries and communication routes and water 

courses was examined. With regard to the latter, monasteries do not seem to have been 

positioned with any significant relationship to water courses (although spring lines and other 

aspects of natural water provision'havc not been analysed). This is in partial contrast to 

communication routes where some collocation can be seen, though the relationship is not 

simple. 

Fourthly, the different scales of morusdc site were exan-dncd, and compared uith the scale 

of settlemcnt sitcs in ordcr to investigate whcther largc or small monastcries bccamc such as 

a result of the Scale Of Secular 2CtiVity going on in the nearby viffigc. However, it would 

seem that the paucity of weU planned sites is 2 genuine problem here (though this could be 

rcctificd f2irly easily in the future, as the number of published plans increases). Where data 

does exist, the relationship between scale of monastic site and of settlement does suggest 
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some correlation. Where variation fmm this general situation exists, it may be that in some 

cases different monasteries were performing different roles, and that the size of site which 

developed as 2 result of that role was not always directly related to the size of the nearest 

settlement. 

11c fifth task was to examine the differential density of monastic sites across the region, it 

was concluded tlut threc groups of particular density existed. These groups are, in put, 

artificial, since the data set is unlikely to be complete, and spatial analysis is particularly open 

to bias imposed by missing sites. However, for the time being, these three areas of density 

have been referred to as Groups A, B and C. 

Finally, beyond these conclusions regarding overall distribution, an attempt was nude to 

cx2minc whether differentiation of groups could be discerned. Cluster analysis was 

employed, but could only be used on those sites the data from which is relatively abundant 

and well formed. From this, it has been suggested that three types of monastic site are 

evident. In terms of form, Type 1 consists of sites with large, apparently clearly defined 

architectural elements within a walled enclosure. Type 2 sites are similar, but never have 

agriculnual facilities and always a baptistery, and are generally closer to areas of settlement 

and communication routes than the other two types. Type 3 sites are more difficult to 
define, but suggest more dispersed, eremitic practice, with several dispersed units looking to 

communal centres in a Lzum fashion. However, there are problems with the dcfinition of all 

of these types, especially with Type 3, which derive from the way in which duster analysis 

assigns groupings. 'Ibesc types, though thought-provoking, should be treated as working 
hypotheses only. 

And what of the distribution of each type? Does this suggest a strong correlation between 

different pper of site and different gmpx, thereby suggesting that fairly distinct regional 

traditions were being created? Beginning uith a distribution map of Type I sites displayed 

along, %ith the three groups, it can be seen that no strong correlation exists bctwccn Type 1 

sites and any particular density group. 
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Ith regard to Tvpe 2 sites, it can be seen that although three of the four sites 

approximately cluster around the north end of the Jebel Barisha they also do not correspond 
directly With any particular sub-region within the data set, and thus cannot be easily aligned 

with any of the groups defined above. 

j-*qWFX7 I)ISMI m. A161p qfangAMC _CAU Showirg the Lxk of mnVaom bd*wx Type 2 wes ýxyellos) amdaw7parvemiar 
&" ff Wf (Ongxld IF IWO-) 
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Type 3 sites, however, display a greater correlation with a particular group, in this case 

Group B. 

Ftgwr 88 DtÄ"bmwe me of Awaajac zw shmag I&partid mryc4&*« be»m Te 3 irki and GroAps B e-- C (ongrna( 
tiv »Ämr) 

'Me majonty of Type 3 sites are distributed within density Group B, and some within 
Group C, Vnth none occurring in Group A, or indeed in jebel Sim'an at a. 

These relanonships could be illustrated anotherway, through the follOWIng table. 
I 

Group CI Totals 

Type 1 0 

Typc 2 3 0 

Type 3 0 18 4 

Totals 4 30 4 

Ta6k 3 1: Swwxary #I dw awvvýmw bdswg Opt jNdgrvAqD 

5 

4 

28 

Of course, groups and t)-pes can never Uly correlate here, since oxý6 those monasteries 

alx-)ut which enough is known to assign them a type feature appear under 'type', and oný4 

those sites which are sufficiently densely grouped appear as a 'group' (consequently, the 
'totals' Are Almost Aýa-ays greater than the content-, of each ro, %x- or column). I lowever, the 

general indication here is that while no precise correlations exist, Type 3 and Group B 

c,, mmonly align. and n,, m(, nA-,, tenes of Type 3 exist ftirther north in Group A. 
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11is would seem to suggest that no very distinct, regional types of monastic practice were in 

place with rcg2rd to Types I and I For Type 3, the situation is rather different since they 

arc largely (though not exclusively) situ2tcd within Groups B and C, and within the area of 
Jebel Bazish2 to the south. This may relatc to a particular and localiscd monastic practice 

within this area. However, it may equally relate to the fact that each of the three areas 

underwent different rates of demographic dcvclopmenL As u as noted in section 5.2, Jebel 

Barish2 contains a greater density of both settlements and monasteries than the other two 

areas. It contains in fact 77% of all of the known monastic sites for the three areas. Tate has 

noted that the south of the limestone massif underwent more rapid stylistic architectural 
') 164-166), perhaps suggesting a greater pace of socio- changes than the north (199. 

economic change, as the generation ofwcalth and ideas circulated more quickly. It could be 

argued, then, that rather than Type 3 representing a distinct monastic authority, it was 

simply a more r2pidly developing monastic movement. 

If this were the case, it might imply that there were no discrete groups of monastic 

communities operating under different authorities. Instead4 within the Antiochcnc sphere of 
influence discussed here, monasticism could be regarded as a universally applied settlement 

type, pcrh2ps being loosely organised by just one authority rather than many. However, 

within this widespread and general practice, three different forms of activity were t2ldng 

place. It is unclear whether these different kinds should be interpreted chronologically (as 

argued above), hierarchically, uith certain complexes acting as centres of authority with 

smaller units pcrmc2ting out into marginal areas, or whether we arc seeing complexes with 
different intentions competing v6ithin the same atmosphere of experimentation, but, %rith a 
loosely-dcfined sense of allegiancc to one authority. 

It would pcrh2ps be 2ppropriatc to conclude that all three options arc possible, with 
different complexes developing at slightly different rates; certain institutions formed 

coherent and wcU-dcfincd units of cocnobitic practice (Type 1). These institutions played a 

strong role in 2griCUIMMI production2nd storage, often alongside one village settlement in 

particular, thus drawing on their l2bour and supplies and playing a role in surplus control. 
They participated in pilgrimage and perhaps adso baptism, but these were not necessarily 
foremost in their priorities. 

Other institutions performed the function of baptism in a more purposeful and coherent 
f2shion and often combined this uith 2 strong pilgrimage role (I7ypc 2). Ibcsc institutions 

often formed the centres Of 1,2rgC 2gglOmcr2tions and were tightly bound uithin the f2bric 
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of villages. However, their use was much more widespread and their roles enabled them to 
interact with very broad numbers of the population from diverse regions, thus enhancing 

the famc and reputation of monastic practice by spreading their ideological message widely. 
Ibc pace of development at such sites may have been aided by patronage from wealthy 

patrons (in the case of Qarat Siman, this may even have meant the Emperor, as suggested 
by XVickharn (2005,444), among others). Ibesc sites were probably somewhat exceptional 
in this regard, and certainly 2PP(W to have been rarer than the other two types. 

Further still sites of cocnobitic practice begin settling monastic personnel out in the 

surrounding landscape, thus both expanding their jurisdiction and enabling an even stronger 

role in agricultural production (Type 3). 11cse may have originally been monasteries where 

the tradition of eremitic practice was particularly strong. By moving diverse yet linked units 
into areas of fertile land, control and surveillance could be increased. Ihis appears to have 

taken place especially on the northern slopes of Jebel Barisha, but elsewhere also, perhaps 
indicating the specific areas which previously were less intensively farmed or settled, and 

were thus available for such expansion. 17his may also indicate the pace of expansion in all 
forms of settlement for the southern portion of the study area. 

5.12 Conclusion 

Ibc question that remains for this chapter to confiront is to what extent have the 

conclusions just summ2riscd addressed the viability of the model proposed earlier in this 

thesis? AS 2 remindcr the main issues to resolve arc: 

1. Mut is the range and extent of the information resource for monastic sites? 

2. Were monastic sites placed in locations which would enable them to take part in 

2CtiVifiCS taking place in settlements, or was interaction rare and sporadic? 

3. Did those locations draw settlements into an ideological relationship which made 
them part of a s2cred lindsupc at the ccntrc of which stood the monastcry? 

Ile first two have been cxan-dncd in some detaA and have concluded that although there 

arc some problems with the data, it is currently legid=tc to at least attempt an answer to 

the questions in hand. It seems th2t monastic sitcs were indeed placed in locations which 
f2ciht2tcd involvcment in the broader secular activities of the region. To this can be added 

the ntunce dut T)pcs 1 and 2 would h2ve done this especi2lly, With Type 3 being more 
focused on specifically mornstic networks of settlement wMch ex-pandcd into open areas. 
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The third question, regarding ideological relationships is more difficult to address through 

looking at Luge scale evidence. For now, it could be concluded that monasteries were wen 

placed to be a constarit presence in the minds of those living nearby. They often overlooked 

viMgcs, or were at least sufficiently close-by and accessible to draw secular areas into the 

spirini2ll2ndsc2pc dcfined by the monastcry and its environs. But different monastic sites 
interacted in different ways, and very broad conclusions would bclie the subtlety likely to be 

inherent in such relations. Consequently, such an issue is best confronted by detailed studies 

of particular sites. The task for the next chapter is to attempt some depth and context to the 
large SCIIC, M2CM-Sp2tiAI observations made here. Tbree case studies will therefore be 

explored in more detail, in order to make some analysis on micro-spatial, intra-sitc grounds. 
Chapter 6 will now begin by dcfining which case studies in particular arc to be tackled. 
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Chapter 6 
Intra-Sitc Perspectives: Monastery, Settlement & Landscape 

a 

The prriiow chapter looked at the oawmnce of momarteries aithin The landscape at the brvadext scak. It 
rrarbed the conc&dam that a side varity offorms odstaithim monarzirsiles, byt That ailhin this, certain 
distinct Opes arr diswnible. These ppes ran be Af ndmtood in approximate terms as Those that womId appear 

, 
&4 rrmairdfivm secular seakment, those that to hair been se#: mn1,2ihrd, coenobi& mmpkwes often s, 6 

ge and baptism and xhose injZuence thms od, -n&d hey x he rry aard as Vda&t crmftrs ofp4rima o dt on, 
g rvA? in qriculfurat produc6on and those that formed elementr of diipmed metzvorkur pLqiq a jfrvn 

Hoamr, the prexious chapter also discussed The catrats xbicb must accompag zbexe ! ýpes. Furthermorr, a 
gkal development of each site, the g The ebrvnolo , Zar&n number of hmportant qurstrons rrmxn unansm rtrd rý 

communi, ufton betz rem monwrg and seakment in prrase terms, and how The &fferrxces of scale, dif! ancr 
and prrjumab# finclion x illin each ppe my iffform interpreation of The pofenfia#y contrasting ways in 
whick, mon, ulerin ifftenzardvitb secular fife. Thuswhatfollows in this chapter is morr 'quaktafive'. and is 
therrforr intended to briqgyraier depth to The brradib discussed thusfar Thrre case stu&es air selected and 
examined in defdL The rramns for their selerfion, and the forms of etidence used, arr considerrd This 
coaddrration z iU 4zke pardiuLzr note of theuse of space aithin and arvMnd the jites, and the wajrs ifl rhich 
that fpa, e da rI4: pedo: rr&me. 

6.1 Casc study selection 
Ibc previous chapter suggested that there were various distinct types of monastic site in use 

in the fifth to seventh centuries in north-west Syria. This conclusion was based on the visible 

components and facilities which monastic sites display, as well as their location in relation to 

nearby settlements. Ile techniques used were macro-spatial, and could therefore only tackle 

cert2in2SPCCtS Of the theoretical model outlined in Chapter 3. Ibc task for Chapter 6 is to 

address the research questions which remain unan cred, and these are as follows: 

1. If settlements were indeed drawn into an ideological relationship which may be 

visiblc in the L-mdsc2pe, wh2t form did such landsc2pes take? 

I Did monasteries tAc pan in production and if so, how and inwhat ways? 

3. Mut midencc is there for storage and rc-distribution of the resulting products? 

4. Does the level of conforn-Lity (or othcmise) to A of the questions raised above 

suggest 

a. 1"hat site selection for monasteries was occurring in similar ways across the 
region? 

b. Ilut there is sufficient variation still to suggest a sense of process, whereby the 
situation was changing through time? 
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In methodological temis, these questions will be tackled through the following tasks 

(mentioned uutlafly at the beginning of Chapter 5): 

Q5.1 I *smg already existing archaeological plans, amended to include improved detail 

and height data, constr-uct a topographic model for specific case studies. 
Q5.2 Add to this topographical model by making close observations of monastic and 

settlement sites on the ground, to include details not usually included on previous 
plans, such as the precise 'line of sight' between buildings a nd stratigraphic 
relationships in the standing masonrv. 

Q5.3 On a site-by-site basis. what topographical statement did the monasterý- make-ý Is it 
sited to emphasise prominence and visibilitv or seclusion and separationr 

Q5.4 \\*hat \vas the nature of communication, whether visual or physical, betvveen the 
monastery and other areas of settlementý 

Q5.5 \\'hat \vas the ii%eurr of the journey between that monastery and its nearest areas ot 
settlement! -' Was it structured in a \vay suggestive of frequent or occasional 
iiitcractio-ný 

Q5.6 A, far as can be ascertained, which elements of the settlement and the monasterý 
-, vere most readilv connected in this . vavý Which were most secluded-,, 

_ Q5.77 _ Does our knowledge of the chronology of sites suggest a change in this 
rclationship through time. --- 

Q5.8 Did different tvpes of monastic behaviour, indicated bv different fon-ns of 
monastic site, interact with secular settlement in different wavs-r 

Tailw 3-7: R. -m. Nnjiýg iask-f to be in (Jýiýt-ter 6 

The subtlenes of site interpretation required by these tasks necessitates the selection of a 

series of case studies m. -hich xvill be exanuncd in detail. It x-vould be temptMg simply to select 

a case study from each of the three types idenufied by the previous chapter. fio%vever, 

thought - provolung though this t,, -Polo 191cal exercise was, in methodological terms this would 

not seem to be the most productive approach. 'Type 2' sites, specialist baptismal and 

pilgnmage centres such as Qal'at Sun'an and Baqlrlia, have already received a great deal of 

attcrition in scholarly htcrat-urc both in tcrm,, of specific sitc analyses (Bever 1925; Guycr 

1934. I: c(xhard 1936. Lassus 194-. Biscop & 'Sodmi 1983,1984. Bavant ct al 1989. Sodim 

1993, Kazanski ct al 2003, and the forthcoming . %-ork by the French team at Qal'at SMI'an), 

and I)r, )a(. Icr cornmentanes (, n the role plaýcd by such sites (Flunt 1982, Sivan 1990, Fade & 

SaUnow 1991, Coleman & F. Isncr 1994, Caseau 2001, Troniblcv 2004). hirthcrmorc, thcrc 

arc ambiguities %vithin the other two site types -which require greater exploration. For 

example, there are differences of scale, of distance between the monasterý- and its nearest 

village. ()f dcgrecs of chrotwh)gical complexity as sug arld ()f ,, gcstcd by stratigraphic cx-ldcncc, 

the prcscn-ation of that c%-idcncc. 'llius. m-() rather differctit sitcs arc selectcd for studý- from 

T%Pc I. '111c first is (, )asr al-Brad. a generally vcn- well preserved site consisting ot - tx,, -() f,. iirl. \- 

phAsc-s 'Ilic site is relativeh separated in tcm-is of distance from its ricaret secular 

soticnictit, and is a well-defined. large site. The second case srudý- vull be Kharab Shams 

vchich. alth,, Ligh als(, a "I'%. pe I' site, is much Smaller md is morc cl(,,, cl% cmbcddcd , %ithin 
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the fabric of its nearest village. 11crc arc therefore more complex chronological issues to 

resolve with this site. Lastly, the site of Burj jalahah will be used to examine the nature of 

Type 3' sites in more dctail, since it would appear to be reasonably representative here. Of 

course, there arc subtle differences within Type 3' sites also, and a greater number of case 

studies would have been dcsir2blc. However, constraints of time and word space have 

necessitated the selection of just three case studies overall. 

In each case, there are further justific2tions for selection which should be made dear, and 

which do not derive directly from their categorisation along typological lines. Firstly, the 

work carried out by TdL-denk-o tended to consider only a certain proportion of the sites 

considered in this thesis to have been monastic (521/6). He chose only those sites which are 

very clearly dcfinablc as monastic and whose functions and roles in Late Antiquity, he felt, 

were straightforward. By contrastý sites are chosen here because they have not been studied 
in detail previously, so that they may contribute something extra to the body of 

documentation already extant. 

Furthermore, the three case studies explored here, though of variable preservation, are all 

selected because they are well enough preserved for their investigation to be worthwhile at 
42nd because they are 2cccssiblc. 'I`hcse factors rclate in large part to the extent to which 

they arc occupied tod2y. Most of the limestone massif was only sparsely populated between 

the later eighth century and the nineteenth century. From the mid-ninetecnth century 

onwards, groups of Kurdish and Turcoman origin have migrated from the uplands of the 

north and cast, and of Arabic origin from the lowlands to the south (rchalcnko 1953). In 

some cases, this re-scttlcment has obscured or destroyed archaeological evidence, or at the 

very least presented problems of access. This is the case, for example, at sites such as Butj 

Hay&r and K2fr Daryan. Finally, the three sites chosen here are geographically dispcrsed, so 

as to produce conclusions which2re not confined to one specific region of the study area 

alone. Thus, Qasr al-Br2d and Kh2r2b Shams, though both on the Jebel Siman, are 7km 

apart. Butj jalahah is further to the south-west, on the Jebel Bansha. 
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It can be seen then that the three broad categories of monument selected for further 

comment here do not correspond to the types selected for analysis by other authors. Pefia, 

CasteHana and Fernandez selected what they perceived to be different forms of monastic 

practice in their Izf SO&ej ý)nexf (1975), L-es Reclw ýyriexs (1980) and Lxf Cbrobites Se )'ri ns 
(1983). 1 1()wever. the problem here is primarily that the first category, that of monasteries 

based Around A stylite, is not a coherent unit of analysis. St-Ottism was one of a number of 

forms of ascetic practice and one which came to proffunence as it was unique to Syria during 

Late Annquity. and because of the fame acquired by its leading practitioner, Symeon Stylites 

the Elder. Yet the complexes within which stylites' pillars later came to be set are varied in 

their layout and function, and in fact represent diverse forms of monastery With some 

pert - orrntng baptismal and pilgrimage roles, and other-, more separate centres of coenobitic 

pructice. Furthermore, as Chapter 4 pointed out, archaeolo ical evidence for stylitic practice 91 

cAn be amk)igu(, us. Other attempts at classifying different types of monastery have been 
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nude by Tate, who described the category of 'isok' or 'dans unc agglom6ration' (1992,339- 

340). Although he was correct to establish the significance of distance, Chapter 5 in fact 

demonstrated that this factor is not easily divisible, and that there arc many gradations in 

between. Finally, though Tchalenk-o discussed the catcgorisation of monastic sites in some 
dctail, he tended to do so along morphological lines according to the urban sphere of 
influence within which each mon, 2stcry was positioned. Ibus, he defined 'Antiochinc' and 
'Apaminc' (rchalenk-o 1953 1,162 178). While these types of monastery arc not questioned 
here, the intention of this current study is somewhat different, aiming to demonstrate and 
interpret variation within the Antiochenc sphere of influence. Ibus, Apamean monasteries 

will be cx2mincd once this study is br02dencd at a later, post-thesis date. 

6.2 Case Study L Qasr al-Brad 
11c first case study consists of the monastic site of Qasr al-Brad, and the accompanying 

village of Br2d. Brad itself is situated towards the north of Jebel Sitnan, 7.8krn north-east of 
Qal'at Siman, 67krn north-cast of Antioch and 31km north-west of Aleppo. The village is 

very large, indeed among the largest anywhere on the limestone massif, at 200,9OOm2. Bell 

took some photographs here before the First World War, but Butler was the first to record 

the architecture of the town in any detA while Tchalcnko made the first detailed plan of the 

town (Bell 1919,287-9; Butler 1909,299-315; Tchalcnko, 1953 11,133). Qasr al-Brad was 

also examined by both Butler and Tchalcnk-o, and rudimentary plans of the site completed. 
ne standing remains of Brad arc too extensive to review in detail here. Nevertheless, in 

general terms the architectural remains imply that Brad was well settled by the third century, 

as evidenced by the large bath complex and the mausoleum. 'Ibc ccntre of the settlement at 
this point -a-as to the north-cast of the current spread of mins, where the remains of a bath 

complex, a m2usolcum and other municipal structures are extant. Tchalenko concludes that 
Brad was truly urban in chmctcr, on account of the street layout, a commercial quarter and 
the diversity0f2gricultural industries based there (rchalenko 1953 11,133; Callot 1984, plate 
133). It has also been suggested that the town may have served an administrative function 
for a district covering the north ofjcbcl Siman (Bums 1999,59). In the late fourth century, 
the main municipal focus seems to h2vc moved towards the south-west of Brad, with the 

construction of the church of juli2nos, dated by inscription to between 399 and 404. This 

church is not only very large, but has a number of associated buildings to the south and cast 
of it. It has been suggested that it represents a "cathedr2l'. However, it is clear from the 

standing str2figr2phy that the church was not of this scale from the outset. 'I'he structure to 
the cast and south of the church were clearly added 2fter the main church was completed, 
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though it is not clear when. It may be that this development took place at the same time as 

the expansion towards the west of the town in the sixth century. 

;, k-! - fjr. 1 r. - 
. -Y., jen al x l3rýki m7li, j. %Lvs. ým Tmetm in e ! orporrImn. 1 

It is triteresting that another church was constructed 'just 15m north of the church of 

jultanos in W. 'MIS may reflect simply a growing population and the desire of benefactors 

to endow a new church, but it may also suggest a growing administrative role for the church 

of julianos, necessitating a further structure for open, public use. 

0.7km south-west of the central focus of the settlement lies the monastic site of Qasr al- 

Brad. The analysis of the preVious chapter suggested that Qasr al-Brad could be considered a 

Type I site, being a fairly large, enclosed site with a church, press, cistern, cemetery and 

communal buildings. The site is a well-defined, self-contained complex, standing in a relaftiv# 

separate position on the next hifltop to the west. It consists of a simple, single-cel] church 

with an associated colonnade, an accommodation block, a number of cisterns, a large press, 

what appears to be a storage fwdity and a tower. 
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Rpm 91: Plair of & moxaf& jitt ofýQur al-Brad 

What fOUOWS is 2 description of each of these elements, followed by an interpretation of 

overaU sitc use. 

Ibc monastic church was dcscribed by Buder as foUows: 

Mic chapel is snull, with an undivided nave and a narrow chancel arch with a 
doorway on the tight of it, both opening into an oblong space which projects 

slightly to the south and serves the purposes of sanctuary and side chambers. In 

the projecting part of this structure is a large sarcophagus. In firont of the south 
doorway he the remains of a bicolumnar porch of stone. ' (Budcr 1920,313) 
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The church is, in contrast to all of the three churches within the settlement of Brad, almost 

entwely unadorned. A small cross motif is incorporated into the hntel over the south door 

and the cornice is gently moulded. '17he rectangular, smgle-aisle of the nave also seems to 

represent a deliberately simple layout. The undmded chancel is unusual, though the 

positioning of a sarcophagus in the south-east room is not. The identity of the individual 

who wAs presumably buned in that sarcophagus is not known. 

1 igim j2. ( ener-,. u t reii ol. ý?. zir £- lirjd_Iyvm t» eav 

An interesting feature of this church is a length of IIm of enclosure wall extending from the 

east wall of the church. '17his wall consists of a portico of upright stones which may have 

formed part of a cloister. Butler was of the opinion that this wall supported a suite of rooms 

above, and indeed this seems likely. NN"hether such a cloister ever formed a complete square 

writh the church at its northern end is not clear, but seems unlikelv iven the distribution of 
. gl I 

fallen stone. Significantly, this partial cloister was constructed at the same time as the church, 

as illustrated by the keyed-in masonry At the south-cast comer of the building. It is difficult 

to interpret the use of this cloister and suite of rooms. Given its., position in relation to the 

church, it may represent accommodation for the monastery's residents. 
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Further accommodation is located 17/m east of the church. 7nils is a much larger building, 

consistmg ot -a two-storey rectangular structure, with a portico on three sides. Three doors 

face towards the church, to the south, and towards Brad on the east side. 

ir 

" -7 

i; IýArF '-ý I Ie oyjpi rjazný ar. Cj, 4, r j, li, aa 
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A number of animal troughs are present Within the colonnade, at least one of which appears 

to be is jzu. 'MiS budding may represent a pandoch6om, or accommodation for pilgrims. 'nis 

interpretation would be consistent With the presence of animal troughs to cater for the 

animals of transportation (although Brenk 2004 considers such features to have been for 

refrigerated food storage). I'lie sarcophagus Within the church was probably the focus of 

such visitors. Nevertheless, it cannot be ruled out that this budding was actually for 

members of the monastery's permAnent community. 

A further budding stands 16m north of the church. This consists of a singie-storey, 

apparently unparntioned rectangular structure, just 7x 7m in plan. It has been suggested that 

this is the monastic accommodation for the site. However, the lack of internal division of 

space, as well as the siZC of the entrances at over 2m in width"', suggests that this structure 

was actually meant for storage. 

1-(gAvr 'j; A lvvoj6m sorj. W s&x, %wr oQarri-Brad 

ý" Although the masonn an)und the entranc e his been somewhat disturbed herr, the hntel is stýl present, thus 
%uppr4tinv i width f, r the d, -ra A% 
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A rock-cut feature immediately to the west of this structure may also be relevant, as it seems 

to represent some kind of storage vat or cistern. Quite what was stored on this site cannot 

be ascertained. There is certainly a large press facility to the south-west of the site. 'I'lie size 

of the press, as well as the considerable effort expended in cutting its deep profile into the 

rock, would suggest the potential for surplus. The nature of such a surplus is difficult to 

calculate, as the details of the press lie submerged beneath at least 1.5m of fill. It would 

appear to be a ]ever press, though a screw mechanism may lie beneath the rubble 

somewhere. 

.I '1.,. . 11 "- : -, 
. 
", I ''I" I.;, $" , 
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.;,;. 
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11irough approxmiate comparison with the eastern press at Dayr Dehes, we may speculate 

that it produced around 21,200 litres of oil per season. We cannot be sure of the total 

population of the monastery, partly because this may have fluctuated in line writh pilgrim 

traffic. Nevertheless, whether the surplus was large or only modest, the produce of the press 

would hive required Administration and storage. The building to the north of the church 

rn2Y have fijlfifled this function. 
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One of the most prominent features at this site is a tower, which stands at the south-west 

edge of the monastic space. It IS a substantial structure, bat of blocks typicay 1.6 x 0.7 x 

0.6m in stZe. 'Me tower shows evidence for four floors, With use of the first to third floors 

clearly domestic, as indicated by windows and aumbries repeated in a similar fashion on each 
floor. 'I"he ground floor may also have been used for storage. No internal divisions within 

each floor are apparent. Since the three occupied floors display identical features, it could be 

suggested that they were each for use as domestic cells for monks, With one individual using 

each floor (as discussed in the previous chapter). 

1- 

-Palo- 

1-ýpjr 917: lAw ioseraQatr ji-Brjd 

Dating is difficult to ascertain for any of these structural remains, since no inscriptions exist 

at the site. Previous scholars have concluded, on the basis of the architectural style of the 

church, that the whole complex was completed in the sixth centurý-. However, observation 

of the layout of the site suggests that it may not have been constructed in one phase. -U of 

the buildings are aligncd in a similar fashion, except for the tower And associated gateway. 
This fAct is not Apptrent on Butler's plan which presents every building on the same 

orthogonal ahgnment, though there is in fact a clear difference of around fifteen degrees. 
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Furthermore, the masonry blocks used to build the tower are noticeably larger than the 

other three structures. The surface area of the stones used is as foUows: 

Structure Average surface area (crný 

Church 9 (14 5 

Accommodation -399 

Storage 8646 

Tower 10928 

Tab, ý 3-3: Thr exlrmalfA(5ý&-e arra ? f-ma. (ong blm-ki used aiQafral-Brad 

Thus, the blocks used for the church, accommodation and storage building are A of siriular 

size, whereas the tower masonrý- is much larger. Though in architectural terms one might 

expect a taller structure to be built using larger stones, these are in fact 31' o larger overall. It 

could be suggested then that given these differences of angle and block size, the tower x,. -as 

constructed first and the rest of the complex together at a later stage. Sincc all of these 

building-, are spatially separated, there is no N-, -ay of vený-ing this suggestion stratigraphicafly. 
Nevertheless, the presence of a tower as a first installation and the expansion of the 

monasten- thereafter is knomm at other sites. At the northem monasten- at Sarlibla, the 

tower is strangraphicafly earber than the associated complex to its north. At Brayj also, both 

the cast and the west towers preceded the majonty of the complex which was then bwlt 

around them. 

Baccache and "l-chalcriko shoxv the position of a stýýhte's column on their plan of the site, 

positioned close to the to%ver (Baccache & Tchalenko 1980). This feature is ambiguous, 

since so little noxv remains. It consists of a very large. roughly circular stone block L-m in 

diameter which rests on a level stone plinth. This phnth has a circular hole cut in it. into 

%,. -hich the circular block - presumably the remains of the column - once fitted. Within the 

plinth, thcrc are -, c%-cral incisions madc for a xvooden structure surrounding the basc ()f the 

column. It ccnis hkelv that Baccache and Tchalenko's identification is correct, since the 

fittings ()f the plinth ()n which the base ()f the column noxv sits are similar to those at ( )al'at 

Stm*an- Therc arc no furthcr fcaturcs which sug a morc gest that dic column -was c,, -cr part ot 

omiplex structure. It may be the case then that the individual who once used this column 

scn-ed as the f(-cus for .,. -hat then became a monastic t,,,, %-cr, and then later developed into a 
large. communal institution. The singular grave within the marnron of the church mav have 

belonged t(, (mc ()f these founding members. 
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Having described some of the features present at Qasr al-Brad, it would be useful to 

comment on how these affected tinter-action between the monastery and the nearby 

settlement of Brad. I'lie monastic site is clearly Visible from Brad. The tower to the south- 

west of the monastic complex is particularly prominent. It stands over 9m in height, and is 

visible both everywhere within the monastic space, as well as from Brad and much of the 

surrounding countryside. If the chronological development of the site as suggested here is 

corm, M then it would seem that such a tower is a structural reahsation of the stylitic pillar (a 

suggestion also made In Pefia et al 1980). 'Ihe tower may be partially defensive, yet it could 

not realistically function as a fortification within a siege situation. It seems more aely that it 

is deliberately designed to reach upwards, and thus in visual terms, to reach outwards. 
Indeed, comparison has been made between such towers and the role to be played later by 

minarets Jassus 1947,236). 

A pilgnffuge element to this site appears likely. Aliether the budding to the east is a 

pasdochaox or not IS unclear, but use of the sarcophagus as a focus is very likely. 
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Given the proxirruty of Brad, the ease with which visitors can pass the 0.7km between the 

monastic site and the settlement, and the importance of Brad itself as an administrative and 

industiial centre, the flow of ti-affic between the two would have been frequent. The wall 

which encloses Qasr al-Brad rarely displays evidence for the kind of large blocks of ashlar 

common elsewhere on the site, and so would never have been genuinely defensive. 

I lowever, its route (if assumptions based on its current position are reliable) suggests that 

the careful control of traffic in and out of the complex would have been controlled, and 

would have flowed from the direction of Brad. 
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Qasr al-Brad occupies a very large space on the hillside, and its dehberately dispersed layout 

can be read as a clear statement of presence and permanence. The scale of the 

acconunodation and church, though of simple form and decoration, is also large. Qasr al- 

Brad is likely, therefore, to have commanded a very great symbolic presence on the 

landscape, proportionate to - and possibly owing to - the corresponding scale and 

importance of the settlement of Brad itself. 

Furthermore, the presence of a large press, at least two cisterns and both above and below 

ground storage facilities indicates a gathering and production of resources beyond the likely 

size ot - its permanent population. If Callot's identification of commercial facdities within 
Brad at which exchange of agricultural produce took place is correct, the proximity and 

prominence of Qasr al-Brad makes a persuasive argument that the monastery took part in 

such exchange networks. Given this situation, it seems likely that Qasr al-Brad undertook an 

administrative and economic, as well as a spiritual function, within the community at large. 
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6.3 Case SttjdN- 2: Kharab Shams 

The ý, cu ýnd c. i, -c iui,, iý, thc ni(-nastcrý and viflagc 4 Kharab Shams. Although this site i, 

superficialiv smular to Qasr al-Brad in the sense that it displays evidence for a church, an 

enclosure wall, an accommodation building and a press, it in fact differs 'in a number of 

sign-ificant ways. it occupies a much smaller area than the previous case studv, is much closer 

to the nearest village and appears to have a different chronological dcN-elopment. 

Monastery 

Village 

7ý/-' P"r an -vý: a., : er, :o ou; ý j 
ma-. oorr) ithAu. older) a" sbadrd, grn 

Kharab Shams is 1(ýcatcd towards the cast of lebel Sin-i'an, 9km due cast of ( )al*at Iýim'an, 

- ()km cast north-cast of Anti(, ch and 25km north-wcst of Alcpp-- Thc villagc itsclf is 

-n the n(irthcril idc f ., h. ill, ox vallev. at an altitude 4 530m. The surface area 
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covered by the village is typical of smaller villages of Jebel Sim'an, at around 36,800rn2- 

17hough not previously identified as a monastic site with any certainty, nevertheless a 

probable monastery is located just 0.15km from the ccntre of the village, on the summit of a 
hill at an altitude of 545m. 'Me site has attracted some attention from scholars on previous 

occasions. Bell photographed the two churches, as well as a tomb carving (Bell 1919,282-5). 

Butler drew some pre-Christian carvings on the site, and described the village church in 

some detail (1907). He also commented very bricfly on the monastic 'chapel', of which he 

made a plan. Tchalenko made a rudimentary plan of the village as a whole and suggested 

that the church and dependent structures on the summit of the hill were 'perhaps' a 

monastery. He also identified some elements of field systems around the village especially to 

the south-cast (Tchalenko 1953 11,129). Tate described Kharab Shams as a monastic site, 

and included it Within his category of 'situ6 dans une agglom6ration, but carried out no 
further study there (Tate 1992,339). Since the 1950s, no significant work has been carried 

Out at the site. Ile monastery had previously never been planned, or examined and 
described in any kind of dazil. 

Before describing and considering the evidence for this monastery, it is first important to 

examine the evidence for the village and its church, in order to understand something of the 

social context within which the monastery was later situated. The aforementioned second 

century insCnPtions suggest that there Was 2 settlement at Kharab Shams at about the time 

that the m2jority of vill2gcs; in the limestone m2ssif were founded. Certainly, the reliefs 

which Butler recorded arc pre-Chrisd2n, although how early is unclear. Ibc rock-cut tombs 

to the south-west of the village bear no Christian insignia or symbolism. There are 2 number 

of structures, predominantly towards the north of the village, which arc constructed of 

small, polygonal blocks. It has been suggested of this technique elsewhere that it was used 
from the earliest period of settlement in the limestone m2ssif, until the middle of the fifth 

century (Buder 1909,157; Tchalenk-o 1953 11,177), although Tate more recently has refined 

this to suggest that polygonal blocks went out of use in around 380 (1992,22). 

Ile settlement expanded rapidly at some point after the second century, as most of the rest 

of the masonry of the village is of large, quadratcd blocks, and has been cut and assembled 
in a simil2r fashion. This expansion may have been contemporary with the more general 
increase in building activity across the region from 330 to 550, as discussed in Chapter 3 

(Tate 1992,167-171). 
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An important indicator of this expansion is the village church. Indeed, it is this structure 

which has received the majority of attention from scholars thus far, partly because it is a 

high status Christian structure, and partly because it is well preserved. The church is of 

ashlar construction, and is a basdica in plan,, with a long, central nave and two lateral aisles. 
Buder was the first to suggest a date for this church, believing the window frames, 

constructed from a single block of stone, to be 'very earlv', and thus analogous to the church 

at Fafertin, dated by inscription to AD 372,6krn to the south-east (1920,323). Tchalenko 

suggested that this church was in fact rebuilt in the fifth century, a suggestion corroborated 
by the abrupt finish of the easternmost window on the southern faýade (1953 11,129; Hadjar 

2003,110). Bums suggests that the church can be compared on stylistic grounds to the late 

fifth century church at Mshabbak, II krn away to the south-e-ast (1999,14 1). 

'I'lie church is certainly of two major phases. However the oud"hic evidence for the 

difference between the two sets of clerestory Windows does not make sense. They seem to 

be both of the same phase, or at the very least we cannot teU which was earlier and which 
later. 'Mus, the assumption that the five window clerestory is necessarily earlier than the II 

Window clerestory because the former is more 'pru-nitive' cannot be venfied. The north and 

south aisle outer walls have both been added later, but the centr-al aisle pillars are consistent 

Within thtinscIves, And sugvest thAt the central nave of the church was built at one time. I'lic 
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outer aisles were also built during this first phase, but have been either rebuilt, or more likelv 

have been completed at a later stage. The most likely outcome of this evidence seems to 

suggest that the church was begun in the late fourth century and left unfinished, perhaps due 

to problems of resources. It was then completed a century or so later. 

1,1g, wr " tw. Kb" Shms -hmn-h sbowxg ad&dcomth xsit (scalt. I N) 

The village as a whole then seems to have been first constructed in major terms in the 

second century, began to expand at some point dunng the fourth centurv, and then 

expanded again in the late fifth century. Now that a broad backdrop has been established, 

how does the monastic site fit into this context? 

The complex constructed on the summit of the hill, just 150m north of the village church, 

was almost certainly A monastery, though no prel%lous authors have been confident enough 

to regard it unequivocally as such. I'he site consists of a small, simple, though well 

constructed church, a further building 10m to the north-east, two small fruit presses, two 

cisterns, A large quern stone, a single grave, and what appears to be a small threshing floor. 

1"he church is mArkedly different from the village church in terms of extemal appearance, 

internal use of space and decorative motifs. It consists of a small, rectangular structure with 

A pr-jecting Ips(- it thc c. i. st end. It has, unusually, three entrances: one in the middle of the 
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west wall, one in the middle of the south, and one to the north-east. The church is 

constructed of wefl-hewn, quadrated masonrv blocks which form a smooth finish. These 

stones have clearly been quarried from the immediately available bedrock, as revealed by 

cuts made visible by a recent robber trench to the north. ne east end contains a curved 

apse and a half dome roofwith a small, arched window. This window displays evidence for 

a grill having been in place. Either side of the apse are aumbries. '17he surrounds for each of 

these are simply decorated. To the south-west of the nave some robbing has revealed a rock- 

cut grave beneath the level of the church floor. 

The simplicity of the church is reminiscent of Qasr al-Brad, though it is possible that this 

church is in fact a remodelled version of an earlier structure, since the banded decoration 

either side of the apse on the inside seems somehow interrupted. It may have been the case 

that a previous structure occupied this hilltop, and that a large amount of the masonry used 

in the church derived from such a structure. However, there is no further evidence to 

suggest this, and it is raised here only as a slight possibility. 

4- 
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'lliere is no clear dating evidence, as no inscription exists, but Butler comment-, that 'the 

excellent construction And the profile-, of the mouldings of this building would seem to 

represent work of the sixth century' (11920,32-3). Tate concurs with this stylistic clating, and 

also assigns it to the sixth century on the grounds that its builders used simple orthogonal 

19:. - 
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blocks, and the decoration consists of bold banding, apparently a trait confined to the period 
500 to 550 (1992,157-159,336). 

I -igArr Ktarw ý Pax, mnaa, ý Pmntjmm the norv)-ew 

A further structure st-Ands 20m to the north-east of the church. It is also difficult to date, as 

no inscriptions have ever been recorded. Indeed, all previous writers on Kharab Shams have 

apparently ignored the existence of this budding altogether. Yet its plan is reasonably clear, 

suggesting a single storey building (on the basis of the quantity of disarr-anged stone and the 

vndth of the ground floor %alls) which developed from a simple rectangular suite of two 

rooms to become a more complex five-roomed budding. Its construction is simple, of small, 

poorly-shaped masonry blocks, and neither this factor nor its plan suggest that it may have 

belonged to a pre-Chnstiari temple complex. Furthermore, a pre-monastery domestic 

structure seems unlikely, given that all other secular accommodation is at the foot of the hill. 

'I'hough simple, the style of construction does not seem to suggest later reuse of the site. In 

terms of the spAtial Arrangement of the site as a whole, the two mwn entrances to the 

building open to the south and face the church directly, suggesting a linkAge of use. Given 

its plan, position and probable date, it would seem likely, therefore, that this structure was 

btult and used as domestic accommodation as part of the monastic complex, and that this 

structure developed through time. 
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I-hc niall i/c ()f this building raise!, the possibilitv that accommodation for the monastic 

c,, nvnunitý maý As,, have been elsewhere. Kharab `ýhams may have represented a scmi-ijura 

in,, titurion. with church, limited accommodation and other facibtics asscnibled in a central 

place. and ni(, rc isolated Accommodation dispersed more distantly. The exact positi, )n ()f 
di, p(: rscd And ternporarý monastic dwelling, is, by definition, difficult to pinpoint. 
HIc'. 111.1% lu% C h-cen buill 4 insubstantial, degradable matenal. Fhrnsý, p(, ()rl%- built hou!, ing 
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may have fittcd well. within the general ideological basis of ascetic practice, 2S outlined so 

vividly by Ileodoret of Cyrrhus and described in Chapter 4. The difficulty of identifying 

accommodation areas within the archaeological remains of what are otherwise assumed to 

have been monastic sites has been discussed by Tchalenko (1953 1,19). It is conceivable 

then that additional accommodation was used at sites such as Kharab Shams which we have 

little chance of detecting arch2eologically with any certainty, and we can only speculate as to 

its nature or whereabouts. However, given the fact that the monastic church is assumed to 
be sixth century in date, it may have been that at such a late stage, itinerant, ascetic practice 

was in decline. 

In addition, beyond the summit of the hilL c. 55m to the north of the monastic church, four 

irregularly sh2pcd areas of ground have been cleared of stones. There is no suggestion that 

such clearance took place in order to make way for a structure, as no such evidence exists. It 

may be then th2t such areas represent an agricultural zone used by the monastery. A similar 

cleared area is present immediately cast of the five-roomcd structure. Such zones are, of 

course, difficult to date, and could represent relatively recent clearance activity. However, no 

other areas of a similar character arc present in the vicinity, the village of Kharab Shams has 

never been reoccupied since its abandonment (besides brief military use of the church in the 

tenth century), and the modem field systems arc mostly located some 2km away to the east 

and south-c2st Certainly, none of the modem activity in the area today is suggestive of 

anything other than shepherding. 

Two presses were observed very close to the monastic church. lbesc are very small, and 

were probably used for domestic consumption (see figure 108, overleaO. Furthermore, a 

quem stone and what appears to have been a threshing floor are located cast and south-east 

of the church. 
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This e"dence, along with two cisterns and associated small, rock-cut water channels, 

combines to suggest domestic actiVity and the careful storage and control of resources 

within the area of the monastery. 

'Me complex of which these feature-, form a part is bounded by an enclosure wall. This wall 

- if it is contemporary with the church and other buildings which it encloses - was probably 

never sukt. inti. tl. heint, juct 0.4m thick ind standing, now to just 1m in height. 
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However, insubstantial though it is, it seems to delineate an area of land around 700m2. Ibc 

delineation Of Space in this way appears nominal and symbolic, rather than genuinely 
defensive or 2griculturally functional. The enclosure wall may have been used to control the 

flow of people and resources, but seems too insubstantial to have done so in any strict 

sense. A greater priority may have been that the wall, as it stands, assigns a clear space to the 

mon. astcry, and divides it from the secular space of the village. 

Earlier commentators have been reluctant to assign monastic status to this hilltop complex, 

probably on the grounds that it is not as large and finely constructed as such monasteries as 
Qasr al-Br2dý Dayr Turmanin, Sarjibla (south) and others. In this sense, it does not conform 

to expectations of what a monastic site should be, even though there his been, thus far, very 
little discussion of what forms and dcfinitions monasteries took in this area in the late 

Rom2n period (as argued in Ch2pter 4). Furthermore, the site is not identified in any of the 
'Four Letters' signed and sent by Monophysitc monastic institutions to Constantinople 

between 565 and 567. However, it is a clearly delineated area, with its own church, 

accommodation and some attempt at subsistence in the form of cisterns and presses and 
thus conforms to the definition of late antique monastic practice for this region as outlined 
in Ch2pter 4. Furthermore, a grave with a slab similar to those found at other (more securely 
identifiable) monastic sites, is present (such as Qasr al-Brad and Sarjibla [SI). If the overall 

population of the village at its height, based on the number of housing blocks present, can 
be esd=tcd at no more than thirty to forty households, one wonders why a further church 

exists if not for specifically monastic use. 1`62 ct al speculate that multiple churches within 

villages suggests the existence of multiple sects, like Monophysite and Chalccdonian (1987, 

89). 17his; belief probably reveals more about the authors' interdenominational intentions for 

the present day than the harsh realities of sixth century religious tensions, and it seems very 

unlikely given the small size of the village that two separate communities could have existed. 
Furthermore, this church is simply built, and similar in form to other examples at more 

securely identifi2blc monasteries such as Dayruna, Qasr al-Brad, Sarjibla (S) and elsewhere. 

'Me problem of the absence of Khar2b Shams from the 'Four Letters' does not preclude its 
idcntific2tion 2S 2 monistery. Of the 117 monistic sites which Tchalenko identified 

throughout the Limestone Massif, at least scventy-thrcc could not be directly equated with a 

pl, 2cc narnc in the 'Four Ictters, and only seven have been convincingly 'matched' to a site 

on the ground. Ile modern n2mc of Khamb Shams almost certainly does not relatc to an 

ancient form, since it derives from the Arabic kbarab (plural of kbirba, 'ruin) and rbams 
esun). Furthermore, there arc various reasons why the site may not have been included in 
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the Tour Utters' in any case. It may have been constructed too late, for example, or have 

been excluded for more specifically political re2sons. 11c conclusion reached here, 

therefore, is that the hilltop complex at Kharab Shams should certainly be regarded as a 

monastic site. 

Having proposed that Khar2b Shims was indeed a monastery, and described some of its 

functional aspects, how should its relationship with the nearby settlement be viewed? A 

crucial element in this discussion is a building located precisely between the monastery and 

the village. It stands on the lower slope of the hill, and is a large rectangular structure of 30 x 
122m. 

The building appears to be a press, as its ground floor contains no partitions, and it has a 

sunken depression in the middle which probably represents a pressing floor. A channel leads 

from here into a rock-cut vat outside the building to the north. On top of this vat is a cut 

stone, which would seem to be the fitting for a narrow screw press. There is at least one 

other press in the village of Kharab Shams, a subterranean complex which is probably an 

earlier construction given that it lies immediately south-wcst of a structure of polygonal 

masonry. However, this complex is somewhat smaller thin the aforementioned press 
building. There 2rc two particularly interesting aspects to this building which suggest that it 

is significant The first factor is that it is of two storeys. While many of the structures of 
Miir2b Shams were also of two storcys, with the upper floor for domestic accommodation, 
in the case of this building it seems to represent a sizeable storage facility, plus providing 

access to maintain the wooden press mechanism. There is no visible evidence for partitions 

on the second floor, and no steps leading from the ground floor. A large doorway on the 

south side of the structure connects with the outside, probably via a ladder, and was 

probably for the loading of goods. Yet this is not just a simple structure for the pressing of 

olives on the ground floor, and storage Of agricultural produce above, because there is access 
directly to the upper floor of the building via in opening on its north-cast comer, at the 

same level as the bedrock This would have provided easy access from the monastery side of 
the building. A second point is that the Position of this building is significant. The size of 

the blocks used would suggest a fairly late structure, yet it is squeezed in between buildings 

of earlier, polygonal rrusonry, and the monastic complex. If it was meant to take advantage 

of the sloping bedrock of the hillside in purely functional terms, other positions on the 
hillside present easier 2CCCSS and more abundant space. Yet it is clearly reachable, and indeed 

was apparently accessed, &MIly from the monastic complex. Furthermore, it is a very large 

facility, with the potential to produce and store large amounts of produce, being much larger 
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in terms of surface area than either of the two presses at Dayr Dehes (although this is 
difficult to be sure of as what remains of the press bed lies beneath rubble). If the monastic 

accommodation housed a maximum of five to seven people, clearly such a facility is 

intended for the creation and management of a large surplus. 

Ft 
, gwr 110: Kbvub Shm pmc bmddmgfrom the somth 

Whether this management was undertaken directly by the monastery is not certain. The 

enclosure wall which surrounds part of the monastery does not survive well enough in this 

part of the site to ascertain whether the press budding was within or without the monastic 

complex. Indeed, the wall may never have been complete, as it was apparently a nominal 
feature anyw;, ay. Yet the location of the budding, and its apparently deliberate juxtaposition 
between the village and the monastery, suggests it may have been intended to be used as a 

direct part of the monastery's affairs. The cleared are-as within the monastic complex are too 

small to have provided sufficient obves for the very large press. It may have been the case, 

therefore, that the monastery was directly involved in the economic affairs of the village as a 

whole, by budding a facility which was intended to press olives from a much wider area. 

ProViSion for, and administration of, this process would surely have been a major 

undertaking, necessitating involvement in production at a stages. 
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Evidence for economic management is not the only way 'in which the monastery is likely to 

have played a role in the village life of Kharab Shams. The monastic complex could not be 

more prominently sited, and certainly does not represent a desire to withdraw, in spatial and 

social terms, from secular society. There are many more opportune spaces within the 

immediate area which have not been cleared of stones, and were thus presumably not 

cultivated. Such spaces, especially apparent to the west and north of the hilltop, could have 

been used had separation from society been the primary objective. Yet it clearly was not. 

The monastic complex niairitains strong visual contact and communication with the village 
below. This is especially evident throughout the southern area of the enclosure, where all of 

the surviving facihnes are located. This Visibility is noticeably mutual, with the monastic 

church forTntrig A striking edifice on the summit of the hill, clearly visible from the village, 

and A of the sum)unding are-as. 
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If Tchalenko's description of a routeway running through the village is correct, then this 

would also have formed mutual Visibility With the monastery also. Furthermore, the 

mon2stery IS easily reached from the village by a pathway which extends directly south of the 

monastic church over the bedrock, then divides either south-west or south-east into the 

village. Indeed, the south-west route is provided with rock-cut steps. 
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Them IS a clear difference between the juxtaposition of village and monastery at Kharab 

Shams and the situation at Qasr al-Brad, where there are open fields, with no settlement 

evidence, between town and monastery. 'Mere is a tension created at Kharab Shams 

therefore by the opposM9 factors of separanon (evidenced by the nominal enclosure wall 

and topographic distinction), yet clear accessibility (evidenced by visual, transport and 

presumably aural contact). It is clear that this siting was deliberate and significant. The 

creation of a tension between accessibility and separation fits well with the view that sacred 

space could be deliberately blurred, to form an impression ot ever-present holiness, as 

outlined in Chapter 1) OrTinipresent sacredness reinforces an impression of duty and unity to 

a central focus. The pbj-mcal posinon of the Kharab Shams complex within the landscape 

thus c,, ntnbuted direcdy to Its i&**cal position. 
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6.4 Case study 3: Burj jalahah 

Thc third cxsc srudy pruscrited hcru is that of Burl jalahah. Buq', as referred to in the 

glossary, means 'tower' in modem Arabic usage. -Mis site is located on the lower slopes ot - 

the Jebel Hansha, on the southern side of the plain of Sarmada, 49km from Antioch and 

40km from Aleppo. 
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Previous studies of this site have been scant indeed. The only published description of Burý 

jalahah consists of 86 words by Pefi2et al, following their survey of the Jebel Barisha in the 

early 1980s (although they use the name Burj Abdullah, it is undoubtedly the same site, and 

the members of the modern local community whom I spoke to unanimously called it Burj 

Jal2hah; confra Pefi2et 9 1987,179). No plan or further description appears to have been 

carried out before now, in spite of the excellent state of preservation of the site, and the 

variety of the features described below. In part, this situation is symptomatic of the history 

of scholarly enquiry as oudined in Ch2pter 1, monastic sites of this area being generally 
dcfined with the prc-conception of large, coenobitic institutions, thereby conforming to 

expect2tions of the successful flowering of Syrian Christian society in Late Antiquity. 

Chapter 5 argued that smaUer sites in fact form an important part of the corpus of monastic 

sites. 
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Burl jalahah consists of a masonrv tower, a press and a small cistern immediately to the 

south-east. '17he tower survives to its full height of fourteen courses Oust under 8m in all), is 

square in plan and measures 7x 6m. It had three storeys, the upper two of which display 

evidence for domestic use in the form of aumbnes and windows. The ground floor has no 

aumbnes. The tower is entered through a door to the south and has a machicolation feature 

extending from the uppermost storey at the north-west comer. 'Me outward appearance of 

the tower would seem defensive, and indeed Pefia et al suggest it may have been refortified 

and used briefly by Renaud de Mazoir during the Crusades (1987,179; Cahen 1940). 

I lowever, this impression is in fact deceptive. If any refortification took place, it could only 

have taken the form of the pding of stones around the door, since the rest of the tower is 

undoubtedly of one stratigraphic phase. Furthermore, a large wMidow is present on the 

ground floor of the north side of the tower, which is 1.06m high by 0.75m wide, and 

displays no evidence for bars or mullions. 
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The machicolation feature is also deceptive, as the only aperture facing the ground has been 

cut later, perhaps during the twelfth century (this feature - and its probable purpose - is 

discussed again, below). 

The tower is not pnmardy defensive therefore. If the upper floors were for domestic use, 

the ground floor was probably used for storage. This idea is reinforced by a press basin just 

10m south-cast of the door of the tower. This basin seems very large if it served exclusively 

for the residents of the tower (which can have been no more than two). It measures 4 by 

4m, and is 0.7m deep, with a channel leading to an accompanying rock-cut vat. To the east 

of the basin stands a grinding stone and further east stands a fitting for a wooden screw, 

very similar to that analysed by Biscop at Da)T Dehes (1997, plate 61). This would seem to 

be a fairly sophisticated screw press therefore, probably standing open on four sides but 

with a covered roof, similar to the example at Dayr Mishmish (Callot 1984, plate 105). The 

full Bufj jalahah pivot length for the pressing arm would be 6.8m, thus 20% larger than the 

eastern press At Dayr Dehes. If a very approximate comparison is made then using Biscop's 

estimate of 20,0001 of od from the double press there, then around 12,0001 could have been 
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pressed at Buo jalahah. Even if two individuals lived in the tower year round, this would 

represent a surplus of around 97%, or 93% If pressing only occurred bi-annually. 

-, Amy Bmr,, iaitijk1wro wLb 46e ioxerbeimsd. ThefiarqJorzbe-cors, of the prwu mAblelO the ri ght of the purm" 

A fin-ther senes of features, c-100m fin-ther up the hill to the south, are also of interest here. 

Pefia et al refer to this area as Dayr Burl Abdallah (in fiact Dayr Burl jalahah). T'llese consist 

of a very large Cistern, further production facilities and two accompanying structures. The 

cistem tS 4m deep and 5 by 6-5m in plan, with a well constructed roof of long stone slabs 

supported by four pillars. 
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Fqw 120: 7 -be mmrw of t&asurwa DryrB&rjd&5ab, shongtheplaoffedwatIs now# cxvedpillam 

nere is evidence for a lime plaster lining within the cistern. The two associated structures 

are difficult to interpret as they are obscured by large amounts of disarranged masonry. 

I lowever, they seem to represent two rectangular structures, around 80m and 60m in area. 

Ceramic roof tde is present around both buildings. Pefia et al interpret these remains very 

clearly as a 'complexe monastique', but we must be cautious with their interpretation (1987, 

1811). Of particular concern IS the dating of this complex, since no inscriptions are present, 

no ceramics have ever been collected and studied and the simple architectural form leaves 

little for us to interpret on stylistic grounds. In terms of construction, they consist of double 

rows of small, drystone blocks with a rubble infill, a technique which Tate suggests dates 

from 220 to 390 (1992). T'hese buildings could, therefore, be much earlier, or have been 

reused. They are far from conclusively associated with the tower 100m to the north then, 

, ind should not automatically be regarded as monastic. If they are, then the site as a whole 

must be regarded as a large, genuinely production -centred monastic site, 'With sufficient 

infrastructure to produce large amounts of surplus. However, if Dayr Burl jalahah is not 

m, )nastic, it seems likely that the large cistern, at the ver-%- least, would have been reused. 

Fither %%-ay, the tower ()f Burl jalahah and its associated features demonstrates the active 

particip. tti-n ýf such sites in the tgncultur-d economy, and thus represent far more than a 
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location for social withdram. -al and seclusion. In fact, by exanumng the broader spatial 

context of the tower, it can be seen that seclusion was hardly a factor at all. 

The previous chapter discussed the fact that Burl jalahah fori-t-is part of a large group of 

similar tower sites distnbuted in a tight group within a 13.4km2 triangle from Sarfud in the 

north to Sumada in the east and Mi'az in the south. -I'x,, -elx-e sites are known within this area. 

They appear sirrular in architectural form, and at least three are known to bear Chnstian 

symbolism (the others have not been checked). On the basis of the above discussion 

regarding the monasnc status of Burl Jalahah. it is assumed that the ma)om, - if not all - are 

monasterý- sites. The density of this distribution is interesting as it would imply that tower 

Sites are well dispersed throughout the field system, and thus a pronunent presencc within 

the agi-icult-ural regime. 

I Tomver site I Distance to nearest neighbour (km) ý 

ý Aranta j 
Bu9 Jaber 0.6 

Burl. famur 0.3 

Buri Jalahah 0.4 

Burl '. \Iahdum al-Shary 0.4 

Burl Nahas 0.9 

Bur-I Nasr 0.4 

Bug Nimra 1.4 

Bun 'ýar-akhta 

Burl Su,. %-a%-d A 0.4 

Burl Sumvavd B 0.2 

Burl N'ah%. a 0.3 

Davr Sakhur 0.3 

Tabie 34: Towff jilt. ( apvjwxd ana distapra to mearrft netghbour 

The intcrvisibdity ()f such sites is also striking, and all display featurcs vdilch positively 

criabic this to) take place. Although superficiafly defensive, all the examples which vvere 

I(x)kcd at largc mvindomvs somem. -herc in their external walls, often ()n multiple sides. Of 

courNc, these mvindows \\-()uld also provide hght for those inside. f ](),, \-c\-cr, at Burl 
-lalahah, 

, what -,,. -()uld at first glance appear to be a machicolation feature is in fact arguably more 

swtcd to sur\-cillAncc. The aperture cut into its base seems to be a later feature and this 

, cstvm , 19, 
.I uld A- , di,, ju. ilif\ Pcfia ct A', NUgg S_ _9ý that such feature,, are latrine,. a fact 
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aho derned by the presence of similar features over doorways (as at Dayr Qita and Burj al- 
Mu'aflaq, for example). The feature at Burl jalahah, through its purpose-built windows, 

affords extensive vievs across the fields towards Burl Nasr and Bur) -'Nlahdum a]-Sharqi to 

the west and Buri jaber to the east. 

*? i'. 6- 

, -4t 

It is also noteworthy that this density of monastic tower sites occurs in one of the most 

this may take us beyond 
griculturally viable areas, of the limestone massif. Recognition of 

explanations of such a density that simply rely on strength of Christian belief, either within 

the monastic communities themselves, or within those who now observe their 

archacobVad legacy- 

Aux alentours de '. fc'ez rýpait une vie monastique trýs fervente ains' qu'en 

t6rTw)ignent les monastirm et les ermitages qui s'6kvent dans la plaine aussi bten 

que sur les hautcur-,. ' (Pefia et a] 1987 171) 

None of these tower sites, with the possible exception of the tiny example at Buq' Suwayd A, 

his a church directly associated with them. As argued in Chapter 
-5, this does not dlsqualitý- 

their identificAtion as monastic sites, but it does prompt the question of how their 

inhAbitAnts may have tAen communion. Given the similarltv, proximitv and intervisibility of 

the tower sites in this group, it may be that they represent a network of smaller units 
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attached to a central laura institution. The presence of laura monasticism, though given 

much attention in Palestine (such as Hirschfeld 1992), has been mostly ignored for north- 

west Syria. Yet this possibihty seems likely here on Jebel Bansha. An ambiguous question, 

however, is precisely where a central monastic church may have been. In spatial terms, 

Qal'at Sarmada would seem 2 likely candidate, given that it stands high on top of a 

promontory at the north of the group, roughly in the middle in east-west terms. Survey work 

on this site has been scant. The site has been hea%ily remodelled in the medieval period, but 

the majority of the outhne of a church is evident, bearing carved decoration typical of the 

eariv sixth centurv. Furthermore, though the layout has changed, there is sufficient reused 

stone to suggest a number of subsidiary buddings to the church. Pefia et al consider that this 

site equates to 'Beth Mar Stepn of Srmd' of the Four -Monophysite Letters of 565-7, though 

this is far from certain (1987,179). Other possibihnes among the known monastic sites 

could 1-w KAfr Daryan to the west, or Braýj to the north-east, though these both seem rather 

far away. None of the tower sites themselves, with the possible exceptions of Burl Nimra 

and Dayr Sakhur, display any evidence for larger, communal buMings. It could be the case, 

then, that this group of sites represents a singie cornmunity of dispersed sites, linked by their 

use of - and perhaps management by -a central institution at Qal'at Sarmada. 

An examination of the broader setting of Burl jalahah suggests not only that it was linked, 

along With sXX others, to a larger communal centre, but that such a spatial arrangement is 

typical of the whole region. Chapter 5 discussed this distribution, and suggested that three 

sites may have acted as centres for various, smaller, sites which often have a single, free- 

stAnding tower As part of their construction. 

1 ! N-T *. '-' .* Wf ( �nx- M. hiv ý 7: ej ýtw»x in Chfler -; - 
Ibe red, 7n-2-, dmok äkeý -omwumg 
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The previous chapter discussed the interpretation of such towers, and concluded that 

although in other areas of Syria their role is ambiguous, for the limestone massif, unless 

compelling evidence to the contrary existed, they can reasonably be interpreted as housing 

monastic 2CtiVity. None of these towers are more than 2.1krn from a secular settlement, but 

it could be suggested that the network of which they form a part is in fact less conccmcd 

with placing itself close to specific villages, but rather with establishing zones under 

specific2lly monistic control. Rcfcrring once again back to the analyses of the previous 

chapter, monistic zones of this kind are not exclusive to the region around Burj jalahah 

(which 2pproximatcly corresponds to Group B), but is also evident further south in Group 

C 

An additional difference can be suggested through further analysis of the broader context of 
Burj J212bA using Corona satellite imagery of the late 1960s. This would appear to show 
(though vcrification on the ground is still required), that Burj jalahah is located within a 

series of rectilinear field systems extending from the edge of the plain of Sirmada and 
further south. Interestingly, the site stands on the very edge of one of the fields, rather than 

in the middle, perh2ps suggesting either that it respected the integrity of the agricultural 
infrastructure, or that it W2S 2CtUIUY established at the same time as part of a reorganisation 

of the fields in this arm. It is possible that these field boundaries arc in fact evidence of 

earlier cadastr2tion, though typically such divisions tend to divide the landscape into larger, 

more regular units. It seems more likely that the rectilinear fields shown on the Corona 

image could be interpreted as showing tint not only was Burj jalahah established as part of a 

bro2dcr network of small, monastic units, but that it formed an active part of a new 

agricultural regime. Such evidence, if it could be confirmed on the ground, would suggest a 

clear difference in intent to either Qasr al-Brad or Khmb Shims. 
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6.5 Discussion: monasticism and ideological expression in the landscape 

Ile three case studies presented above arc not absolutely dcfinitivc as representative 

examples, since a considerable degree of variation cxists'within each of the three broad types 

of monastic site identified. Ibc cocnobitic institution at Qasr al-Brad, for example, differs in 

some respects from others like Dayr Turmanin, Sarjibla (south) or Sitt al-RurrL Ile site of 
Khamb Shams is more difficult to find direct parallels with, since sites of this size seem to 

vary in layout more often than the larger sites, perhaps suggesting that they represent ad hoe 

sites adapted to specific situations. Nevertheless, it seems simila in some ways to sites such 

as Dayrun2, (though here the immediate juxt2position of a village is less markcdD, or 
'adapted' collegiate churches like Dar Qita or Baqirha (though at these the site morphology 
is somewhat different). 'Me small, individual site of Burj jalah2h is one of a group of very 

similar sites within its immediate area, though monastic towers across the region vary in 

scale and placement. Nonetheless, these three case studies have been selected because they 
do, in some ways, seem to be examples of the two most ambiguous yet common types of 

site identified by the Luger-scalc analysis of Chapter 5, those of 'coenobitic' (I'Ype 1) and 

those of 'dispersed' (Type 3) layout. 'ne detailed evidence presented in each case has added 

to what have previously been very brief descriptions and ambiguous plans. 

The chronology of these sites is ambiguous. In the absence of inscriptions and reliable 

excavation results, we must rely on architectural comparison as the primary guide. In this 

regard, all three Sites appear to have undergone their major construction phase during the 
1.2tc fifth or sixth centuries. However, as Chapter 4 discussed, this date span - though vague - 
is perhaps more reliable thin it seems. We know that the general situation in this region was 

of in emergence of the earliest reliably dated monastic sites in the mid-fifth century, but that 

there were perhaps many more, initially lower status, monastic structures emerging earlier 

than this. 11cre w2s a much greater expansion in the last quarter of the fifth and first 

quarter of the sixth centuries. Certainly, the majority of major monastic institutions were in 

pl2cc by the time of the "Four Monophysite Letters' of 565-7. Given this overall picture, it 

would be difficult to see each of the three sites outlined above as exceptional to the norm, as 
in many ways they are typical as site types. Furthermore, the stratigraphic observations 
described above give some indication of relative chronology, and may help in understanding 

the development of sites through time. Ibc dating situation is not therefore as desperate as 
it nuy 2ppea4 though more excavation (in combination with local ceramic typologies) and 

surf2cc survey would certainly improve this situation. 
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Ile following points can be emphasised of each of the three sites discussed in this chapter. 

I-uV institutions like Qasr al-Br2d were not necessarily founded de novo, and may have had a 

previous monastic component as a basis. Once it developed, this site seems to have done so 

not in a series of stages, but as one event. T'his is also largely the case at Sarjibla (south), for 

example. It also has a partial pilgrimage component, evident in the size of the 

2cconunod2tion and also the presence of a single sarcophagus. Indccd, at Sarjibla, the cast 

end of the church seems to have been modified to emphasise the importance of this grave. 
The churches at sites like Qasr al-Br2d are often fairly large, but not elaborately adorned. At 

such sites, production f2cilitics large enough to generate surplus - though perhaps not a very 

great surplus given the size of the monastic community - were a part of the monastic 

complex. lbesc sites were laid out in order to occupy a large amount of space yet in a 

carefully enclosed, self-contained fashion, dominating a large portion of the landscape, to 

ensure visibility and presence for their communities. 

At sites such as Khmb Shams, scale is less of a factor. 'Ibc church is smaller than at Qasr 

al-Br2d, though similarly unadorned. Pilgrimage would appear not to have been a factor, 

however, as although graves arc present, none of them are prominently positioned or 
houscd. On-site accommodation is also much smaller, and m2y have gone hand-in-hand 

with more dispersed, tempor2. ty and now arch2cologically invisible forms. In spite of this 

smaller scale, production is still a feature of the complex at Kharab Shams. Ibis is certainly 

the case in domestic terms, but may well also be the case in surplus terms also, with large 

storage facilities and a press evident. At the comparable site of Dayruna, such features are 

again present. Khar2b Shams also dominates the landscape in which it is situated, but less 

with scale and more with position. It has been deliberately placed to use the topography to 

provide prominence. 

I-inally, in sites Re Burj Jilahih we have evidence for what would appear to be very small 

complexes indeed, but which in fact link with others to form large networks in a laura 

fashion, ccntred around major nearby complexes like Qal'at Sirmada. There is no church 

and, arguably, there am no associated buildings either. The community would have consisted 

of just one or two members. Tower sites like Burj Jalahah are spaced frequently and 

relatively evenly throughout some of the most potentially fertile areas of the limestone 

massiE Towers again dominate the landscape of this region, both in terms of height and also 
distribution. Again, production is clearly associated with the site's use, but in this case it is 

arguably more concerted and organised, with a whole network laid out in a way which not 
just intcracts with, but2ctivcly dominates and controls production across a region. 
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Ilerc are therefore a number of apparent similarities between these three case studies. Ibcy 

all have either very simple churches, or none at all. This simplicity seems appropriate to the 

impression of poverty common in mon2stic ideology. All of the sites are situated in 

prominent positions. In spite of the clear differences in scale between each site, all three 
have Luge press ficilities. 

Ilesc generalis2tions prompt the conclusion that in some ways the role played by these 

three sites within secular society was similarly played out throughout the limestone massif, 

with each site simply differing according to scale. This role was undoubtedly spiritual, but it 

was also economic and more broadly ideological. Beyond this, a more nuanced picture of 

monastic sites is now possible, through a drawing together of some of the theoretical themes 

explored in Ch2pters 2 and 3. In particular, the varied ways in which monastic sites link with 

settlement in spatial terms suggests a strongly social derivation for such variation, and 

cannot be accounted for in spiritual, liturgical or functional terms alone. It is not merely that 

a general strength of religious belief or even the doctrinal upheavals of the fifth century 

created a surge in monastic practice, since such in explanation would not suggest reasons 
for the difference in layout and form evidenced in this chapter. Instead, social practice 

within monastic sites displays a symbiotic relationship with the space in which it takes place. 

Sites arc laid out, but develop and enlargc in various ways as that practice changes. It is 

interesting to note that such changes are made necessary through a changed relationship 

with the secular domain: monasteries enlarge as settlements do, churches and 

acconunod2tion blocks arc expanded to account for increasing pilg min traffic, storage and 

press facilities are added to obtain more surplus. The shaped landscapes within which these 

changes occur arc also highly variable. 

Howcvcr, common thcmes recur. 11csc themes centre around issues of visibility, 

communication and access. As Clupter 2 discussed, although landscape can be interpreted 

in many differcm ways according to the circumstances of the individuaL recurring themes 
bind togethcr the actors present because "those who interact in a particular setting can 
bccomc2-awc of c2ch others' subjective intentions by identifying the references they make 
in the course of communicating' (L2yton & Uck-o 1999,7). Ibesc references are structured 

around the sacredness of a monastic site,, %ith the church at its centre, and are even more 
focuscd on the marprion where one exists. However, the monasteries discussed in this 

scction mrcly displ2y a stirk division between such sacredness and the profane activities of 

the ncarby sctdcmcnt. Inste2d, the broader community are drawn into successive layers of 

s2crcdncss through a constant awareness of the monastic community. As channels of 
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communic2tion arc reguLuiscd, saints' days and other festivals fixed and repeated, thus 

increasingly complex forms of social cohesion were fostered through the monastcry. As 

C2sc2u points out, time and space were made sacred through the idea that the saints arc 

particularly available when and where they arc honored' (Cascau 2001,43). 

Ihis increasingly complex social interaction, structured around layers of sacredness 

pervading beyond the bounds of the monastic sites and into the surrounding landscape is, it 

could be argued, directly linked with a strong economic role. This economic role is 

evidenced by the active participation of monastic sites in generating, administering and 

storing surplus. Rough estimates as to the size of monastic communities at each of the sites 

discussed thus far suggests that such communities could never have carried out such 

activities alone, and must therefore have managed substantial numbers of people and 

resources beyond their immediate domains, from secular society. This participation, and the 

powerful management position which it implies, was ensured through the careful selection 

and structuring of sp2ce. This structuring occurred both at the =dcro-level, with regard to 

how the internal space of monastic sites was laid out and the architectural forms selected, 

and also at the m2cro-lcvel, in relation to the sites chosen and their relationship to pre- 

existing areas of secular settlemenL It could be argued then that the maintenance and 

development of social interaction between monasteries and the broader community 

contributed to the ideological position of fifth and sixth century monasticism in the north- 

west to ensure not just an active participation within society as a whole, but also an 

increasingly powerful role in controlling the political terrain of that society. However, 

concluding the three case studies examined in this chapter cannot end here because there are 

also important differences between each of the sites which suggest a certain complexity to 

this overall picture. 

6.6 Contrasting notions of monasticism 
In order to fmmc discussion of this v-2ri2tion, let us return to the research questions posed at 

the beginning of this cluptcr. First of 4 

1. If settlements were indeed drawn into an ideological relationship which may be visible 
in the 12ndsc2pc , what form did such landscapes take? 

2. Did monasteries take part in production and if so, how and in what ways? 

3. What evidence is there for storage and re-distribution? 

4. Does the level of conformity (or otherwise) to all of the questions raised above 
suggest (see over): 
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a. Tlut site selection for monastcries was occurring in sitnUar ways across the 
region? 

b. That there is sufficient variation still to suggest a sense of process, whereby the 
situation was changing through time? 

Ilesc questions cannot be answered in the same way for each of the case studies. First of 

all, Qasr al-Brad seem to have performed a dual role, being both relatively self-contained, 

yet certainly producing a surplus also. The production of this surplus would almost certainly 
have required participation by the population of Brad and perhaps other surrounding 

settlements, but could also have included those staying at the monastery for reasons of 

pilgrimage. Ilere is some evidence for storage, implying that production was sufficient to 

generate a large surplus, though the size of this is difficult to estimate. Because Qasr al-Brad 

performed a pilgrimage role, its ideological 'draw" would have extended beyond its 

immediate region. However, it alsowould have had a clear ideological relationship locally 

with the population of Brad itself, since the two sites are inter-visible. Ibe monastery is 

easily reached from the town in four minutes by foot, but this journey is a significant one 

given that it descends then rises and represents a clear division of space. The fact that Qasr 

al-Brad is lightly-' enclosed implies that this division was a very deliberate one, even if it 

could easily have been bre2chcd. Although a form of ideological relationship is evident, a 

division of roles is certainly implied by the two main church complexes in the centre of Brad 

and the monastery at Qasr al-Brad, as the former are morphologically quite different even 

though they were either built or enlarged at around the same time as the monastery was 

constructed. It is difficult to be sure about whether such differences of "message' could be 

interpreted as merely 2 difference of role for the population as a whole, or whether a 

genuine tension existed between ecclesiastical and monastic authorities (this point is 

discussed further in the following chapter). 

At Klur2b Sh=s, there is grc2tcr hnk- between monastcry and viUage, expressed both in 

terms of visibility and access. Communication between the two tak-cs less than a minute, and 

is not only possible but actively facilitated via steps and paths. Enclosure of the monastery is 

yet more nominal here. Production is facilitated both on a minor scale linked to provision 

for the monastery, but also in major terms through the large press building situated between 

monastery and -. iU2gc. I'his f2cility would not merely have necessitated participation by the 

non-mon2stic community, but is of a size and form which indicates organisation by the 

monastery of surplus production through management of processing on a fairly large scale. 

71iis would seem to suggest that production was being actively organised and controlled by 

the monistery. 
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Burj Jalahah displ2ys midencc which is different again, suggesting participation of a different 

kind in the 2gronon-& infr2structure. Not only is surplus production implied through 

storage and 2 press, but the site is situated within the field system in general, and linked to 

the central site of Qal'at Sinmd. 2 in particular, in a way which suggests not just control over 
the pm-rnimg of olive oil, but organisation of the growth and harvesting of the crops also. 
This level of org2nis2tion is matched by the fairly sophisticated screw press at the site and a 

s=U associ2ted cistern, as well as the probable reuse of 2 large plastered cistern capable of 

providing large amounts of the water necessary for the pressing and subsequent cleaning 
process. If the 2pproximate esdrn2tc of the press output is correct, around 93-97% surplus 

could have been produced by this press if around 12,0001 of oil per season was produced. It 

is clear that Burj Jalabab and the broader network of sites within which it is situated suggests 
that monasticism was being developed in new areas in a way which established landscapes 

which were entirely monastic, and that links with sccular communities though stiU possible 

were in this case not the central priority. Buý J21ahah also suggests that as weR as physical 

expansion, the idea of monasticism was being developed to encompass different forms of 

2CtiVity. 

Unfortunately, dating resolution is just not sufficient here to establish whether these three 
different sites represent three stages in a chronological development, or whether they are 

merely three different versions of the monastic idea which were an founded at the same 
time. In stylistic terms, using the churches at Kharab Shams and Qasr al-Brad and the tower 

at ButJ Jilahih, all three sites would appear to be sixth century in date. However, the 

chronological development at each site tells a different story. Qasr al-Brad gives the 
impression of having been developed in a deliberate and organised fashion from an earlier 
core, so that a coe-nobitic complex developed from a site of smaller-scale eremitic practice. 
In this sense, Qasr al-Br2d is similar to the development of Dayr Dehes, as interpreted by 

Biscop (1997). The chronological hnk between this development and that of Brad in general 
is difficult to establish. Khazab Shams by contrast appears to have been more opportunistic 
in its origins, nuking use of 2 hilltop space above the village, but developing through 
investment in the processing of surplus. Burj Jal2hah, though similarly opportunistic in 

nuking use of the older site of D2yr Burj Jalah2h, -a-as probably laid out in a more expansive 
fashion along with at least six other units. It cannot yet be established with certainty that this 

was carried out 2fter the establishment of the communal centre at Qal'at Sirmada, but this 

would aJso seem likely. 
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Previous authors have tended to regard the majonty of the complexes at Kharab Shams and 

Qasr al-Brad as sixth century on styhStic grounds, and have not commented on Burý jalahah 

at all (see above). A closer look at the incised motif and lintel styling for each site suggests 

some very approximate dating. At Qasr al-Brad, the only visible motif is on a lintel which 

pe I' lintel style, and us fifth century in date (1992, would seem to be similar to Tate's 'tv th 

105). At Kharab Shams, an incised motif over the west door of the monastic church, though 

difficult to find direct paraflels, for, IS similar to Tate's 'm6dallion complexe', and thus early I 
sixth century in date (1992,109). At B rj jalahah, the nght hand motif over the door of the Uri 

tower is similar to an example at DayrQIta dated to 462 by inscnption (though the latter has 

lintel banding, which is not present at Burl jalahah). 

A"y .. Iz I-" : ýv iAtA wr, -/ý/awrm-Braa f zýr,. Khoab Sh ,c-)d amf mma a hmrch mddit an 
rover ýhwoow)- -Nar to eqmd jcde-c 
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It must be born in mind, however, that in spite of the work of Naccache (1992), dating 

architectural motif styles in the limestone massif cannot be ascertained with any greater 

resolution than 2mund half a centuq. Ibc only other dating evidence may derive from the 

fact that all three complexes are built of large, orthogonal blocks with no rubble infill which, 

according to Tate would suggest a date range of around 445 to 550 (1992). According to the 

Titc scheme, the simple, bold bandcd decoration all suggests an early sixth century date also. 
For all three complexes then, the best evidence we have is from vague stylistic comparison 

of the motifs and even vaguer architectural styles, all suggesting a date range of the mid-fifth 

to the mid-sixth centuries. 

Type 2 sites, described in the previous chapter as specialist baptismal centres with a stronger 

pilgrimage element dun Types I or 3, seem to conform to this date range also. Pefia ct al 

conclude that the church and baptistery complex at Bafettin are fifth century due to the 
layout of the doors (1987,47). Qarat Siman was certainly constructed after Simeon's death 

in 459, and probably between 476 and 491 (Tchalenko 1,223-276). The monastic complex 

seems str2tigr2phically to have been later thin the main church complex, but it is not known 

bow much later (until the publication of more intensive work by an IFAPO [now IFPOI 

project shortly). At B2qirh2, the site was enclosed and an inscripdon erected in 501, though 

the baptistery here is certainly earlier thin the enclosure. These examples suggest a date 

range in the latter half of the fifth century. However, these sites did not take part in the 

changing circumstances of agricultural production at this time. They are likely to have 

received a higher level of p2tron2ge than non-bapdsmal ccntres, facilitated in part by their 

strong pilgrimage role. This cnabled them to reach well beyond the immediate region and, in 

the case of Qal'at Sim'an, to receive imperial patronage from Constantinople. These factors 

mean that Type 2 sites were exceptional in a number of respects, for they are unlikely to 

have participated in the socio-economy of the limestone massif in quite the same ways as 
Types I and 3. 

6.7 Conclusion 

Although we cannot d2tc the three case study sites with any great reliability, it is tempting to 

at least posit the idea that Type I sites like Qasr al-Br2d represent both the earliest form of 

monasticism in the region and also the subsequent development of this from a smaller, 

eremitic presence into established, though still partially self-sufficient, complexes. This 

development probably occurred towards the end of the fifth century. Once control of 

surplus throughout the region had begun to be established and the role of permanent 

mon. 2stic complexes had been evolved, some Type I sites, like Kharab Shims, may have 
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begun to devclop the idea of surplus production and a stronger participation in secular 

communities by est2blishing mormstic sites in areas beneficial to such a project. As 

ideological control uithin the countryside grew and the influence of monasticism 

strengthened across the region, helped in pan by control of surplus, monastic communities 

were then in a position to expand their sites out into the fields where networks of smaller, 

Type 3 units like BurJ Jilih2k equipped uith efficient press facilities, could be established. 

Such sites are usually ccntred around 2 tower, and are suggestive of dispersed laura 

complexes, combining domestic behaviour uith surveillance, processing and the storage of 

agricultural produce. They flourished in particular in the southern part of the study area. 

17his m2y have occurred from the early sixth century. 

This notion of a chronological development within the data set of monastic sites, which 

could correspond to development of the very idea of monasticism in Late Antiquity, relics 
heavily on assumptions made on admittedly questionable grounds. Nevertheless, these 

conclusions, it is hoped, can act as the basis for a reformed model to be examined in greater 
depth and with the aid of further fieldwork at later date. Ibc final chapter will now expand 

this model and suggest how that fieldwork should take place. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion: 'Monastic Authority in Late Antique Syria 

a 

Pmiom. r scho4in barr tended to rý: gjrd monastmis as isolated and essrntia&y- cmIvuralpbenomena, 
and Iberrforr hair tended to mnder-emphasise their socio-ecomomic, amdultimately pokfica4 roles. In order to 
ig to comfmmi this mo&4 this ibeiis has e. xplorrd theoretical approaches more fami4ar# appAed to 
isferprriabon ofLw Roman and early meSetul settlement oufjide S) na, but set trgmueb aitbin the s 

. 
pedfic 

arrbarollgizal and hidorizal coxicd of The reýoz. E>plorafion of these approaches has resulted in the model 
prvposed hr Chapter 3, is-&-h jzgesird that a rhiftfrvm a prrd7minantly fav Pqiýgfrrepeasantg in the 
evunfý)ý to qrstems of tribute and then rrmt ivar led inij&#y bj ascetic holý, figurrs and then by institutional 
monasiic comolcm. Cbpirr 4 argmed that the concept of a 'monastegjor contem pora. ries of late antique 
Sjiij- his been iwsjýý, irnfA explored in the past, and that a rr-examination of this issue infact produces a 
more nvird set of site ppes thanjust the obtious 'kvenobiaprrtious# sypposed Ana 

_4sis across the raýge of 
these ates is Cdvpier 5 suggested that noffastic compkxrs am deliberatel, y jited in locations vhich suited 
their role as emergig Lzjrd, 'Wdr, and that Ihg &d this in sometimes contrastig jvgs. Cha pter 6 examined 
the -ipe-ifirs of dg-lady inienicrion, prvdvan the conclu. 6on that monastic and tillq , ge communities 
firque. -W y eoxxxxiwed vqpýýal and risual zerms, especi4y Ihrvi(ghjointprvdvcfion enter prises 

It ir the 4uk of Air dapter to assess the broader signiftance of these candmions. - to what extent &d 
monmftrirs rtprrjrnt a new amfhonýr sithis thepost-Roman comnigiide? Did tension exist betwen CbMIrh 
and monwrty? Irithin the coxftw of the chaqes smgesfed by, Chapters 5 and 6, bow was this tenjion 
ruohrd and how aw the "dd and ei-onomir rvk of monasteries maintained amid the oi7goiq theological 
contmirriiisfivn the mid-fifth an1mg ? Il'bal happened in the later six-M and seventh centuries which may 
be. rugeslim of IdecAme', and zhatwas the iwpad, if ag, of theAlmsAm invasions on the rmral commmnifies 
of the nortbv ist? Finaýr, a herr does the simd y of early monastidsmgo now? This condmsion uill earg 
formard the a%uments ridsed sofar in ibis thesis to Ibeirfmrthestposjible extent, and a irfined model is Then 
pmposed in selion 7.9. lnpLa-es, this mg strrkb the eziJence bgond its crr&bIe, 6mit; j5r now. However, it 
ir meant to he a IhoA(Sh/prv: vkijg &scuisiox in or&r to smv as the basisforfmrther rrsearrb. 

7.1 Summary 

This thesis has sought to argue from the outset that monasteries of Late Antiquity should be 

regarded as having been active, living scfflcments, with full potential to participate in, 

influence and control their place in the socio-cconomy. Chapter 1 argued that previous texts 
have tendcd not to give monasterics such an active role, and have instead treated the 

archaeological remains of such sites with a particular reverence common to Orientalist 

constructions which regard 'Eastern' material as the source, inspiration and origins for the 

'd) n2mism' which later developed in Europe (Said 1978). "Eastern' monasticism, in common 

v6ith most aspects of 'Eastern' culture as depicted by European and American scholars, has 

tcndcd to be afforded 'special' techniques of analysis which have divorced it from theoretical 
dcvclopments occurring in the disciplines of archaeology and history elsewhere in the world. 
Chapter 1 therefore sought to deconstruct early attempts to study the archaeology of Syria. 

In prticulir it attempted to discover the ways in which such studies were enterprises tied up 

uith coloni2lNfand2tc and subsequent political systems. 'Mese tics have rendcred accounts 

of early Christianity and its archaeological remains problematic, secing monasteries as 
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idiosyncratic, spiritual phenomena producing architecture of enormous cultural significance 
today, but which was cut down by the arrival of Islam and its disruptive effects on the 

m2zkct system of the INfediterrancan. 11c last three decades have seen greater nuance 
brought to these debates, particularly through improved excavation and recording 
techniques, stitistical analyses on a broad scale and a greater understanding of the 

complexities of settlement changes under early Islam Yet even these new approaches have 

tended not to see mon2steries as anything other than religious communities, striving in 
isolation to support themselves from the land. Rarely connected with society at large, 

monistcriCS 2PPC2Z Misolated lai of early Christian thought, in ways somewhat analogous to 

2c2demi2 itself, and ccrminly research projects in the 'Near Ease. In order to do justice to 

the complex and often remarlubly well-preserved material record of monasteries in Syria, it 

is necessary instead to seek cxphnations ofalf of its varied faccts, morphology and landscape 

settings. 

Follo-aing this, Chipter 2 proposed that a more interesting and useful way of viewing the 

role of religious establishments in society is to see their ideological constructions as socially 

- rather than divinely - derived. It is perfectly possible to suggest that those producing 

carefully assembled sets of ideas were inspired by great belief themselves, but the resulting 
ideologies can still be viewed as social constructions, and thus useful in betraying the 

tensions2nd transitions within society in general. Tbc ways in which archaeological evidence 
has been underpl2ycd in such debates was highlighted. It was concluded that through the 

construction of 2 wcU-dL-reloped interpretive ft-amcwork, both archaeological and historical 

perspectives can tmk-c a contribution, each bringing nuances of different kinds to the 
'dcb2ting t2ble. 

Discussion then centrcd on previous attempts to apply archaeological theory to monasteries, 

and especially on processualist and Marxist viewpoints. It was concluded that XVickham's 

notion of 'modes of production' W2S 2 useful set of tools with which to analysc the major 

clungcs of the 12tc fourth to seventh centuries (1984). Yet Wickham did not examine the 

archaeological evidence for such ch2ngcs; either on 2 sitc-by-sitc basis, or indeed throughout 

whole rural lindsc2pes. Such a focus could take into account not just changes in the way 

rcoiroxi, c production was organised, but also i&olo&iýd production. 11iis could include the 
form of the dcliber2tc construction of landscapes meant to draw secular settlements into a 

sense of there being new zones of sacredness, at the centre of which stood monastic 

complexes. Such layering can be seen as a common element in the ideology of many world 

religions, and is an integral part of thew2ys in which both 'guides' and 'believers' can be 
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bound within the same sense of identity. A brief analysis of documentary sources concluded 

that such notions arc not necessarily alien concepts created by modern theorists, but were 

actually a part of how contemporaries saw the world around thcm. It was suggested that 

convention2l accounts of the landscape setting of monasteries as being guided by economic 
fictors alone, are in2dequ2te (such as Tch2lenko 1953 1,177), and that a thorough study of 

the landscape setting of monasteries was necessary. 

11esc theoretical perspectives were then developed into a 'model' in Chapter 3, to account 
for the role played by monasteries in the social and economic changes of the late fourth to 

seventh centuries. It w2s suggested th2t a Lugely tax-based (or 'ancient) mode of production 
led to 2 predominantly fcudal mode in the countryside, with rural patrons 'protecting' 

villagers from the burdens of =tion, and instead becoming landlords taking rent from the 

population (XVick-hmn 1984). Using refinements deriving firom Arnin, it was suggested that 

such2process might in fict have been more complex, with tribute first being paid, then 

rent-tiking developing once social control and participation by rural landlords in the 

organisation of economic production had increased (1976). Modes of production could be 

rcflccted in the rural landscape. Studying distribution and use of space within rural 

settlement p2ttems Ins been shown to demonstrate how these can be examined (Saunders 

1992). Using Brown's notion of the 'holy man as patron' (1971,1982a), it was suggested that 

monastic establishments emerged initially from the position of influence as arbitrators and 
intercessors held by itinerant holy men. Such establishments became established authorities 
in the countryside capable of taking tribute and then rent. nis process, of an 
'internalisation' of the rural economy of northern Syria, is not necessarily incompatible with 

traditional views of Mediterranean economic exchange increasing in the fifth and sixth 

centuries (most recently purported by Decker 2001). But recent work casts doubt on the 

t. %*nt to which the limestone n7assif, for example, participated in this trade. It can also be 

seen th2t not only did the olive and grape presses of the limestone massif produce a large 

surplus, but dut monasteries were participating in this production by the fifth century. By 

the mid-sixth century, inscriptional evidence suggests that very little new secular architecture 

Was being assembled, =d that the only p2ities capable of doing so were ecclesiastical estates. 

Chapter 4 2sscxtcd that in order to examine the model proposed in Chapter 3 more closely, 

we must be clear in terms of precisely what we understand a monastic site to be. It was 

emphasised that the spread of Christian authority occurred somewhat later thin traditionally 

supposed, And At 2 time when that authority struggled to establish a clear ideological 

message. Into the theological disputes of the established (and largely urban) church emerged 
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a large number of holy figures who were the very antithesis of ccntraliscd authority. Ibc 

origins of this movement were discussed, and their eventual influence over the rural 

population among whom they lived u-as concluded to have been profound. Far from being 

distant and remote figures, their 'other-worldliness' prompted the population to believe that 

they were sufficiently removed from their own day-to-day affairs, and of course sufficiently 

close to understanding divine power, that they could carry out acts of exorcism, curses, the 

suppression of violence and arbi=tion of disputes, as well as being money lenders, financW 

negotiators with the 2uthonties and leaders of popular uprisings. The ways in which such a 

role, facilitated by the 'scpanteness' of such figures, became its very antithesis in becoming 

settled, established and attached to particular settlements is not straightforward, though 
documentary sources do provide some insight. 

It was then suggested that archaeological evidence for the very earliest monastic structures 
has generally been missed, as previous authors have tended only to examine the most 

obvious, coenobitic complexes. In factý if the documentary evidence for monasteries is 

examined more closely for suggestions as to what constituted monastic activity in the fourth 

to sixth centuries, a monastic site can be defined as a structure or complex of structures used 
for the sustained contemplation of God under 2 Christian belief system. This activity 

necessitated residential accommodation, and often - but not necessarily - the generation of 

subsistence materials. Such a complex may have involved the use of a church, but this was 

not always 'on-sitc% Such a complex was referred to in late Romnn Syria as daym (Syriac) or 

monastaion (Greek-). Within the bounds of this definition, variation is likely to have existed in 

how the idea of monasticism was expressed, with cocnobitic, eremitic and laura enterprises 

all overlapping. Monastic 'rules' of the kind familiar to commentators in western Europe 

may not have existed in quite the same way in Syria. It is not surprising then that no easy 

and obvious 'templ2tc' or "chcck--lise exists for the identification of a monastic site, and that 

we can only really interpret whether each set of material remains in the field played a role in 

mon. 2stic practice by assessing sites on a casc-by-c2sc basis. Having said this, in spite of the 

many and varied interpretations of the monastic idea occurring at around the same time, it is 

also possible to discern broadly comparable changes taking place to that monastic idea 

which transcended individual differences between complexes, since the phenomenon of 

monasticism existed and developed within similar social, economic and political 

circumstances across the region. 

By employing 61 sites which conformed to the careful definition of monastic practice 
dcrmcd above, along with data for secular settlements, water courses, communication routes 
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and topography, an inter-sitc analysis was begun in Ch2ptcr 5. Did this evidence suggest that 

monastic sites were placed in isolated locations, or locations which enabled them to take part 

in activities going on within settlements, as well as to draw settlements into an ideological 

relationship? Ile proximity between monasteries and their nearest secular settlements was 

analysed, and it would seem that these early foundations were indeed not seeking seclusion, 

but deliberate proximity to settlement. Why was this? An examination of the siting of 

monasteries and villiges suggests that a remarkable degree of intervisibility existed between 

the two. Indeed, monasteries tended to be sited on hilltops and the upper slopes, in 

positions of marked prominencc- In some areas, such as the Jebel Sim. an, this can certainly 

be concluded as a deliberate decision, rather than just a by-product of siting for the sake of 

proximity to resources. Although the relationship between monastic sites and Roman roads 

is not straightforward, some collocation is noteworthy. Of course, this may reflect the fact 

that they were founded close to settlements, which in turn were positioned in relation to the 

roads. However, there is no doubt that some monastic communities were extremely well 

positioned to have frequent and easy access to road traffic and the means to travel. With 

regard to water resources, caution must be exercised since the information does not yet exist 

to observe proximity to spring lines and there may have been higher degrees of monastic 

2Cti%ity along the line of the Wrin and the Qu, %, 2yq rivers than is now evident Ibcse issues 

notwithstanding, there is very little significant collocation between wa4s and monasteries, 

indicating that such resources were not the priority for emergent monastic communities. 

Ile fact that their priorities were otherwise is all the more noteworthy given the marginal 

nature of the environment in the limestone massif, where water was not as abundant as in 

the Amuq%aUcy or on the coast. 

Analysis then turned to diffircnti2tion nithin these overall trends. By looking at the density 

of morustic sites, three distinct groups emerged. The first (Group A) is clustered around the 

site of Qal'at Sim'. 2n, and undoubtedly did so in order to play a role in the pilgrimage traffic 

deriving from rcncr2tion of StSimcon Stylites. Such sites developed activities associated 

with this tr2ffic, such as baptism, accommodation for pilgrims, trade in relics and perhaps 

cdumdonil meetings, and sometimes had a developed agricultural infrastructure also. Ibc 

second group (B) is the largest, and is situated within a set of 38 sites on the northern slopes 

of Jebel Birishi. An obvious conclusion would be that proximity to the main Antioch- 

Beroca road ficilitatcd access to resources, but in fact the picture is more complex than this. 

Nfiny sites within this group are in fict relatively isolated within agricultural field systems, 

and it seems more likely that networks of laura institutions were being established from 

central, coenobitic institutions, which sought to move into and control large areas of 
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agricultural land. The third group, (C), at the very southern end of Jebel Barisha, probably 

represents sim&r 2cti%ity. 

Examirution of the char2cteristics; of these sites on the ground allows them to be divided 

into three types on the basis of their morphologir. 21 characteristics. The first (Type 1) is 

represented by a qpcwhich m2y be broadly termed a self-contained coenobium, with some 

evidence for pilgrim2ge, some for the processing and storage of goods, communal 
accommodation, a church and some form of enclosure. Ibcsc sites vary in size and position, 
but can be somewhat fiirthcr 2W2yfrom settlement than the second type. Type 2 always 
h2re2b2ptistery, have access to a larger church and are always somewhat more embedded 
within a dense an: 2 of settlement. Such sites are rare in never displaying evidence for 

agriculturAl involvement or storage, and performed a specialist baptismal role. Type 3 are 

simple 2ccommod2tion units, often associated with a towcr, a cistern and a press. 
Observ-2tion of the distribution of such units suggests that they duster particularly in Jebel 

Barish2, and 2rc positioned around particular communal centres such as Qal'at Sirmada, 

Br2yj and K2fr Daryan, though there may have been others. 

Ile deline2tion of these types u-as 2 useful exercise in determining that different kinds of 

monastic site c3dsted4 which rnay be suggestive of different intentions and behaviour in Late 

Antiquity. However, r2thcr than simply investigate an example of each 'type' in turn, 
Ch2ptcr 6 sought instead to clarify certain ambiguous aspects of these broad types through a 

series of intensive intr2-sitc case studies. Since Type 2 arc fairly obviously sites which 

combined nuss baptism with pilgrimage traffic, and given the degree of commentary already 
in existence on such sites, they were not treated to intensive analysis. Instead, two case 

studies were selected from the apparently uniform self-contained cornobimm - Type 1- which 
in fict suggest variations of scale and proxitnity that do not immediately make sense. In 

addition, a Type 3 site was exan-ýincd to dctcm-tine what these small, dispersed units reaRy 

represented on the ground. 

llcsc use studies reveal important similarities in the ways in which monastic sites were 

positioned in a hndsc2pe sense. Using notions of inter-subjectivity discussed both by Layton 

and Ucko (1999) as well as Barrett (1988) and Gr2ves (1989), it would seem that villages 
were bound both together and to particular monasteries, through a sense of shared 
discourse. Monistic sites acted2Sprominentfod for secular Communities. Such a focus was 
not obviously and easily achieved, since the monasteries did not sit in the very centre of 
vUl2ges but on their outskirts. However, the monastic communities structured the landscape 
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in order to reinforce their presence, and to structure careful layers of sacredness. This was 
facilitated by proxuruty, p2ths, intervisibility and 2 blurring of the conceptual boundaries 

which created a sense th2t monastic communities were not just there as detached devotional 

ccntrcs, but as an authority and in intercessor. 

Monastic complexes solidified the role developed by the holy men of the fourth century and 

earlier by creating a landscape which revolved around thern. The development of this strong 
ideological position developed hand-in-hand with in economic role, with monasteries 
building facilities for resource provision which went clearly beyond subsistence. In 

particular, presses, storage and cisterns suggest that the processing of agricultural goods was 

a priorityý It is difficult to be sure with the current state of knowledge, but sites such as Qasr 

al-Banat suggest th2t in some cases the crop to be processed derived from specifically 

monastic domains. At others, where only a small domain appears to be directly attached to 

the monastery (as at Dayr Dehes, for example), crops may have been harvested and brought 

for processing from firther 2ficld. 

The interactions between monastery and settlement can be seen to have been complex and 

multifirious. 1.2bour must have been drawn from beyond the monastic community, creating 

situations where sccular2nd monastic populations mixed for long periods of time. As will be 

discussed below, we cannot be absolutely clear about how lay labour was employed by 

individual monistic sitcs. It rnay have been simply that surplus was awarded to monasteries 

ofirr production had tA-cn place, post-hatvcst but prior to proccssin& or that all labour was 
in licu. of rcnL The specificarringemcnt would almost certainly have varied firom sitc-to-site. 
The process by which tribute or rent was exchanged, processes of land exchange, the 

administration of surplus, the construction of new buildings all would have created 

relationships which bound communities to the monastery. Instances of other forms of 

creryd2y interaction can be hintcd2t through documentary sources and nineteenth century 

travel litcr2turc; education of children, meetings of village elders, advice in times of personal 
dispute, arbitration in matters of land and goods all would have woven a complex social 
fibric (Parry 21001, Fcstugiire 1959). This is coupled with the major events of the 

ccclesi2stic: d calendar such as festivals on saints' days which, as they became standardiscd, 
fostered regular and fixed links between monastery and village. Looslcy has commented that 
disuse of the &mz platform throughout the later fifth and sixth centuries imply that control 

over the liturgy became increasingly the responsibility of monastic communities rather d= 

a village clergy (1999.200 1). This implies that parochial command also fell within the remit 

of the monastery. 
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This picture of increasingly complex interaction does not automatically point to control of 

secular matters by monistic communities. Indeed, current debates about 'eastern' 

monasticism in L2tc Antiquity tend to revolve around discussions of whether they were 

p. 2tronis, ed or self-sufficient (for example, Bell 1982, Brenck 2004), both suggesting an 

entirely passive role for the monastery- they apparently received but did not command or 

control in any 2CtiVC sense. However, such debates do not take into account the increasing 

position of begemonic dominance held by monasteries. Documentary sources suggest they 

were certainly in receipt of tribute, and that theywcrc in an ideological position to do so on 

a regular basis. In theological and moral terms, receiving tribute would seem awkward for 

those whose very life force was poverty and the denial of resources. But as Brown has 

argued, if monastics could persuade their audience that they were the most appropriate 

guardians Of 2griCUltUr2I wealth and of the prosperity of the village in general through their 

access to divine understanding, then this awkwardness could be dissipated (2000). So if 

2ctive monistic control of resources through their ideological position can be conceived of, 

wh. 2t archaeological evidence is there that it aamaLýy took place? 

If a new and refined theoretical framework is to be constructed as a result of the work 

carried out in this thesis, it is necessary to address 2 number of unresolved issues. First of A 

section 7.2 will look directly at the issue of what the material evidence would be for a ffill 

transition to feudal relations. Secondly, 7.3 discusses the ways in which such a transition 

affected the relationship between monasteries and broader ecclesiastical authority. This is 

followed by consideration of how these broad changes in social relations from the fourth to 

the seventh centuries played 2 role in the formation of a Monophysite, Syriac identity in 

northern Syria. 'nesc circumstances are then developed to include an examination of the 
later sixth and early seventh centuries in particular if monasteries had by this time become 

the predominant political authority for rural communities, how was it that both village and 

monastery began to decline? 

142ving t2kcn the discussion as far as it can reasonably go given the current state of our 
information resource for northern Syria, sections 7.6 and 7.7 broaden the scope in order to 

explore how this new model for social change compares with other areas of the Roman 

112st, as well as uith other regions where monasticism began to develop in the early 
Medieval period. Can meaningful comparisons be drawn between the role of monasteries in 

Palestine, Italy and Ircland? Attention is then returned to Syria, where the impact of Islam 

on monasteries is surmised. '17his thesis then concludes in section 7.9 with an attcmpt to 
draw together the various rcfincments and limitations to the initial model. A new 
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interpretive framework is then laid out in section 7.10 which, though conceivably flawed, is 

used to highlight areas of research which require fiather attention. 

72 A model for hcgcmonic change in the Syrian countryside? 
It is very difficult to prove archacologically that anything resembling a feudal situation 
developed whereby l2bour or rent was given in a standardiscd manner to a monastic 

authority, instead of a tribute-giving or %-otivc' arrangement where surplus was given on an 

ad hoc basis to the monastery in order to obtain guidance, intercession or arbitration. It is 

possible to imagine i lengthy overlap, whereby surplus was awarded on a regular basis in 

order to ensure guidance and salvation for an individual, a family or the village as a whole, 
but for di2t giving not to be an =1121 obligation for some time. Ceasing awards to and 
intcr2ction with the monastery might seem risky if divine disfavour might then befA but an 

openly tegulaziscd p2yment system might not actually be in place for decades or even a 

gmcr2tiorL 

However, it is dear th2t some fonn of fixing of a loose, tributc-giving nrr2ngcmcnt did 

occur in the long tcmL As Kennedy and Uebcschuetz have pointed out, inscriptions cease 
for seculir architecture after around 550, and inscriptions dedicating new buildings only 

occur on ecclesiastical structures (1988). They interpret this in terms of 'the economic 

org-aaisation which had previously been in the hands of urban magnates had partly 

passed into the hinds of men living in villages, and especially to monasteries' (1988,87). 

It may be that not only was wealth 'in the hands of monasteries, but that they were actually 

responsible for a prevention of settlement expansion. For instance, it could be suggested 

that as arrangements regarding land and crops became standardiscd, so the ability of most 

villagers to expand became restricted, and thus a fixing of wealth occurred. There was no 

way for most secular -villages to expand, and no way to broaden or improve production if 

the power to doSO Was no longer in their hands. Tate has suggested that a stagnation set in 

by the mid-sixth century which resulted from a clash between a growing population whose 

resources could not 'keep up, and whose technological basis did not change (1992,341). 

11-tis model could be taken somewhat finther by suggesting that the trason wby this 

technological basis could not change was that villagers were mostly divorced from their 

means of production, unable to put in motion the arrangements necessary to reform field 

systems, to intensify the processing of agricultural goods or seek different or additional 

cxtcrtW nutkcts for themselves. Ibc fluidity of land and property and the ability for families 

to expand which is so evident in the increase in buildings from around 380 to around 470 
(rate 1992,184) w2s thus checked once land ownership and control of surplus became 
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fixed. While the payment of taxation became intermittent or actually wined, local tribute 

giving could be controlled by individuals or whole villages themselves, surplus could be 

channelled towards the creation of new buildings, the expansion of field systems and the 

construction of presses. From the late fifth century, this expansion began to slow down as 

resources were more strictly controlled. It is precisely from this time that the majority of 

monastic sites were either created or expanded from a modest core. Dating evidence is 

ambigUOUS at present, but the scheme assigned by Tate to construction techniques and 
decorative motifs would suggest that the later fifth to the mid-sixth century was a period of 

major development for monasteries. 

A cruci2l question therefore is a-hen did expansion of villages and field systems cease? Was it 

indeed in the later fifth to raid-sixth century as monasteries began to exert genuine control? 
Further investigation of this issue could be carried out through careffilly targeted 
fieldwalk-ing, geophysics and exc2vation, guided initially by the position of features 

observable on Corona satellite imagery and aerial photogr2phs. 111. is could clarify when the 

vil6ges stopped expanding and what the stmtig=phic relationship is between the latest 

buildings in the villages and the fields system which he beyond. This will be discussed at 

greater length in the final section of this chapter. 

Ibc three case studies have demonstrated that monasteries interacted with surplus 

production in different ways. At Qasr al-Br2d, some pressing and storage took place, but 

this was by no means a major enterprise, and some pilgrimage revenue may well have been 

forthcoming. At Kharab Shams, production took place in two ways: on a minor scale and 

probably for immediate monastic consumption, but on a larger scale through the 

org2nis2tion of a major press facility which combined processing and storage. 111is suggests 
that production was being actively org2niscd by the monastery. In a third case, Butj Jalahah 

displays evidence for 2 6irly sophisticated screw press at the site, complete with a large 

cistern c2p2blc of providing large 2mounts of the water necessary for pressing and the 

subsqucnt cleaning process. These features 2re set within a field system and some distance 

away from the monastic ccntre, implying not just control over the processing of oil (and 

perhaps uinc also), but also organisation of the growth and harvesting of crops. 

Chronologic2lly speaking, it would be tempting to suggest a progression here from 

cocnobitic complexes which had themselves developed from an eremitic core, to 

opportunistic expansion into Large-scale production and then domination over not just the 

proccssing stage but the very land itself However, caution must be exercised until greater 
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d2ring resolution is achicv2ble, so for now it seems wisc to regard all three as broadly 

contcmpor. uT complexes, c2ch interacting %ith production in different ways. Chapter 4 

stressed the need to expect vari2tion in the interpretation of the monastic idea, and it would 
be realistic to conclude for now that the three case studies represent exactly that. 

In sum, by combining historical accounts like the holy man Abraham receiving land and 
buildings from villagers in Lebanon (HR XVII: 2-4), Ibcodorc of Sykcon receiving a whole 
vineyard (Fhr&brr CXLI) and T'heodosius going even further and actually organising a 
workforce (HR X-7-3), with archaeological evidence for the apparatus of production and 
storage, social rchtions can be seen to have developed to the stage where produce was 

grown, processed and stored under the jurisdiction of monastic communities. Although 

taking this situation fi=he-r to suggest developed feudal relations is not absolutely provable 
by archaeological means, this is at least plausible and even probable. Evelyn Patlagcan feels 

confident enough to conclude that monasteries were taking rent and taking pan in full 
feudal relations by as carly as the 12tc fifth century (1977,320). However, her survey of 
monasticism is a rapid one, and draws generaliscd. comparisons between diverse areas of 
Syri2 and Palestine on the basis of documentary evidence alone. The view adopted here is 

that because full feudal relations cannot be demonstrated unequivocally for the whole sudy 

arm, it would be more cautious to use the term "proto-feudal',, with some more advanced 
intenction in the production process, but some continuation of a more simple tributary 

==gcmcnL 

Clearly this arrangement did not work on a neat 'one monastery per village' basis, with 

monasteries acting as kudal 'r=nors' for a set of villages in a neat, repeated pattern across 

the countryside - such an idea would be to draw comparisons too directly with Europe from 

the ninth century (is expressed, for example, by Hodges 1993). If local processes of socio- 

economic ch2ngcwerc gradUIL acting at different rates in different areas depending on both 

the prc-cxisting socW context and slightly different concepts of the monastic idea, then it 

seems likely that we might See 2 palimpsest of incomplete situations across the countryside. 
In cases such as Khmb Shims, one village is clearly attached to one monastery. 
Contr2stingly, several villages may have been connected to the monastery of DayrAman. At 

village sites like Mashad Ruhin, the nearest reliable evidence we have for a monastic site is 

4.6kM 2WIT. 

2- in common uith Patl2g=n 1977) discusses the idea that mo Tate (199 0 nasterics may have 

been responsible for 2ppropriiting surplus during the sixth century, but himself dismisses 
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the idc2 on the grounds thit there 2re insufficient examples of large monastic estates for this 

to be pl2usible. Ile snuller mormstcrics, he suggests, were simply acting in a self-sufficient 

nimmer, and cannot be considered as part of such an equation. But the evidence presented 

here suggests dut be does not explore this model fiffly enough, and there are two reasons 

for this. Firstly, smalIer mo=teries could be shown to be capable of extracting surplus if 

their f2bric and morphology is examined careful1y, as suggested by Kharab Shims, Dayruna 

and other sites. Secondly, such potential is especially viable if monasteries worked together 

as part of 2 series of networks,, with some acting as central points of organisation and land 

ownership for other sm2lIer sites carrying out tasks like the processing, storage and 

redistribution of goods on a more loc: 21 level. This may have happened cspecially on the far 

northern and the far southern slopes ofjcbel Bansha. 

As already mentioned, many authors have sought to emphasise the issue of high-status 

patronage when discussing morLasteries of this period. It is certainly possible that monastic 

sites in northern Syria may have combined receiving some degree of high-status patronage 

with tribute and the generation of surplus. 11iis is suggested by hagiographical evidence 

which often narrates the early life of a saint as one involving their 'donation' as a child oblate 

to a monastery at a young age by his parents, and the family subsequently giving gifts to that 

monastery in order to safeguard the well-being of their child. Indeed, Daniel the Stylite was 

given to 2 monastery by his parents when he was as young as twelve (Danh-1 IV-V). Some 

monks were undoubtedly from wealthy, urban backgrounds, and may have brought 

resources and influence with them to the monaster)% Domnina, for example, persuades her 

mother and brothers to spend money on improving a local shrine and on supporting her 

lifestyle in general (HR Ile monks Aphrahat, Tbeodosius and Zeno were also of 

relatively high birth and could have commanded substantial resources and connections in 

implementing their monastic projects. However, the evidence on the whole does not suggest 

thit patronage was the primary source of income for all monasteries. The diversity of class 

2nd ethnic group from which Ileodoret's holy figures derived is striking, and there are 

plenty of examples of local holy men deriving from a poor Syriac-speaking background. 

N12esymas, for instance, Ind had a rustic upbringing' (HR XIV 2). There are very few 

inscriptions at Monastic sites suggestive of dedications to, or donations by, wealthy patrons, 

although there is the chance that finther excavation may reveal some in the form of mosaics 

(2s in the case of the monastery at Bcth-Shan, for example, Fitzgerald 1939). 

So having proposed that the model suggested in Chapter 3 is broadly credible, though with 

the conditions that chronological resolution remains somewhat ambiguous and the qualified 
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term 'proto-feudal' m2y be more applicable than IcuW, let us now develop that model 

further by turning to the broader political context of such changes. There are two issues in 

p2rticuUr which require further discussion. First of all, if it can be established that 

mon2stcries developed a positionOf 2UthOrityin the countryside of northern Syria, how did 

such authority rchte to ecclesiastical authority in general? Did monasteries co-exist alongside 

or %ithin the Church as a whole, or did they become synonymous with that broader 

Church? 

Ibc second issue which remains to be resolved is that within the context of a change from 

t2xation to loc2l tnbut2ry and proto-feudal relations, how was the authority of monastic sites 

nuint2ined? It h2s ah=dy been suggested that on a local, sitc-by-sitc basis, an ideological 

connection was constructed between monastcry and village which bound the two together, 

and cre2ted systems of pcrson2l interaction which facilitated the articulation of surplus 

giving, sLnd th2t this nuY perlups be understood as tribute. But at a much broader level, 

once stagrution had begun to set in from the later fifth century, how were such relations 

nuint, 2ined, and why did the population at large not rebeP It is these issues which are the 

subject of the next two sections. 

7.3 hionastcry versus church? Monastic authority and ecclesiastical power in Syria 

It comld be assumed from the archaeological evidence that central churches and monastic 

sites represented two opposing authorities in vMage life. Monastic complexes are often 

equipped v6ith 2 small church of their own and one might imagine that they remained 

separate from the affairs of the central church. However, this conclusion would be a 

misjudgement of the chronological depth of such a situation. The majority of central village 

churches in f2ct prc-d2te the time when monastic sites began to be developed and 

consolidated in earnest. Khar2b Shams is a good example of this, since the earliest evidence 

uithin the village church suggests the late fourth century, whereas the monastic church is 

probably early sixth. Similar situations can be deduced in a wide variety of cases. 

Chapter 4 outlined the early development of Christian authority within the countryside and 

of monastic pr2ctice. During the late fourth century, as churches began to be established 
uithin vill2gcs and an accompanying fiturgy was developed, monastic practice was still in a 
largely ascetic phase with holy men rarely settled in one location, and even fewer gathered 
into collective orgariisations. 'I'liere is some documentary evidence which suggests that 
during this formative period for monasticism, church leaders tried to embrace their wilder, 
rebellious counterparts by meeting them and beckoning them into the structured fold. 
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'ncodorct was clearly proud of the links he had built up, %ith holy figures like Salamanes, 

Marana and Cyra, who permitted him to break down physical and personal barriers in order 

to visit them (HR X. XLNL-5). On some occasions, these distant and disorganiscd figures were 
forcibly ordained, and even nude into bishops (as was the case with James of Nisibis, 

N1.2cedonius and Salarnanes). This would suggest some degree of tension between the 
Byzantinc Church and individual or groups of monks, with the former trying to rein in the 
12tter either pc2ccfuUy or2gainst their will. T'his is hardly surprising given the role of monks 
in inciting popular uprisings like that against Ibas in Edcssa. Furthermore, Rousseau has 

argued that ascetics saw real philosophical merit in remaining distinct from the organised 

church (1998). 

However, the catalyst for a reconciliation between rural monasteries and the Church came 

with the religious controversies of the mid-fifth century. Throughout the 440s and especially 
following the Council of Chilcedon in 451 and the formal condemnation of Monophysitism, 

tensions within Antioch increased, and Butcher (2003,388) has suggested that many fled the 

city either to join monasteries or simply to find safety in the countryside. It seems likely that 

most of Syria Prima remainedlMonophysite thereafter, and that Syria Secunda stayed loyal to 

Chalcedon. NNIUdn this context, it is clear that monastic authority became synonymous with 

church authority and that they began to control the priesthood, liturgy and other church 

aff2irs (Frend 1973). Although non-monastic churches are still built in the sixth century 
(such as the example at Baqirhi and elsewhere), the last large examples are of the fifth 

century, like Ruwcih, 2. It is at this time also that the bema falls out of use, suggesting liturgical 

changes which may be indicative of a change of authority. 'Ihis situation was consolidated 
from the early sixth century-, when historical evidence points to the gradual development of 

an established Monophysite church hierarchy, first with Severus, then John of Tella and 
Jacob Bir2dicus (Frend 1973). This seems to have been rurally-based, with an itinerant 

lc2dership ccntrcd first on the monastery of Barsauma on the Euphrates (according to 

Honigmann's identifiation) and subsequently probably itinerant around the countryside 
(1954). From the thirteenth century it is thought to have been based at Dayr al-Za'faran near 
N1,2rdin. Indeed, the Patriarch= of the Monophysite church was not based within a city 

until 1933 when it moved to Horns, and then to Bab Tuma in Damascus from 1959 (Syrian 

Orthodox Resources 2001). It would seem therefore that the monastic movement displayed 

some degree of opposition to the Church in former years, but that the two later became 

synonymous, partly as a result of the theological controversies of the fifth century. 
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7.4 Syri2c identity and the Monopbysitc church 

Ile second issue to resolve is how monastic authority was maintained throughout the 

bcgcmonic changes in the countryside. Some have suggested that the Monophysite 'cause' 

became inextricably bound within a broader Syriac cause, along 'ethnic' or even 'nationar 

lines. Ile nature of this argument has recently been discussed elsewhere (Hull 2004), so it 

uill not be dealt with in detail here. However, it is important to decide how far monasteries 

were responsible for the construction of a Syri2c, Monophysite idcntity. 

It is tempting to conclude that if the population of Syria Prima was predominantly Syriac 

speaking, was largely Monophysite in belief, and had an organiscd ecclesiastical authority 

developing by the late fifth century, that we may use a variety of meaningful collective terms 

- perhaps 'ethnic group, 'culture or even 'nation' - to describe such a movement. Indeed 

Frend his used the term 'nation' to describe the link between political dissent, coUcctive 

identity and bcrctic2l beliefs which combined to form the Donatist movement in North 

Afzic2 in the fourth century. Ibis movement, he argues, 'xvas not merely a schism, it was 

part Of 2 revolution' (Frend 1952,336). 

Arguments of this kind regarding the relationship between %crcsy, ' and nationalism 

origin. atcd with Woodward who proposed as early as 1916 that Christian heresies of the 

fourth and fifth centuries fuelled 'nationalist! political movements, and that, furthermore, it 

Was these movements which brought v6despread hcgcmonic collapse to the Roman state 

(1916). Subsequently. Jones contended that evidence for liturgical and linguistic consensus is 

not enough to justify the complex political apparatus necessary to justify the term 'nation' 

(1959). "IMore recently, use of this term in archaeological and historical discussions of 

medieval and earlier contexts has received much criticism. Harman, for example, points out 

the difficulty of dcfining a 'n2tion! as this term does not cquate ncatly with factors like 

langu2geý culture or those who inhabit 2 particular gcographical entity, and there are modem 

nations in existence which present exceptions to each of these categories (1992). He 

proposes the argument, following Hobsbawm, Anderson and others, that nations arc 

'inuginiry' entities (Hobsb2wm 1990, Anderson 1991). Furthermore, they arc an invention 

of sixteenth century northern Europe, and are cssentially a product of, and a means by 

which to facilitate, c2pitalism. It would certainly be extremely difficult to justify use of this 

term for the countryside of sixth century northern Syria, increasingly divided from the 

politicaJ apparatus of Antioch and movin& it has been argued here, towards a predominantly 

feudal mode of production. 
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However, the rarity of pagan Syriac literature (uith important exceptions), in contrast to the 

rise of Christian literature throughout the fourth to sixth centuries would suggest that the 

connection between Syriac and Monophysite Chrisdm7iity was partially responsible for the 

rapid development of the language (Brock 1994). 'Me likes of Ephrem, Aphrahat, Mar Aba 

and Zenobius from the later fourth century, in the fifth century Rabbula, Isaac of Edessa, 

and Jacob of Sirugh, Philoxenes of Nlibbug and increasing others in the sixth century 

illustrate that both writers and an audience existed whose choices were deliberately not to use 

the Greek language of the Byzantine empire. Nor was Syriac an exclusively literary language. 

The evidence would seem to suggest that its development as a literary language in fact 

derived from the fict that most of the population of rural Syria and Nfesopotatnia were 

Syriac spc2lcis in Ute Antiquity. John Chrysostom. in the late fourth century mentions that 

the country people who come into Antioch for festivals chave a different language from us, 

but share the same f2ith' (PG 11-- 88, cited in Brock 1994). Imperial documentation from 

third century E-dessa (. 2nd indeed elsewhere in Osrhocne) suggests that bi-lingual 

administration was a necessity otherwise the country people simply would not understand 

(Brock 1994,15 1). So if 'nation' is too strict and too historically specific a terra, yet distinct 

linguistic groups specific to rural areas existed, what other term should we use to describe 

the populations which the lirgelyNfonophysitc monasteries sought to have authority over? 

A useful comparison might be INtillies analysis of Jewish identity in the late Roman period 

(1987). For him, jesish identity had all of the necessary mccbani m for us to regard it not 

only as a distinct ethnic group, but as a politically coherent group. It had a religious text 

which carried political MCSS2gCS, 2 collectivc and exclusive language, a system of law, 

recognised interpreters of th, 2t law Cm this c2se, rabbis), social institutions and a communal 
leader. F2ulk-ner has also proposed that a Jewish 'nation' existed (2004). But Nifflar urges 

caution when assigning other groups such clear labels. He has argued that the Syriac 

spcaking, hilonophysitcs of northern Syria certainly do not represent a distinct etbnos during 

the 12tc Roman period, on the grounds that the language was not the primary public 

lingwgc of worship until somewhat later (1998). 

Indeed, it is tempting to conflitc what 2zc in fact a group of Syriac-rrlated languages spread 

across Syria and NIcsopotami2, but which in fact break down into distinct linguistic branches 

in Latc Antiquity. It is difficult to believe, for example, that Monophysite Christians living 

under Sasaniin rule in INIosul, and speaking a version of eastern. Syriac, had the same 

grievances, priorities and intentions and identified themselves directly with those living 

within 40km of Antioch. Even within the fairly distinct region of north-west Syria, it is 
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difficult to idcntifý a distinct nuterial culturewhich may have shaped and been shaped by a 

collective group identity. So if the terms 'rtation' and 'ethnic' are abrogated, was there real1y 

any sense of collective identity among the communities of rural northern Syria.? 

This is 2 aucW question if we are to understand the ways in which monastic authority may 
have fostered 2 sense of collectivc association and how such a group remained a distinct 

community in the face of the arrival of Islam, the Arabic language and thefiVa tax, as well as 

hour Syrian Orthodox Christiaris view their own origins as a congregation today. 

Epigraphic evidence from the limestone massiý though complex, does suggest that the 

majority of the population indeed bore Semitic names (Tromblcy 2004,68). The majority of 

early inscriptions tend to use Greek-, but this may have been following a social convention 

which later came to be questioned. For example, 2 lintel from the cast church at Baqirha 

seems originally to have home 2 Greek inscription, but was then overwritten in Syriac at a 

later date. There is no denying that Greek and Syriac co-existed in many complex ways. 

However, it is noteworthy that the choice increasingly became Syriac rather than Greek, and 
it would be tempting to conclude th2t this was for greater reasons thin convenience alone. It 

could be argued, in fact, that the particular kind of monasticism practised in north-wcst Syria 

was 2 spccific2Uy Syriac conception, which always bore different philosophical and linguistic 

chancteristics to Greek Orthodoxy. In Theodoret of Cyrrhus, many of the monks arc Syriac 

spc2kcrsý and many of conspicuously local origin in terms of their dress and mannerisms. 

Indccd4 it is difficult to imagine that monasticism and village society did not profoundly 

influence each other, with the Syriac language and local social practices appealing to a 

predominantly locaIly-dcrived monastic population who espoused doctrines and particular 

ideas of monasticism specific to the region, and vice versa. 

So it could be argued then that 2 coUcctivc social identity developed which, if not completely 
in existence prior to the arrival of monasticism, certainly entered into a reflexive relationship 

with 2 patticularly loc2l, Syri2c monasticism, both of which were additionally bound together 

as a result of Monophysite persecution under Justin I in the 520s. Ile effects of such a 

rel2itionship on the changes from 2 mainly tax to tributary and then proto-feudal mode of 

production, arc profound in vaxious ways. It could be suggested that loyalty to monastic 

authority, as the guardians of the 'corrcce Monophysite position which would ensure 

s. 21v2tion for the popubtion, would have been increased. Furthermore, such a relationship, 

2nd the possible dtcrnatirc of persecution, would have prevented migntion of large sections 

of the population. either to the city or to other rural areas. This situation would also have 
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bound all of the v2ried w2ys in which local ideas of momsticism, and the specifics of local 

ideologies, together into an 2ppirently collective set of %cliefs and practices that unitc(d) 

adherents in a single moml. community' (Durkheirn 2001,46). 

Cicarly this is not a clear-cut division, with 'Syri2c, rural and Monophysite' being bound to 

monasteries and 'Greek. urban and Orthodox' remaining somehow loyal to the imperial 

administration. 71iis is amply illustrated by the case of a monastery at Zeugma. on the 
Euphrates, wherc both Greek and Syri2c monks were present, and where both languages 

were uscd during worship (Brock 1994,158). 

However, monasteries could be seen as in embodiment of local power, developing the 
Syri2c language as a literary and 2dmiriistr2tirc medium, and creating a sense of communal 
'Monophysite identity defending itself from the attentions Of 2 Greek speaking and largely 

Orthodox empire. So in this sense, monasticism assumed a role which may accurately be 

called 'Political'. since it involved the mediation of identity at a local level with the broader 

issues of ideological and economic control across whole regions. 

7.5 Conswmption & stagnation 
It is not autonutically 2pp2rent why this situation coincided with a dramatic reduction in 

building inscriptions from. %round 550. It would be all too easy to argue that resources went 

to mon2stcries and therefore could not be invested in buildings, but how exactly did one 

le2d to the other? Where did the wealth 'go'? It is cJcar that not all surplus did go to 

monasteries, 2s large numbers of agricultural presses are not located within monasteries and 

in f2ct pre-d. 2te them, with no obvious evidence for a "decomn-dssioning' of such structures 

once new arrangements were in place. It would seem likely that a piecemeal situation was in 

place, with 2 gradual incrc2sc in the resources given to monastic institutions over perhaps a 

genctaition or two, and 2 reduction in the atrailability of domestic surplus controlled by 

fimily units. However, this switch, though gr2dual, may well have been decisive, particularly 

if Tee's assessment of 2 rapid increase in the population throughout the mid- to late fifth 

cennny is correct (199 1,184). Ile 'squeeze' may have become gradually more pronounced 

until 2 situation existed where few fimilies could either command sufficient resources to 

cnhrgc their homes, or find the land available to do so in an increasingly exploited 

agricultural lindsc-2pc. 

But if increased exploitition, and 2n incre2scd organisation of production by monastic 

communitics, was indeed taking place, where did the resulting surplus go? It is conceivable 
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tint surplus production must have resulted in the exchange of some of this surplus in order 

to convert it to other forms of wealth. Tbc Dehcs excavation demonstrates that coinage was 

certainly in use in this region, though the extent to which it was used and the ways in which 
it was procured am difficult to dLscern given the paucity of high quality excavation in the 

limestone massiE Debates concerning the nature of the olive oil trade have been discussed, 

and it would seem sensible to conclude, as Tate has done, that a mixed economy is likely, 

with grain and stock reiring also playing a role (1997). Decker's suggestion that wine has 

been underpl2ycd as a likely product also seems a useful correction (2001). Tate has 

cmphasistd, local exchange and consumption, with imperial armies east of the limestone 

massif consuming some 2ho (1997). As taxation declines and local control of surplus 

increases, use of such surplus for the ammona seems less and less likely. It cannot be ruled out, 

of course, that this aziro" ceased altogether, and it is not inconceivable that this could have 

been paid thmmSh monistic institutions, though this may be unlikely given the origins of the 

monistic movement in the region in tax evasion and local advocacy. Deducing the stance 

taken by monistic institutions towards imperial taxation could be undertaken 

archicologic22y by anilysing the relationship between cadastration divisions and newly 
founded monistic sitcs. Do monasteries deliberately disrupt such divisions and rearrange 
field systems? Ibc evidence is not yet available, and such a study would necessitate a large- 

scale analysis of 2erial photographs and Corona satellite imagery, as outlined in the final 

section of this ch2pter. 

Even if some tax2tion continued, this would surely not account for the large quantities of 

surplus being generated in the limestone massif. \Vhcrc were exports from the region going.? 
Certainly, Tchilcnko's argument for a reliance on Mediterranean markets is no longer 

entirely tctuble given that it is far from clear how oil and wine were transported, where they 

were tr2nsfcrmd to atnphor2e, and where those amphor2e went. Knowledge of this may 
improve once understanding of LRAI provenance locations improves. A number of 

schotm lure assumed dut this vessel form must have played a role in the economy of the 
Umcstone nussif (for c=mplc, Wickharn 2005,772). This assumption is constructed on the 
basis dut IJUI is known to originate from somewhere in the north-east Mediterranean and 

th2t the limestone nussif clearly produced a surplus of olive oil. However, current work 

suggests thit although LRA I was m2nuf2cturcd on Cyprus and in Turkish Cilicia, it was not 

produced on the Syriin malaland as once thought. Sherds from Selcucia previously thought 

to lure been wasters hire more recently been proved to be otherwise (ReynoldsforYbcoming). 

Indeed. Reynolds suggests that local exchange networks for oil are also conceivable inland, 

but as is somt p2rticip2don in Mediterrarican tr2de, as long as the mechanisms of this can be 
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made dear. Currently, those mechanisms are not clear, and itwould seem to be a stretch of 

the evidence to suggest uncritically that north-west Syria was 'an economic focal point for 

the 1.2tc Roman and early Byzantine period' (Decker 2001,82), on the basis of a general 

LILAI 2bundjLncc on fifth and sixth sites throughout the eastern Mediterranean. A clear 

connection between this region and amphorae production cannot be demonstrated at 

present. If the export of oil firom the limestone massif to Mediterranean trade networks 

remained strong throughout the sixth and seventh centuries, one would expect Antioch to 

remain 'an exchange focus' throughout this period also, as suggested recently by Wickham 

V. 005.714). But this also cannot be known at present due to the fact that the only laxgc-scalc 

excavations there were conducted in the 1930s, and were largely an exercise in mosaic 

rccovery, without very much attention to the str2tigriphic record. Kennedy's conclusion, that 

some urban dcpopulition and contravention of the street system was taking place there 

during the litter part of the sixth century, is in attractive one (1985), though in reality, a firm 

chronology for settlement abatement in Antioch cannot be vcrified without further 

archaeological worL 

However, a surplus certainly %%-as being produced in the limestone massif, if Dccker's 

comparison between that mgion and the the hinterland of Lepcis Magna is correct. He 

calculates 1-5 presses per km2in Syria, which is three times that for Lepcis Magna, where the 
density is 0-5 per square km2 (Decker 2001,81). If some of this surplus was being consumed 
locally =d some used to participate in long-distance exchange, whether inland as suggested 
by Reynolds (fvrrhvmiýrý or as part of Mediterrancart trade (Wickham 2005), what happened 

to the resultant wealth from this exchange? 

It is clear tint some wealth was used to fund the construction of new ecclesiastical buildings 

and the nuruganent of morustic cstatcs. Most investment in the agricultural infrastructure 

would probably then lure taken pl2cc within monistic domains, and not elsewhere. Once 

rural monasteries became the setting for in itinerant Monophysite hierarchy under Jacob 

Bar2d2cus, it is conceivable that investment in church infrastructure took place, with 
increasing members of the clergy requiring support and investment in church plate, 

manuscripts and other items of conspicuous consumption. Although manuscripts such as 

the R2bbda Gospels, written in 586 at the monastery of Bet Mar Yohannan of Zagba, are in 

evidence, investment in less tangible items is generally difficult to prove. However, an 

argument could be made along lines established by Brenner (1986). 111is would argue that 

economic pattcrns of behaviour set in which prevented the agricultural infrastructure from 

keeping up with the popuhtion increases of the later fifth century. The producers in the 
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vilhgc: s also had little incentive to specialisc economically once markets had begun to 

internalisc following a change in relationship between city and countryside. Ibus, the 

fluctuations of long distance exchange often posited as the reasons behind socio-economic 

change were in fict not the reason for a decline in building programmes in the later sixth 

century. Instc2d, wealth was contingent on the social relations of the countryside (an 

argument made in general terms by Roskims 1996, Wickham 2003 & 2005,819), in this case 

the ability of village communities to produce enough surplus and engage sufficiently in 

distant markets. XX`ithout the ability to engage in these markets, local and diverse (rather than 

specialist) economics were maintained, so surplus was never really accumulated. 

11cre is a second part to this village-monistery relationship, because just as villages 

themselves do not seem to have invested in production infrastructure in the later sixth 

century, monasteries also do not seem to have constructed very much for themselves either. 
Although some building inscriptions are known, it seems that the Monophysite church 
instead invested politically. For Brenner and the development of later feudalism in Europe, 

this investment in apparatus was politico-military. For north-wcst Syria where the specific 

conditions and time period are somewhat different, the struggle to invest was not military, 
but was well organised and structured nonetheless. 

7.6 Regional comparisons 
In order to2Uow sufficient time for a thorough examination of the evidence and for the 

eventual development of 2 refined fi-amcwork of interpretation, this thesis has taken a small 
datasct spc6fic to just one region, rather than attempt very broad comparisons. It has 

already been established that the limestone m2ssif was far from unique, in anything other 

thin taphonornic terrns, on the basis of good survey data from elsewhere in the region 
(Casana 2004). However, this vicw must be balanced by the recognition that we must 

exercise caution in autonuticaUy dr2v6ing par2l1cls between monasteries of north-wcst Syira. 

and elsewhere (Camcron 1980). So in order to examine the extent to which monasteries may 
lure developed 21ong similar lines in a region outside the Roman province of Syria, it is 

stimulating to discuss another area. Many other areas in the region of Greater Syria do not 
have the same prcscn-2tionll advantage as the limestone massif, and so do not permit 

sophisticated analysis so rndjy. Ile Qalamun, for example, between Damascus, Horns and 
Palmyr2, is known to lure a number of monastic sites in existence in Late Antiquity (von 

Sachsen 1927. Nasrullih 1956, K2ufold 1995). Tbc difficulties of accessing and investigating 

such sitcs arch2coloVcaUy am not inconsiderable. At Dayr Mar Mian, for example, 
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historical and archaeok)g" Investigation seemed to establish a reasonable basis prGILLS IW 94= T 
to amxnc tfut fifth and surth century deposits may be in situ (Hull & Loosley inpress). 

1 ivvr *y De mwalmý A* e( D-! Yr Wir Eim iv the 
_Oal&*wmw rMon of ýyna 

11, rwrver. Apart from cxxýLwnAl residual sherds and one coin, in Jitu deposits have proved 

clusive. vi part due to the difficulties of discerning sound stratigraphic sequences where mud 

brick ww the primary buddmg material, and partly due to the large scale development of the 

sitc in the ffwifwvA and OttomAn penods (Loosley & Finneran 2005). 

In the Tur Mxhn ti) the north-cast of the limestone massif, survival of monastic sites was 

weg aftsted by Bd tn the emiy decades of the twenneth -century (1982). However, warfare, 

setk-inctit dcvck-wpmcnt And quite probably deliberate govemmental policy have played a 

rolc in destrovin or (Ancuring the ffujonty of the e"dence (though some archaeolo ical 
.9 

91 

i-rcording hu been undertaken by Leroy 119611). 

In the fV s,, uth ,f s%Tu in the IlaurAn region, within the Roman province of Arabia, 

Arrhwok3gwAl prrsm-anon m more promising, although some site destruction has been 

n, )trd (1). Kennedy 2002). Ilic Kard, basalt geoloq and relative depopulation of the re i gion 
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from the 6w first mdkmnium AD to the nLneteenth century has left a relatively complex 

and accesuble archacolop: al record. Recently, the Hauran Nionastic Landscapes Project has 

estabbshed tfut three potentW mon2stic sites remain extant on the modem Synan side of 

the I Ijuran (. 'U-. kzm &I IuU -'%4). 

DAN 
I-qwv -i mpr e(aw I rww Ammj*rpejm*m *j4&rw. rAnmxg moma g sat mPec on the 3ýynam side o) the border 

PrehminAry mappmg of these sites in comparison with areas of secular settlement would 

seem v, %Wgmt that monAsteries here are far more dispersed and isolated than in the 

Amnochem rqpm of the lunestoric massif. While some are fairly close, such as the site of 

. ShAqqp. othen hkc I>jýr al-NAsrAnt Are at least 6km away from the nearest village. Does this 

sugWst A k%S mArked pArticipation in the socio-economy of the Hauran? On the contrary, it 

coWd be mpjcd thAt it nuy simply suggest the socio-economy into which monasficism 

ctrwqjrd was somewhAt different to begin xxith. The settlement pattern itself seems more 

dispersed. with mound 11.3 settkmient sites per Sookm', rather than the 87.5 per 5OOkm' of 

the hmcstune nussif (though this is. admittedly, comparing the data generated by this thesis 

-aith the rTx)rc rapid survey in N*dk-neuve 1985). Yet, the Ilauran, or Roman Auranitts, was 

Jso A rcron with cxccflcnt communi"tions networks and a far broader hierarchy of 

sc"k-ment types. with j Urge k4w population evidenced by inscriptions to the south and east 

-\f. &Cdon2jd 2000). &pcrsM iiHAgcs like Dayr a]-juw-ani, larger nucleated settlements such 

js Ttsiv-Ah, '-Iknz And \'tmrAh And genuinely urban entities in the form of Bostra, Shahba 

I)htlif, q, di, . , km-, &YdA 1)*)ny%tAs). From the time mon-isticism emerged here in the early 
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sixth century, it seems to have played as strong a socio-econornic role as in the limestone 

massif. 

Although investiptions are at a very early stage, sites such as Dayr al-Nasrani represent 

complex ccntres for a variety of economic 2ctivities. Butler recorded the most obvious 

structural remains of the site in 1904, which consist of a high, walled enclosure, within 

which stands a tower, a small church and several residential rooms around a courtyard 

(Butler 1913). 

CL05E 
sit 

ivwzn 

DER IN-NA, ý PAN I- 

pLar of Djjr al,, Vammý (Bmtkr 1914,335) 

Beyond this, recent survey work has suggested evidence for resource procurement and 

storage (AI-Arm & Ifull 2004). A very large, well-constructed cistern with a plastered 
interior is present on the south-eastern side of the hill on which the monastery is situated. 
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Fttw 729: The 4or a. Qww g Dayr al-Nasraw 

Ah"'). s4: vcral wrialler water catchment features are e%ldent to the east of the site, and a 

number of caves have been cut into the side of the mound, some of which contain burial 

niches And platforms, while others have been revetted and may have served as storage 

features. Fic4d systems in the area have largely been remodefled, but some evidence exists 

ckne to the mound for oval enclosures, the cleared interior of which indicates animal 

penning. Thcir date is ambtguousý but it seems likely that such features would have been 

used contmuously for a considerable period of time. 
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Ilic environs of the site operate today as a camping ground for small, nomadic groups, and 

it mav have bem the caw that such activity took place in Late Antiquity also. Archaeolo ical 91 

evidence for nonudic encampment at or very close to monastic sites was located by Gibson 

and Dauphin at al-RAnidiantya in the Janin to the west of Dayr al-Nasrant (1990). Modern 

parallch with Christian beAv tribes in the Qalamun suggests that sites such as Dayr Ntar Elian 

act As t', -cAl points for socud mteraction, as well as places to obtain water. 

This rasses intei mg queswns about the ways in which monastic sites and nomadic tribes 

mAy Kave intcracted in I-ate -'kntlqwtY- Key to such issues is the role which monasteries 

pjav In ffWdUtjng bemvm the se"ked populations of the Byzantine state, and the bedu of ed 

the Gh2nanod confedemtlon- The possibdity of such a role was first raised by Theodore 

Nokk-kc in the IM and fiinher discussion of this issue has been made bv Peters, who 

pomted out that the Ghassanod tnbe-s wem aclherents of Christianity from the fourth century 

and %1,, fv)physitr by the nud-fifth (N61deke 1875, Peters 1978). The local saint Sergius 

sceffu to have actod as a particulAr focus for the behefs of nomadic groups, and shrines and 

churches de&-2ted to +is figurr occur often along Syria's desert fringe (for example, at 

Rc%Af2). Darr A NAsrani bezs an inscription which states '0 God of Saints Se 'us and TV 

Hiwchus. bk-ss the rw-vn2sterv... ' ý. jttmann et a] 1921.3 4). Ghassanid bes are attested in 3' tri 

varv_, us docuffiorntary sources as having had a complex, inter-dependent relationship with 

m. rmstrm, in the I IlAurAn. IrtAn Shahid mentions th. it Ghassanid foedorufi were entitled to 
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the aý provided bv the Bvzanme state- which prompts questions of how and where this 

agamw was adnwmteredas weg as what alternative system may have taken its place once the 

aý broke down (1995). A letter dated to c-570AD, for example, mentions 137 monastic 

mstitunoin m conriccuon with a GhAssanid phylarch. 

Hints of the range of sooo-econornic activity at Dayr al-Nasr-ani are coupled with its 

position of vmW doffmance as dwsite sits on top of a 70m high basalt outcrop, straddling 

the edge of the settled p6m of the "zLn-an to the west and the desert dropping away to the 

smth mW cast. 

aw mr-aý showj! g a., t "MXMI po-aftom 

Lmsus has interpreted this mte as a defensive structure protecting its inhabit-ants from a 
hosnic krAw populAnon ý1947. However, the range and scale of resource provision 

jinoocijited With thC Site SkjgMtS A more complex relationship With nearby nomadic groups. 
It nuiv hAvr been that num2steries such as this, far from being isolated and self-sufficient in 
Latr . %ntiqLuty. in fact pLayed 2 strong role in the administration of surplus gathered either 
from the settled popuLation, frx-wn nornaac tribes or both. They may also have controlled 

the payn-bent of wimm And the distnbunon of the ammona to Ghassanidfoedorafi. Further 

w(-wk is rr4wed in (wder to stigM-t whAt forms this administration and control took, and 
hcm such rrUmmships rruy Kive changed through time. However, a general conclusion can 
t. IrrA-n tt, mample that ry-emastenes, may have been as socially and politicafly 
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influentiA in the tf,: umn as in the limestone mas" but that the pre-cxisting specifics of 

sociA context mean dut the subsoquent development of monasticism varied slightly from 

region to region. 

7.7 'Alicro-Chris tendoms' & political fragmentation 

Broadening out still further now, it is important to consider the wider theoretical context of 

the role wgued for morusticism, in this thesis. Peter Brown has pioneered the term 'micro- 

(Iristendoms7 to account for the ways in which the diverse nunifestations; of the Christian 

church found ad-. -=tlgc in the fragmented political world of new, emerging elites. He 

sumnurises dut: 

'By the seventh century, the decline of trading networks in the Mediterranean 

2nd the hudcning of political and confessional boundaries in the Nfiddlc East 

ensured that. despite the enthusiastic movements of a few distinguished 

tr2rellers, the Christi. 2n Churches had become profoundly regionalized. ' (2002, 

218) 

*Mere was 'a sense of breathless hurW, he argues, is regions as distant as Armenia, Spain 

and Northumbtiaý sought to cr te 'if in diminished form, the essence of an entire Christian 

culture. Each sought to ct te its own sense of being at the centre of Christian thought, 
through the tramlition of the Gospcls into the vernacular language. Such texts were of great 
importance in di"Iling any sense of 2 region being on the periphery, and thus far from 

w1ut wis pcrccircd as Christian truth and, ultinutely. salvation. 

like high-encW vitimin capsules, they reassured contemporaries that the total 

nourishmcnt of Christi2n truth. once distributed urith insouciant abundance 

through so nuny books, -a-as now available in their own times, to be 'activated' 

in the urgent, dcrply existentW task of building up a local Christendom. ' (2002, 

218) 

Thosc who brought and nunagcd the expertise to create such texts were of enhanced 
lcgitirrucy if they could convince their congregation that they had constructed their own 

their cm-n paradim Each monastery acted as the crucial broker, in that it attracted 

and dcnunded rtsomcc , and were then able to produce the works which created that sense 

of being 2t the centre of an entire Christian world. But our basis of evidence for such a 

proccss of idcologic: d consolidition is no longer confined to early Christian texts alone. By 
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obserring the ardticological evidence for changes in the organisation of production within 

and in rchdon to monastic sites, as weU as the v,, 2ys in which monastic communities 

smictured and enclou-d their spaceý it is possible to observe 2 process by which monastic 

estates ueatcd the bisis for both loc: 21 s2crcd lindsc2pes and the means for a sophisticatcd 

Politiad appinnis. 

But however tempting it is to dr2w much broader parallels with emergent monasticism 

els, cwhcre, it is clear that such a role for monasteries may not have occurred at the same time 

in all regions of the Christiinworld. A recent survey by Baird of the Konya plain in central 

Turkey his located evidence for in expansion of settlement into much more marginal areas 

in the fifth to scvcnth ccnturiesý coinciding with an organised expansion of irrigation 

networks (-W4). *Me presence of a stone structure in many of these villages led Baird to 

conclude that ecclesiastical orgmihution may have been responsible for such an expansion. It 

could be suggested that monistcrics drore such changes and sought to intensify surplus 

production in the countryside. Although the dating resolution for the Konya plain survey is 

not yet refined, its results would seem to be broadly contemporary with both the limestone 

missif and the 112uran in Syria. IF-or other regions, simib trajectories may be suggested, but 

at different times. 

In Palestine, for example,, networks of monistic sites were established in Judea as early as 

the mid-fourth century (Ifirschfild 1992). For Europe, such developments tended to occur 

somewhat later. Even though Mirtin of Tours' pioneering foundation at Marmouticr began 

in the 370s. and jcromc*s early experiment in Rome was in place by 382, there is little 

suggestion of litge, collective institutions until coenobia like Monte Cassino in the 530s. In 

the north-west, in spite of cLtims that 12te Roman monasticism can be identified 

archicologically in Britain (for example, Sparcy-Grecn 2003), there is no firm evidence until 

Anglo-Sixon institutions such as Monk-weirmouth and jarrow in the mid-sevcnth century 

(Cramp 1994). In central and eastern Itelind large ecclesiastical estates which were well 

sinutcd to ficilitste communication with other settlements, and were also wen equipped 

thcnuclvcs Ulth associated agricultural enclosures and storage facilities did not appear until 

the 6tcr seventh century (Edwards 1990). For the south-west of Scotland, the north of 

Ireland and Cumbria, similir large ecclesiastical sites displaying links with secular power and 

acting as foci for spccialist crafrworking, appeared also in the seventh century (Foop, 

forr&vmiý4. I lodges his wgucd on the basis of his work at San Vincenzo al Volturno that 

monistic p2rticipation in the broader economy may lure varied from luxury gift exchange 
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and patronage culy in the seventh and eighth centuries, to a switch to control of agricultural 

production as lateas the tenth century (1989.1993). 

Some of these links between monastic development in different regions may have been 

direm It is known, for example, that influcmti2l ecclesiastical eitcs like Athanasius and 

Rufinus of Aquilcia as well is writers and ascetics like ClSsian, travelled often between the 

southern and eastern NIcditcrr2nc: Ln and Europe (Lawrence 2001, Stewart 1998). 'Mcsc 

travellers, as well as the works they brought with them like Athanasius' Life of StAntbog, 

carried both the idea of monasticism, 2sweU as some of its specific organisational elements, 

to audiences in Europe. Translations of works from Greek to Utin took place and 

pilgrimage from south to north gathered pace firom. the late fourth century onwards. 

HowcvM some of these simlaities of trajectory are too chronologically diverse to have 

been connected. It is more Rely dut they are incidental and derive from the similar effects 

which holy men nuy lure h, 2d on rural communities, even where the details of belief, 

pr2ctice and chronology = entirely loc: zL For c=mple, the extreme asceticism of Eusebius 

2nd his union with the bl-e-minded Ammianus in the raid-fourth century led to the 

foundition of Di)r Tell 'Ach and associ. 2ted complexes. Ibcodorct recalls numerous 

disciples coming to join them, then, like Eusebonas and Abibion, going off to found new 

complexes in the irea. Communiczitionuith both associated monasteries and nearby villages 
like Tell AdLi, Tun=nin, Duu and elsewhere was probably firequentuith the communities 

of the vilhges bccon-dng increasingly dependent on the organisation and authority of the 

rnorustcricýL 

For Cassiodorus in I*. a former miltuT officer and2ristocrat of the early sixth century, 

motusticismwis prinurily 2 mitter of leiming2nd his Insfiwes imply a sense of order to the 
learning he imixncd on his morustic followers (1.2v6rencc 2001). Ile educational scheme is 

onewhich encourages the chssics of Hellenic philosophy, contrasting with the down-to- 

cirth inti-11clIcnic thctoric of nuny of the Syrian figures. Asceticism did not feature and 
Cissiodoms esublished his cm-n monastic complCX at Vivui=4 on his own estate. lihis is in 

surk contr2st to the Djyr Till 'Adi project which, Ibeodoret tells us, only came about 
follouring long persuasion by Anunilnus dut Eusebius should abandon his harsh, solitary 
life. Once he kid done so, r1uscbius' instructions to his followers were to pray or worship 
however they wish. as long as they lud learned to conquer the challenges of ascetic life. But 

in spite of these differences of Ioc: d practice, it is the fierce dctennination of individual holy 

figums. their ability to influence others to til-c up the monastic idea and ability - whether by 
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pin-ate means or through the extraction of tribute - to support it economically, that makes 
the development of early monasticism in many contrasting parts of the late antique world 
Similir. 

If the nSC and dcrelopmcnt of morusticism can bc sccn to bc in somc respccts similn in 

nuny imas. but uith important diffcrcnce-s relating to local socio-economic contcxts, what 

of their subsequent development and decline in bter centuries? 

7.8 Arrested devc1opment? Monistic Landscapes and early Islam 
Returning to the north-wcst of Sytia, is it possible to suggest why the early stages of proto- 
fcudA ofg=- tion suggcsted by this thesis did not continue further? The subject of the 
decline of monastcrics his received little attention. However, this stands in contrast to 

attention given to the issue of settlement as a whole. Tchalcnk-o's argument, that the Muslim 

invasions of the 640s disrupted trade between rural Syria and the Mediterranean, and thus 
brought to in end the grc2t period of prosperity for the olive producing regions of Late 

Antiquity has been shown to be flawcd. Ibc excavation of Dehes indicated a longevity of 

settlement survival tight into the ninth century, but with a period of marked 
impoverishment from the liter sixth century (Sodini ct al 1980). Magness has taken issue 

uith the interpretation of accumdated deposits on floors as 'irnpoverishmcne, suggesting 
instead that it indicates a period of thriving economic success for the sixth and seventh 

centuries, and is thus similar to her conclusions for rural Palestine (2003). However, there 

seems httlc doubt that the inct sing subdivision of internal rooms with makeshift partitions 

at Dchcs irhhC3tC$ 2 lick of ability by the inhabitants to expand settlement by erecting new 
buildings, and insteid an attempt to cope with increasing family sizes within the same 
buildings. Tates analysis of domestic housing across the region also suggests a more general 
trend of the subdi%ision of rooms from around 550 (1992,307). Indeed, if Tate's dating 

"hcmes for architectural and construction styles arc correct, it seems likely that almost no 

new buildings were erected across the limestone massif until the Medieval mosques of the 

rnid- and We Islimic pcriods (rchalcnko 1953 1,154-155). This would concur with the 
intcrpret2tion of socio-cconon-ýc control given by this thesis, that increasing control of land 

and resources by monastic authorities restricted the horizontal expansion of settlements. 
71c question remains though, would this necessarily have brought about a period of 
decline? 

I-or Kennedy. there a-as a tnijor shift after around W, caused by a combination of plague, 
carth9tukes and the effects of the Byzanto-Persi2n v6-ar (1986). In particular, it was the 
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outbreaU of plague in 541-3.508,560-1,5734,592 and 599 which weakened the abi1ity of 

the population of Syria to cope with cirthqtukes and the d6ilitating effects of war from 540 

to 561 =d 5772 to 591 in puticulit. 

A somewhat longer chronology of decline could be suggested whereby sixth and seventh 

century disruptionswcre not 2s destructive of the sociG-economy as the shift in political and 

economic power represented by the Abbasid foundation of Baghd2d. It is often assumed, 

though r=ly explicitly re2soned, that during the 750s and 760s, as the Euphrates-Tigris axis 
becarm more involved in trading activity, and the Arabian Gulf became the major occan 

outlet, Damiscusý Aleppo and Arnman declined in importance and the Mediterranean ports 

fcU out of usc (i view which orig=iticd uith Pircrinc 1939,284-5, but is found less explicitly 

in nuny hter ivnthcscs, such as Hillenbrand 1999,38-40). T'his would have left the surpluses 

of the countrysitic with a diminished mark-ct in which to participate, and ultimately to a 
dmtic decline in wealth in both rur-A and urban areas throughout the eighth and ninth 

centuncs. 

flowcvcr. neither of these cipluutions seems entirely satisfactory. XWith regard to the 

former, both Ward-Pcrkins C-000b, 385-6) and Wrickharn (2005,14) have criticised the 

tendency among schoUrs of Luc Antiquity to cite disasters as primary forces for change, 

even u; hcre such events as u= and famine in f2ct derive from deeper problems within the 

so6d stnx-tum %Mth rrgud to long distxnce exchange, although explanations relating to 

flucttudons in trade lure been the norm since Pirainc (1939), it could in fact be asserted 
dut'cconorric chinge is dependent on structures that operate at a regional and sub-regional 
lcvcl" (VIcklum 2M. 400; simihr sentiments expressed by Roskams 1996,172). Trade is 

nor, in itsclf. the nuin reason for soci2l clunge, but the symptom of internal, structural 

clungc uithin society. Euthqxukcs, disc2sc and war probably did not help economic 
development very much. nor r=kc socW rclitions straightforward, but they are not -6ewed 
here as c2us4l. 

Instc2d, the lick of invcstment in the production infrastructure coupled with the demands 

of the 'Monophysite Church infmstructure may luve led to a slow, long-term decline from 

the mid-sixth century until the ninth. The moment 2t which individual villages began to 
decline cconontictIly wis probably contingent on the specifics of social relations and 

tesourccs in c2ch c2sc, and u-ould necessitate c2reful fieldwalk-ing and selective excavation to 

cluciditc. 
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So if monwerics bcc=c the new ruril lindlords throughout the fourth and fifth centuries, 

whit was their role once popul2tion decline set in from the late sixth century onwards? The 

extent towhich rruxustCnCS remained powerful in the countryside after the sixth century is 

not c1c2r. Some continued as pilgtimige ccntres, as indicated by inscriptional evidence at 
Diyr Sim'an as We as the clcrenth and perhaps even the twelfth, century (Littmann 1934,5- 

39; Tchalcriko, 1953 1.2%). but these am likely to have been only those which had 

sufficiently compkx forms of cconomic procurement and cultural contacts to survive. This 

development truy be seen as similir to thit of Whithom. in south-west Scotland, where the 

rnonistcry continucd in use in spite of the decline of many smaller sites in the Irish Sea 

region, on the luck of burW dues 1997). The continuation of these larger institutions 

with 2 strong pilgrimigc element is likely to lure played a role in modem conceptions of 

, wh. 2t a Lite antique monistcry should be regarded as, thus distorting the variation of 

monistic activity in plice earlier in the fourth to sixth centuries. 

Other morusterics enjoyed the development of some degree of success in spite of their 
declining ability to draw tritbute, Lrgely through patronage by Muslim elites. It is known that 

the Czliph a]. %Vald I died2t Dayr '*%Iurr2n in 715, for example, and other institutions are 

mentioned in documcntuT sources as acting as rests during royal hunting trips (Sourdcl 

1960). We know from early IsLunic legal documentation that monasteries were often 
forbidden from erecting new buildings, or even rcp2iring damage, though how far this was 

enforced on the ground in unclear (Fattil 1958). 11osc monasteries that survived in the very 
long-ters, were only those surrounded by continuing Christian populations who could 

support thcm, as in the TurAbdin ncarMirdin (Bell 1982, Parry 2001). 

The numbers of motustcries that survived into the early Islamic period, and the precise ways 
in which they drew revenue is not dcar. Some have sought to suggest that Christian 

institutions thrived in the seventh and eighth centuries (for example, Schick 1992,1995 for 

JordAn and Palestine). Some monasteries certainly continued in use well into the nineteenth 

century. and continued to act is centres for Church hierarchies (as at Dayr Afar Musa, for 

cx=plc. (DA'Ogho 1998). and in the Tur Abdin at Dayr al-Zafaran [Bell 1982]). It could 

even be sui7ested thit the continuing presence of monasteries influenced the layering of 
Muslim scared spicc and the form of AJusqs sinctu2ries. However, the issue of monastic 

survival during the lslamýic period his received too little attention on the whole to make any 
rum condusions here. 
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7.9 The monistcry as 1politiciae: developing the model 
This thesu has now developed somcwlut from the initial model proposed in Chapter 3. It is 

imporunt to dcfinc a further. more refined model based on the research discussed in this 

thesis. This is not intended to act 2. s the basis for crudcý 'deductive' lines of reasoning, but as 

an interpretive fr2mcwork which m2y serve to guide future research. Before this framework 

is outlined. m-o elements to the theoretical discussion thus far require clarification. The first 

rchtes to some of the terminology used, and especially the word 'tribute. The second is the 

question of whether there is anything about the role of monasteries described in this thesis 

which is pirticul2r, orwhcthcr we can simply substitute 'monastery' for any other form of 

rural elite residence in Late Antiquity. 

Eirlier in this thesis it was suggested thit monistic communities established themselves in 

positions which ctubled them to oversee a change in social relations. 17his change was from 

a situition where trunt rural peasants p2id tax to imýriil collectors based in the city, to one 

where morustCrIcs % cz e instead the fo, ost iuthority, able to glean tribute and then rent 

cither in the form of surplus or through labour from YU2gcs under their economic and 
idcologic2l control. While this sccn2. rio is still largely credible, the research which 

contributed to Chapters 5 and 6, and the further development of these ideas in the current 

chipter, his in fact introduced i number of impor=t cave2ts and refinements to this 

gmer2l idc: L 

*Me rust is dut the issue of 'tribute truy seem ambiguous. Interpretations of this term, even 

among Mimist commentators, vary. For some, it is a 'c2tch-aT term which encompasses 
liter dcvclopmcnts tern ed by others 'feudalism' (1421don 1993,67-9). In this sense, it is 

present whctcvct any given society possesses a distinction between producers and exploiters 

%ith the bttcr dr2wing surplus. For Roskams and Saunders, 'tributary' relations indicate 

inste2d the spccific situationwhcre surplus is gleaned after production has taken place, and 

usuAT from groups. rather thin on a household or even in individual basis (2001,65). 

Ibctc is some ambiguity aboutwhcther collection on a group basis took place in northern 
SyTi. L Although 'Mcodorct indicates dut a vilhge dose to Emesa gave money to the holy 

m2n Abm)um on 2 mZ%itiir basis (11R XN'11: 4), he also shows there are instances where 
individtuls alone nuke donations to a monk or a monastery. Given this ambiguity, it is 

irnporunt to be clear dut the derinition adopted here is not necessarily one of scale, but of 

rcgulArity of psyment and the point of intervention in the production process. 17his view is 

sim&r to dut of Amin. who regards the difference between tributary and fcudal modes as 
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dairing from the dc-, wc of conuol exerted by the clitcý r2ther than any fund=nental 

diffcnzcc of scajc (1976). 

Section 7.2 discussed the complex and lengthy overlap likely to have occurred between a 
siruition %here occisional or irrý piymcnts to monistic institutions took place, and 
where such juymcnts wcre staridartlised or organised in the form of active monastic 

pirucqution in production. Irregular payments took the form of 'don2tions- of children or 
'fiXert'adults to a monastery. of land, food, buildings or 12bour to construct buildings anew. 
In a scasc, these dorutions could also be rCpMcd2S Votive offerings; at times they may 
luvc lx-cn gwirn in a Utuition resembling alms, and in certain cases - though this is unlikely 

to have been the norm for fourth to sixth century Syria- we could also use patronage to 
denote Vfts gmcn by a wc2lthy elite. All of these situations are different, and probably 
involved 2kngthy tr=sition from irý to st2ndardised, but 'tribute' would seem the 
best ovcmU win to describe all of thcse, %-2ys of giving. However, in spite of this lengthy 

cwctisp, it is crucial dut u-c recognise the difference between these methods on the one 
hind, and2sinution on the other where labour or rent is agreed upon in a standardised way, 
if wc ire to be ck-u thit monistrtics did. in some sense at least, organise proto-feudal 

relations- 

It seems probible that by the vnid-sixth century if not a little earlier, monasteries 

otchestr2ted a shift (rom somewhatarbitrary donations to a more standardised arrangement 

n3cmbling the beginnings of a feudil arrangement In some W2YS, such 2 model is similar to 

2 number of sirýr ideas posited for rural communities in many areas of the late antique 
, wotid. whctcby local lindcm-ricts interrupt the imperial t2x-tion system and become rural 
Undlor& ForNorth Africa. for example. Roskims has proposed 2 progression throughout 

the fifth and sixth centuries whereby 2 group of local tribute collectors began to clash, %ith 
the stitc. *McT sttcmpted to scpmtc their rqion from state control, but at the same time 

constructed in idcolog which scNr2ted them from the local producers. Once 'state 

sluckki could be c2st aside'. these tribute t1kcrs become 'rent-tikmig lords' (Roskams 1996, 

178). 

I fowcver, it wotild be problorrutic isimply to conclude that monasteries behaved in exactly 
the "nw w3T as any othct kind of high-status residcnce. In some ways a model involving 

numustic inititutions is somcwhat diffcrcnt, since the scenario of tributc-taking is quite 
spccific. dcriving fmwn the complex notions of intercession v6ith the divine built-up by holy 
figuiri from an c.. arly stige. 'Me 'cross-over' bcmven this situation =d standardised rent is 
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thu. s cspccuflv complex, as monastenes graduafly rehnqwsh their ideology of poverry and 

scparatiý, n. and adapt it in order to assume more exphcit econorrUc control. 

ILiving clanfied these points. the various stages described here in sections -. 1 to -. 8 to 

account for the role of mon2stenes in late antique rural society in Syna could be summansed 

in a way that would serve as a reformed model. Such a model contains nine general 
dcvck)pmcnt-s. and is as foflows: 

I -. ým a-ý c. irl% is the ýccond centurý-, a ncmx-ork of holy figures adopts .1 pox', crful, 
intcrcesmonarv role in rural society 'Broxx-n 19-1,1982a). 

2 This begins to encompass ever-more integral econonUc and spiritual arrangements 
L, A. - 

3 'Me gn-ing of land and surplus as j. i ho, - donations enable,, monastic institutions to 
develop from spar-sc, dispersed and often singular units into large, planned 
conglomerations. 

4 These are placed in locations and structured in such a way as to bind communities 
to particular mon2stenes, thus enabling closer econorruc control. 'Ilijs may begin in 
the form of a combination of small-scale pilgrimage and limited processing of 
gxx-xis, dcx-elop into the larger scale processing of han-ested produce and finally 
involve the laying out ot - %%-hole field systems and interaction at every stage of the 
production process. 

5 The control exerted by the citý- over its hinterland declines throughout the late 
fourth and fifth centuries as the economy of vanous rural regions partially 
internalis. cs. 

6 These changes coincide vvith the theological controversies of the rrud-fifth centurý 
which further distance rural systems of control from the citý- by embedding an 
idc()I()p- of Synac, Monophysite chstinctiveness. Though some local nvalry between 
institutions would seem hkely, groups ot - monastic sites - orm powerful conectives 
capable of withstanding external ide(llog gical. econorruc and even physical pressure. 
NI, mastcnes invest surpluses in both their material culture and architecture and 
then a political and ecclesiastical infrastructure. The productive infrastructure in the 
countr\ side begins to stagmatc from the carlv sixth centun.. 

8 Population nscs of the fifth ccntury, coupled with an inabilitý- of the rural peasantiý- 
to expand spatially, means that conditions within villages become some,, vhat 
im )%-cnshed. with buildingN being increasingly subdivided, Rccovery from plague 
and carthquakc damage is therefore inhibited, and production decline,. 

9 The Muslim invasions have little immediate impact, and indeed the monasteries 
which arc still in existence continue in use. I 1()x\-e%-cr, , vith decreasing control ovcr 
rural rcsmirccs. their numbers decline. The institutimis vvhich retnain are those 
specialist pilgrimage ccntrcs which are able to reach out I)c\-()nd the region to 
sources of high -status patr )nagc. 

'Libk 35: S-man o, Ike Prrsexlej a, § a rrsull of-the rr., e, ird, in 

(. Icarly. this model, though a dc%-cl()pcd N-cr-sion of the ideas presented in Chaprcr 3, is at 
I)-c!. t a prcluiunarý- framework. Ccrtain rcglolls, SUCh a, the portion of the limestone massif 

north of Apanica and mduch for-ined part of Sum Secunda. -were probably never as 

idc,. I., gicalh indcpcndcnt from the cirN aý, Svria Prima. and so the population remaincd 
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hrgcly Orthodox in allegiance. How this ideological continuation occurred, and whether it 

was associated with continued economic control, is not clear and would require an extension 

of the kind of research carried out by this thesis, to that region. Furthermore, it is not clear 

how such a model should be 2dipted to take account of regions where control of surplus 

required very different mechanisms. It may have been the case, for example, that at sites 

such as 132yr 21-Nasmniý surplus control was not of harvested crops, but of water resources 

and animals. 11c chronology of these various changes requires clarification. Different 

regions, and indeed different cornmunities, are likely to have progressed at different rates, 

but even at 2 local level our understanding of the stagnation and decline of rural control in 

the liter sixth, seventh and eighth centuries relies on the excavation at Dehes alone. The 

model therefore requires a number of crucial aspects to be investigated further through 

carefiffly defined fieldworL Ilese objectives, along with the broader intellectual context for 

this research, will now serve as the final section of this thesis. 

7.10 Future u-orL- the monastery and Syriac identity today 

It was noted at the start of this thesis that one of its aims was to enhance the range and 

quality of understanding about late antique monasticism in Syria, in part because of the 

symbolic importance of early monasticism for the Syrian Orthodox community today. In 

many ways, this is a community displaced by political unrest and emigration throughout the 

twentieth century, and one which finds the assertion of a common identity a challenging task 

(S2to 2003). XWithin the context of such challenges, early Christian figures and the 

monasteries with which they came to be associated represent common nodes of reference 

and sources of inspiration (Syrian Orthodox Resources 2000). Ibc sense of connection felt 

by the Syrian Orthodox community living in Syria today with the archaeological site of Dayr 

Tell 'Ad2, for example, has led the church authorities to purchase the land on which it 

stands and begin assembling plans to excavate and reconstruct the site anew (Mar Yohanna 

lbrahimpers comm. Aug 2002). Surviving monastic communities, whether Syrian Orthodox or 

Syrian Catholic, act 2Sccntrcs for social events, festivals, meetings and arbitration of local 

matters (IS 2tDayr INIar U- [i2n, Loosley & Finneran 2004). At a broader level, monastic 

communities across the Middle Fast continue to play a role of political representation for 

their congregations, as evidenced in recent decades in Lebanon (Schcrnm 2005). Broader 

still, monastic sites of all faiths act as multi-12ycrcd ccntres of sacred landscapes, often 

contested but always relevant for those who have C2USCto use them (Shaw 2000). 

It is for these reasons that bringing a degree of methodological and theoretical rigour to the 

subject of the social impact of mly monasteries is of crucial importance. For the narratives 
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highlighted here to be carried on, the information provided by the archaeological 

community must continue to be thought-provok-ing and even controversiaL Without such 
stimuliý dcb2tC surrounding c=ly monastic sites runs the risk of becoming stagnant and not 

moving fom-ard to compete Within the multi-ficcted discourses of post-modcrnity in the 

twenty-first century. 

It is hoped then th2t the refined model presented in this thesis can continue to provide such 

a stimulus. By looking 2t monaisteries not Solely as spiritual and cultural communities, but as 

politically and economically active centres which brought about social change on a wide 

scale, their significance caLn be shown to be complex and varied. However, the study 

presented here can only be experimental, given the restrictions of time and resources 
imposed by the ruturc of doctoral study. If the monasteries brought about a fundamental 

change in social relations in north-wcst Syrii as proposed here for the fourth to seventh 

centuries, then 2 gre2t deal more work remains to be done in order to satisfy the model in 

other respects. Rese=th along these lines could be conducted with four aims. lbesc are as 
follows: 

Imprvlrd Lowl Cbm, 70141vl and Lan&rape Confew 

For the limestone massif, presented 2S 2 study area in this thesis, the problems of 

chronology in gcncr2l, and of missing morphological information for certain sites in 

particular, have been discussed. In order to clarify the ambiguous earliest phases of 

monasticism, gauge more accurately their role in agricultural production and understand 

their decline and cvcntuaJ 2bandonmen4 fin-ther fieldwork is required. Such fieldwork 

should consist of scven elcmcnts: 

1) A comprehensive recording of the evidence for field systems along lines established 
by Abdulk2jim for the Hama region (1997), and the digitisation of such information 

into a Geographical Information System would allow a proper study of the 

organis2tion and subsequent reorganisation of agricultural regimes beyond the 

anecdotal data presented by studies thus far. Aerial photography for this region, 
though available, has tended to be patchy and difficult to access. Ibcrcforc, use of 
1960s Corona satellite imagery would prove far more ftuitful given preliminary use 
of such images for the limestone massif carried out for this thesis. 

2) Selected test exc2vation could be used at crucial junction points within these field 

systems - ie where field boundaries meet structures of known date, or where 
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different f0MIS Of agricultural system intersect. Ibc resulting stratigraphic evidence 

could be used to clarify the chronology of such field systems and thereby identify 

when uidespread agricultural changes took place. 

3) Further excavation could be carried out in order to verify the hypothesis offered by 

the Dches project that buildings become increasingly subdivided and 'impoverished' 

from the second half of the sixth century onwards. The chronology of such changes 

should also be scrutiniscd. 'nic selection of such site(s) should be carefiffly made in 

order to ensure a nuximum possible depth of archaeological deposits and therefore 

the greatest possible chance, of understanding the stratigraphy accurately. Deeper 

deposits would also facilitate the gathering of macro-faunal and flotation samples, as 

Well 2Snutcrial for ceramic chronologies in order to enhance the studies made by 

Tourna (1984) and Villcneuvc (Sodini & Villeneuve 1992, Villeneuve & Watson 

2001). Ex=plcs of suitable sites are IýVaz and Radwa. 

4) An improved understanding of ceramic chronology would enable fieldwalldng within 

the environs of selected villages and monastic sites to be Carried out in order to 

clarify both the length of occupation at such sites, as well as the possible extent of 

expansion and contraction of such sites. FicIdwalking may also clarify the extent to 

which LRA1 was being used in the limestone massif. 

5) Where the layout of field systems, or indeed of specific elements within monastic 

sites, is unclear, geophysics could be used in rapid surveys to clarify ambiguities. In 

particular, resistivity would react well to the potential contrasts offered between the 

predominantly limestone building materials and the soft, silt soil, especially during 

the winter season. 11c site of Qasr al-Brad would be a good examplc, as would Burj 

Nasr. 

6) Ambiguous structures on monastic sites, and particularly those the interpretation of 

which ranges between use for livestock-, storage of goods or human accommodation, 

could be investigated using geochernical methods. In particular, magnetic 

susceptibility and phosphate analysis would offer increased insights into previous 

use. Tbc structure to the north-wcst of Qasr al-Brad would bencfit from such work, 

as would the tower at Dayr Dehcs (if the deposits within have not already been 

excavated). 
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7) Finally, the standing stratigr2phy present at monastic sites could be inspcctcd further 

in order to clarify whether the suggestions made in this thesis for the survival of the 
e2rliest phases Of MOnIStiC activity 2rCindced bornOUt across the region. Sitcs such 
as Kusik, Burk 'Akkush 'A', Qasr al-Banat and Qarat Sirmada. would benefit from 

such in analysis. This would clarify the extent to which the earliest phases of settled 
monasticism c2n be discerned, and especially provide evidence deriving from the late 

fourth to mid-fifth centuries which are currently not represented in discussions of 
this subject 

LAU1 COMS'PLIn"Ns 

In addition to these studies at 2 local level, comparison of the results presented here for the 

northern limestone massif with the monasteries of the 'Apamean' zone further to the south 

would be fruitful. Do the rather different morphological characteristics of these monastic 

complexes derive from genuine differences of intent in the monastic movement there, or 
from differences in the prc-existing settlement pattern from which monasteries derived? 

How do such differences compare with zones immediately adjacent to the limestone massif, 

such as the recently investigated Amuq Valley? Did such zones host genuinely different 

settlement forms in the past, or arc apparent differences merely t2phonomic? 

R,: ýoxjl Comparimrs 
Comparison of the model constructed here, of monasteries driving a change in social 

relations from taxation to tributary to proto-feudal relations, should be made with areas 

outside Roman Syria. The Hauran region would seem to suggest that although a different 

socio-econornic context prevailed, resulting in settlement patterns which contrastwith those 

of the Syria Prima, in fict monasteries played a similarly active role in the management of 

surplus deriving from the rural population. However, the extent to which production was 

2CtUIUy org2riised by monastic complexes, or whether the resulting resources were merely 

exchanged and stored there is unclear. Further fieldwork at and around sites such as Dayr al- 
N2sr2ni would help to clarify the ways in which monasteries were connected with their 
hinterland, and may go some way towards answering this question. 

HiriuSeA famaSement 

FinaUy, the Geogr2phic2l Information System presented in this thesis can be used as the 
basis of a heritage management tooL whereby site information can be added incrcmentaUy 

and made accessible to 2 broad range of parties through the Directorate General for 
Antiquities and Museurns. Ile recent creation of the Syrian limestone massif as a World 
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Herit. 2ge Site has focused attention on which areas of this region require fiirthcr 

consolidation and fimher research. A series of site databases which could be laid over series 

of interchangeable base maps would help such a management project in logistical terms. By 

comparing information from Past aerial images provided by Corona for the 1960s, with 

more recent lkonos recent satellite imagery from the 1990s, identification of areas which 

require particular attention due to destruction could be carried out. This would help ensure 

th2t 2 situation whereby2handful of2rbitraxily 'significant' sites such as Qal'at Sim'an and 
Saxjilla are conserved and presented simply because we have inherited them from thcp2Stin 

abetter state of preservation, while the majority of lesser' sites risk serious neglect, could be 

avoided. A thorough and well-maint2ined GIS ensures that every area and site within the 

limestone m2ssif receives equalatention. 

This thesis has sought to deconstruct and reform our view of monastic behaviour in Late 

Antiquity, from the earliest moments for which evidence remains to the process of 

institutionalisation in the fifth and sixth centuries. This research has necessitated not only 

the generation of fresh 'data' through fieldwork and spatial analysis, but also thorough 

examination of the ways in wl-dch such work has been conceived, argued and theorised by 

past practitioners. In a similar fashion, the model suggested by this thesis needs to be 

subjected to proper scrutiny. It is very much hoped that implementation of the four-stage 

programme outlined above would enable such scrutiny to take place. 

And in this way, discussion returns to the final paragraphs of Chapter 1, which stressed the 
importance of recognising the heterogeneity of the early Christian church. It is hoped that 

the viewpoint presented here, though inevitably controvcrsial, can add a useful voice to the 

great many - scholars, church leaders, lay congregations and external observers - discussing, 

scrutinising and holding dear the early development of today's many and varied Christian 

communities. 
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Glossajy 

Ile following is intended to clarify certain terms fo=d throughout the thesis, especially 
within pl2cc names. The dcfinitions given arc not intended to be dcfinitive, but to act as a 
quick reference only. In order to contcxtuilise each term, the relevant discussion in the 
thesis text should be referred to. The dcfinitions given below derive from the following 
sourccs: 

Bums, P, (1999), ifommmews of ýyria. London: I. B. Tauris. 

HiUenbrand4 P, (1994) Mmic Ambiframm Form, Fmmefion & Aleaning. Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press. 

Nlingo, C. (1978) Bjran, 6hr. -Irr&frcturr. Nfilan- Electa Editrice. 

Gibb, H-A-P, ct al (eds) (1960-) Engelopaedia of Isl=. Leiden: F-J. Bril 

buij Arabic term for a tower (p]. brayi). Application of this term can vary 
widely throughout western Asia and North Africa, and burj implies no 
specific usage. It can be used to describe a stand alone tower, a 
structure associated with 2 fortification, a lighthouse, an agricultural 
barn, a dovecote or even the masonry pier of a bridge. 

dayr (or deir) This term usually means 'monastery' in Arabic, and derives from the 
Syriac dayro (as in the monastery of Kirkmo Dayro in the Tur Abdin, in 
Arabic known as Dcir al-Zafaran). However, dayr in modem Syrian 
Arabic can be used to denote a large parish church complex, although it 
is not clear for how long this usage of the term has existed. Not to be 
confused, with'dar' (house or government bureau in Arabic), though the 
two can often become conflated in popular speech. In place names, 
dayr can be assigned to any old structure perceived to have had a 
Christi2n religious association in the past, and does not necessarily 
constitute in accurate description of the original use of a site. See 
sections 4.7 and 4.8 for a more thorough discussion. 

hayr (or heir) Ar2bic term for an enclosure, though not necessarily of a fortified 
nature. At early Islarnic sites such as Qasr al-Hayr al-Gharbiý the term 
refers to the enclosure of a high status residence with associated 
gardens. For place names in northern Syria, it is unclear what the 
enclosure surrounds specifically. 

jebel (orjabal) Arabic tcrm for mountain (pljibil or ajbdo. 

ka (or kefr) Generally refcrs to a village, although its linguistic origin and prccise Or 
dcfinition are unclear. 

khirba (or kherba) Ambic tcrm for mins. 

qal'a (or qal'a) Arabic term for a castle or fortress, although in place names this does 
not necessary constitute a reliable description of the original use of a 
structure. 
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qajr (or qa$r) An Arabic terin which generally refers to a high status residence (pl 
qu$fir), although its usage varies widelY throughout western Asia and 
North Africa. IMainly, variation applies to the extent to which such 
structures are fortified, but also to their scale. The diminutive qus4vr 
describes a small version of a qasr. 

teH (or tall) Arabic term for a mound of anthropogenic origin, usually built up 
through centuries of mud brick deposition followed by phases of 
rebuilding. Tell is synonomous uith the Turkish tepe. 

bema Greek term for the slightly raised, U-shaped pl2tform found in the nave 
of some churches (p]. bemata). 

wadi (or %-Wj) Ambic tcnn for a dry vaUcy which seasonaUy bccomcs a watcr course. 
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